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ABSTRACT

The thesis contains six chapters: introduction,
Tour chapters on selected works by Tour poets, and conclusion. 
The Arabic texts discussed are added as an appendix and 
numbered from I to XIX.

Chapter One discusses the form and function of the 
panegyric gasIda in the early Abbasid period. The organic 
unity of the individual poem is postulated in a structural 
model which serves as a working hypothesis for subsequent 
analyses.

Chapters Two and Three contrast panegyrics by Bu^tur 
(d. about 284 AH/897 AD) and Mihyar al-Daylamr (d. 428 AH/ 
1036 AD). Three poems by Bu^turl are analysed with particular 
attention to the structural function of the initial section.
A work by Mihyar, shown to follow similar principles of con
struction, is explored with respect to imagery. A comparison 
of two selected passages highlights stylistic differences 
between the two poets.

Chapters Four and Five are devoted to ascetic 
poetry, contrasting the zuhdiyyat of Abu 'l-'Atahiya (d. 213 
AH/828 AD) and the Luzumiyyat of Abu * 1-'Ala' al-Ma'arrx 
(d, 449 AH/1058 AD). Chapter Four begins with a study of the 
origins of the zuhdiyya canon in the poetic tradition and 
its relation to the panegyric. Chapter Five focuses on the 
reinterpretation of the poetic tradition in Ma'arrifs work.



Both chapters conclude with the analysis of a selected text.
Departing from the postulated unity of the 

individual poem, the analyses reveal the unity of the poetic 
corpus. The former is substantiated by recurring techniques 
of construction, the latter suggested by recurring motifs in 
contrasting contexts. It follows that the gasIda, on the 
basis of one structural model, provides scope for combinations 
of motifs drawn from the entire poetic corpus.

The analyses of chapters Two to Five provide the 
basis for a hypothesis on the nature of mannerism and 
classicism which the final chapter develops in reference to 
the debate on mannerism in Arabic literature. The hypothesis 
is tested by a return to the selected texts.

* * * * * * *

In the course of writing this thesis, I have 
received much generous assistance and advice for which I 
wish to express my gratitude here. The School of Oriental 
and African Studies has made this research possible with the 
award of a Postgraduate Exhibition. Dr. M.T. Darwlsh and 
Dr. S. Khulu^I have kindly offered their help on textual 
matters, and the manuscript has been typed with care by 
Mr. V, Daykin. Many an insight is due to the critical sense 
of Mr. M.B. al~Qummus, and I am indebted to Mr. A.D. Chappa 
for his encouragement and unfailing help.

Particular thanks are due to my father, as well as 
to my supervisor Dr. J. Wansbrough.
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PREFACE

A o The discussion of mannerist and classical styles in
the last chapter of this thesis is based on the structural analysis 
of four texts in particular: poems of Buhturl, Mihyar, Abu ■l-*Ata-
hiya and Ma^arrl (texts II, IV, XII, and XIV). In the course of 
this study, a stylistic opposition is established between the 
earlier and the later of these poems (II, XII and IV, XIV), this 
being intended as a contribution to the study of the stylistic 
range of Arabic poetry. While historical analysis is not a primary 
concern in this undertaking, the chronological distinction between 
earlier and later texts requires that the notion of mannerism here 
developed be related, to the current debate on the history of style 
in Arabic literature. The following is a brief discussion of the 
views of Shawqi Dayf as set out in his "al-Fann \va MadhShibuhu
*7- 1fI al-Shicr al-*ArabT” as well as those of W. Heinrichs as they

appear in the article ’’Literary Theory - The Problem of its Efficiency”
- 3Reference is also made to Adunis' “Muqaddima lil-Shicr al-tArabi”.

I
As the title suggests Dayf’s work traces in the history 

of Arabic poetry certain stylistic methods or schools (madhahib).

^Cairo, 1969.
2 See Arabic Poetry - Theory and Development, ed. G.E. von 
Gruenebaum, Wiesbaden, 1973, pp. 19-69. Heinrich's article 
,n Manierismus’ in der arabischen Literatur” (Xslatmvissenschaftliche 
Abhandlungen ed. R. Gramlich, Wiesbaden, 1974) is discussed below 
pp. 271 ff.

3 Beirut, 1971.
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There are three:
1) San*a, defined as "jahd fanni", the creative endeavour underlying
all art.*- The term is closely linked to Dayf’s discussion of poetry
as a craft (sina€a ) with rules, constraints and conventions to which

2the poet must adhere in his effort at artistic creation (sanca) "*
2) Tasnlc, defined as the badl* school, a style which adds to the
basic properties of the craft a methodical emphasis on zakhraf

— 3(ornatus), ta1annuq (elegance) and tanmlq (ornate composition).
The ornatus of tasnlc is not restricted to-the traditional figures
of badi1 as defined by rhetoric but includes a number of other

4features which the author sets out to explain,
Tasannu*, defined as "excessive constraint (takalluf) and what

is contained therein of affectation (tacammul) and complexity 
5(ta cqid)". This school is occasioned by cultural decline and

characterised by loss of creative and expressive power.^
Linguistically, these Arabic terms are coined as derivatives

of one root since this indicates a certain feature of the poetic
schools they describe: while motifs, themes, metre and rhyme remain
relatively stable throughout, the schools are distinguished from

- 7one another by differences of "texture and style" (siyagha wa uslub).

* Shawqi Dayf, op. cit., pp. 22, 41.
^ Ibid., pp. 13 ff.
^ I b i d pp. 9, 176.
4 Ibid.,pp. 176, 239 ff.
5 Ibid.,p.9.
6 Ibid.,pp. 277 ff.
7 Ibid.,p.9. See also below p. 35.
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The bulk of payf’s work is a discussion of the historical 
growth and interpenetration of these stylistic methods. Apart from 
numerous citations of poetry, the author illustrates his points with 
material drawn from works of rhetoric and historiography in order to 
coordinate stylistic development with environmental factors and 
general cultural history. The result is an interpretation of the 
course of Arab culture from pre-Islamic down to modern times.

The work is divided into three books. The first, comprising 
more than half the work, deals with san ca and tasnic, the second with 
tasannu1, the third focuses on the development of poetry in Spain 
and Egypt.
1) Sanfa and Tasni c.

The period of sanca covers pre-Islamic, Umayyad and early
*Abbasid poetry. Dayf distinguishes two strands of verse: shifr

- 1- 1taqlidi and shi cr ghina’i. ’’Traditional” , or ”formal”, poetry 
which includes madlh, ritha and hija' reaches a high point ofW H M M V m r i  I !!■ I—  iff IT I

craftsmanship in the work of Zuhayr. He counters his predecessors’ 
simple accumulation of images and themes with a new concern for 
cohesion and detailed development. With him, the old qasida reaches
its final form: a tripartite unit consisting of introduction,

2subject matter and finale* Zuhayr thus exerted a decisive influence; 
on the later development of shifr taqlidi by Hutay’a and Kuthayyir 
in whose works his heritage is treated with increasing concern for 
complexity and detail.

 ̂J[bid. , pp. 37 ff.
^ JCbid • i PP* 26 f., 32. 
^ Ibid., p. 35 f.
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••Lyric1’ (ghina’ i) poetry differ/s from its ”formal”
counterpart by consisting of brief, monothematic pieces of songlike
character composed in a less elevated idiom with a preference for
shorter metres. Found throughout pre-Islamic Arabia, it saw a
particular flowering in the wine and love songs of the early Islamic
period, its main protagonists being lUraar b. Abi Rabija and
al-Walld b. Yazid.^

tyayf’s discussion of cAbbS.sid poetry is preceded by a
survey of the external influences which left their mark on the
literature of the time, in particular the interaction of Arab and

2non-Arab culture. lAbbasid s a n is characterised by the absorption
of these influences, by new developments of traditional themes as
well as by the interpenetration of ’’lyric” and ’’formal” poetry.
The latter is evident in the spread of ’’lyric” metres and sound

gstructures into the realm of the panegyric. The style of the
muwalladun poets, halfway between the traditional idiom (manifest
in rajaz poetry) and the popular idiom of the day, is ’’pure,
transparent, less concerned with linguistic profusion for its own

4sake than with profusion of ideas and the stirring of emotion.”
It is illustrated in the works of Bashshar, Abu Nuwas and Abu
,l-<Atahiya which latter so simplified the poetic medium ”in choice
of words and expressions that it approached the level of popular
speech.”'*

 ̂_Ibid., pp. 41 ff. -

2 I^id* » PP* 91 ff*
^ Ibi^., pp. 76 ff.
4 Ibid., p. 146.
® Ibid., p. 172. That this simplicity does not preclude considerable 
sophistication on the level of composition is shown below, pp. 137 ff.
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During the same period the school of tasn i took shape 
in the works of Muslim b. al-Walxd. Its rise is portrayed as a 
response to the increasing cultural refinement evident in the art 
of the time (...“the qaslda became as though a counterpart to a 
wondrous ( badl*• ) ornamented mosque.. .“*) and as a return to the 
“jazala qadima>|2 in the face of the simple style of Abu Nuwas and 
Abu '1-cAtahiya. Poetry became all “sculpture, polish, ornatus and 
refinement'1 blended with the stringency of composition inherited 
from the school of Zuhayr.

In the ninth century, the schools of sanfa and tasni * 
existed side by side. Sanca adopted certain rhetorical techniques 
of tasnic but remained essentially itself, i»e. oriented towardsf .
traditionalism and simplicity. This is shown in reference to works

v 4 -of Buhturi and Ibn al-Rumi. Tasni* on the other hand, brings
about the greatest poetic achievement of the age: the work of
Abu Tammam. His merit resides in rallying and remoulding all
resources and techniques of tradition to express the spiritual
quests and philosophical insights of his time. In his every
complexity and opacity Abu Tammam “searches and experiments;

5expression with him is but search and trial". In its nature and in 
the controversy it occasioned, his work warrants comparison with the 
symbolists of nineteenth century France. His pupil, Buhturi, while

1 Ibid*» P* 17*.
^ Ibid., p. 183.

^ Ibid., p. 185.
4 Dayf remarks, however, on the original features in Ibn al-Rumi's 
work, see ibid. pp. 207 ff.

® Ibid., p. 241.
^ Ibid., p. 242 f. Cf. also Adunxs, op. cit» p. 47, who calls

Abu Tammam “Mallarme al~<Arab.“
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distinguished b,y a particularly mellifluent style, does not 
approach Abu Taminam in profundity and daring.'*' Ibn al-MuHaaz, 
a chief exponent of tasni c, also falls short of Abu Tammam despite
the beauty and ingenuity of his similes j his poetry lacks diversity

2and cultural scope.
2) Tasannu c

The school of tasannuc is the product of a period of
decadence which combines oppulence and overrefinement with lack of

3inventiveness and loss of creativity. The rhetorical devices of
badlc are debased to the level of mechanical means for the creation
of word games, the philosophical acumen of tasnic is replaced by
a trivial jingle with philosophical terminology,^ Complexities
are constructed for their own sake, devoid of life and warmth,

5static and petrified and an imbalance appears between the means
of expression and their apparent aim.** From a creative remoulding
of tradition (tahwlr fanni), poetry is reduced to talfiq: “the
gathering of incongruous ideas, taken from here and there, and

7displayed in mutilated fashion." The style is illustrated in a 

1 Dayf op. cit. p. 194 f. The author contrasts Buhturi's simple 
antitheses with Abu Tammam's penetrative technique of nawafir 
al-addad. Yet the analysis of one of Buhturi*s poems (see below 

. pp. 31-65, 276-285) suggests that his work, too, is not devoid 
of profundity of vision.

2 Ibid., pp. 262 ff.
3 Ibid., pp. 277 ff.
4 Ibid., pp. 287 ff.
5 Ibid., pp. 283 ff.
/>

Ibid., p. 286; . .“fa-tarahu ya'ti bil-qatnari wa khut al-bani
wa 1 - canbari wal-ghazali; wa amma hubbuhu wa amma afkaruhu nahwa 
sa.hibat.ihi fa-ka'annl biha la tagnlhi“ . (Comment on a line by
l̂u t anab b i J i

^ Ibid., p ♦ 298.
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discussion of the works of Mutanabbi, Mihyar al-Daylaml and Matarrx.
Due to the liveliness and' beauty of his poetry and its 

lasting significance for Arab cultureMutanabbi*s work achieves 
greatness despite the negative aspects of tasannu& . Mihyar *s 
panegyrics and Macarri's Luzumiyyat , on the other hand, represent 
the school of tasannuc with all its failings. Mihyar*s poems are
pallid and repetitive reformulations of ''well-worn thoughts and

2 —inherited ideas" , the style of the Luzumiyyat is "feeble, almost
devoid of artistic beauty and novelty" , it abounds in instances of

4repetition, "deficiency and wealmess of construction". Propelled 
by h is great philological erudition, Maearrl imposed formal 
constraints on his poetry which aim at but a display of skill and 
learning by means of linguistic complexities and terminological
riddles. The Luzumiyyat appear as though they were "buniyat

- ~ 5binayata lughatin. qabla an tubna binayata zuhdin" •
3) Spain and Egypt.

Dayf's discussion of the poetry of Spain and Egypt, while
not immediately relevant to the subject matter of this thesis, is
of great significance in the context of the historical vision he
develops. •

The schools of sanca , tasnic and tasannu1 exerted a
decisive influence on Spanish and Egyptian verse. However, the
poets did not provoke any substantial new developments; moreover,

1 Ibid.t P* 348.
2 -Ibid., p. 362. See also Dayf's views on Mihyar as discussed below,

pp. 104 f.

3 Ibid., p. 396.
4 Ibid., p. 395.
3 Ibid., p . 402,

I
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thoy were unaware of the distinct difference between these schools
and thus applied themselves to all three simultaneously "without
order or discernible method11.*' On balance, however, the poets
of Fatiniid and Ayyubid Egypt are given the preference over those
of Spain for having portrayed their character and environment
in new and truthful fashion. In the history of Arabic poetry,

2Egypt thus assumes a more distinct personality than Spain.
In view of the subsequent modern literary revival in Egypt, that 
country emerges as having, from the late middle ages onwards, 
been the centre of Arab culture.

The book is concluded with some remarks on the modern 
period which elucidate certain aspects of Dayf's preference for 
Abu Taramam and the school of tasnic and his rejection of tasannuc.
In the confrontation between Arab culture and the West, the
cAbbasid precedent is instructive: the absorption of "Greek

3 -philosophy and foreign culture" (manifest in the tasni1 of
Abu Taminatn) is a model for the modern poet’s need to study the 
intellectual tradition of the West. On the other hand, the cAbbasids' 
neglect of Greek literature and their literary conservatism (which
gave rise to tasannuc) is a warning: the poet must remain open to
foreign literary influence. Of equal importance, though, is a 
profound acquaintance with the indigenous heritage. One feels that 
Dayf's study is intended as a key to its understanding and its 
relevance to modern times.

Ibid., p. 419.

2 Ibid»» PP* 4^2 ’ 472» 479» e£3P* 512,
3 Ibid., pp. 516 ff.
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In the following, certain distinctions are made between 
Dayf’s concept of tasannuc and the term "mannerism” as it is• " "t" ....
developed in this thesis.

Dayf’s terms san fa , tasni c and tasannuc trace three
stages of a historical development. The contrast between the
cardinal texts analysed in this thesis, however, aims at the
identification and definition in abstract terms of two contrasting
stylistic principles. It is conceivable that evidence for these
could be found in all three historical periods discussed by Dayf
and, indeed, in the different works of one author, Tasannuc is
not only a stylistic term, but a historical concept characterising
a whole period in its artistic and literary output as much as in
its life style. Mannerism as defined in this thesis is a
"descriptive term"'*': it refers to an attitude to language manifest
in individual texts.

Furthermore, the concept of tasannu* is essentially
linked with lack of creative power and cultural decline. "Arabic

2civilisation lost the ability to express emotion" , "the poets are
3incapable of renewal" , the embelishments of verse lose their

4musical and decorative appeal. Contrary to this, the treatment
of the texts of Mihyar and Ma^arrl in this thesis tries to show
that they are not inferior or misguided attempts, but expressions

5of a positive and independent "Kunstwille".

1 Cf. Heinrichs, op. cit., p. 48.
o payf, op. cit., p. 349.

3 P* 359’
^ rbid*, PP- 352, 400 et al.
5 Cf, Heinrichs, op, cit., p. 26,



In the course of this, the phenomenon Dayf describe© 
as ta1fiq , an arbitrary fabrication of images and rhetorical 
figures out of conventional elements, has been interpreted 
differently with the help of a structuralist method. It is seen 
as a creative search, an exploration of the combinatory potential 
of literary language referred to as "semiological mimesis'*.
Takalluf, constraint, in Dayf's view of tasannuc a mechanical 
means to increase complexity where there is lack of inventiveness^, 
is portrayed as the formal principle which makes that exploration 
possible.

Adunis, when introducing his chapter on Ibn Babak in the
T 2Muqaddiina lil-Shicr al-^Arabl, remarks that

( lK.11 |J L-»J I * Ijj 1 |J hJ 1 <jJJ j  |j! I j  ^  I ■./».) 1 3

* |J UJ1 ^  U JUuj ( j Jtr*1?, $ * (3“'  ̂O'0 O  ̂ O 3

The mannerist poems studied in this thesis seek this 
"hidden world" not in any perceptible reality language might mirror, 
but in the texture of literary language itself. Two aspects of 
"semiological mimesis" are discussed. One centres on the 
exploration of the metaphorical scope of the literary heritage; 
this is the case of Mihyar, The other draws chiefly on the 
morphological and phonological resources of literary language; 
this is exemplified in Macarri's Luaumiyyat. Yet in their very 
difference, the poems by Mihyar and Ma*-arrl are seen to share 
certain characteristics subsumed under the term "variation":

 ̂,Ibid. , e.g. p. 296.
2 _ _Adunis, op. cit,, p. 58.
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within the strict limitation of certain constraints, linguistic
material is subjected to ever new amalgamations# In the course
of this process a distortion arises, a rift between language as
an abstracted system and language as a reflection of reality#
This, the very core of mannerist style, has been called in this
thesis "discord between signifier and signified".'*' With the
apparent independence of the signifier from the signified, mannerist
style conquers a new creative realm* Thus, in Mihyar's work, the
elements of tradition are crystallized in patterns of infinite
variety in a search for the extraordinary, the enigmatic and the
marvellous. As to Macarrx's Luzumiyyat, the "edifice of language"

2l^ayf felt to be at variance with the "edifice of asceticism" is 
not merely the result of philological erudition, but in itself 
a profoundly meaningful statement. With the help of all resources 
of assonance and alliteration, Macarrx is able to construct works 
of such power and tightly enmeshed structural coherence that they 
appear as monuments of permanence in the face of time and death.

II

In his article entitled "Literary Theory - The Problem 
of it© Efficiency", W. Heinrichs indicates the outlines of another 
view on the development of Arabic poetry. He sees its history 
marked by three "impulses each of which in turn fashioned its own 
kind of poetry". The first of these is "the start of the HijazI

This feature has also been discussed elsewhere. See below pp. 255 

*■* See above, p. ix.
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school of love poetry around the year A.D. 650”. It is
characterised in particular by "the anecdotic description of
actions and reactions of persons interspersed and enlivened with
direct speech".*- The second impulse "may be labelled badi *" and
"may be described as rhetorical embellishment which is consciously
sought after by the poets and thus gradually evolves as a principle 

2of art". "The emergence of'phantastic' poetry" is the effect
of the third impulse, occasioned by "a shift of the poet's attention
from the level of reality (...) to the level of imagery".

The reason behind the development of both the badic
and the "phantastic" style lies in the "traditionalism of Arabic
poetry with regard to its content" which compelled the poets to
give "exclusive attention" to the form of their product. In the
case of "phantastic" poetry this often leads to an "elaboration

4and combination of known badi * figures". A function of this
development is mannerismt "complicated or intricately constructed
figures of speech (and combinations thereof)... are the outcome,
or rather the expression, of the increase of mannerism (the term

5used in a descriptive sense) in later cAbbSsid poetry". In an
attempt at demonstrating the medieval critics' incapacity to 
describe such complex constructs, Heinrichs cites two examples:

6a line by Ma'muni containing a combination of rhetorical figures 

*■ Heinrichs, op. cit., pp. 24 f.
Q Ibid., p. 25. Cf. Dayf's notion of tasnic above p. iv.

"Phantastic" refers both to Gruenebaum's usage and to JurjSni's 
term takhyili; see ibid. p. 26.

^ .Ibid* » pp. 24 f .,
5 Ibid., p. 48; cf. also pp. 23 f.
6 Ibid., p. 52 (bottom paragraph).
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and one by Mutanabbi exhibiting an intricate combination of 
traditional motifs* Heinrichs thus links mannerist style with 
the notions of complexity, construction and combination in a 
manner reminiscent of Ilayf's term talfIq (though without the 
pejorative sense) and the concept ’’exploration of combinatory 
potential” developed in this thesis.

However, there is a significant difference between the
approach delineated by Heinrichs and the course of study followed
here. The thesis is less concerned with a historical (diachronic)
view of mannerist style i.e. with the tracing of motifs and
rhetorical techniques as elements of mannerist "combination”
exemplified in single lines and extracts; rather, it seeks a
(synchronic) description of its structural properties as manifest
in whole poems and discernible in the interaction between poems as
units. The combination of rhetorical figures and motifs then
appears as but a subcategory of an "exploration of combinatory
potential” observable on every level of the structure of a poem,

-  2or, indeed, in the case of the Lusumiyyat, of an entire diwan.

* Ibid., pp. 60 ff.
O ^Adunis' interpretation of the course of *Abbasid poetry (Adunis, 

op. cit., pp. 37-67) suggests that mannerist style need not 
necessarily be described in negative terms; that it is not 
necessarily a style imposed by literary traditionalism or, as 
Dayf would have it, by cultural decline, but one positively 
sought and created as the only adequate expression of a poetic 
experience. His introductory remarks on”al-hasasiyya al-shicriyya 
al-cArabiyya” in cAbbasid times are concluded'as follows (p. 39):

LsJ I I * Ij— i J.>-J Ijj <L9 I ( y>~ "V I ( , Ij'V I- I j
4j.Ji J ^
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B . A number of crucial results of the structural analyse©
undertaken in this thesis are both inspired by and a confirmation 
of observations made by K. Abu Deeb with respect to the Mucallaqat 
of Labid and Imru’. al-Qays.  ̂ In the following, a number of these 
congruences are set out under the heading of "oppositions”, 
namely, oppositions (of structural features) within poems as well 
as oppositions (of themes and motifs) between poems* I would 
like also to thank Dr. Abu Deeb for the great care with which he 
has read this thesis in his capacity as examiner and for the 
suggestions and improvements he has offered.

I
Oppositions within poems.

Both works analysed by Abu Deeb progress "through 
2oppositions and dualities” which the author portrays as "springing

from the very structure of the experience embodied by the poem 
3itself”* These ’’oppositions and dualities” are manifest on every

layer of the structure* In a "preliminary method of organisation”,
Abu Deeb has ordered the attributes of certain entities or sets of
entities of the poems into different circles consisting of three
layers which represent the positive, negative and neutral aspect

4of these attributes. One set of oppositions observed in the ode 
of Labid is, in a somewhat altered form, also of crucial significance

* K. Abu Deeb, "Towards a Structural Analysis of Pre-Islamic Poetry” , 
International Journal of Middle East Studies, vol. 6, 1975}
"Towards a Structural Analysis of Pre-Islamic Poetry (II), The 
Eros Vision", Edebiyat, vol. 1, no. 1, 1976. Henceforth, these 
articles are referred to as S.I and S.II.

o Abu Deeb, S.I, p. 167.
5 Ibid., p.168.
^ Ibid., p. 169 ff., Abu Deeb S.II, pp. 64 f.
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to the structural model of the panegyric developed in chapter one 
1of this thesis. The poet's relation to his beloved (''all tension 
2and unhappiness" ) contrasts with his relation to the tribe 

("total identification and harmony"''). The duality shown here 
between integration and division, continuity and discontinuity, 
fertility and sterility, applies in the same way to the contrast 
in the poet's relation to beloved and ruler in the panegyric.
This is an important feature in a number of the poems analysed
. . 3below.

In his discussion of the at lal convention, Abu Deeb
remarks on the fact that "different poets bestow different attributes 

4on the atlal" ; he proceeds to ask whether these are merely
functions of a "conventional device" imposed by the "demands of
tradition", or whether they relate "structurally to the other
constituent units of the poem and are imposed by the essential

4vision of reality of which it is an expression". With respect to 
the two poems analysed, Abu Deeb conclusively proved the relevance
of the latter. "The properties of the atlal....possess a symbolic1  .
value no less essential to the... .statement of the poem than any 

4other section" , indeed, "the features of the atlal section permeate 
the whole poem" , they introduce all the fundamental "oppositions 
and dualities" which inform the development. These findings are

1 See below, pp. 17 ff.
2 Abu Deeb, S.I, p. 169.
3 See below, pp. 19 ff., 48 f., 57 f., 62 f., 83.
^ Abu Deeb, S.I, p. 164.
5 Abu Deeb, S.II, p. 12. This statement refers to the Eros poem,

but is equally applicable to the Key poem. (Key poem and Eros
poem designate the Mu'allaqat by Labid and Imru* al-Qays).
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confirmed by the analyses in the thesis: every poem starting
with atlal and/or nasib was found to exhibit these features. The 
initial sections of the poems contain thematic, lexical, morphological, 
phonological and syntactic material which is developed and 
frequently resumed in the remainder of the work. This is 
illustrated with respect to imagery and conceptual themes in the 
analyses of poems by Buhturi and Mihyar, with respect to morphology 
and syntax in the analyses of poems by Abu 'l-*Atahiya and Macarrl.

Another structural feature discussed by Abu Deeb and of 
considerable significance for this study is the existence of 
oppositions between the units of one poem. Abu Deeb distinguishes 
two types, the second of which is of specific relevance:

"The units may be related as open, parallel structures which 
are fundamentally repetitive - not linguistically, but on 
the level of the relations they consist of. The open structures, 
thus, possess the same properties, and the effect is one of
intensification and heightening of the vision of the poem, but,
more important, is also one of 'universalization1 of the
essential experience of the poem,1,1

This is, indeed, a precise description of the technique 
illustrated in the discussion of the sectional relationships of 
texts XII and XIV. Similar instances of "sectional parallelism"
(as it is here called) are observed in virtually every poem analysed. 
Furthermore, "sectional parallelism" is manifest not only on the 
level of theme but can be seen to concern every aspect of the 
grammatical structure.

1 Abu Deeb, S.I, p. 167.
^ See below, pp. 141 ff., 221 ff.
3 See e.g. Abu Deeb, S.IX, pp. 38 ff.; below, pp. 142-148.
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Three other significant features to be discussed under
the heading of "oppositions within poems" concern lexical,
metric and phonological levels. The repetition of lexical items
in contrasting contexts is pointed out by Abu Deeb in his discussion
of the "Eros poem": frequently, the contrast of context is
indicative of major structural developments within the poem,^
The same applies to some of the texts analysed here. Indeed, the
tracing of word repetition is used as a veritable "discovery
procedure" for structural patterns in the discussion of texts I 

2and IV , while with respect to texts II and XII, repetitions of
lexical items are there to confirm the structural features examined.

The oppositions in the morphological pattern of rhyme
3words, observed by Abu Deeb, were found to be of significance also 

in the analysis of poems by Abu 11-ktahiya and Macarri (texts XII 
and XIII). The structural importance of the rhyme word is - for 
obvious reasons - of particular relevance in the case of the 
Luzumiyyat 4

Metrical variants present a further duality of structural
significance. Abu Deeb discusses these with respect to the metre

- 5tawi 1 (filun-fa versus cilun~fa; ^ilun-fa-fS versus cilun-*ilun) .
A similar function of the variants of wafir and kami1 is observed
below; indeed, the structural subdivision of text XIV is punctuated

i Abu Deeb, S.II, p. 12 (repetition of rasm), p. 32 (repetition of 
ghablt); also p. 51.

^ See below, pp. 39 ff., 75 ff.

3 Abu Deeb, S.II, pp. 52 f*
4 See below, pp. 142 f., 170 ff.
3 Abu Deeb, S.II, pp. 54 f.
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by such metrical oppositions.1
A final, general, point of note in the discussion of 

"oppositions within poems" is the symmetrical nature of the 
subdivisions. The true significance of this feature can be

2ascertained only by "extensive analysis of the corpus of poetry" .
Suffice it to remark that Abu Deeb observed the divisibility of
the "Eros poem" into two "gross constituent units" of nearly 

3equal length ; these in turn consist of four "constituent units"
4each, which stand in complex but symmetric interrelation. *

A comparable degree of symmetry, i.e. a division into two halves 
of nearly, or exactly, equal length, coupled with a contrasting
interrelation of discernible subsections, is shown in the analyses
of texts II5 , IV6 , XII7, XIII8 , XIV9 and XVI10.

1 See below, p. 147, pp. 250 ff.
^ Abu Deeb, S.I, p. 164.
3 Abu Deeb, S.II, p. 4.
4 Ibid., p . 43.
5 See below, pp. 51 f.
8 Ibid., pp. 73 ff.
7 Ibid., p. 141.
8 Ibid., pp. 160 f., 170 f.
9 Ibid., p. 221.

10 Ibid., pp. 188 ff.
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II

Oppositions between poems.

,tThe Key poem and the Eros poem represent two poles
(an opposition) in that they set the collective vision against the
individual vision” .'*' One is ,fpreoccupied with fertility and
procreation as forces of survival and continuity and hence with

2children* the tribe and its values1’ , the other is an ("intensely 
3individualistic” and) "desperate search for the manifestations

3of intensity in man* his intimate associates and his universe” .
A similar contrasting vision could be observed in two pre-Islamic 
qasidas cited in this study* works of cAdiyy b. Zayd and cAbxd b. 
al«Abras (texts VII and VIII). Again, there is a contrast between 
a collective and an individual vision. A defiant, solitary 
apotheosis of muruwwa in death is countered by a concern for social 
value, cohesion and continuity. One poem is marked by the complete 
absence of any positive human relationship, the other abounds in

4virtuous advice on dignity and wisdom in social interaction.
The opposition between texts VII and VIII thus aligns itself with
the new interpretation of the range of pre-Islamic poetry developed 

5by Abu Deeb.
Another form of opposition between poems concerns the 

contrasting treatment of themes in different works. Abu Deeb has
drawn attention to this feature in his comparison between certain

1 Abu Deeb, S.II, p. 67.
^ Ibi_d • , p. 66 .

^ Ibid*i P* 67.
^ See below, pp. 122 ff., 132, 208 f.
5 Abu Deeb, S.II, pp. 4, 66 f.
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sections of the Mucallaqa of Labid and the famous elegy of
Abil Dhu'ayb al-Jludhall. A different, but related, form of
opposition is discussed in the context of the "revaluation of 
the poetic heritage” effected in the Luzumiyyat of Macarrl.
The wolf, in pre-Islamic iconography a "mirror of the poet's

2inner self” , a physical embodiment of the solitary defiance of 
muruwwa, appears in the vision of Macarrl as a symbol of 
rapacious animal nature, the very opposite of the ascetic's 
spiritual restraint* The opposition between codes of muruwwa and 
zuhd as manifest in the treatment of poetic motifs, has been noted 
throughout in the study of both zuhdiyyat and Luzumiyyat .3 It 
relates to the opposition of moral focus between the panegyric 
and ascetic poems analysed in this thesis, an opposition concerning
not only the level of motifs but embracing also composition and
structure.4

* Abu Deeb, S.I, p. 174 ff.
o Abu Deeb, S.II, p. 28; the quote refers to the wolf section of 

the Eros poem. For other examples, see below p. 185, n. 3.
3 See below, pp. 131 ff., 184 ff., 201, 208 ff.
4 See below, pp. 107 f., 135 f., 157 ff., 290 ff.
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Chapter One

THBISLAMIC PANEGYRIC

1 .1 . Introduction

Much of the Arabic poetic corpus consists of poems 
written in praise of rulers and notables of state. I have 
selected some works of this type to provide examples of the 
literary styles with which this study is concerned.

But before any stylistic analysis, it is advisable 
to gain some idea of the form and function of the panegyric 
mode in Arabic.

In a famous passage, the medieval critic Ibn Qutayb 
described the parts contained in a typical panegyric poem.
He mentions dhikr al-diyar (I refer to it as atlal), nasib, 
ran.II, and madlh °

"I have heard from a man of learning that the composer 
of Odes began by mentioning the deserted dwelling- 
places and the relics and traces of habitation. Then 
he wept and complained and addressed the desolate 
encampment, and begged his companion to make a halt, 
in order that he might have occasion to speak to those 
who had once lived there and afterwards departed; for 
the dwellers in tents were different from townsmen or 
villagers in respect of coming and going, because they 
moved from one water-spring to another, seeking pas
ture and searching out the places where rain had 
fallen. Then to this he linked the erotic prelude 
(nasib), and bewailed the violence of his love and the 
anguish of separation from his mistress and the 
extremity of his passion and desire, so as to win the 
hearts of his hearers and divert their eyes towards 
him and invite their ears to listen to him, since the 
song of love touches men's souls and takes hold of 
their hearts, God having put it in the constitution 
of His creatures to love dalliance and the society of
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women, in such wise that we find very few but are 
attached thereto by some tie or have some share there
in, whether lawful or unpermitted. Now, when the poet 
has assured himself of an attentive hearing, he fol
lowed up his advantage and set forth his claim: thus
he went on to complain of fatigue and want of sleep 
and travelling by night and of the noonday heat, and 
how his camel had been reduced to leanness. And when, 
after representing all the discomfort and danger of 
his journey, he knew that he had fully justified his 
hope and expectation of receiving his due meed from 
the person to whom the poem was addressed, he entered 
upon the panegyric (madih), and incited him to reward, 
and kindled his generosity by exalting him above his 
peers and pronouncing the greatest dignity, in compar
ison with his, to be little.”1

Ibn Qutayba*s words have given rise to various 
interpretations but few make an attempt at understanding the 
meaning of this peculiar and unique poetic form. Generally, 
the first three parts have been considered a "conventional
introduction" to the last, which is thought to contain the

2actual subject matter of the work.
Since the relationship between "introduction" and 

madlh is by no means obvious, the idea arose that the coher
ence of the panegyric poem is merely conventional rather than 
meaningful. Rarely has anyone sought significance in these 
conventions. The qasida has come to be seen as a loosely 
connected entity and its unity as an art form has thus been 
put into question. The poet, it was thought, devoted his 
creative attention only to individual lines and sections and
there was, in the words of Heinrichs, "keine bewusste

3Gestaltung des Gedichtganzen."
Were this to be the case, one would have to conclude

that Arabic poetry is not poetry at all. As with every work
1 Tr, R„ Nicholson and cited in A.J„ Arberry, Arabic Poetry,
A Primer for Students (Cambridge, 1965), p. 5.
2 . .Such a view is evident m  Nicholson*s translation of nasib
as 11 erotic prelude" as seen above.
3 W. Heinrichs, Arabische Dichtung und griechische Poetik 
(Beirut, 1969), p. 31 „
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of art, a poem is an act of integration in which human experi
ence is given coherence and meaning. As such, it is a 
harmonious totality.

This quality has repeatedly been denied the gasIda 
but, as I hope to prove, unfairly so. The key question which 
demands attention in this search is the nature of the relation
ship between aflal/naslb and madlh. If sense can be found in 
this relationship one may, I believe, be able to come to an 
understanding of the form as a whole.

But first I turn to two studies of the pre-Islamic 
poem which have appeared recently and which break with the 
traditional view. Instead of a random sum of ’’realistic" 
desert descriptions, they portray the qaslda as "a coherent 
complex of conventional acts that in their relationships 
embody the model of an order m  the world."

Even though I am concerned with the panegyric gasIda 
in Islamic times, both studies are relevant to the argument.
In the following section, a brief summary puts forward the 
main ideas of their authors.

1,2. Summary of Ideas

(a) A. Hamori
In his book on The Art of Medieval Arabic Literature,

Hamori describes the pre-Islamic qasxda as a ritualistic
expression of the view of life of the ancient Arabs. This view
centres on the "heroic model", the paradigm of pre-Islamic
moral values. The heroic model is of an equilibrium "produced
by the will to be caught up in all encounters, Joyful and 

2lethal alike." Two contrasting principles characterize it,
] ’ *—  ; ■ — —  i. -

A. Hamori, The Art of Medieval Arabic Literature (Princeton, 
1974), p. 22, note 25."
2 Ibid., p. 12.
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kenosis (emptying) and plerosis (filling).
Kenosis represents the "voluntary relinquishment" 

of extreme generosity, of the abandonment of all property for 
transitory pleasures; it denotes the act of severing the 
relationship with the beloved on leaving the camp site, and 
finally, the valour and recklessness with which the hero faces 
death in perilous desert journeys and in battle.

Plerosis, the opposite principle, represents the 
boundless and sensuous enjoyment of the fruits of life when- 
ever they present themselves: lovemaking, drinking, and
reaping the spoils of war.

But in his every attempt at exorbitance and extrem
ity the hero ultimately— and voluntarily-~approaches death as 
the final boundary. "Facing death head-on [is] the first task 
of the gasIda."

Hamori sees the whole of the poetic form in terms
of the dualism of plerosis and kenosis and suggests that it
influenced the parallelistic composition of the ancient poetry
His interpretation leads him to a new and significant view of

2the connection between nasib and rahll:
"Lady and camel— icons of the nasib and of the camel- 
section--play significant roles, the contrasts bet
ween them pointing up the two principles of 
organization in the gasIda. First, they illustrate 
metaphorical re-enactment: the lady is an emblem
of involuntary movement towards emptiness through 
time, the camel of voluntary movement towards 
emptiness through space. Second, they illustrate 
the attaining of an equilibrium by the use of con
trasting pairs: the lady stands for a life of
ease, the camel for stress and exertion; the one 
is deliciously plump, the other hard and gaunt.
Plerosis and Kenosis."

Hamori then draws a number of important conclusions0

1 lbid., p . 8.
2 Ibid., p. 19.
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He sees the "extreme conventionality, repetitiousness, and
•jthematic limitation" of the gasIda as occasioned by the

ritual function of this form of poetry: " . . .  these poems,
rather than myths or religious rituals, served as the vehicle
for the conception that sorted out the emotionally incoherent

2facts of life and death . .
Hamori also makes some significant comments on the

panegyric section of the poem: " . . .  donor and recipient
engage in a ritualistic performance, acting out a segment of
the total organization of experience according to the heroic 

3model." I will have occasion to come back to this view.
The author concludes: ". . . in a morally capricious

universe the heroic model allowed a view of the totality of
4experience as balanced and coherent."

(b) Kamal Abu Deeb
This author has presented another new approach to 

the gasIda in an article entitled "Towards a Structural Analysis
5of Pre-Islamic Poetry". Choosing Labid*s Mu t allaqa because

he intuitively felt its "vision of reality central to pre-
(jIslamic poetry as a whole," Abu Deeb subjected the poem to 

a detailed structural analysis, the method of which he derives 
from Levi-StraussT analysis of myth.

In the course of his study, he establishes beyond
doubt the internal coherence of the work in question and

1 Ibid.> p. 21 .
2 Ibid., p. 22.
3 Ibid., pp. 23-24.
4 Ibid., p . 29.
5 K. Abu Deeb, "Towards a Structural Analysis of Pre-Islamic 
Poetry, International Journal of Middle Eastern Studies, vol. 6, 
1 975*
6 Ibid.,. p. 150.



concludes emphatically: "The poem must be examined as a total,
meaningful structure . . . embodying an individual way of
viewing reality,"

K. Abu Deeb*s argument culminates with his discussion
2of the "open structure" of the poem. The gasIda does not move 

from one moment of time to another. All time is present 
time because it is a multi-layered re-enactment of one fund
amental structure in terms of symbolic experiences and 
descriptions.

The different layers of the poem are marked by its 
"formative units", i.e., the subsections on the at1al, the 
wild ass, the wild cow, etc.

A number of these formative units possess parallel
structures "or rather, manifestations of what is fundamentally

3the same structure of experience in the whole poem." This 
consists of a movement of deliverence from hardship by means 
of an arduous journey.

In the case of the poet, the negative relationship 
he has with his beloved NawSr is overcome in the harmonious 
relationship between himself and his tribe at the end of the 
poem. In between lies the journey, the rahII.

Ultimately, the structure contains an assertion of 
life in the face of death. However, "in none of these units

4does the movement end with a total resolution of the tensions"
with which it starts. Just as the encampment is a place of both
desolation and renewed fertility, so man is never freed entirely
from the hidden dangers threatening his existence: even within
1 ■ ■ ■ ■ ‘ ;

Ibid., p . 1 80.
2 I^id- > P- 181 •
2 Ibid.
4 Ibid.
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the tribe, symbol of stability and moral uprightness, there 
are li* am, mean people.

So there is no absolute beginning and no absolute 
end to the movement; this is reflected in the timelessness 
of the open structure of the poem.

nLabidTs vision of reality . . .  is a vision of the 
world as a universe of contradictions and paradoxes0 
Almost every object, every living entity, is of a 
double nature, in which the seeds of death and the 
seeds of life grow together and exist simultaneously.
They are entwined and interlocked in an eternal 
struggle. Man1s existence is one of constant tension, 
an existence on the edge of a sword: life and death 
glitter on either side of the blade. But man does 
not submit to death, nor does he immerse himself in a 
total celebration of life. In the midst of one, he 
is intensely aware of the presence of the other.
Death is not at the other end of a journey which man 
goes through celebrating life, until the moment of 
the death of vitality comes: man moves in the con
text of death at all moments of his existence."1

Here, the author's interpretation of the view of 
life expressed by Labxd's ode recalls Hamori's heroic model. 
Both stress the imminence of death as essential to the vision 
of the pre-Islamic gasIda.

Finally, the comparison between the gasIda and myth 
in Abu Deeb's essay allows for conclusions which agree with 
Hamori*s idea on the gaslda as ritual. About the repetitiveTT~r I i . l . f T  Mil

nature of the poetic form, Abu Deeb says, in the words of
Levi-Strauss: "the function of repetition is to render the

2structure of myth [or of the gasIda] apparent."
Hamori, in the same context, speaks about the

gaslda*s ritual affirmation of a mode of life through the
3repetitive "replay of prototypal events."

The difference Abu Deeb traces when stating that the

Ibid., p. 1 77.
^ ifo id. , p . 1 81 .3 Hamori, op. ext., p. 22.
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gaslda, as opposed to myth, possesses 11 an external formal 
1unity," can be seen as an expression of its ritualistic 

character.
Since I am only marginally concerned with pre-Islamic 

poetry, there is no need to discuss and compare the two views 
in any detail. Four principal points developed by Hamori 
and/or Abu Deeb are of relevance to this study:

(1 ) The pre-Islamic gas Ida is a coherent unity.
(2) The pre-Islamic gaslda is a multi-layered

poem with an open structure.
(3) In its coherence, the pre-Islamic gasIda is 

an expression of the "heroic model".
(4) The pre-Islamic gaslda is a ritualistic 

affirmation of the "heroic model".

1.3. The Arabic Madlh and Islamic Kingship
1 .3.1 . The Islamic Panegyric

It has generally been assumed that the panegyrics 
2of the Abbasid poets retrace the steps of the pre-Islamic

gaslda. Their conformity to the old model has been attributed
to the conservative sj)irit of the literary public which wished 
all poetry to contain the familiar features of the old 
masterpieces.

One has deduced from this that a genuine renewal of 
poetic form in the Islamic period was made virtually impossible„ 
The poetic genius was fettered to outmoded, archaic forms 
which, in their reference to the desert scene, bore little 
relevance to the changed conditions of society.
_ „ : ; , „ „ „ , _ _  , .

Abu Deeb, op. cit., p . 182,
2 *”My notion of the Abbasid panegyric gaslda is derived from
the works of Abu Tammam and Buhturl.
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This view can be shown not to be entirely true. It 
is conditioned by a misunderstanding of the old gagIda as such: 
its lengthy descriptions of desert life were seen as realistic 
portrayals of personal experience and their symbolic signific
ance was undervalued. As a ritual, the gaslda was not a mere 
narrative but had a highly important social function; it 
connected the members of society with the deepest foundations 
of their existence.

Since the formulae of the gaslda are primarily 
symbolic and not mimetic, they can live on and remain meaning
ful in a changed environment as long as they retain their 
power or have been infused with a new meaning.

The survival of the at 15.1 and the nasib--the part 
of the gaslda most consistently called petrified and purely 
conventional--into Abbasid times must be viewed in such terms. 
The poems themselves provide the evidence.

1 ,3.2. The Position of the Sovereign
Probably the most significant change to have taken 

place in the Arabic speaking world between 600 and 800 AD was 
that from a nomadic tribal society to an intertribal, indeed 
international society, based in cities and guided by the pre
cepts of Islam.

At the centre of the Islamic state stood the Caliph, 
who received his power by divine sanction. It was his duty to 
provide religious and worldly guidance, to protect and nourish 
his subjects, and to defend and extend the realm of religion.

The author of the Kitab al-Taj, a manual of conduct 
for rulers dating from the ninth century, defines the relation
ship between the sovereign and his subjects as follows:
1     --T-    ' - ■ , —  . —  —  .

Kitab al-Tai f 1 Akhlaq al-Muluk, attributed to JsUfcd̂  (Beirut, 
197077pT 11 . See also7 A.k Ts . Lambton,"Islamic Political 
Thought” ,in The Legacy of Islam, ed. Bosworth (Oxford, 1974), 
pp. 409 ff.
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The king is the foundation of society, responsible 

for the happiness of his subjects and answerable to God.
This vision of kingship is not peculiar to medieval 

Islam alone. It was shared to varying degrees by all the 
kingdoms of the ancient Near East, and the caliphate has been 
seen, even in its own time, as the continuation of the Sassanian 
monar chy.

In accordance with this change, the Arabic qa§Ida 
was to extol the virtues of the new social order. From being 
the ritualistic medium of auruwwa , pre-Islamic virtus, it 
became the hieratic expression of the relationship between 
ruler and ruled in the Islamic kingdom.

The form of panegyric poetry and the picture of king
ship it portrays suggests that this was its function.

There are a number of symbols, concepts and formulae 
which one may call the "archetypal epithets of kingship" since 
they reappear, in different guises, in many civilizations with 
a monarchic structure. The particular character such epithets 
assume in a certain society throws a telling light on the 
nature of the society as a whole and its view of worldly and 
divine authority.^

Panegyric poetry is the medium in which these 
archetypal epithets are found in early Islamic civilization.
I shall mention a few of them and show how they can be seen 
to define the role of political authority in Islam. Discussing 
the form of the panegyric in general may then make it possible

For a discussion of these, see P.#Wolff-Windegg, Die 
Gekronten, Sinn und Sinnbilder des Konigtums (Stutgart, 1958).
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to locate their position in its structure.

1 .3.3. The Wasteland and the Fertile Land
In most ancient civilizations, the king was conceived

as the mediator between the supernatural and the natural world.
The order which he upheld was ultimately identical with the
order of the cosmos.

Any act of injustice on the part of the king, any
transgression of the taboos shaping his power, any negligence
had disastrous consequences, not only for the stability of
the state, but for the prosperity of life as a whole. Diseases
and natural catastrophes afflicted a society whose king had
ceased to be its spiritual centre.

In Sophocles* tragedy, the sacrilege committed by
Oedipus when unknowingly killing his father and marrying his
mother, renders him incapable of upholding the order of his
realm. His guilt has severed the link between him and the
gods, and disaster strikes Thebes:

Sorrows beyond all telling-- 
Sickness rife in our ranks, outstripping 
Invention of remedy--blight 
On barren earth,
And barren agonies of birth--
Life after life from the wild-fire winging
Swiftly into the night.
Beyond all telling, the city
Reeks with the death in her streets, ^

death-bringing„
Similarly, the ailing King Amphortas in the saga of

the Holy Grail is not the only one to suffer: the whole realm
is turned into a wasteland, life will not renew itself. The
Holy Grail, symbol of the spiritual centre, is the only
salvation— through it kingship can re-establish the cosmic
balance.

Sophocles, The Theban Plays (Penguin Classics), p* 30.
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In contrast, the rise to power of a just king not 
only brings happiness to his subjects. The whole of organic
life blossoms in renewed prosperity and the gods are pleased.
An ancient Egyptian song celebrates the accession of one of
the pharaohs, Merenptha, in such terms:

Rejoice, thou entire land, the goodly time has come.
A lord is appointed in all countries . . .
The water standeth and faileth not,
The Nile carrieth a high flood.
The days are long, the nights have hours,
The months come aright.
The gods are content and happy of heart, and
Life is spent in laughter and wonder.
Similar images appear in Islamic panegyric* In 

their contrast to the more ancient examples just quoted, they 
elucidate the difference between monotheist and polytheist 
religion, between ethical and mythical thinking.

In the mythical view, the righteousness of the king 
as the spiritual centre affects the balance of the whole univ
erse: he is the reason for the prosperity of the land and the
orderly succession of the seasons. That is why ’’the months 
come aright” on the accession of Merenptha.

In the Islamic view, man is guided by moral principles 
which are not derived from the order of nature. The life of 
nature is of an inferior order because it does not possess 
morality. That means also that it is not affected by the 
righteousness or injustice of man. Only God has power over 
it. Natural prosperity is thus not caused by the king, it is 
merely a reflection of his spiritual qualities as a divine 
instrument.

So in the imagery of the gasIda, the prosperity of 
the land is only a sign of the prosperity of society under a
just king. Moral and natural qualities mirror one another but
1 ‘ ‘ ' “ : ' ‘ ” — - •H. Frankfort, Kingships and the Gods (Chicago, 1948), p. 58.
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the former are preponderant.
One of many examples is the poem Farazdaq wrote

on the accession of the Caliph Sulayman b. 'Abd al~Malik. The
. . .  . 1 tyrannic methods with which Hajjaj subjected Iraq have
2rendered the land "infertile":

The population has come close to extinction under 
oppression and injustice. It is like dead fields that have 
been deprived of water. Three emphatic lines then express 
the resurrection brought by the new caliph:

w

i j-- \
w

* J-* tX) 1....dl** 4 .
* bJ  ̂̂ iwbflJ 1 t«44

b*
The irrigation of the wasteland is here a metaphor

for the revival of human welfare under Sulayman.
Abu TammSm has connected the themes of fertility

and royal justice most explicitly in a poem composed for the
3Caliph Mu'tasim* The first twenty lines contain a moving 

description of the beauties of Spring. The land is covered 
with plants and multi-coloured flowers after the winter rains 
have passed. The blossoms "almost make the hearts of men 
bloom."4

5Abu Tammam continues:

c.L f j £  15

9t. , * CJL- ^

•f On the controversy between Hajjaj and SulaymSn b. 'Abd 
al-Malik, see J. Wellhausen, Das arabische Reich und sein 
Sturz (Berlin, 1902), pp. 160 ff.
2 See F. Bus tanI, al-Maiani al-Haditha (Beirut, 1962), 
vol. 2, p. 114.
3 Diwan Abi Tammam bi-Sharlj al-Khatib al-Tabrizi (Cairo, 1951 ) 
vol. 2,“pp. 192-197.
4 Ibid., line 1 4.
^ Ibid., lines 22-24*
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The nature, or the essential qualities (khuluq) of 
Spring are like the nature of the caliph. Yet they are not 
the same. The justice and righteousness of the ruler are of 
a higher order because they are moral qualitiesj their glory 
will outlast the deeds of Spring. The beauty of the natural 
world is but a mirror of the purity of religious virtue.

Nevertheless, the poem is not a Spring description
with a madlh attached to it as the common view of the gagIda
would have one believe. The two parts are most intimately 
connected. The progress from the sensual to the spiritual is 
an intrinsic reflection of medieval thinking. It forms part 
of the panegyric structure in general.

For the ancients, living in conformity with the
rhythm of divine life meant living in harmony with nature—
since the gods were immanent in nature. In the Islamic view, 
the divine principle is of a different order altogether. The 
natural world is but the result of the majesty of God who 
created it. God supplies the principles of guidance to which 
the caliph, as the representative of divine power, must adhere. 
Thus, all the benefits brought to society by a just ruler are 
ultimately nothing but the gifts of God.

Bu^turl has portrayed this relationship between
sovereign and God most succinctly in the concluding couplet
of one of his panegyrics to Mutawakkil. Possessing the world,
the caliph is an ocean of sustenance for the needy. This he
can only be, because God granted him the world "by a right of

1which He saw him worthy":
i 7"“ " : : 'See Appendix, text II, 39-40.
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A line of Abu Tammam expresses a similar idea:
"God smote through you [the caliph] the twain towers of her
[the city of Amorium]--and had other than God smitten through

1you, you would not have hit the mark."
d,U I v.i-L dJLJ I tiL (

The fertilization of the wasteland is a prototypal
image of the royal panegyric. Yet in the Islamic context,
the caliph does not revitalize nature by acting in accordance
with its divine rhythm. He is the servant of the monotheistic
God who supplies His laws by the written word. Nature is but
an inferior reflection of His majesty.

1.3.4. Other Associations
Among the archetypal symbols, formulae, and con

cepts of kingship, there are many others that appear in the 
Islamic panegyrics. They seem to follow the same pattern: 
what is an expression of sacred truth in mythic times becomes 
a literary motif.

The association of sovereignty and light is taken 
up in the Arabic tradition. Hardly a panegyric is devoid of
a reference to it in one of many different forms. In this

2sense, the Abbasid caliph ranks with Pharaoh and Le Roi Soleil:
U air I kj J

Even a decidedly pagan rite like the hieros gamos, 
the sacred marriage of the monarch, finds a distant echo in the
1 " 1 " ' ' *Abu Tammam, op. cit., vol. 1 , p. 59, translation by Arberry,
op. cit., p. 5672 Bul^turi, Diwan, vols. 1-4- (Cairo, 1963), p. 1630. For an 
ancient Egyptian example, see A. Erman, The Egyptians--A 
Sourcebook of their Writings (Harper Torchbooks, 1966), p. 289.
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Arabic poem. The relation of the sovereign to his office, 
al~khilafa or al-wizara, is frequently described as a 
male-female relationship. Some poems portray the two as 
linked to one another by marriage. The significance of this 
will appear more clearly below.

The panegyric tradition also furnishes ample illus
tration of the double nature of kingship which G. Dumezil has
investigated for the Indo-European context in his work 

1Mitra Varuna. In Abu Tammam’s Spring panegyric, Mu'tasm
is described as ’’Mitra” , the peaceful and benevolent ruler.
Other poems by the same author praise his qualities as
"Varuna", who embodies the martial aspect of kingship.

An exuberant poem on the defeat of Babak and his
2sect starts as follows:

L f J  cu-taJty <u*op U u J j J  I u - T
The anger of the king is dreadful to his enemies.

One is reminded of Abu Tammam*s famous fire description in
3the poem on the conquest of Amorium. The caliph kindles a 

fire in the city which devours both wood and stone. In the 
dark, its flames make one believe the sun had risen at night, 
and during the forenoon the smoke obscures the sun as if it 
were about to set.

As Mitra, the caliph is like the life-giving fresh
ness of Spring. As Varuna, he inverts the very course of
nature in his destruction; day is turned into night and night 
into day.

It is of no great use to mention any further 
_ ; ! ———- - - ! — —

Cf. G 0 Dumezil, Mitra-Varuna, Bssai sur deux representations 
indo-europennes de la souverainete"*"(Callimard, 1948).^ —  — —  — — — — — — ™  .

Abu. Tammam, op . cit. , vol. 3, p. 132,
3 ., vol. 1 , p . 40„
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associations between the Islamic panegyric and other sources. 
If they are to have significance beyond mere resemblance, 
more time and attention must be devoted to them.

But if one tried to understand the meaning which 
these omnipresent symbols and concepts of kingship convey in 
the context of medieval Islam--that is to say in the context 
of Arabic panegyric poetry--one would surely gain an added 
picture of the way political authority was viewed.

One would almost certainly find that poetry was not 
a medium fettered by convention: it was perfectly suited to
its task as the prime expression of political ideals. The 
fact that a great many of the relevant motifs of the Arabic 
tradition first appear in pre-Islamic odes does not mean that 
their recurrence in Abbasid times is purely conventional. The 
changing cultural situation has given them a new meaning which 
is reflected not in a change of motifs, but of style.

1.4. The Relationship between Atlal/Naslb and Madlh:
A Structural Model

If one wishes to gain a more precise picture of the 
Islamic gasIda , indeed, if one wishes to enquire whether the 
form still possesses a ritualistic function as in pre-Islamic 
times, its overall structure must be taken into account. It 
is here that atlal and nasib are of importance. If the poem's 
structure is to be meaningful, then all its parts must equally 
contribute to that meaning. By drawing up a structural model 
of the panegyric poem, I hope to show that this is the case.

In the course of this attempt, not many examples are 
cited since the model I am trying to develop will be tested 
in the following chapters of the thesis. Variations of the
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same fundamental structure are contained in virtually every 
work to be discussed.

All the motifs mentioned are typical of the pane
gyric poem, but they do not always occur. Some others, no 
less common, have been omitted. Nevertheless, I hope that my 
selection is sufficient to allow one to penetrate to the 
fundamental relationships which give the poem its coherence.

By no means all panegyrics are written in praise of 
the head of state, the caliph. The great majority are dedicated 
to notables or to heads of virtually independent dynasties.
But this has only a limited effect on the content, and the 
identity of the different addressees does not affect the basic 
structure at all. They are all, in one way or another, rep
resentative of the authority of state, persons in power, chiefs 
of men.

1The relation between at 13.1 and nasib on the one hand 
and madlh on the other is essentially antithetical. A very 
large number of binary oppositions relate and contrast the two 
parts. Some are oppositions of concepts and motifs, others of 
imagery and in some poems there are oppositions of phonetic 
and grammatical structure.

The atlal and the nasib portray a situation which 
is altogether negative to the poet, the main protagonist.
His beloved has left him, she did not keep her promises, and 
all he can do is bemoan a past love. They are both the vic
tims of the vicissitudes of fate which rule life and against 
which they are powerless. The ruins of the camp site and the 
greenery which has returned to it, remind him of the relentless 
passage of time. He is an old man; his hair has turned white,

r ? uncommon or drastically shortened m  the Abbasid 
panegyric is discussed below.
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his powers have weakened.
The madlh is the antithesis. Here, the individual 

is protected from all evil by the sovereign. In contrast to 
the beloved, the latter keeps his promises and gives nourish
ment to the needy. In his bounty, he rejuvenates his subjects 
and dispels all danger. His acts are at one with divine 
ordinance; his dynasty is rooted in a sacred past and faces 
a glorious future.

This simple juxtaposition of some common features 
of aflal/naslb, and madlh suggests a structure which moves 
per aspera ad astra, from affliction to redemption. The 
relationship between the two consists in a sheer juxta
position of opposites 9 a structural feature of the parallelistic 
style of Arabic poetry.

The polarities between them are best illustrated by 
isolating and evaluating the contrasting qualities of their 
protagonists or their main thematic entities. There are three 
pairs: the figure of the beloved and that of the ruler; the
power of fate and the power of the ruler; the afr lal and the 
state.

1 .4.1 . The Beloved and the Ruler
The following are the most obvious points of contrast 

between the two:

Beloved Ruler
Physical attributes Moral attributes
Physical beauty Moral beauty
Breaks her promises Keeps his promises
The hopes she raises are He fulfils every hope

unfulfilled
Causes unhappiness Brings happiness
Creates emaciation Gives nourishment
Imaginary closeness (khaySl) Genuine closeness 
She is virtuous but her He is virtuous; his virtue

virtue prevents her makes him fulfil the
fulfilling her wishes of his subjects
loverfs demands
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Separation between her Unification; he integrates
and her lover society and his sub

jects are close to him 
Sterility Fertility
Past Present and Future

We must guard against the mistake of seeing in the 
nasib an account of the poetTs personal experience. The 
beloved is not a specific individual who at one stage enters 
the poet*s life and now haunts his memory. The stereotype 
repetition of the same form by many different poets renders 
such an idea unreasonable.

The contrasting relationships of the diagram suggest 
that she rather symbolises a particular segment of human 
experience. She may represent the isolated attempt of the 
individual to find salvation away from society: namely, in
a passionate attachment for the sake of which all else is 
sacrificed. In the ideology of the gaslda, such an attempt 
is doomed to failure because of its antisocial nature. Ful
filment in life can only be found by integration into the 
community, be it the tribe or the state, and by acceptance 
of its demands and laws,

The fact that, traditionally, the beloved is a member 
of a tribe other than the poet’s, symbolises the antisocial 
nature of passion. It attempts to cross tribal or societal 
boundaries and threatens to upset the established order.

Passionate obsession is anarchical by nature. It 
seeks obstacles in order to defy them and thereby experience
its own vehemence more intensely. In the last resort,

1”11 amour-passion” cannot and will not seek fulfilment m  this 
life. Marriage and procreation are not of its aims.

Accordingly, the beloved of the nasib is not. the
See D. de Rougemont, LTAmour et 18 Occident, Collection 

10/18, no. 34/35, livre IVT
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poet's wife but remains a distant figure. Her particular 
identity is of no consequence. "L'amour-passion" is not a 
link between two individuals, it is a principle which dic
tates a way of life.

The true nature of passion emerges in the story of 
'Udhri love, as it does in the saga of Tristan and Isolde in 
the western context. As they break the order of society, the
lovers willingly exclude themselves from it. In return, they

1are unilaterally rejected; Jamil is outlawed, Tristan con
demned by the king. Their love is a terrible, destructive
power which finds its fulfilment only in death. "Aimer,

2au sens de la passion, c'est le contraire de vivre,"
It might have been irrelevant to mention this aspect 

of passion in a discussion of the panegyric poem had the topoi 
of the nasib not given rise to the poetry which celebrates 
JJLJdhri love. The rejection of society and its ordered contin
uity, which is engendered by passion, is reflected in the 
poetic form by the absence of that part of the qagida which 
celebrates the societal values and virtues.

For that is the function of the madih in the pane
gyric poem. As has just been shown, the figure of the ruler 
exhibits qualities which contrast with those of the beloved 
in every respect. Her beauty is countered by his moral stat
ure,her breach of faith by his faithfulness. She disappoints 
the hopes of her lover while he fulfils the hopes of all his 
subjects.

In her, even virtue is a cause of suffering as she
denies herself to her lover. His virtue is unfailingly a
cause of happiness and prosperity. The passion for her leads 
_ . ! : ~  '

Hamori, op. cit . , pp. 40-41 ,2 ~de Rougemont, op . cit ., p. 240.
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to the lover's isolation, while adherence to the king's rule 
is rewarded with integration into society. She denies every 
wish, he grants every wish. Association with her is all 
severence, isolation and suffering--the king bestows union, 
prosperity and renewal.

The memory of her evokes the painful sensation of 
the passing of time, of the inevitable disappearance of youth 
and the approach of old age and death. The king offers 
happiness and future continuity under divine guidance, his 
moral virtues are a cause of renewal and rejuvenation.

In the ruler, all the failings of the beloved are 
countered by virtues, all her virtues sublimated by higher 
virtues. In turning to him, the individual leaves behind a 
sorrowful and potentially destructive passion in favour of 
integration into a justly ruled society.

The type of contrast between the two figures sug
gests that the nasib need not be seen in the light of its 
extreme conclusion, 1Udhr1 love. It may also be considered 
as expressing the sorrow man inevitably has to suffer under 
the burden of existence; life passing away with rapidity, 
leaving the memory to bemoan unfulfilled desires and vanished 
happiness. Royal justice gives solace as it enables life to 
continue in prosperity. New hopes are raised and man is drawn 
into the comfort of a society protected by the king.

Whether the nasib contains the antisocial leanings 
of a latent passion or whether it evokes life in its instances 
of misery, it is an integral part of the panegyric structure. 
In both cases, the ruler is the positive antithesis to the 
unhappiness created by the beloved. Through him and his 
virtues the values of society emerge triumphant.
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Lastly, an apostrophe is meant to emphasise one
particular pair of oppositions between the two figures. This
is the contrast between the physical attributes of the one
and the moral attributes of the other, a contrast which

1recalls the development of Abu Tammam1s Spring poem. Physxcal 
beauty enslaves the mind without offering satisfaction or hap
piness. Virtue gives solace and help to fellow men.. Beauty 
decays, virtue is everlasting.

In the nasib of a panegyric to Fath b. KhSqan, chief
2wazir of Mutawakkil, Bu^ituri says:

t* J I I 1 C.L.** T
At the end of the poem, he turns to the wazir:

L .,,,,— 1 j (J 1 ell ) 1
The next and last line presents the other great protagonist 
of nasib and at1al:

I ^ jJ 1 j yU ^ 1- ■■ 1 V *

1 .4.2. The Power of Fate and the Power of the Ruler

The following are the main oppositional pairs between
the two:

3Power of Fate Power of Ruler
Topoi:
Rules the world arbitrarily; Rules the world in conjunction
human beings are powerless with God; his subjects are pro

tected and nourished.
Creates life (plant and Brings forth life within his
animal life on the a$lal) realm; brings death to his
and brings death indis-"" enemies,
criminately
Construction and des- Construction and destruction are
truction cancel each other used to the furtherance of
1 See above, p. 14.
^ Bu^turi, op. cit., p. 2243.O w ^Often called dahr, zaman, laysllX, haw5dith al-dahr, nawa ’ lb 
al-dahr , etc. On the concept of fate in pre-Islamic poetry, see 
W. Caskel, Das Schicksal in der altarabischen Poesie (Leipzig, 1926), pp. 42 ff. — — - —
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out. justice.

Not guided by any spirit- Guided by morality: God and
ua1 pr incip1e . vir tue.
Concepts:
Time Eternity
Senselessness Meaning
Uncertainty Certainty
Chaos Order
Rules over the amoral Rules over the moral realm,
realm.

The polarities in this list resemble the type of 
antitheses which link the lady and the sovereign. Again, 
negative qualities in the one counter positive qualities in 
the other.

Fate is the ruler over the world of the aflAl and 
the nasib. It is the mover of the endless cyclical succession 
of life, death, and renewal of life. The ancient camp site is 
deserted and ruined but animal and plant life have returned.
Fate brings the poet and his beloved together and separates 
them again, scattering them in distant lands. Its rule is 
blind, indiscriminate, and men are but the helpless victims.
The continuity it establishes is neutral and meaningless: in
time, life and death, construction and destruction cancel each 
other. Between the two, man is ground to dust, his hopes 
thwarted, his beliefs questioned.

The opposing set of relations, the qualities con
tained in the sovereigns power, once more emphasise the pre
ponderance of spirituality over matter. The ruler exerts his 
power not indiscriminately, but in accordance with divine 
decree and highest virtue. So his rule, unlike that of fate, 
is ordered and meaningful.

His power is such that it may equal, or even overrule,
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the power of fate. To achieve this, he possesses fate*s most 
essential weapon: the capacity to bring forth and to destroy
life. The analysis of one of Buhturils panegyrics will show 
how the sovereign puts to use these powers: not indiscrimin
ately, like fate, but for the benefit of the society he leads. 
With the life-giving powers he nourishes his subjects, the 
death-bringing powers he turns against the enemy. His rule 
is guided by the principle of morality while the rule of fate 
knows no principle. The realm under the power of the sovereign 
is the "Moral Realm"; the dominion of fate, the world of 
atlal and naslb, the "Amoral Realm".

Divine guidance and virtue enable the sovereign to 
wield the weapons of fate and make them his own. The nature 
of these virtues reveals their origin in the pre-Islamic 
gasIda. They were part of what formed muruwwa, the ethnic 
base of the heroic model. The martial virtues enable the sov
ereign to defeat the enemies of state,and he caters for the 
needs of his subjects by virtue of his boundless generosity.
Sabr, the equanimity with which the hero bore the vicissitudes 
of fate, is now the quality that makes the ruler bear the 
weight of his office.

However, the relationship between fate and the sov
ereign has what Hamori calls "an elegiac counterpoint". Unlike 
Pharaoh, the Islamic monarch can make no claim to divinity.
Even though he assumes its powers, he can never ultimately 
defeat fate. Like the pre-Islamic hero, he is enmeshed in con
stant warfare--unceasingly he is forced to reaffirm the divine

■jorder in the face of irrupting chaos:
* L L £ j t  t L i U

*
1 ‘ ‘ -

Abu Tammam, op . cit«» vol. 4, p. 33.
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In this constant struggle, the panegyric gasIda 
has its place. In it, fate is every time defeated anew, the 
sovereignty of the monarch reasserted, his ultimate victory 
made tangible.

A different view of atlal and nasib is now possible: 
the beloved represents the frustrated hopes of the individual, 
hopes frustrated by the interference of fate against which he 
has no defence. The ruler represents the fulfilled hopes of 
society, hopes he can fulfil through his power to contain 
fate. Salvation is only found within such a society.

The elegiac doubt never disappears; it is the very 
source of the assertive power of the gasIda. Even when a 
perfect balance has been achieved, future happiness is no 
certainty. It remains a wish which only the Will of God may 
grant.

1 .4.3. The Atlal and the State
AJ^lal State

Topoi;
Ruins The "house of Glory" (the palace)
Rain has fallen on The sovereign bestows the "rain"
them or rain is being of generosity,
wished on them by the 
poet.

Concepts:
Temporality of matter Eternity of virtue
Decay Becoming

Not all poems which start with a nasxb contain a 
section on the atl&l as well. But its presence or absence 
has no great effect on the structure of the gasIda: the
naslb alone is sufficient as an antithesis to the madxh.

Where it occurs, the famous motif of the camp site 
aligns itself with the basic movement of the structure,.*
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The poet*s ancient dwelling place falls victim to 
fate which ruins it and scatters its inhabitants. The anti
thesis is the present and future dwelling placej namely, 
the state of which he is a member and in which he is nourished 
and protected from all threats by the sovereign.

He greets the ruins and wishes the blessing of rain 
upon them, thus treasuring the memory of the past and wishing 
it to come to life once more. But clouds and rain are under 
the unpredictable command of al-dahr, and offer no consolation. 
The new life they create only reminds the poet of his age and 
death,

The ruler, on the other hand, is an abundant source 
of the "rain" of generosity which he bestows on his subjects. 
This generosity does not only take the form of gifts. It is 
foremost the capacity of preserving the moral continuity of 
human life by upholding the order of the state. Under his care, 
it will not vanish, fate will not ruin it.

The survival of the state depends not so much on
the mere survival of its institutions. Its essence is the
moral virtues upon which it is built, and survival depends on
their unconditional preservation. They are the only weapon
with which to confront chaos and ultimate death. In return,
the sovereign reaps maid . glory and fame which outlast the 

1ages.
Thus the true antithesis to the afl&l is not so much

the state as an institution. Its true counterpart is the body
of spiritual values which create the order of the state and
are the preconditions of its survival. The ruins of the camp 
. , - — ■ ; - - - ■

See Abu TammAm* s line (above, p. 14). The caliph1s deeds 
outlast the beauty of the gardens which will be forgotten.
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site are sublimated by the everlasting "House of Glory11, 
bayt al-majd3 the fruit of virtue whose "builder" is the 
sovereign.

In some poems, a palace description or a description
of some other great creation of the sovereign (a garden or
lake) functions as antithesis to the ruins of the aflal.

1These monuments are symbols of the ruler’s glory.

1 .4.4. The Reprovers
The reprovers, the *awadhil, are a figure in the 

iconography of the gasIda which has not yet received mention. 
In the nasxb they scold the poet for the excess of his grief 
or for his passionate attachment to his beloved. The madxh 
also makes reference to them. The motif aligns itself with 
the structural model if one assumes them to be representative 
of certain negative aspects of society.

They pose as guardians of virtue when blaming the 
poet for forsaking equanimity, sabr, and letting himself be 
ruled by passion, but do not always mean well. They have 
nothing to offer in return for their demands, and sometimes 
their "virtue" is no more than a mask of envy, hasad.

In some poems, they are downright evil: they appear
as wushat, calumniators, who delight in slandering the poet 
by spreading rumours about his love so that he must be on his 
guard. There is no defence against them. He can only ignore 
them.

In the madxh, the situation is rectified. Those 
ready to share out blame whenever virtue is infringed, are 
reduced to silence by the perfection of the sovereign. The
malicious ones and the calumniators, however, are destroyed.
^ "*  """" ^ —Cf. II, 14. For discussion of an example, see below, 2.2.
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In the naslb, even society appears in a negative 
light: interfering, envious, malevolent. The sovereign is
the remedy. His virtue silences all ill talk, his power 
quashes the vicious.

So he not only defends his realm from the enemies 
outside, he also purges it of evil within.

1.5. The Antithetical Structure of the

The model developed so far affirms the impression 
that the qa^ida1s structure is based upon the opposition of a 
number of contrasting notions. I have identified some of 
these and shown how they relate to their respective opposites, 
and thence have drawn conclusions about their possible signif
icance. If these conclusions are correct, the structure that 
has emerged is indeed coherent and meaningful.

Not every poem contains all the motifs mentioned, 
but on the selection of motifs the coherence of the individual 
poem depends. Each work exhibits a different set of anti
theses between atlal/naslb and madlh but all revolve around 
the same basic notions. It follows that the selection of 
motifs for the introductory section influences the structure 
of the whole work. The analysis of three poems by Buhturl 
in the following chapter illustrates this in detail.

In order to dispel the notion that the parts of the 
gasIda which precede the madlh are merely introductory, and 
in order to express their antithetical relationship to the 
madlh, I propose to call the constituent units of the pane- 
gyric tfstrophe” and "antistrophe" *

The symmetrical nature of the model makes it possible 
now to locate the place of the madlh themes mentioned in 1.3. in

This pair of terms has been discussed more fully in an art
icle entitled "Islamic Kingship and Arabic Panegyric Poetry" 
which is to appear in vol. viii of the Journal of Arabic 
Literature.
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connection with their analogies to archetypal epithets of 
kingship.

1 .5.1 . Mitra-Varuna
In the gasIda, the Mitra-Varuna dualism in the char

acter of the monarch is expressed in the ruler*s relation to 
fate. He acquires fate*s power over construction and destruc
tion and uses it in accordance with the precepts of virtue.
As a peacemaker, he gives life to his subjects (Mitra); as 
harbinger of death, he destroys his enemies (Varuna).

1 .5.3. Hieros Gamos
In poems where the image of the "sacred matrimony" 

between the sovereign and his office occurs, hieros gamos can 
be seen to contrast with the nasib. The benificent and 
enduring relationship in which the two engage overcomes the 
unfulfilled love and the separation of the poet and his lady.

In a work by Mihy&r al-Daylaml which is the subject 
of Chapter Three, the wazirate "offers herself" to the new 
wazir without any proposal on his part, in sharp contrast to the 
lady of the naslb who is unresponsive to her lover * s advances.

1.5.3. Light and Imagery and the Sovereign
The association between sovereignty and light appears 

in many different forms in the gasIdas. Most of them align 
themselves with the antithetical structure: the darkness dis
pelled by the radiance of the sovereign is the darkness of the 
"amoral realm" and the gloom of the distressed poet.

1.5.4. The Wasteland
(a) Lastly, there is the theme of the wasteland. 

Barrenness was found a sign of the absence of just rule while 
natural prosperity was a characteristic of righteous sover
eignty: the just king brings the barren land to life again.

With its affirmation of the king*s rejuvenating power 
and its movement from affliction to redemption, the gasIda 
seems to retrace the progression from the wasteland to the 
fertile land.
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However, this is not entirely accurate. It would 
mean that the landscape of the af1&1 is synonymous with the 
wasteland caused by injustice. But the atlal are not the 
fruit of human injustice, nor is the scenery altogether barren. 
On the contrary, rains have passed and plants and animals have 
returned.

The landscape of the atlal is the creation of fate, 
of the natural unconscious succession of life and death. It 
is chaotic, not barren; it is a place in which humans no 
longer live, not a place in which they suffer hunger and 
oppression. It contrasts with the king1s realm, not in terms 
of justice and injustice, but in terms of chaos and order, of 
amoral sensuality and virtuous spirituality.

In this type of polarity, barrenness and fertility 
are notions that affect only human life, not the life of plants 
and animals: in the chaotic, amoral realm, there is no pro
creation for the poet and his beloved. They are separated 
by fate. Only in the ordered social structure can human life 
renew itself; that is the meaning of the matrimony between 
sovereign and office. He is the protector of the order, she 
is the order.

However, there is another part of the gasIda where 
one would suppose the wasteland to be found: the rahil , the
desert journey and camel description.

(b) The Rahil. Where it occurs in panegyric poems, 
the rahil fits into the structural model. Located between the 
atldl-naslb and the madlh , it shows the poet with his camel 
enduring the suffering of an arduous journey. Moral and 
physical stamina are tested to the extreme in the heat and 
cold of a barren wilderness.
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The monarch relieves this suffering: he provides
shelter and protection, and the "rain” of generosity brings
forth a fertility in which the barrenness of the desert is
overcome. Again, there is the antithetical movement from
hardship to deliverance.

Buf in many early Abbasid panegyrics, the desert
journey is, if at all, only alluded to in a few lines. The

■\following example by Buhturl is characteristic:
1 1 1 u d  b  I J s m J  1 I

The antithesis between the peril of the journey and
the reception by the sovereign is maintained, but the section
is drastically shortened. The reason for the neglect of the
rahil is that, more than any other part of the pre-Islamic
gasfda, it conveys the essence of the heroic model. In the
rahil, the hero faces danger and death, while in the stories
of the wild cow and the wild ass, the fundamental realities of
heroic existence are re-enacted. As Hamori points out, in the
old poems which end with the rahil, the camel rather than the

2soverexgn is the counterpart of the beloved.
These differences, mostly due to the shortening of 

the rahil, point to the fact that the Abbasid panegyric pres
ents a vision of reality which differs in essential points
from its pre-Islamic forerunner.

The heroic model, even though it lives on in the
works of the poets, has disappeared in the Abbasid panegyric
gasIda. The sovereign assumes the heroic virtues in his quality 
as guardian of society, as guardian of the religion which now
1 Text III, 14, 15.2 See above, p. 4.3 Cf. Buhturl, op. cit., pp. 740 ff.
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governs the life of the individual.
Returning to the question of the wasteland, we find 

that the desert of the rahil is not its equivalent. Like the 
landscape of the naslb, the desert is not caused by human 
failing but forms part of the domination of fate, the amoral 
world.

The desert of the pre-Islamic poems could more easily 
be compared to the sea of the Odyssey or the imaginary land
scape of the Pilgrim1s Progress. It is a land beset with 
mortal dangers in which the hero's worthiness is tested.

One-must conclude that the theme of the wasteland 
does not form part of the antithetical structure of the pane
gyric gasIda. It is one of the topoi of madxh only and has 
no exact equivalent in aflal/nasib and rahil. The reason for 
this could be that the concept of the wasteland is part of a 
mythic view of reality which the Arabic tradition does not 
share. In the pre-Islamic world, man faces not‘so much the 
prohibitions and authorizations of deities with whom he must 
seek to be at peace, but persecution by a nameless destiny 
which he must face with the endurance of virtue.

I have tried to show how this view reflects itself 
within the qasidafs structure, and how the heroic ideals weremmk m o e ^ U  *i>w« m v m m m w  *

transformed in the Islamic panegyric.
The wasteland and the fertile land are primary images 

of kingship only in a civilization in which kingship is viewed 
mythologically. In the Arabic tradition they have a secondary 
place.

1.6. The Islamic Panegyric Qasida as Ritual

The panegyric qasida is a formal testimony of the 
legitimacy of political authority. In its movement from chaos
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to order, from affliction to deliverance, from isolation to 
integration, the glory of the social order is proclaimed.
Society and its values, present in the person of the ruler, 
are recreated triumphantly by the replay of symbolical events 
and the utterance of liturgical formulae of praise. Therein 
lies the significance of the structure of the panegyric. It 
is also the reason for its repetitious character and formalism: 
like any liturgy, it follows a preordained, impersonal pattern. 

So the Abbasid qa§ida is not a conventional repro
duction of the unsurpassed masterpieces of the desert bards.
The ancient themes have preserved their power but acquired a 
new meaning: the gasIda is still a ritual, celebrating no
longer the heroic model but the model of political authority 
in Islam.

In the following points, I try to summarize the 
social function of the ritual;

(a) Official affirmation of faith in the right
eousness of the reigning sovereign. (Magnificent praise 
increases the authority of the praised.)

(b) Official affirmation of the existing values 
of society.

(c) Official denigration of the enemies of the state.
(d) In its praise, the gasIda is an incitement and 

admonition to the sovereign to fulfil the obligations of 
government.

(e) It gives the sovereign occasion to demonstrate
his generosity publicly by rewarding the poet. The reward is
a symbol of his beneficence. "Donor and recipient engage in

1a ritualistic performance."
- ‘ ; ■ ■ ■ — - - ■

Hamori, op. cit., p. 23.
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It follows that the exalted position of the court 
poet is due to his official function. He does not simply 
provide the ruler and notables with civilized and flattering 
entertainment; he is a craftsman who fulfils a public duty 
of great importance. Plis personal feelings, his sincerity or 
insincerity are secondary to the execution of his task.

Seen from this angle, much of the corpus of Arabic 
poetry appears in a new light. If the basic form of verse, 
the gasIda, is liturgical in character, then originality can
not have been a prime virtue of poetry. The development of 
new forms of expression cannot have been a pressing task as 
long as poetry kept its official function and the old forms 
remained meaningful.

The value of the individual poem must be sought, not 
in its thematic inventiveness, but in the power and subtlety 
with which the author managed "to render the basic structure

■japparent." The stylistic development of Arabic verse reflects 
the changing efforts of the poets to achieve this aim.

s .7. Conclusions

The qasida, in one form or another, has dominated■PWulWNnWllJHH H*HW * *

the history of Arabic poetry from the centuries before Islam 
to modern times. That it remained attractive for so long may 
be due to the peculiar character of its form: in spite of 
its restrictions, it offers a patterning of the major exper
iences of human life which is expressive and capable of 
supporting different interpretations. Youth and old age, love 
and death, triumph and defeat are evoked as it pursues its 
course from initial dejection to reaffirmation of faith.

Cf. above, p. 7.
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Its most original feature is also that which has 
given rise to most speculation: atl&l and naslb. I have
tried to define their place within the structure of the pane
gyric, but the question of their origin and ultimate 
significance remains.

Departing from the symbolic nature of atlal and 
naslb, one may speculate about another, perhaps more fundamental 
view of the archaic gasIda . For its themes and development
are reminiscent of certain basic features observed in initiation

1rites. Three phases characterise these rites:
(a) Separation: i.e., the ritual subject1s separation from

2the community and in particular his separation from the mother. 
It is accompanied by what Eliade terras a "symbolic retrogression 
to Chaos” to which corresponds initiatory death as the

3"paradigmatic expression of the end of a mode of being.”
(b) Margin; i.e., the "intervening period" during which the 
novice is subjected to "initiatory ordeals"; he is acquainted 
with a code of knowledge or behaviour which is the mark of 
his new social status.
(c) Aggregation; i.e., the ritual subject*s reintegration 
into society and the assumption of his new social status.

Poems which follow the model outlined by b. Qutayba 
(at151-naslb-rahil-madlh), appear to proceed along these ritual 
stages. In the nasib is reflected the ritual separation from 
the mother. The "retrogression to Chaos" is experienced in 
the contemplation of the at 15.1: the desolate ruins (symbol
ising the ruins of man’s past being, his childhood), where the
1 See V. W . Turner, The Ritual Process (Pelican Books, 1974), 
pp. 80 f„ in reference to A van Gennep, Rites de Passage 
(1960),
2 M, Eliade, Rites and Symbols of Initiation (Harper Colophon,
1975), pp.*4 f.
3 . ...Ibid. , p . x m ,
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forces of nature are in indiscriminate interaction, "neutral
1and meaningless."

The rahil signifies the initiatory ordeal. Eliade 
observes that a common initiatory pattern consists in 
"individual withdrawal into the wilderness and the quest for 
a protecting spirit."^ If, when weeping over the encampment 
the poet becomes a child once more, forsaking the virtue of 
sabr, his leaving the site is a re-enactment of his becoming 
a hero, a man in the full sense. As he is being put to test 
in the hardships of his journey, the spiritual values of the 
heroic model are experienced and affirmed.

Reintegration into society is marked by the madlh: 
the "protecting spirit" has been found in the figure of the 
sovereign. The latter represents both society as a whole, as 
well as the societal values the poet himself has acquired in 
the course of his transition.

That initiatory symbolism could thus foe at the root 
of a literary form does not appear unusual. Eliade remarks 
that

"the majority of initiatory patterns when they had lost 
their ritual meaning , . . became . . . literary mofits. 
This is as much as to say that they now deliver their 
message on a different plane of human existence, ^ 
addressing themselves directly to the imagination."

If further research finds justification for this 
conjecture of initiatory symbolism in the gasIda form, then 
the observations made about the latter!s ritual nature can be 
substantiated by reference to a well-known ritualistic pattern.

See above, p . 24.2 Eliade, op. cit., p. 130. 
^ Ibid., p. 126.



Chapter Two

BUHTURI

2.1 . Panegyric to the General Muhammad al-Thaghrx

Bu^turl wrote the gasIda listed as no. 502 in his 
Piwan (text X) at the age of twenty-six (229 AH) when living 
at the court of Muhammad b. Yusuf al-Thaghrx al-^a'x in Mosul 
The poem, it seems, received great praise from Abu Tammam; it 
is said that at line 28

l lal l biJ l df J T ̂
the master stood up and kissed Buhturx on the forehead "out

ojof joy for him and pride in the tribe of £ayy ( LLpCj a,
I J l k l L  )  . 1

The strophe of the poem consists of three thematic 
units, one of two lines and two of three lines. The anti
strophe (madxh) is made up of two symmetrically constructed 
parts of thirteen lines each with an introduction of three 
lines and a finale of one line.

(Sections)

STROPHE

ANTISTROPHE
Part One: General
Praise

A The reprovers (1 , 2)
B The at151 (3-5)
C The nasxb (6-8)
D Introduction of mamduh 

(9-11)
E First section of general 

praise: the ruler's
virtue (12-15)

F Second section of general 
praise: the ruler as
warlord (16-19)

(Number of 
lines)

2
3
3

See Buhturx, op. ext., p. 1253
38
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G The ruler and his tribe
(20-24) 5

Part Two: H The ruler and his enemies:
The Ruler at War first section on Babak

(25-29) 5
I Second section on BSbak

(30-33) 4
J War against the Byzantines

(34-37) 4
K Finale (38) 1

(----   denotes sectional parallelism)

RELATIONS BETWEEN STROPHE AND ANTISTROPHE

2.1 ,1 . Relation of Concept
I iJ I If—’S- (j I I—  j I iJ 0  7

tv  ̂ I
\— £ y* J  IjAJ I ^  ^  ^ li I J  V °

w £
^   ̂ Lfj vjJ I ^ ^  ^

dL*J? I d I tJ ( y ■ ■.■■A* d I iX-j In ■■<̂10 1<J t—IL* ^

The conspicuous repetition of words and/or roots 
in these four lines contains the origin of two contrasting 
conceptual themes which are a leitmotif of the poem. One 
might call them the concepts of unity and division or , in 
Arabic, the concepts of jamĵ  and tafrig, The Arabic name is 
more appropriate since the word jam* has a double meaning: 
it means both "joining, integrating" and "crowd, multitude” . 
Both meanings, are equally important in the context of the 
poem. They are present in the lines quoted above: al-majmu.*
in line three refers to the tribe of the beloved which was 
gathered at the camp site. Jumi * at in line ten refers to 
"the tools of glory" which are joined together in the person 
of the king.

In both lines the root jm* is contrasted by a der
ivative of the root frq: farraqat in line three and mufarriq
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in line ten. The two antitheses symbolise the two aspects of 
the conceptual themes .jam * and tafriq; the division of a 
group (line three) and division as opposed to integration or 
unity (line ten).

The meaning of the concepts is revealed by the 
thematic relationship between the lines. Line three depicts 
the rule of fate (al-zaman, al-hawadith) over man. Fate is 
the divider. It scatters the tribe of the beloved from the 
camp site where it had gathered. The separation (al-fir5q) 
between lover and beloved is its work, with the suffering it 
entails.

However, the virtue of the ruler’s resolve breaks 
the might of fate and forces it into submission (line nine).
The antithesis in line ten symbolises the fruits of this 
victory. The sovereign acquires the power of division by which 
fate ruled man and uses it for the benefit of his subjects: 
he divides his wealth amongst them. Simultaneously ’’dividedness” 
as such is overcome in his person: all the resources of glory
are unified in him.

In the remainder of the poem, the ruler’s action with 
respect to his subjects and his enemies is described in terms 
of integration and division. Both qualities he uses for the 
good of his people and to the detriment of his enemies.

He divides his wealth among the people and he divides 
the throng of his enemies; he is the link between his tribe 
and virtue, and the link between his enemies and death.

An analysis of the poem shows this clearly. The 
root jm* recurs in lines 26 and 27. As in line three, it 
refers to a group of people which will be divided and scattered: 
the clumsy mass of Babak^s army. The king destroys it by dis- 
tributing its soldiers between the swords and lances:
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I 'I hi AS Irf-*' d—j-P I..I l-w-J* kJjjJL/ CjJ l—1 I loJ Y *1
W W W

LsOjJJ-J O  lJU i lv™.lsJ \<̂ d<MI«/ *V i "̂{""*"5̂ 5  ̂̂
The lines illustrate the first aspect of the concep

tual theme: the division of a crowd. By means of division,
the king scatters the army of his enemies as fate scattered 
the tribe of the beloved.

The ruler’s interaction with Banu Nabhan is the 
subject of lines 21 and 22:

«r

J  LsivflJ I U U9 (JjtJ  ̂  ̂wX-3*sa (Jj C.*. Y ^

[gjjSj >UJU j l  UJ L̂rJ \ iJ£j j  CU-Jb Y Y

The ruler integrates his tribe both in a temporal 
(historical) and a spatial sense. He reawakens the glory of 
the past and so establishes temporal continuity, and on a 
spatial level he integrates them into one organic whole by 
building for them the peaks of high endeavour (al~1ula).

The phrase nabbahta majdan in itself brings back the 
theme of integration since the word maid last appeared in line 
1 0 :

<ui I cd I j I ) •
The concept of division is expressed in the choice 

of the words lama infakku (literally; ’’they are not disjoined” ) 
and in the image of the roots and branches. It implies an 
orderly, organic division: Banu Nabhan all belong to one stem 
--al-’ul&— which is "built high” by the king.

Babak* s army on the other hand appears as a shapeless 
mass of people, clumsy and disorderly in its multitude:

45 dviî  ( i JyL ii I I44J Y 1

Thus the two groups are contrasted in their condition: the
former are integrated in their dividedness, the latter confused 
in their unity.

The ruler’s action towards them symbolises his power
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of integration and division. By awakening past glory in his 
subjects and setting them a high example, he unites them; 
he destroys the enemy by dividing their army and killing them.

This antithetical parallelism of themes between the 
two couplets 21/22 and 26/27 is not an isolated feature. It 
forms part of the pattern of thematic and grammatical paral
lelism which links the equally long central sections of the 
antistrophe (sections G and H). An outline of the pattern 
shows how the relationships formed by the conceptual themes 
are in its very centre.

The first line of both sections is introduced by the 
injunction 1illShi d arruka followed by an image which anticip
ates the ruler's function in the context:

w
dJJ J dU T °

In line 20, the ruler restores the rights of the 
moral virtues, which foreshadows his reawakening of past glory. 
In line 25, he is a heroic knight knocking at the door of 
death on the day of battle; the image anticipates the destruc
tion of the enemy.

Neither line 20 nor line 25 mentions Banu Nabhan or 
Baibakfs army. Their interaction with the ruler is depicted in 
the second and third lines of the two sections. These are 
the two couplets discussed.

In the two remaining lines of the sections (23/24 
and 29/30) the ruler is not mentioned. The lines dwell on 
the result of his action, depicting the intrepidity and courage 
of Banu Nabhan and the destruction wrought upon the enemy.

Lines 23 and 29 both begin with indefinite nouns and
1contain a "radd al-raja2 *ala al-sadr" .

i  — — — — —— ——  —  — —  . —  —
A. F,Mehren, Die Rhetorik der Araber (Vienna, 1853), p. 161.
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iJ jJ  1 1 u) 1  ̂ ^

 ̂  ̂*j 1 1 t *ĵ-rf t*sJ 1 du J l*-®̂ c>L̂ p c^xo ^   ̂̂
The pivot words duru * and dulu * are related in sound 

and meaning, the coat of mail, dir *, being designed to protect 
chest and ribs , dil \.

There is a contrasting continuity in the imagery of
the two lines: it develops from the tribe of Nabhan--gawm--
who in battle become (defensive)weapons--duru1--1o the 
(offensive) weapons--qana--which become the ribs of the slain 
enemies— dulu1. This double metamorphosis of human body and 
weaponry powerfully depicts invincibility and defeat. It may 
be a reason for Abu Tammamt s interrupting the recitation of 
the poem with his praise at this point.

The two final lines of the central sections both
start with a verbal sentence in the negative:

_ U/ fl
1 1.1.0 l i IaI x I I ^  1 Y 1

Their imagery is also related; the falling of the 
leader (kharra saritan) reflects the weapons bowing and 
prostrating (su.jjadan wa ruku 'an ) in "adoration" of the necks 

The conceptual themes thus provide the structural 
frame of the central sections of the madifo. In the battle 
description, they are closely linked with another theme which 
concerns the relationship between ruler, enemies, and death.
It is first mentioned in a phrase in line 12:

b-jJLJjj ^  uLaJJ I  ̂ Y

The words hatf and abada are repeated in different 
forms at the beginning of the battle description. Hatf recurs 
in the plural in the opening line of the war section:

Isjjs t Y 0

Abada has been encountered in line 27:
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This line establishes a connection between the theme 
of death and one of the conceptual themes: it is by means of
division (tafricjJ that the general kills his enemies.

In lines 31 and 32, the theme of death is approached 
from a different angle:

fcV _  4V d (V
lA)j^U j*— 2l JLS" i JLCj p jl J JLJ U  V )

W

Xabaddat ara*uhum (their minds were scattered) is a 
variation on the theme of division: baddada is similar in
meaning to farraqa and wazza'a. The image depicts the rulerTs 
"divisive power" on a heightened level. In line 27, the 
scattering was his action, here he does not act: the very sight
of him confounds the enemy and kills their leader.

In line 32, however, the act of killing is portrayed 
not as an act of division but of integration. The king is the 
link between death and his enemies: he calls them to their
death and they all hasten to him in humiliation.

Line 36 expresses the same idea with greater intensity: 
J t̂ j  1 1 .v'SUf ^  J j J  i I I Y* 1

The two metaphors show the king most clearly as "integrator" 
between death and enemies: he is their path to death--when
they are trapped on the battlefield, he frees their souls by 
interceding on their behalf with death.

Thus in the war sections, the concepts jam * and 
tafrig become two metaphorical ways in which the ruler anihil- 
ates those who face him in battle: he divides them up so as
to kill them (27), he scatters their minds to call them to 
their deaths (31 /32)--he is the very path to death, he frees 
them from their wretched lives by interceding with death (36).
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u _ _ ^ j -T ^
«vIp y£jr~ (̂j-sdsÛvO jjJb U

Ls*wiA*£ .̂L>-J! t. yaf<j

YY

The thematic progression in the three lines has a 
counterpart on the lexical level. In their wording, the 
prepositional clauses reflect the rhetorical movement:

The instruments of death, the weapons, fade out of 
the imagery to be replaced by death itself.

Another element linking the three lines is the sim
ilarity of their syntactic position. They are all preceded by 
a 1 arum a clause (26: lamma at Aka; 31: lamma ra'auka;
35: lamma ramayta ) and are followed by a general description
of the battlefield (fi m a 'rakin, 28; fi wag1 atin, 37) dwelling 
on the result of the sovereign’s action (taraktahu, 33; abcja 
^alayhim, 37).

These observations confirm the impression that 
even a first reading of the poem gives: the three lines are
its climax.

2.1 .2. Relation of Imagery
The thematic development of the strophe centres on 

the image of tears. It divides the strophe into two units of 
four lines (1-4, 5-8), marking the beginning and end of each: 

b ■» &  j  f  \— s j J L )  i I h L w  i ]

W  H>
U j *  J  <3 tjiJ t SyT ^  Jo J i  cSJ !

LfeJl̂  

fLpJl

These lines suggest that the composition of the
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strophe contains a sectional symmetry not unlike that of 
sections G and H, and I and J. The formal symmetry is stressed 
by the phonological (and to some extent semantic) resumption 

walu* in law'a which links the first hemistichs of lines 
1 and 4. It is balanced by the repetition of the word firaq 
in identical metrical position which links the second hemi
stichs of lines 5 and 8. The sounds of walu1 and lav/'a are 
echoed in the determinants of fir5q, jawa, and hawl.

Despite the "pain of separation" and the "terror of 
separation", the lover is hardly able to cry: he has no tears
left with which to water the' camp site and thus even this link 
is made impossible. The words he addresses to the atlal--"do 
not ask for my tears to be betrothed to you"--stress the 
emotional relation between the ruin of the camp site and the 
lover, a relation itself dissevered by the grief of separation. 
In line 8 it is the steadfastness of his beloved, who bears 
the terror of separation with resolve, which "almost restrains 
his tears".

So the flow of tears is twice impeded: at the
moment of separation and at the time of his return to the

The lover*s incapacity to cry is contrasted in the 
panegyric section of the poem by the imagery which depicts the 
ruler as an ample source of fluid. His sword, spear, and 
fingers are dripping with water and blood:

<Xm> LmwJ oJUm / a lib ) 1
The motif of the flow of moisture is here made symbol 

of the life-giving and death-bringing powers of the king.
The two central sections of the madlh , G and H, are

•j ~ — - * — —— — — — —— — — — — — — — —

This also applies if the reading of manuscript (b) is 
accepted: tfs- (Buhturl, op. cit., p. 1254),
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introduced by the injunction lillahi darruka, which can be 
translated literally as ’’how abundant is the flow of your 
milkt” The image aligns itself with line 1 6 as the ruler’s 
fortune is again described in terms of a flow of liquid.

In the last line of the poem, the imagery takes up 
this motif for the third time:

1 V A
As in line 16, water and blood are brought into relation: a
spring gushes forth from the jugular vein of the victim.

Thus, the relation between strophe and antistrophe 
brought about by the imagery resides in the contrast between 
the impeded flow of tears and the abundant flow of water, 
milk, and blood, the one depicting the intensity of the lover's 
sorrow and the other the greatness of the ruler's power.

This relation can also be seen as an aspect of the 
themes of integration and division: by separating lover and
beloved, fate obstructs even the flow of tears. The ruler, 
by killing his enemies and safeguarding his subjects, causes 
water and blood to flow. In dripping with the dew of gener
osity and the blood of the slain (line 16), he contrasts with 
the lover who cannot cry; in causing a spring of blood to 
flow (line 38), he contrasts with fate which obstructs the 
tears.

Line 1 6 clearly reveals the sexual connotations in 
this imagery. Sexual potency is a common symbol of the power 
of a ruler. It depicts both his role as a giver of life to 
his subjects and as a harbinger of death to his enemies.
Buhturl's teacher, Abu Tammam, resorts to sexual imagery in 
his panegyrics, for instance in the famous poem on the capture 
of Amorium: the conquered city is a virgin deflowered by the
caliph after having resisted the approaches of all other princes.
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Contrasted with the ruler1s potency is the suggestion 
of impotence in the impeded flow of tears.

2.1 . 3, Relation of Protagonists
As in the case of the relation of concepts, the 

device of word repetition is the key to the relation between 
the protagonists of the strophe (lover, beloved, and reprovers) 
and the ruler.

The first line of the antistrophe
W fiI 1 ~»J)-* Ljj k-Uw ^   ̂ ^

contains two roots that also appear in the strophe: ^azama
(see * azamatuha in line 8) and bada (see tabdu fayubdl in line 
7). The connection they establish is more than one of sound 
and meaning as the contexts in which they occur are related:
1azamatuha denotes the firmness with which the beloved faces 
the terror of separation; *azd* im are the powerful resolutions 
of the ruler which drive the vicissitudes of fate to surrender. 
Both 1aza'im and *azamat are moral qualities with which beloved 
and ruler face misfortune; but the former has no power to

1avert it, while the ruler defeats the very source of misfortune.
The use of bada implies a further parallelism between 

the two protagonists; her appearance makes the lover wilfully 
divulge (fa-yubdl) his secrets while the ruler's resolve make 
fate offer (tubdi) surrender. The beloved succeeds in dis
concerting her lover, the ruler is victorious over fate.

The meaning of this relationship is elucidated by 
the use of the verb taraka. It occurs three times:

w u,I cJpLij) I Oj-uu 2L LzJ 1 ^ 3 JtJ Y
f “ : 1 ! ‘ ’ 1 : 1The alternative reading of line 8 (see above, p. 46, n, 1 )
does not alter the essential antithesis: the ruler's- xazm is
more powerful than that of either poet or beloved.
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The beloved "leaves’* the steadfast one confounded,
1the ruler "leaves" the city of the enemies cast low. Again

the moral victory of the beloved over her suitor is countered
by a victory of the ruler, this time his victory over the 
enemy.

The same configuration relates lines 7 and 31 :
u> w #L& I l dLt \ JJ <*) ijjp (JUwf Y

4 l  u  n
Her mere appearance disconcerts the lover, the mere vision of

2him confuses the enemy.
Thus, both beloved and ruler are depicted in terms

of warlike virtues. However, in the panegyric, the sovereign
sublimates the qualities of the beloved: his virtue and
prowess safeguard his subjects and protect them from their 
enemies while the virtues of the beloved are a cause of pain 
for both her and her lover.

She is oppressed by his desires which she cannot 
fulfil because she is virtuous; in the virtues of the sovereign, 
however, the needs and quests of his subjects are fulfilled:

Lamj a Lais- :lr£  J-sJJ 1 1 Y

It follows that the relationship between ruler and 
beloved, and ruler and fate is similar in structure: in an act
of mythic metamorphosis, he assumes their identity by adopting 
their powers. These were sources of suffering and division in 
their hands— he uses them for the benefit and protection of
his subjects. ______________________       ____ ______ _____
2 On the city of Badhdh, see Buljturl, op. cit. ,, p, 1256, n. 33.

The relation between the two lines draws attention to the 
central phonological leitmotif of the poem. It is constituted 
by the phonemes B and D and evident in the roots bdw, byd, bdd, 
and bdhdh (see lines 7, 9. 11 , 12, 27, 31 , 33; see also lines 
1--ibtid5r--1 6, 34, 38, etc.)
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As to the lover, he is a victim of the vicissitudes 
of fate and the sternness of his beloved. His inability to 
weep is a symbol of his wretchedness: he has not even a tear
to "leave behind (la-taraktu, line 4), as opposed to 
beloved and king who "leave" their victims confounded.
He is only released from his plight by the advent of the ruler 
who overcomes his tormentors and uses their power for his 
benefit.

However, the lover is made to suffer by a third force 
the chiders, with whose presence the poem opens:

t I fr d—  tJ 1 1.S*  ̂  ̂  ̂ ^
I 1̂  ̂ kXP locP (IP V

The use of sami'a and da15 establishes another con
trasting relationship between strophe and antistrophe. The 
afflicted one (al-shajiyy) does not hear the call of the 
chiders; the ruler hears those who call for help in battle:

tv

On the other hand, the call of the chiders receives 
no response while all the enemies willingly come forward when 
the general calls them to their deaths:

tdjp I# t I i L.lrx» ^ ̂
As in the contrast of imagery, a situation of obstruc 

tion, of absence of movement and communication is resolved in 
the madih: the sovereign both responds and is responded to.

The chiders themselves are dealt with by the ruler:
^  L^u j  Jî sdJ ) r

He "stands up against them" while the lover has no alternative
1but to disregard them.

The echo of the theme of the reprovers in lines 13 and 17
leads to the fourth instance of sectional parallelism in the
poem. The lines are the second of the two four line sections 
E and F which are also linked by the repetition of mutayaqqig 
(12, 19) and resumptions of imagery like that of fratf and
rabi' in naj 1' and nadan (12, 16).
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Finally, the adjective used to describe their action 
--walu*— is itself "revalued" in the panegyric:

r i
The relationship which suggests itself here is sim

ilar in pattern to that between ruler, and beloved and fate:
having defeated the 1awadhil he invests himself with their

1destructive zeal and turns it against the enemy*

2.2. Panegyric to the Caliph Mutawakkil

Poem no. 915 (text II), written in the year 247 AH, 
contains the famous description of Mutawakkil*s lake in 
Samarra. Ibn al-Mu'tazz saw it as a masterpiece. On the 
strength of this poem, together with those on Kisr5*s arch 
and Ibn Dinar * s sea battle, he considered Bu^turl the greatest 
poet of his age.

The analysis will show that the work not only con
tains a nature description full of beauty and power. In its
unity it gives the medieval concept of kingshp a timeless 
poetic reality.

However, this unity and, as a consequence, the 
meaning of the work, cannot be understood without taking the 
initial sections into account. All the major themes of the 
poem are introduced there; and by contrast and congruence the 
development of the later sections is anticipated.

The poem combines several different modes: at151,
nasib, khamriyya, wasf, and madih. The forty lines can be
subdivided as follows: (no. of lines)
STROPHE Introduction (1 ) 1

Poet and Encampment (atl^l) (2-4) 3
-j The semantic range of qadaha (to strike fire; to slander) 
seems to underline the connection.
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ANTISTROPHE
I. Wasf --

Part 1

Part 2

II, Madih

Poet and Beloved (naslb) (5-7) 3
Poet and Courtesane (khamriyya) (8-10) 3

The lake as a wonder , portrayed through its 
relation to symbols of natural power (Tigris, 
wind, sun, rain) and symbols of spiritual 
power (Caliph, Solomon1s jinn, Bilqis):
Introduction of the lake (11-16)
Lake description (a)--external: 
water (1 7-20)
Central line: the lake reflecting
the cosmos (21)

6

4

1

The lake as sanctuary of life representing the 
caliph~s realm and his life-giving powers 
(portrayed through its architectural features 
and the life it harbours):
Lake description (b)--internal: 
fish (22-25) 4
Landscape around the lake;
conclusions (26-31 ) 6
Caliph and Caliphate 
(His splendour overshadows the natural 
world) (32-34) 3
Caliph and State
(Of sacred descent, he restores
justice and righteousness) (35-38) 4
Caliph and God
(His virtue and status as function 
of divine sanction) (39-40) 2

The symmetry is noticeable at a glance: the nine 
lines describing the lake itself are at the centre of the work, 
between the introduction and the conclusion of the wasf which 
consist of 6 lines each. The two outer sections, strophe and 
madxh, consist of 10 and 9 lines respectively and have a sim
ilar thematic structure*

The analysis proceeds by relating the three triads 
of the strophe to wagf and madih.

2.2.1 . The First Triad of the Strophe
In the first triad of the strophe, the poet describes 

how wind and weather pass over the ruins of the camp site and
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destroy its beauty:
[, I j  L?- j  L V

«Xw^ L L^511 I I & 11 -"■■ —»̂j~'1 i/? V ^
1— j ji >-J— ' y 1 l-̂.—■ I. ig-— —j 1 1 jJ t ij*: b̂*1

Three pairs of verbs portray the repetitive action 
of wind, lightning, and clouds: tansh ur uh a /1 at w Ih a
— yunlruha/yus diha--1 aruhu/taghdu. Nature appears in senseless 
repetitiveness: one event counters or cancels the other in
eternal succession.

In wasf and madih, the themes of nature and beauty 
assume a different and contrasting form.
Wasf

The landscape created by Mutawakkil harbours nature 
in fullest beauty: not even the river Tigris can rival the
caliph’s lake. The repetition of tawran and the paronomasia 
of ta3_ and waw make line 1 3 echo line 2:

I ^  ^ ̂Ljl ^ aJb>~ J J L L ^
There is also a relation of content: by "folding

and unfolding" the remains of the site, the wind struggles to
destroy its beauty. The beauty of the caliph’s lake, however,
cannot be harmed or rivalled, however hard the Tigris may try
(compare the element of struggle and continuity in the III form
verbs: jadhaba (2), nSfasa, bah a (13)). The lake is built by
the "builder of glory" and protected by the "protector of Islam'
(14). It has divine blessing and cannot be approached by
jealous rancour. As a recreation of Solomon’s crystal palace
(15, 16), it is rooted in sacred tradition. (Note the alliter-

1ation beween Islam (14) and SulaymSn (15). )
The struggle between wind and atlal is resumed in

T _ „On Solomonic legends m  the Islamic middle-ages, see F. ir„
Bargebuhr, The Alhambra (Berlin, 1968), pp. 137 f., 225 nr. 208
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the "contest” between wind and royal lake. Unlike the atlal , 
the lake is not without "defence” : when "mounted" by the
easterly breeze, it displays ripples (or rings of metal, 
hubuk) like "coats of mail with polished fringes" (19).

The atlal section is echoed also in line 20 which 
portrays sun and rain vying with the lake in laughter and 
weeping.

^  cJj ^ T

b  . I, b  b«S®" l In <J| S|) 1 iStttJlJ) lb— b /vU b  bi*” 1 j i ^ *

As lines 13 and 2, lines 20 and 3 are linked on the 
lexical level by the repetition of a temporal particle which 
appears once in the atlal , twice in the wasf line. Here it 

ahyanan, there it was fawran/afwAran. Rain and sun in line 
20 balance rain and lightning in line 3.

The interaction between encampment and lake on the 
one side and the forces of nature on the other follows a con
sistent pattern: the at 1 all are their victim, the lake is
their equal. Thus while the latter faces the wind with "coats 
of mail", the atlal are covered with a "thick garment" (of 
vegetation) woven by rain and lightning in repetitive monotony. 
By comparison with the lively reflection of the weather in 
Mutawakkil*s lake, the "garment" of the atlal is like a shroud 
woven for a dead land.

In the concluding section of the wasf, the palace 
gardens and the royal lake become a world of their own, bound
less in extent and independent from the workings of nature 
outside it. The gardens spread far and wide, beautiful as 
peacock feathers. Since the lake irrigates them with oceanic 
abundance, they need no rain (again, the situation of the atlal 
is overcome; compare lines 3, 4 with 26, 27).
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The image in line 30 expresses these widened 
dimens ions:

Lw-j ^ ̂ \j Vj b 1 1 Jut C#ir*̂ }\ Jfu* v *
The two esplanades rival one another in height like 

Sirius and the Dog Star. The concept resumes the river's 
jealousy of the caliph's lake in lines 12 and 13:

l \ T
It was a rivalry between an artificial and a natural

object. The artificial lake was superior to the river because
the caliph had created it. In line 30 we are within the 
caliph's artificial world: the two esplanades are his creation, 
and the natural world can only supply a simile to depict its 
greatness.

The last line draws the conclusion from the bound
lessness of the caliph’s landscape:

No "wasf", however great, can approach the splendour 
of his pursuits.
Madih

Nature is overturned and vanishes in all its beauty
when confronted with the moral and spiritual world. The
mahasin of nature turn into masawry when exposed to the caliph 
in his virtue (34); and the glory of religion raises the 
valleys of Mekka higher than the surrounding hills (35).

Retracing the transfigurations of the root fosn in 
wasf and madih makes the movement clear:

( • • ) S^Jl <j \ j  L n

( * * ) t L b j  ( * * ) iJ L  la  ̂ V

I. . II b* uj I l̂rWAV brfl Lw 1 dj t "ill ■ I a 1 V i

I . .in" - ■». V i CiU.» I ( * * ) aU I -̂i-̂.y/1 Lj VI
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The caliph*s lake is beautiful and more so even 
than the River Tigris (11, 13), but all natural beauty vanishes 
when confronted with his person (34). He gives the concept of 
beauty a new meaning, a meaning in the moral sphere: he
rules his subjects with ihsan (beneficence) (36) and replaces 
the ugliness of tyranny (qubh al-jawr) with the beauty of 
justice (husn al~'adl) (37).

* * * * * * *
The development of the nature theme in its three 

stages in atlal, wasf and madih, reveals the overall meaning 
of the poem.

Outside the moral realm, nature is senseless and 
soulless in its workings, rejecting empathy and destroying 
man-made beauty.

In the gardens and the lake, nature is recreated by 
the caliph. This creation is beautiful and beyond harm 
because it is the fruit of his spiritual power and protected 
by it. Only within this realm can life unfold itself in free
dom and innocence. Thus the water bursts into the lake like 
stampeding horses, the fish swim freely like birds in the open 
air, and the gardens and meadows blossom brightly like the 
feathers of the peacocks that dwell in them (see 17, 23, 29).

In its paradisiac nature, the royal landscape symbol
izes the realm of the king and the happiness and peace he 
brings his subjects. The magnificent central line of the 
wasf (21 ) captures the universality:

But this world is only given reality by the moral world from 
which the caliph derives his power. Nature sinks back when 
confronted with it. The king stands in the moral world between
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God and his subjects. From this position he rules and through 
this position he can allow life to expand and blossom (39/40).

2.2.2 . The Second Triad and its Relations
(a) The beloved and her relation to the poet are 

the subject of the second triad:
w

V— aJ LmJ 1 1 ®

ir— W  <J_I J 1 jJ Ijj Ij) kl—>9̂. UrJ 1

(J 1̂ .0 ^y«kA. C!U t I ^nuJLu/̂  I <J-& J JjJ V

The absence of communication between lover and
beloved is resolved in wasf and madih according to a pattern

-  1encountered in the panegyric to Muhammad al-Thagn.
Three related concepts are involved: question and

answer? calling and hearing, wish and fulfilment.
The question theme starts in line 1 where the poet 

proposes to ask the camp site about its former inhabitants:
i , Lw»w<J L .̂..kjk-̂ rf ^ J J  1 jJ  i ŷJ t 1^1*0 1

It is resumed in line 5:
u*

fa k-jai ^
The beloved does not respond; she is miserly and does not 
fulfil the poet’s desires. This contrasts, as expected, with 
the king’s great generosity:

UrI ^  L JI a a V A
The caliph’s name is a special adornment of the 

royal lake:

His name carries fame and glory; when it is called 
(hina yud* a ), not only he but everything associated with him 
responds to it. This again contrasts with the beloved to whose
name nothing responds, not even she herself (lam tasma*
T ”” : — ■ ——- -See above, p. 50.
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li-da * Ilia (5)) .
The four lines singled out by the theme are marked

by certain significant repetitions: line 5 resumes the roots
n *m and s11 in the same order in which they appeared in line 1 ; 
lines 28 and 38 are linked by the repetition of the words ism 
and zada. In their development from strophe to antistrophe 
(marked by the repetition of the root d*y, the contrast between 
bukhl and jud, and, last but not least, the spiritual prepon
derance of 'alyli (38) over, kathxb (5-)) frustration and absence of 
communion are resolved in communion and fulfilment.

aspect. LayIS, poet and encampment are mirrored and over
shadowed in the evocation of Solomon, BiXqls and al-garh, the 
"crystal palace". The connection is made explicit in the 
links between lines 6 and 16:

*urudin echoes fi bu'udin; dSr contrasts with sarh the magic 
palace. The difference between Bilqls and the beloved is 
significant: the latter remains silent and unresponsive, while
the former (when faced with the caliph*s splendid creation) 
speaks and responds.

Yet the separation between lover and beloved is 
fully overcome only in the marriage of caliph and caliphate, 
the "hieros gamos":

lo I l I l^J itP I I  *j I Y  T

This line, too, is linked to the strophe by distinct
phonological features. Lines 5 and 32 are the only ones of the
1 ' ' “  ’ ‘ 1 ‘ 1 " :See above, 1.5.3.

However, the resolution of the theme has yet another

The verb marra refers to LayIS and Bilqls; 'an
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poem to start with inna; in both lines, it introduces the 
female partner of the relationship: bakhxla and khilafa. Lam
tun*im li-sa'ilihd and lamma ihtazza minbaruha are related by 
contrast: the former denotes the beloved*s refusal to give
herself to her lover, the latter figuratively portrays the 
caliphate being possessed by the caliph.

The sexual undertones of the lines are evident in 
the double-entendre in kathib (5) and ja*far (32). Kathib, 
meaning sanddune, is a common metaphor for hips and buttocks; 
while the caliph*s ism literally means "stream, rivulet" 
(compare furthermore the associations of the root mny: manna,
i.e., to ejaculate, minan, i.e., semen, etc.).

However, the sexual union between caliph and
caliphate is an image which reflects a spiritual event:
namely the realisation of the ideal hierarchy, the source of

1all natural fertility in the realm.
In the same way as the relation between poet and 

Layla, Solomon and Bilqxs is consummated on the spiritual level 
in the marriage of caliph and caliphate, so also their place 
of encounter— the camp site, the royal lake--reaches its 
apotheosis in a spiritual form: the valleys of Mekka, "raised
higher than its hills", origin of the caliph*s glory and 
power (35). The link to the strophe is once more indicated by 
the repetition of a particle at the beginning of the relevant 
lines: ya dimnatan , 2; ya man ra'a al-birkata, 11; yd ibn
al-abatihi, 35.

* * * -x- -x- *

(b) Line 6 is the source of an important structural 
axis, the notions of space. The poem describes them in terms 

See below, 6.2.
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of proximity and distance, height and depth, as well as con
finement and openness. It develops in three stages.
Nasib

Layla is a source of torment for her lover. Her 
actual presence or absence is only circumstantial and does not 
diminish the suffering she causes. She is everywhere, she 
cannot be escaped, the whole of space is filled with her 
presence:

w «y
i T  j  1 o J  ij b  **— Ojj Li 1

This indiscriminate density of space which allows 
man no freedom from his oppression coincides with the indis
criminate fullness of time in the weather description: the
coming and going of wind and cloud is endless monotony which 
buries man's past with indifference.
Wasf

Space and time imprisoning man in their very endless
ness— this is the characteristic situation of ajildl and nasib. 
In this poem it is resolved in the royal landscape of 
Mutawakkil*s lake:

I b t la UjoJ b I I ^ Y Y
b̂  .. J-'f" [J-P 15* cVn..?i— bwjj b L.̂ <-.0 Y Y*

w1 |<    i ._lI Ul 1 1 J 1 b_k_̂ hL* 1 Y ̂
The lake is a sanctuary of life; within its boun

daries there is freedom for the living creatures. The fish 
swim in it like birds in the open air and nothing obstructs 
their movement.

The spaciousness of the lake is reflected in the
vastness of the gardens (bas5tlnuha ’1-qaswa), the height of
the esplanades and finally, on a metaphorical level, by the
inapproachable greatness of the caliph^ achievements:

I iJû J.J Cib-T lJU tQJJ/J J \  ̂ 1 fcJ 1 Y* 1
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Madih
The madih marks the third stage in the development 

of the theme. In the nasib, space is described by the notions 
of proximity and distance, the wasf adds the dimensions of 
height and depth as the fish explore the lake vertically and 
horizontally. In the last section of the poem, space is only 
described in vertical terms: it is a metaphorical entity
containing the hierarchy of the moral world. Religious glory 
lifts the valleys of Mekka higher than the surrounding hills 
(35)--the caliph showers his gifts upon his subjects; he 
heightens the name of generosity (38).

The metaphorical space of the moral world has no 
open ends. It is filled with the moral hierarchy which is all 
encompassing; there is nothing beyond it.

The use of aqsa in line 32 symbolises this: in the•wmniiaJfaiMaui

person of Mutawakkil, the furthest hopes of the caliphate are 
fulfilled. In him the limits are reached, and through him the 
material world is contained in the static peace of the unchange
able divine order.

Space and time in the moral world are comparable to 
space and time outside the moral world, i.e., in the strophe.
In both contexts they are limitless and unchangeable and in 
this very quality contain boundaries which ordinary men can 
never hope to cross. In at 13.1 and nasib, these boundaries are 
the source of man’s unhappiness, of the omnipresence of his 
grief and the irretrievability of his past. In the God-given
order of the madih, however, the boundaries are his salvation:
the caliph towering above him nourishes him with the gifts of 
life and protects him with the "beauty of justice".
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2.2.3. The Third Triad and its Relations
(a) The khamriyya anticipates, on the individual 

level, the innocent self-assertion of life in the wasf:
Lm.<J I ^1* I d J LaJ 1 1 Ji* A

Lj Ir i liUw 1 L CLtflJ-5’ L>il) 1 J  Ll* ^

Layla is unattainable but the poet is still young 
and forceful (see line 7) and dedicates himself to sensuality, 
wine, and forgetfulness.

This isolated idyll is overcome in the luxuriant 
thriving of life in the realm of Mutawakkil. The abundant 
flow of water in the lake overshadows the flow of wine, and 
the beauty of the royal landscape puts to shame the beauty of 
the poet*s consort.

The image in line 1 0 and its response in line 27 
capture the contrast:

J  Ltw LJ cifijJ-j'sJ 1 L ...l->̂ w IS* \  Y

The hand of the girl is but a source of wine for 
the poet5 the hand of the caliph is the inexhaustible source 
of the water of life.

The development follows a familiar pattern: the
caliph assumes the function of a character in the strophe 
abolishing his shortcomings and raising his qualities to a 
higher dimension.

There are thus four male-female relationships in 
the poem. Each is marked by a different water image which 
symbolises their fertility.

The progress develops from an unfilfiiled ideal of
the past;
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POET-LAY LA (water image: rain on the aj^lal)
via a sensuous union

POBT-COURTESAJNE (water image: wine)
via the evocation of a sacred archetype

SOLOMON-BILQIS (water image: lake)1
to the realisation of a present and future ideal

CALIPH-CALIPHATE (water image: the potency of
the caliph, evident in his 
name (Ja'far, 32), in his 
being the "son of the river 
valleys"(ibn al-abafih , 33), 
in his being a sea for the 
supplicants (bahr, 39)j cf. 
also line 27)

In the relation between caliph and caliphate, the 
sensuality of the relation between poet and courtesane is 
lifted to a higher plane (compare lines 10 and 27) and endowed 
with the sacred element anticipated in the Solomonic image. 
Thereby the lost ideal of love with which the poem begins is 
regained and transubstantiated, and the realm endowed with 
fertility.

(b) The khamriyya is a focal point of another 
structural axis closely linked with these relationships but 
also encompassing most other themes. It concerns the various 
types of interaction between objects and persons, and since 
it always involves two entitites, I call it the theme of 
reciprocity.

It manifests itself on the grammatical level in 
the juxtaposition of identical verbs in different number and 
gender which depict the reciprocity from the angle of subject 
and object (e.g., tugbIni wa usbiha).

The theme is most prominent in the following lines:

See QurSn 27/44 also Bargebuhr, p. 139.
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( * * ) c biu-J 1 <5 j  U J I 1 A
 ̂ ............ —  If) 1. Q LsUviW 1 ^ ( • * ) 1 U  J 1

^ ( * ) 1—̂<P— Lp \ •
tv

) T

W a * - * - * - * — — j -  ^ ' aj y °  J ' j y  ° T 6

— y> J  \y i V ,̂ y? L T 1

Lav-/ 1 L 1 cJj50* 1 I—L-* wJ— 5%-4A*J I ipĵ r *

m hmJ, i> L>i T i t f l  fUij dw U }

w
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Reciprocity in the khamriyya concerns the relation

ship between poet, wine, and girl. The three are joined 
together in the last line of the triad and form an interlocking
unity of giving and taking (10),

Reflection and rivalry are the types of mutual
relationship in the wasf section of the poem: the statue
reflects the fish (25), the peacock feathers and the gardens 
mirror one another (29); the two esplanades rival in height 
(30) echoing the rivalry of Tigris with the caliph1s lake 
(12, 13).

The caliph himself is too exalted to enter into any 
mutual relation with an object of the sensual world. His peer 
is only to be found on the abstract moral level: it is the
caliphate itself (33).

The last line of the poem marks the resolution of 
the theme. The repetition of a *15 in two different forms 
(a ' tHkahaL/tu11 f yha) (40) resembles the other verb repetitions. 
But the relationship expressed here is not mutual but consec
utive: God gives the world to the caliph and the caliph in
turn gives it to his people.

The objects of the world reflect one another, rival
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one another, give to one another, take from one another, but 
in their mutuality all these relationships remain entities 
within themselves. They are only given reality and existence 
through God who stands far above them; in His oneness He has 
no peer. Through the caliph, He bestows the bounty of the 
world and this relationship is the key to all reciprocities; 
it has no reflection.

2.3. Panegyric to Adhkutikin and Ibn Shalmaghan

The third poem by Buhturl chosen to illustrate the
relation between strophe and antistrophe is a late work
written in 276 AH at the age of 70 (text III). It praises
two political figures of the time of Mu'tamid (257-279 AH),
the army leader Adhkutikin, and Ibn Shalmaghan, presumed to
be his secretary. The thematic subdivision is as follows:
STROPHE Four couplets on motifs of at!51, naslb,

and rah 11 (1 -8) ” 8
Speculation on human fortune (hikraa)
(9-1 3) 5

ANTISTROPHE
Part 1 Adhkutikin at war

Introductory triad (14-16)
Destruction of Daylamites (17-21 ) 
Destruction of Daylamite ruler (22-25)

3
5

Part 2 Madih of Adhkutikin
Transition and introduction (26-27) 
Ironic evaluation (28-29)
Martial courage and fortune (30-31) 
Restoration (32-33)

2

2
2
2

Part 3 Madih of Ibn Shalmaghan
Transition and introduction (34-35) 
Ironic evaluation (36-37)
Martial prowess (38-39)

2

2
2

1 See Buhturi, op. cit ., pp. 2207, 2212.
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Statesmanship (40-41 ) 
Restoration (42-43)

2
2

Finale (44—47) 4

2,3.1 . Restoration
As their names suggest, Adhkutikin and Ibn Shalmaghan 

are non-Arabs: one is Turkish, the other is of Persian descent
(see line 35). This is important because the poem reflects 
disappointment about the fact that only Turks and Persians 
appear capable of re-establishing authority in this time of 
Arab political decline.

four lines of the poem where he speaks of his compatriots with 
irony and bitterness:

the age begins already in the strophe. Camp site, beloved, 
and other traditional motifs appear only in the background. 
The section abounds with reflections on the nature of human 
suffering which ring with resignation and disillusion: love
is but a disease which is better avoided; life offers no 
fulfilment and no justice; fortune bypasses the virtuous 
to benefit the insignificant and undeserving.

These are not just general statements. As in the 
three final lines of the poem, "us11 in the naslb implicitly 
refers to the Arab people. A comparison between the two 
initial lines and the final lines makes this obvious. Line 2 
anticipates the ending on a general level:

Buhturl gives vent to this feeling only in the last

i i

1Y
But the mood of disappointment and weariness with
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"We are made to enjoy the company of those whom we dislike", 
i.e., the non-Arab rulers (al-a1jamlna) and "we are prevented 
from being close to those whom we love", i.e., people of our 
own kind, the Arabs.

The theme of proximity and distance is resumed in 
the finale to give the general statement in line 2 its spec
ific meaning. The closeness of the distant is more valuable 
than the closeness of the kinsmen:

L-“̂ pVJ {SiĴ  LjJ L‘1 lô ^
In this context, ballna in line 1 not only refers to the
emaciated lover; it is an allusion to the decline of the
Arabs: they are as tattered and worn as the ruins of the
camp site.

L-«-b L.-̂ O* ̂ OI? O ̂ l\j  ̂ L
The first person plural occurs also in the middle

section of the madih, i.e., the eight lines dedicated to the
praise of Adhkutikin. The section ends as follows;

t— La d i wX. L—I Lj JLLa Ll**tL V* T
L 1 La ̂ j*hSS 1 1 (̂ -0 U-JjT- U  1 d ^ ^  ^

The couplet contains another reference to the Arabs1 
plight. They have forgotten the greatness of the past, but 
Adhkutikin1s call revives their memory as he re-establishes 
the old order through his courage and fortune. Before he came, 
they had lost the benefit of princely generosity.

The theme of restoration is resumed at the end of 
the section of personal praise devoted to Ibn Shalmaghan.
After describing his martial virtues and characterising him 
as a resolute leader, Buhturi writes:
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What was alluded to in the previous section is said 
explicitly here: the foreign leaders restore the state to
its former glory and that is their greatness.

The following lines draw the conclusion: since the
non-Arab princes are the only ones capable of ruling the state, 
it is to them rather than to their own leaders that the Arabs 
will offer their allegiance:

iS^ ^
O*  ̂ ^  \y i &

In Ibn Shalmaghan*s and Adhkutikin1s restoration 
of the state, the ruins of the atlal are banished and the 
despair of the nasib is overcome. In this structure one rec
ognises the typical form of the panegyric gasIda. But by 
expressing— in however veiled a manner--his displeasure about 
the fact that Arabs have to resort to foreigners to be ruled, 
Buhturi has added another dimension to this particular poem.
It makes it different from the ordinary type of panegyric where 
the ruler abolishes every trace of dissatisfaction, and support 
for him is total and ioncondit ional. In this poem, this is not 
the case: indeed, the end of the madih illustrates the
opening lines of the atlal.

2 .3.2 . Irony
There is a second passage in the strophe which, 

behind a veil of stoicism, makes allusion to the political 
situation. The last three lines say:

w w
LUs&s JpjJapoJ I L1p̂  1 .j^u% 1 )

^  I 1 clJ 1 Uia<Mv 1 Ijj jj,.£} lojj 1 T
y* w
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Those to whom fortune turns when least expected 
are non-Arabs like Adhkutikin and Ibn Shalmaghan; those from 
whom the days withhold their share are the Arabs. The exhor
tation not to be deceived by fate and to grasp the real state

Iof affairs receives its response at the end of the poem.
Bu^Lturifs portrayal of the generals echoes his 

thoughts about the vicissitudes of fortune'. About Ibn 
Shalmaghan he says:

Up̂ tJsJ 1 dj I I—usJj' d—mj iJw J b* tj/* T* 1

L— ^ <u J i Up^ eifJI Up T V
The two lines are rather ambiguous. They could mean 

that the general1s stature is so high, it cannot be grasped or 
imagined; they could equally well mean that he is in every 
sense a "man of doubtful character". The latter interpretation 
is probably intended as well since the two lines can be taken 
as an ironic comment on

1 1 t 1 o  1? j 1-® Up 1 Y

He has "almost come into being"— but only as a "stirring up of 
doubt" (compare also the identical beginning of the hemistichs 
in lines 12 and 37).

Lines 36 and 37 form the second couplet of the madih 
of Ibn Shalmaghan. It has been shown that the last couplet 
of this section has a thematic equivalent in the last couplet 
of the madih of Adhkutikin (32/33 and 42/43). The same is 
the case again: lines 28 and 29, the second couplet of
Adhkutikin1s madih, foreshadow lines 36 and 37:

itJ I a *  Î  dp....— , .Ju a L  ^  I L l! i J L j Y A

U<? y  L  \ 9 Q  I jlp.^JU cidap Y ‘I

The two couplets are linked by the double repetition 
of the root gann; both have as their subject the evaluation

Lines 44, 45.
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of the leaders1 characters from a general point of view. 
Adhkutikin is unique and inimitable, Ibn ShalmaghSn is unknow
able and unfathomable.

The element of ambiguity is common to both couplets.
One cannot mistake a note of ironic criticism of the Arabs
in the praise of Adhkutikin: rarely do they equal the Turkish
leader even if they try (28), and anyone who thinks that
different dar§.; ib (races) are equal, is quite mistaken; the

1Arabs are weaker.
So the irony in the two couplets is once aimed at 

Ibn ShalmaghSn (36/37) and once at the Arabs (28/29). This 
contrast is borne out by the type of sectional parallelism 
between the madlfas of Ibn Shalmaghan and Adhkutikin. The 
thematic sequence in the sections is the same but the perspec
tive is different.

In the transitional couplets for instance,
Adhkutikin1s excellence is depicted from the point of view of 
his subjects (27), while Ibn Shalmaghan*s virtue is seen from 
the point of view of his enemies (35). In both lines, however, 
the names with which the lines start become signs of the 
generals* magnificence: Abu Hasan is linked by alliteration
with 'atharihi al-basanati; azhara min banI sasana is 
countered by *ilqahum al-thamlna , the connection being the 
idea of preciousness.

The two final couplets have a similar contrast of 
perspective: the one describes the ruler's act of restoration
with respect to the people, the other with respect to the 
state (32/33—  42/43).

Cf.the genealogical dimension of taqayyala.(28).
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2.3.3, Conclusion
By concentrating on certain salient features of the 

three poems discussed in this chapter, I hope to have documented 
the following points:

(a) Bach of these poems is a coherent statement to 
which every thematic unit makes contribution. The semantic 
structure of the poems, as evident in the resumption and 
transformation of imagery and theme, is marked by instances 
of repetition: lexical, phonological, syntactic, or morphol
ogical. The repeated elements are mostly introduced in the 
initial section of the poem, the strophe, which thus has a 
prime structural function.

(b) The thematic development of each of these poems 
agrees with the structural model of the panegyric posited 
above. The great differences between them suggest that the 
panegyric is not as narrowly delineated a form as has some
times been supposed. No single relation of concept, protagonist, 
or theme lays down the use of identical motifs, or requires the 
antithesis between strophe and antistrophe to be based on 
identical combinations of motifs. It is rather a case of 
different combinations made to reflect a single underlying 
structure.



Chapter Three

MIHYAR AL-DAYLAMI

The most conspicuous feature of MihySr al-Daylamx1s
Dxwan is the length of the poems it contains: many of them
have about eighty lines and some well exceed a hundred lines.
On closer scrutiny, the reader will discover, interspersed
between the long poems, small clusters of short pieces of

1verse: "ekphrastic epigrams1' as Burgel calls them, wxtty
riddle-like portrayals of disparate objects.

Of these two types, it is the long poems that are 
of concern here. Most of them are panegyrics written in praise 
of the notables of the Buwayhid state. Their construction 
resembles the panegyrics of Bu^turx but being longer they are 
more complex. In the century that separates the two poets, 
the basic outlines of the panegyric form remained the same.
Much else, however, changes, as will be seen in the course of 
this chapter.

3•1 • Construction

The poem on page 75 of the first volume of the
Dxwan is, with 138 lines, one of Mihyarfs giant panegyrics.
It illustrates his comprehensive style which is a reason for
_  *  = ■ -

See J. Burgel, Dxe ekphrastischen Bpigramme des Abu Talxb 
al-Maymuni (G’dttingen, 1965).

72
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the length of many of his works: the tendency to integrate
all traditional topoi of court poetry in one poem.

Apart from the nasib, which includes a section on 
hoariness and old age, the work contains a fakhr as well as 
a camel description and a desert journey. There are two 
madih sections which include passages on the mamduh1s tribe, 
his enemies, and the duties of the wazirate, a metaphorical 
description of a tribal banquet, and many lines of general 
praise full of historical references. It all culminates in 
the congratulation for the New Year festival and ends in the 
vein of Mutanabbi with a return to the fakhr theme and a 
laudatory section on the excellence of the poem itself.

Far from being a lengthy catalogue of themes merely 
connected by their conventional sequence, the work is shaped 
by a multitude of complex relationships. It abounds in 
instances of pictorial and lexical harmony, of thematic devel
opments, resumptions of themes, and sectional parallelisms, 
all of which bear witness to careful planning.

Thematic Chart

Tears and Camp Site (1-7) 7
The Beloved (8-14) 7
Imperatives and apostrophe 
in 13,14 reflect 6, 7
Old Age (1 5-21 ) 7
15-16 transition; blood in 
15-16 reflects tears in 1-2 .
Resisting Fate (22-28) 7
22-23 transition; 22 reflects 
2, 28 reflects 7.
Stoic Acceptance (29-36) 8

Introduction (37-43) 7
37-38 transition
Revival of Life and Virtue 9
(44-52)

First Half (1-69)
Part A
AtlalT nasib, sha^b, 
fakhr : separation 
and isolation (Strophe)

Part B
First madlfo 
(Antistrophe)
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Rifrla (Strophe) Camel Description (53-59) 7
59 transition
Hunter and Wild Ass (60-66) 7
three lines each; 66 
transition
Desert (67-69) 3

Second Half (70-1 38)
Arrival at Wazir (70-76) 7
70-71 transition resuming 
the poem1s beginning: night
journey and eyes reflect 
clouds and eyes in I, garment 
of darkness reflects garment 
of greenery in 2 .
The Wazir*s Guests (77-83) 7
77-78 antithesis to 70-71 ;
79 reflects 72*
The Wazir*s Tribe (84-91) 8
Two four-line sections:
(a) (84-87) First ascent:
J_ala, tasallaqu; then 
des cen t : is tanzalu*
(b) (84-91 ) Resumption of 
praise and second ascent: 
samau, yatla *u , ma infrattu.
The Wazir's Uniqueness (92-93) 2
Contrasting intermezzo in the 
middle of sections on the 
Wazir in relation to other 
people.
The Wazir1 s Enemies (94-101) 8
Two four-line sections:
(a) (94-97) The enemies as a 
multitude in open warfare.
(b) (98-101 ) The enemy as a 
single hidden spy.

Fart E
Second madih
(2) Wazir and Office Wazir and Office--Introduction 7

(102-107). 102-103 transition;
the lines reflect the tran
sition to part B.
The Wazirate Restored to Glory 9 
— Fate Vanquished (1 08-117)
Part E is sectionally parallel 
to part B; cf. number of 
lines and sequence of themes.

Part D
Second madih 
(Antistrophe)
(1 ) General Praise
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Part F
Finale; Reintegration Nayruz and Wazir (118-122) 5
(resuming themes of
strophe and antistrophe) Poet and Wazir (1 ) (123-130) 8

124-126 reflect 120-122; 
rejection of poet contrasts 
with reception of Nayruz.
Poet and Wazir (2) (131-138) 8
Imperative in 1 31 resumes 
118 and 123; 131-133 reflects
124-126 and 1 20-1 22 , marking 
reintegration of poet.
Praise of the poem as recompense 
for reintegration; anticipated 
in 127-1 38.

Proportion of Parts

Part A (1 -36) 36 lines
Part B (37-52) 1 6 lines
Part C (53-69) 1 7 lines First half: 69

Part D (70-1 01 ) 32 lines
Part E (1 02-11 7 ) 1 6 lines
Part F (11 8-1 36) 21 lines Second half: 69

3.1 .1 . Defeat of Fate
The transition from strophe to antistrophe incar

nates the ritual significance of the panegyric ode also in 
Mihyar*s work. Accordingly, the poem celebrates the establish
ment of a just order which overcomes the arbitrary rule of 
fate and the misery it breeds.

In the amoral world of fate, the only defence of 
the individual is a stoic acceptance of whatever he may have 
to face. He must not harbour any expectations or desires 
lest he be disappointed;

_ 4 
I pJj \ ujuS u-J U» htLp* Vi ^ j  r  *

Mihyar ends the fakhr by concluding that in order 
to survive, one must be flexible; in difficult times one will
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accommodate and give way, in times of abundance, when fate 
by chance pursues a righteous path, one will reap the benefits:

realm established by the praised ruler. Here it is Abu fl-Qasim 
al~Maghribi, chief wazir of the Buwayhid state.

rule and the ensuing celebration of the resurrection and 
restoration of the old virtues brings the poem to its first 
climax. Here there is hardly a line devoid of contrasting 
associations with the naslb and the fakhr. Line 49 echoes 
line 35 in the quotation above:

The repetition of irtaja*at is the key to the 
relation. In line 35 it refers to al-dunyA , the realm of fate.

Its "flock of forbearance" has gone astray and 
injuriously invaded another herd whose owner is hard pressed 
and tries to chase away the intruders. Al-dunya comes to his 
victim*s aid and calls back what is his, thus righting the 
injustice.

which celebrates the newly found life under the. wazir in a 
series of historical images. The resurrection is explicit in 
the verbs themselves; *ada (47), gama (47), tasha (48), 
irtaja 1 at (49), rudda (50).

Irtaja*at here refers to the tribe of Qalitan who, 
in the wake of the wazir*s glorious rule, regain what fate

! LjjJI ,jls> jAj
f c v .  4 VJ

Ju .  i 1 | la I I

Salvation from this condition lies in the moral

The first section of praise solemnly proclaims his

The corresponding line, 49, is one of a sequence



scattered, from the possession of their king, Dhu 'l-KulA'.
The relation between the two lines illustrates the 

nature of the amoral and the moral world, the stage of all 
panegyric hymns.

In line 35, the individual is at the mercy of fate 
which, at times (rubbama, 33), will offer redress for some 
iniquity. But he is powerless and without protection, and 
can only rsort to *azfa (29), stoic detachment.

The just ruler vanquishes fate and strips it of its
power. Under his care, the individual is nourished in a
community which he leads to inevitable victory (compare the 
use of ghalaba in 29, 39, and 123): Qatytan do not regain their
glory by luck but by a force stronger than destiny.

Thus moral necessity triumphs over chance and
arbitrariness, and life is restored and rejuvenated. All the 
heroes of the past are resuscitated, all fear and doubt removed,
and death itself seems overcome:

1 t W

j— \ (J— ■* ̂   J JJ  ̂ ^
tv

V I  L  dj L-S” I J  ulJ i cLwj ^  ®  Y

Like a musical theme, Mihyar re-exposes the motif
of revival to lead the poem to its focal climax (112-118). 
Significantly, the verb irtaja*at reappears, again followed 
by rudda (cf. 50) and kull (cf. 51 ):

|J_3 I ijjS J-jJa* J 5 *  d L *  C i' It)  ̂ 1 V*

Due to Abu '1-QSsim al-Maghribl, the wazirate is 
restored to its former glory. In him it regains all the famed
» - ■ — ; ■ - ■ - ■ — ■- —  ’ — ■— ‘ ; ;

For the figure of ZurAra and the literary allusion in this
line, see Bevan, The Naqa'id of Jarir and Farazdaq (Leiden,
1905), vol. 1 , p . 1 82, line 3.
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ministers that once were, the Barmakids, Sahl b. HUrun, the 
Tahirids: the great past is resurrected.

MihySr concludes with the traditional exhortation 
of the ruler which often marks the end of the panegyric hymn 
(115-117). Here, hilm and dunya, first related in line 35, 
appear in a new configuration which marks the final stage of 
the development. Mihyar exclaims:

u - p * -  i ^ J J  L j j J I  L &  j  j u  ) 1 Y
Whatever hilm this world (al-dunya ) may have 

possessed, whether it goes astry or follows the right course, 
it now belongs to the wazir: the shadow of his steadfastness
and wise forbearance will spread over the world and its 
follies.

The occurrence of * azaba puts lines 35 and 117 in 
an even more explicit relation: in 35, the erring flock of
hilm pushes the victim away into the distance (mu 1zab); the 
wazirf s hilm is there never to depart (lam ya*zib)

Thus the development is sealed: the wazir, uniting
all virtue in his person, rules the world.

So far, the analysis has, I believe, already revealed 
something about the nature of MihyS.r*s architectural genius. 
Following the three occurrences of one word, irta.ja *at, has 
led into the centre of this long and complex work, to uncover 
the thematic relationships most characteristic of the pane
gyric hymn.

Furthermore, each of the three sections of the poem 
brought into relation by the word mark the conclusion of one 
of its parts: the first concludes the fakhr, the second the
first madih, the third concludes the second madxh.

Were one to doubt the integrity of Mihy§Lr!s poetic 
composition, here is proof to the contrary.
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3.1 .2. Rise of Hope
The end of the fakhr contains the seed of yet 

another theme of importance for the structure of the poem, a 
theme which aligns itself, in more senses than one, with the 
per aspera ad astra progress of the work. Describing fatefs 
arbitrary rule, Mihyar says:

Hr
l— ^ ■JAj L J  l i ^  l ■  j l i  ^  1

’’And maybe the countenance of hope will unexpectedly shine
[upon us like a heavenly body] from the promontory of despair."

The minor tonality of the image is transferred
into a ringing major in the madih (cf. the repetitions of
1̂ *, shrf, shms):

I ^  1 I L^J L j  1 b  ^  i 'T

V 1 V 1 L-*J I,Is  w  1 A  ®

b i K*mmn i

1 b u  1 «J 1 bv^jr^u j j j  ■ji.'J 1 ^  l.fr 1 1 A

The anticipated rise of hope has become manifest in
the rising sun of the prince amidst his tribe. Continuity is
established where there was arbitrary interruption: the
generations of the wazirfs tribe rise gloriously one after
another, like stars, not from the promontory of despair but
from nobility and honour (85). The mamduh is their sky in
which their noble lineage radiates with astral splendour (90).

The image depicting the future lastingness of this
constellation of life is more striking still since Mihyar
resorts to a telling pun upon the nisba of his Maecenas,
al-Maghribx. He introduces the idea, couched in an expression
of ta ’ajjub in line 43 and, at the very end of the madih . gives
the image its full due (118). Turning to Abu 'l-Q3Lsim, he
exclaims, "Rise upon Nayruz as a sunt When setting propels
the sun, it will never sett” (ghurub, setting, refers to the
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setting of heavenly bodies and is of the same root as maghrib, 
west, or Morocco, the home of the celebrated wazir).

In this, the final stage of its development, the 
image of the rising star returns to the context in which it 
first appears: as in line 36 it follows the motifs of hilm and 
dunya (117),

Thus the transfigurations of one image through
various stages once more reflect the typical development of
the panegyric: from the uncertain rise of hope to the rise

1of an everlasting "western sun"— per aspera ad astra.

3.1 .3. Defeat of Enemy
w fcv

vv I U o  d J  I f f  b  " V I  I  ^ ^

The splendid concetto portrays old age as a secret 
hunter lying in wait for man to capture him in a snare of 
white hair.

Many lines later, towards the middle of the poem, 
the same figure appears again in a different guise. The 
sturdy camel Journeying to the wazir through a hostile land- 
scape, is compared, in a^rchaic fashion, to a wild ass* MihySr 
continues:

J  ; joJ b  dJ  t U i  ^  l i s> 1  *

A hunter is lying in ambush for him, driven by
hunger and thirst (60-62).

The same image, transformed, reappears a third time
in the madih section which describes the wazir*s supremacy
_   ̂ ’  “ ! ’

Ascent and elevation represent the new wazir*s exaltedness 
and the fame of his tribe in some other images: see the start
of the madih ("a banner of glory was hoisted in Babylon").
The wazirfs generosity is depicted in such terms: his "athafI"
are high, sandalwood makes his camp fire flare high (74),
His virtuous course is likened to a tiresome Journey in high 
lands (83) and his tribe ascend the mountain of glory to 
follow the untrodden path of high endeavour (86).
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over his enemies:
m vr wt î 5* ciw L Ai J js jj ii 1 A

An enemy harbouring a vicious craving is lying in 
wait at night upon some outlook, intent upon disruption. But 
his scheming powers are checked and his ruse is outwitted by 
Abu '1-Qasim al-Maghribx. The wazirTs vigilance checks his 
every move in the very darkness, like "a fly more cunning than 
the scorpion," and the evildoer is rendered powerless. Con~ 
founded at his failure, he believes he has been enchanted and 
"stands to pay the magicianfs price." But it is of no avail: 
Abu * l~Qclsiiiif s subtle cunning and vigilant omnipresence are 
beyond sorcery:

w
I ijjt  ̂ lS"55"*  ̂ d  o* 1 * *

Uf
OO* (3̂ \j J i rt b<>.) >J b 1—

The development from threat to redemption portrayed 
by the image of the hunter and its transformation, illustrates 
the contrast between the moral and the amoral world.

The hunter in the desert is not described with any 
moral epithet, he is neither good nor evil. It is the course 
of nature that, as a hungry creature, he should kill in order 
to survive. The threat he represents is symbolic of the 
death inherent in the fabric of life. Abu TammSm expresses

-jthe paradox in a famous line:
w

* b dftf*1  ̂ J 0*3 O* On*  ̂ ^ 1
Similarly, the death announced by old age is an 

inevitable, inescapable event which cannot be given any moral 
quality.

However,«in the moral realm, the cycle is overcome, 
death is extinct, and life is allowed to prosper. A sacred

See Abu Tammara, op . cit., vol. 1 , p. 61 .
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hierarchy is imposed and anyone counteracting it cannot but 
be evil--for him the powers of destruction are reserved.

Accordingly, the watcher in the madih lies in wait 
min janib al-sharr, from "the direction of evil". However, 
he looks unto a realm "not decreed by the pen of fate"

j\ jwVI ^

a realm which, in its high integration, has transcended injus
tice and arbitrary death: against it he is powerless.

3.1.4. Tears and Beloved
The poem*s thematic material contains many more 

pictorial and conceptual transformations of the same nature.
The great scale of Mihyarfs poetic architecture will be evid
ent enough if I just point to two more.

The poetfs only possessions are his tears. Yet they 
are abundant enough to feed camel and fate:

UP
d)® I tV    9 I Iw b t JsiO J I hi Y

I l i j  1* * b  ̂  T A

A variation of the same image portrays emaciation 
and hardship: the destitute eat their own flesh, the camel
feeds on its own fat.

1 [ *ji J-Sb. uis\st^ Y A

u** J 1 {Lay* ̂   ̂  ̂ ® Y

In the first madih, relief and consolation are 
brought to the miserable by the wazir. They are invited to 
pitch camp on his fertile ground (46) and the sea of tears
is overcome in his translucent water(45).

But the real antithesis to deprivation and poverty 
is the reception with which Abu '1-Qasim receives the exhausted 
desert traveller. Preparing the ground for the great counter
point, Mihy&r paints the desert in its most gruesome barrenness
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extreme heat alternates with extreme cold, it offers no relief, 
no relationship of any kind (lam tusmar wa lam tunsab (68)), 
even the gata birds, experienced desert dwellers, are exhausted 
and cannot find their water holes.

Abu 'l-Qasim’s camp. Their very accumulation conveys the 
lavishness and abundance with which the wazir meets the needy:

The image of the destitute poet*s drinking trough filled with 
his tears, as well as the picture of his camel forced to feed 
on its own fat during the desert journey are resonantly 
countered in the form of Abu ' l-Qasimls giant cauldrons, whose 
"necks stick out like the humps of fat camelsM :

As in Butituri*© panegyric to Mutawakkil, so in many 
of Mihy£r!s panegyrics the office of state assumed by the 
mamduh is metaphorically depicted as a woman. The same is the 
case here.

trasts with the beloved* s refusal of the poet (compare 11-12 
with 104-105). She is not only inflamed with love for the 
wazir, but without proposal on his part offers herself to him 
in marriage, her previous marriages and births now being null 
and void. Again there is a characteristic development: from
frustration to fulfilment.*

Other similar thematic developments suggest themselves in 
the various usages of jalasa, qa *ada. gam a , and rakiba, as 
well as talaba, gharaba, garaba. See also the theme of dark
ness and light (71 , 78, 112) or the motif of the "bloodstained 
hand" (15, 73, also 27).

A firework of images celebrates the arrival in

\ J i U -  J U  <jpjil \ u - j  C w J  i J-lIIo ^  t

j j  U s J  I uLj i J I   ̂ I yr

Yo

The wazir ate !s "acceptance" of Abu *l-Q&sim con-
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3.1.5, Other Leitmotifs
The construction of Mihyar*s panegyric seems to 

follow Buhturils pattern but there are certain differences, 
the most conspicuous being a difference in scale. While 
Bu^.turi*s poems revolve around a limited set of themes, Mihyar, 
in an attempt at comprehensiveness, fills his work with a 
dazzling number of concurrent thematic relationships. The 
climaxes of his poems build up over many lines in towering 
accumulations absent in the work of BuJ^turx.

Some of the morphological features of the panegyric 
to Abu 'l-Qasim al-Maghribi reflect Mihyar*s tendency to 
massiveness and accumulation.

The imperative is commonly used in Arabic poetry 
from the earliest times; but in this poem it occurs with 
unusual frequency. Some of its more dramatic sections are 
marked with clusters of imperatives: e.g., 5, 7; 14; 28;
31-33; 44-46; 115-123; 131, 132.

1A return to the thematic chart throws light on 
their structural function: the imperatives mostly occur at
the end of a section where some kind of conclusion is drawn 
from what has gone before. Three of the four seven-line units 
of the poem*s introduction are marked in this way and a string 
of imperatives leads the focal climax of the work to the 
Nayruz congratulation:

cfJJL.9 I'f'j J ̂  Cm  L^lj i— 1a 1  ̂®
J 'if 1 tjj I US ̂f 1  ̂I
dll J ’ 1-— W-  ̂  ̂1 Y

^  1 J I (jj Lw I U I LwAiOvW I 1 1 A
The imperative mode is resumed in line 123 to mark the begin
ning of the following section:

See above, pp. 73 ff.
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The use of this form is in itself nothing new, but
the frequency with which Mihyar resorts to the device calls 
for attention.

The same applies to the incessant repetition of 
the negative formed by lam and the jussive: like a morpho
logical refrain it occurs--again in clusters--no less than 
seventy seven times in various combinations.

A unifying factor in the composition of the poem 
is the archaic desert motifs. Mihy&r has a special predelic- 
tion for them and they are much more common in his works than
in the diwans of Buhituri and his contemporaries. Camels,
horses, and scenes of desert life, provide the majority of his 
similes and metaphors *

The most disparate objects are placed in a pastoral 
setting or referred to in terms of a riding beast. More than 
once the poet speaks of himself as a camel or horse, for 
instance in line 17:

j l s l  a s  J J U  L  1 Y

Some lines later he is, in his destitution, like a
mangy camel (ajrab (27)), while kingship in the days before
Abu '1-QS.sim was limping like "a camel with an injured shoulder,"
(103). The netherworld has "udders" (33), and the wazirate
can only be ridden "with firmly plaited reins of endurance"
(109) .

Pitching camp at an oasis and travelling in the 
desert are symbols of life in the moral and amoral worlds.
"After the barren land" we are invited to settle in Abu 
'l-QSsim*s fertile ground:

and the archaic motif of the desert journey, complete with
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the wild ass, qata birds, and the icy nights o.f jurnada, pre
cedes the lavish tribal banquet where one finds camp-fire, 
firewood, pots, and cauldrons in a country setting.

Desert imagery is a tradition common to the whole 
of old Arabic poetry and there are few poems devoid of pas
toral motifs. But in MihySr they become a prime vehicle of 
poetic expression in ways they had not been since Umayyad 
times,

At one point, the allusion to the ancient style 
affects the very wording of the line:

1 ^ 1 L s  ( J  U -  I J  ®  ^
In their parallelistic composition, the indefinite adjectives
describing the wild ass echo the archaic animal descriptions,

1e.g.:

MihySr was not a desert poet. Most of his life was 
spent in Baghdad and it is unlikely he was inspired by any 
personal experience of nomad life. The recreation of the 
rural world in his work is a literary manner and has little 
to do with any representation of reality.

The similarities between Mihyar*s panegyrics and the 
poems by Buhturl are due to the structural model underlying 
the panegyric rather than to stylistic affinity. Since imagery 
is probably the most fruitful point of comparison between 
their works, the next section of the chapter is devoted to a 
study of MihySr*s metaphorical style in contrast to the imagery 
of Buljturi,
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3.2. The Nature of Mihy&r*s Imagery

3.2.1 , Technique
Metaphor dominates Mihyar*s poetry at the expense 

of simile: forms like ka, mithi, and ka *anna are rarely used
and in some of his poems never appear at all, Whatever he 
describes is transformed by a metaphorical inversion: con
cepts and inanimate objects become animate, animate objects 
inanimate, animals are humanised, humans appear in the guise 
of animalsj even the role of cause and effect is inverted.
All is lifted into an artificial universe, structured and 
delineated by poetic tradition.

There is hardly a line in the panegyric to Abu 
*1-QAsim which does not illustrate this process in some way: 
at its beginning, the land of Ghurrab, the ruins of the camp 
site, and the "rainstorms of Arcturus" possess human qualities, 
and in their multitude the lover1s tears are riders climbing 
the croups of their mounts (2-4). The wazirate is variously 
portrayed as a woman and a riding beast, al-dunyA is a shep
herd and a camel (32-35).

On the other hand, the wazir in the first madih is 
described in inanimate terms: as a raised banner (39), as
the sun (43), and as a sea containing precious pearls (44-45).

The poet depicts himself as a mount led by virtue 
which his chider may ride (17) while the camel in the desert 
Journey is endowed with human qualities: she possesses
"nobility of soul" (56) and engages in the pursuit of high 
endeavour (57).

The last two examples illustrate how moral qualities 
and concepts are similarly transformed: fyazm is personified
0 ?), al-1 alya (as the meaning of the word suggests) are high
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mountains. Indeed, any part or aspect of an object, whether 
moral or material, can be extracted from its context and made 
the subject of such a metaphorical conversion. In line 58, 
a concetto shows the "camel’s bleeding toe writing what the 
night journey dictates":

There is a double inversion here: the night journey is person
ified and the camel’s foot, detached from its organic compound, 
becomes a pen, something inanimate. The metaphor links the 
elements of description: the power of the night journey is
made tangible by reducing the camel’s foot to a mere object 
under its command. On the other hand, the image expresses the 
animal’s tireless and unfaltering acceptance of its fate, in 
spite of its suffering: like a dead object, it moves without
complaint.

The poetic realm has become uniformly metaphoric. 
Whatever is absorbed therein is taken apart, transformed or 
inverted according to the same process. Rather than high
lighting the extraordinary, MihySr’s metaphorical register 
makes extraordinariness the norm.

The uniformity is increased by the limited stock of 
motifs from which the metaphors are drawn. The poem in the 
very comprehensiveness of its aghrad* absorbs the elements of 
description into a traditional, even deliberately archaic, set 
of motifs which, in their frequent reiterations, inform the 
development. A multitude of different elements, whether tears, 
wind, the wazirate, fate, or even the poet himself, are integ
rated by one context— the image of rider and mount.

The length is extended, the developments prolonged, 
the themes increased in number, but the imagination 
does not pour forth accordingly into a new dimension--it
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is as though it were turned inward, intent on integration by 
reduction to sameness.

The morphological repetitions, the imperatives, the 
incessant retrain of lam yaf *al are but part of the same 
phenomenon. The result is an abundance of internal echoes, 
an extreme reduction and condensation despite the profuse flow 
of images.

However, such extendedness and thematic diversity 
as is exhibited in the poem can only be integrated by such 
restriction if the motifs that encompass it are stretched to 
their limits to grasp the phenomena, and interest can only be 
sustained if repetition and accumulation create rhetorical 
tension to relieve the uniformity.

Mihyar achieves both. By means of concetti, extended 
metaphors and a peculiarly dense pattern of harmonic imagery, 
he stretches the scope of a single motif and makes it express 
the multifarious and unexpected. The technique can be sub
sumed under three headings; dislocation, variation, and 
extension„

In his concetti, traditional motifs are dislocated 
from their ordinary setting by being linked to one another 
through the process of metaphorical inversion,

VI {j£>J ts VI jfidil \ ^

Every motif of this line is a stock-in-trade in the 
Arabic poetic tradition. Meraviglia arises as a result of their 
combination which dislocates the white hair from its organic 
unit and places it in an entirely different and yet, with res
pect to the motifs, familiar context. The commonness-of the 
motifs creates an illusion of direct speech which is negated 
by the extraordinariness of their combination.

Variation can be divided into two categories of
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equal frequency and importance: (a) cases where different
images express variations of one context and (b) cases where 
different contexts are expressed by variations of one image.

The former is evident in the section on hoariness 
of which the line discussed above forms part (18-21). Grey 
hair first appears as a military figure which bars the poet’s 
access to love's dominion and prevents him from "tracking down 
its flight" (18). The literal meaning of shayb is alluded to 
as well, however, in the ambivalence of the second hemistich 
which can also mean "how can I cut the mark of old age?".

a w ^  w

In the following line (19), hoariness is turned from 
agent to instrument of obstruction: it is a hunter’s snare.
Finally, line 21 presents a different image yet again: grey
colour is the one blemish of the "steeds of love" which cannot 
be condoned.

The second type of variation is exemplified in all 
the transformations of images and themes referred to in dis
cussing the pcem's construction.

Among the many instances of pictorial metamorphosis 
two variations on the theme of vegetation in lines 2 and 22 
illustrate poignantly and simply how the metaphorical register 
stretches the scope of motifs and makes them create complex 
relationships between things disparate:

jJJi tj*J ^

The tears of the unhappy poet make the desert bloom 
while he himself is barren and emaciated like a leafless tree 
--or, as the line puts it, "denuded of the foliage with which 
the fertile tree enwraps itself." The antithetical
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relationship between the two lines is created by turning 
greenery into a garment: the desert wears it, the poet is
deprived of it.

Extension, the third principle of the metaphorical 
register, is relatively less frequent. It denotes passages 
where the new context into which metaphorical inversion places 
an object or an idea is explored in some length or detail.
This applies, for instance, to lines 32-33 where al-dunya is 
seen as a camel to be ridden or milked (for other examples, 
see e.g., 34-33, 44-45, etc.)

Mihyarfs strained treatment of traditional motifs 
has its counterpart in the hyperbolic tone of his verse. There 
is no moderation, all feelings and qualities are pushed to 
their extreme so that extraordinariness becomes the norm. The 
poet is utterly downcast by his unhappy love (9, 10), old age 
has rendered him close to death, his misfortunes have stripped 
him naked (22, 23); the wazir approaches divinity in his 
majesty (41-43), his ancestry is a model of human perfection, 
in his virtue and glory, the great dead are resurrected— and 
the poem itself is

j f ?  la A
the most eloquent ever pronounced.

To see the difference to an older style, one may
compare line 65 which describes the wild ass*s fear of hidden

1danger m  the desert with a line by Labid on the same idea:
V W tuA-aj-J J Ls

it* tts

In one case, a calmness prevails; the fear is 
located, though no less threatening— in the other, a paranoid 
imagination is terrorised by every sound,
1 Labld, Mu * allaqa,line 27.
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Mihyar*s hyperbolic tone and his use of metaphor
have much in common: both are applied with uniformity and
characterise everything that is said, and both lift the phen
omena onto a higher plane of existence which, because of the 
all-pervasiveness of the register, becomes the norm. As a 
result, the metaphorical world becomes more real than the 
reality it claims to reflect. The motifs are detached from 
the meaning they are normally expected to represent and assim
ilated into a separate sphere.

3.2.2, Buhturi and Mihyar

descriptions which lend themselves well to comparison. Both 
pieces are representative of their authors* style and artistic 
achievement. The contrast between the way the two poets 
approach their subject illustrates the difference in their 
poetic expression and sheds new light on Mihyar*s use of 
metaphor.

Buhturi

quite exceptional in that it is the only Arabic poem which 
describes a sea battle--at least according to al-* Askar 31.
Today it is considered one of the most famous of its author, 
and in medieval times too, it met with praise. Ibn al-Mu'tazz 
thought it among the three gasIdas which made Buhturi the

•jgreatest poet of his age.
Six lines describe the flag ship of the victorious 

Muslim admiral Alimed ibn Dinar as it sets out to sea:

The dlwans of Mihyar and BuljturI contain two ship

The poem by Buhturi which contains the excerpt is

See Buhturi, op. cit
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The description unfolds the scene as though on 
film: first there is the admiral aboard his ship (1 , 2 ),
the two a powerful unit. Then sailors and captain appear and 
the admiral is shown in authoritative command (3, 4), Finally, 
the angle widens and the ship as a whole is seen sailing in a 
stiff breeze, rocked by the waves (5, 6).

The underlying relation which structures the whole 
description is the contrast between high and low, introduced 
by the antithesis in the first line:

J & J \  c-»c
Ibn Dinar is on his ship, the ship is under him. Atalla and 
tashawwafa in line two imply the same relationship, the admiral 
looking down over the sea from his vessel as though on 
horseback.

In lines three and four, the dimensions of high and 
low are both literal and figurative. The commanding officer 
is in an elevated position, standing on the ship's castle, 
like a preacher "on the peak of the minbar" (3), and the men 
lower their eyes before Ibn Dinar who is high above the ranks: 
fawqa al-simat. Puna and fawqa reflect x ala and tahta in 
line one.

The contrast between high and low creates the anti
thesis between the last two lines of the wasf. They portray 
the ship in relation to the elements: first the wind above,
then the sea below. Wording and imagery stress the opposition: 
when the south wind blows, its sails are set high:
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and it pitches when engulfed by the foam:
aUl ( • * ) ^  Uli ( ♦ * ) 1

MihygLr

MihySr’s ship description is an extract from a poem
he sent to a friend in Nahrawan, Abu ’1-^asan Muhammad b. 
al~Ijusayn al-Hammanx. He expresses his desire to see him and 
asks his friend to send a ship so he might undertake the 
journey to him. This is the ship Mihyar describes in a wasf 
which has six lines and is thus as long as the extract from

of three lines each. Lines one and four depict the shipfs 
relation to water in metaphorical terms: in one case, it is
a mysterious beast which feeds only on water; in the other, 
the water is compared to a face being unveiled, as its surface 
is purified by the passage of the ship. The imagery creates 
an antithetical relation in its play with the organic and the 
inorganic: in line one the ship is animate, the water inan
imate; in line four it is the reverse: the water is made
animate while the ship, as a background motif, retains its 
natural f orm.

t I m u  I—) 1
w

^ w; 0**""** ■■■ L̂ J
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The six lines are divided into two parallel sections

r

1

T

A similar relationship links the central lines, two
1 Mihyar al-Daylaml, Dawan, vol. 3, pp. 355 f.
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and five. The antitheses in line two, between exterior and 
interior (zahr and mustabtin), and singular and plural (faris 
and fursan), are resumed in the imagery of the corresponding 
line.

The first antithesis provides for a witty Biblical 
concetto. The vessel is an Ethiopian girl whose black skin 
MihySx ascribes to her ancester Ham, father of the African 
race, while hidden inside her is a trace of Sara, yam1s brother 
and father of the brown-skinned Semites, The blackness por
trays the ship*s tarred exterior, while S&m*s hidden presence

1relates to the untainted wood in its interior. The reflection 
of ^ahr and azhara stresses the relationship to line two on a 
lexical level.

The second antithesis, the raujabaqa between singular 
and plural, reappears in relating al-Ijabashiyygit, a multitude, 
to Sara and y&m, two individuals.

Lines three and five are related in subject and 
imagery: both portray the ship*s movement, and both compare
it to animals. But there is a contrast too, as one line 
depicts the ship ploughing through the water while the other 
depicts it sailing before the wind.

Comparison
(1) In his wasf, Buhturi is concerned with the

particular identity of the ship at a particular time. It is
very much the flag ship of a victorious fleet setting out to
deal its enemies a crushing blow, in an encounter the outcome
of which is a foregone conclusion. The statuesque picture of
the admiral on horseback, the description of military discipline
and the powerful image of the eagle*s wings all go to create a 

! : ' ' ——— - — — —  — —
On Sam and HHm as images of colour, see, e.g., Abu Tammam, 

op. cit., vol. 3, p. 156, line 34.
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martial impression. The poet thus highlights the special 
nature of the vessel and makes it something unique, an object 
sui generis. The ship’s name itself is a guarantee: being
called al-Maymun, it has fortune on its side,

Mihyar al-Daylami* s concern is a different one.
The particular circurastances that prompted him to the descrip
tion supply only a background: al-Hamm&nx, the mamduh, is
mentioned to give the ship the sacrosanct character which all 
objects of the madih acquire through their connections with 
the mamduh--to make it worthy of poetry in the first place, 
in other words, not to emphasise its singularity. It is the 
form of a ship as such that gives rise to Mihyar1s imagery: 
its size, colour, relation to water, the peculiarities of its 
movement. All is described in such a way that it may apply 
to any river boat.

Thus Buhturi endows his object with the special 
meaning suggested by the circumstances of its use (it is vic
torious by nature), in contrast to Mihyar*s depiction of the 
play of forms which detach the object from the specific occasion 
of its mention.

(2) The second point of difference is almost a 
necessary consequence of the distinction drawn above. It is 
the dynamic nature of Buhturi*s wasf as opposed to the static 
nature of MihySr * s .

Not that Buhturi portrays more movement than MihySr, 
but his imagery conveys a feeling of action. The admiral 
looking over the sea, the officer shouting commands, the men 
lowering their eyes in obedience, all contribute to expressing 
a readiness for war with urgency and proud confidence. Wind 
and sea even gather in their might to endow the ship with war
like power.
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So the description draws all elements together to 
build a dynamic drive of anticipation and preparedness which 
is to culminate in the sea battle.

Not so Mihyar. Since he portrays the form of a 
ship in general terms, he draws attention to its various qual
ities on an abstract, static level which can apply to all ships 
of similar complexion. The forward drive in his wasf is not
the result of a gathering, unifying force in the elements of
description but resides in the rhetorical accumulation of 
attributes which create the need for a conclusion or release. 
This feature is reminiscent of similar accumulations in the 
poem to Abu ’1-Qasim al-Maghribi.

Nevertheless, Mihyar does depict movement, The answer
to this is contained in a statement by A. Hamori: "A detailed
description is static in the absence of action and it remains
static if it only includes such actions as serve to embody a

■\quality that is being described.'1
The qualities Mihyar describes are the peculiar 

pattern of the shipts movements (3) and its speed (6), Two 
aspects of the pattern are selected: the vessel*s ploughing
through the waves, which is expressed in the image of the snake 
winding its way across the sand, and its heavy advance as the 
water foams beneath its bow; this is reflected in the froth 
at the mouth of the galloping camel. Thus the imagery does 
indeed portray the form of movement in general rather than its 
significance at any particular time: the description is static.

Line six on the ship sailing before the wind resembles 
Buhturi*s line on the same idea as both poets compare the 
speeding vessel to a bird.

• -  -  *

Hamori, op. cit. , p. 24.



Their difference is here seen most clearly.
In Buhturi*s line (5), movement is endowed with the 

special significance of the occasion: every word conveys not
only speed but power. Anyone who has been to the Middle East 
and seen birds of prey circling in the sky at the height of the 
mid-day heat will feel the savagery of his image. Placing the 
warship into this context anticipates the coming battle.

The impressionistic judgement of the line is con
firmed by the Arabic tradition. Birds of prey are part of
the arsenal of imagery for war descriptions: they follow the

1army to feed on the slain. An example from Abu TammEm;
Mr

IjjJ ‘L J-M ^ 5  L do Q Lip C.U .ij JLPjj

So Buhturi*s image evokes the thought of blood.
Miliy&r, on the other hand, compares the speed of

his ship under sail to a flock of ostriches chased by the wind.
2The image is as old as Arabic poetry and in Mihyar*s time 

would have been an emblem for speed rather than an immediate 
expression of it. By portraying his ship in these terms, he 
accentuates the quality of speed as such rather than any par
ticular significance it may imply. Used in this formulaic 
way, conventional imagery conveys a static impression.

The contrasting dynamics of the two descriptions is 
reflected in their structure. The continuous unfolding devel
opment of Buhturi*s piece contributes to the dynamic impression 
of build-up and gathering power. He gradually extends the 
vertical dimension around which his description revolves, from 
the admiral above his ship to the vessel rising up into the sky

Abu Tammam, DIwAri, vol. 3, p. 82. See also text I, line 37,
as well as Ibn Qutayba, KitSb al-Ma'Snl al-Kabir, p. 283.2 “Cf. Labid, Mu*allaqa, line 67. For another comparison of
a ship to ostriches, see al-'Askar1, Dlwan al-Ma *ani , vol. 2,
p. 138.
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and plunging down into the sea, preparing for the sudden 
inclusion of the horizontal plane as the battle begins:

So the continuity of development incarnates the 
dynamic nature of the poetry.

The device of sectional parallelism, on the other 
hand, is ideally suited to MihySr's static description. It 
structures the play of forms in a neutral way and so emphasises 
the abstract nature of the description. Dualism in itself 
becomes a source of the static quality of the poetry. This is 
evident in the relation between lines two and five, where 
MihyHr, in a structural feat, links two double antitheses.
The contrasting relationships in the two lines and between the 
two lines balance each other to create a compactness which is 
essentially static.

(3) Bu£turi*s imagery resembles Mihyar*s in its 
pattern: there is also a metaphorical inversion which trans-
substantiates the objects of description, making them assume 
the form of a conventional motif 5 the ship is compared to a 
horse (2 ), its sails are eaglesf wings (5).

However, there is a difference: Buhturi, using
imagery more sparingly, does not unilaterally transform the 
objects of description, nor does he transform them so as to 
create an impression of dislocation. On the contrary, his 
similes and metaphors bring to the surface innate qualities 
in the objects he is describing so that their unique character 
is stressed and their identity appears in an intensive light.
The image in line five is an example as it expresses the martial 
vigour of the ship and anticipates its role in battle.

In order to capture the difference between the two 
styles in more general terms, one may depart from the premise
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that poetry is an ordering of experience.
In Buhturl’s style, the prime experience is the

object with regard to its function in a context requiring
praise or blame. His imagery endows it with the meaning that
arises from its function and makes this meaning an innate
quality with a priori existence. Thus the ordering process
is directed towards the object: being given meaning, it is

1assigned a place m  a hierarchic universe.
In Mihyar's style, the body of motifs which constit

utes the element of poetic expression, is made to have a 
priori existence, and the ordering process is directed towards 
it rather than towards its referant. The latter is a catylist 
around which the motifs crystallize densely in a pattern which 
does not endow it with a meaning that arises from its function 
but rather detaches it as a form.

The way in which the two poets introduce the vessel 
illustrates this best. In one case, the ship appears in its 
linguistic reality, its very name embodying the innate quality 
which Bu^turl wishes to express: it is victorious by nature.
As a result, it assumes its place within the hierarchy of 
existence: tafata al-muzaffar, under the victor.

j j i i x aJ I I I t JLC t '""'I? ^

In the other, the ship is so much transformed by 
metaphor that it is hardly recognisable as such. Around the 
idea of the vessel's relationship to water, the motifs of the 
metaphor conglomerate in a humorous configuration of riddle
like character. This configuration is the actual substance 
of the line. It does not endow the ship with any meaning in

In the madih to Mutawakkil (see above, 2.2.), Buijtturi' 
explores this universe in its entirity: ultimately the
natural world is made subservient to the caliph and God,.
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Bul^turlts sense, but gives it the gem-like glitter of extra
ordinariness uniformly shared by all things in the metaphorical 
universe,

Uf tv

This ornamental pattern of traditional motifs around 
a formal catalyst exemplifies how the poetic ordering process 
in Mihyar*s style is directed towards the heritage of poetry 
rather than towards the object of description*

Finally, the lexicon of the two passages goes to 
underline this same difference. In his description, Bu^turi 
uses the words ishtiyam and nutl which rarely occur in poetry 
but appear to have been contemporary naval terms. Mihyar*s 
lexicon, on the other hand, is drawn exclusively from the 
traditional poetic stock.

3.3. Conclusion

As a result of the comparison with Bu^turi, I have 
characterised Mihyar * s metaphoric style as conducive towards 
a static type of description in which the object is primarily 
a formal catalyst for configurations of motifs, while its 
meaning plays a secondary role. In the nature of these con
figurations lies the poetic substance of the metaphorical 
register. They are achieved by extension, variation, and dis
location of motifs in a generally hyperbolic setting which 
indiscriminately lifts all objects of description to a height
ened reality of metaphor.

Returning to the panegyric addressed to Abu. ’l-Q&sim, 
one finds these observations confirmed. The treatment of the
rp""—   — ■ , , —■ 1 ' •  ■... -

On Ishtiyam and nutl. see Fraenkel, Die aramaischen 
Fremdworter im Arabishen (n„p., 1886), pp7 221 f,$ also
Buhturi, op. citTT p7 983, note 23.
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theme of tears with which the poem begins reflects the static 
and formal character of Mihyarfs style. The reader is not 
moved by the suffering the tears imply, nor is it Mihyarfs aim 
to endow the tears with any such meaning. The emotional tone 
of the piece supplies only the background. It is taken for 
granted, due to its place in the conventional structure of the 
naslb: the prevailing mood is one of dejection.

Instead, Mihyar, delighting in the mechanics of 
portrayal, makes the tears subject to patterns of imagery which 
achieve their effect by combining the known to create the 
unexpected. The reader is not to sympathise with misery, he 
is to marvel at the play of forms.

The microscopic image in line three, suspended bet
ween the jinas of saribatan and tasrubu, makes the tears 
independent objects detached not only from the face of the 
poet but from the emotion that creates them. In this removal 
from time and place resides the static nature of the image.

 ̂ lJ - A j  C L - '  ̂  ̂ Lw r
Mu*allaqsi.t refers to the tears being attached to the eye.
However, used in this extraneous manner, the word does not 
place the tears into a human context; it dehumanizes the eye.

There is a nasib by Abu Tammam in which the theme
1of tears appears in a way totally opposed to MihyarTs treatmentf 

The piece is one of Abu TammSmrs perfect poetic creations and
1 am not able to do it justice here without deviating from
the argument. Suffice it to illustrate how the aesthetic

2foundations of the earlier style differ from the later.

j  j  ^  I t ^  ^  l ^o >  I ^ 41 T
1 ‘ ””For another example of the same use in Mihyars Diwan, see
vol. 1 , p. 74.
2 Abu Tammam, Diwan, vol. 1 , p. 356.
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In a psychological manner, the imagery of the piece 
explores the emotion of suffering. The metaphor in line two 
does not detach the tears from their emotional context. Their 
travelling day and night reflects the aimless wanderings of 
the abandoned spirit as "distance" happily plays with the 
object of his love.

Timeless continuity of suffering is the subject of 
the next line: the image of yumtarai. muznuhu embodies the con
tinued presence of grief which transcends time, the passive 
form of the verb expressing the helplessness of the individual 
faced with his affliction.

The concluding line is masterly as the imagery 
suddenly enters the inner sphere, making the tears on the 
cheeks burn liver and heart. They reflect the very essence 
of suffering and their meaning is dramatically heightened.

While Abu Tammam explores the prescribed mood of the 
nasib to its core, Mihyar takes the emotional tone as a back
ground to configurations of motifs upon the formal aspect of 
tears, practically denuding them of their sensual value while 
delighting in the play of forms.

The difference between the two pieces resembles the 
difference between the two ship descriptions. Bu^tturl, like 
Abu Tammam, endows the object with an innate meaning. In both 
writers the poetic ordering process is directed towards it, 
their imagery subservient to this aim.

One must conclude that Mihy&rts style represents a 
form of poetry which is fundamentally different from the art 
of his early Abbasid predecessors. It exists in its own right 
and cannot be considered a mere imitation of earlier models.
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To judge it on the basis of an aesthetic derived from the 
work of the ninth century poets will result in a distorted 
picture.

Shawqi Dayf*s criticism of MihyarTs poetry is, I
think, the result of such an approach. In his book, al-Fann
wa MadhShibuhu f i al-Shi*r al-*Arabi, he writes, concluding

1his chapter m  Mihy&r;
C w  I" 0  t 0 Qf iJUjJ I t— ^  f Ĵ I— I?

J  d J  j S  6 t 6 CJ) t&M-l \ CUrdSim*^>

Ijj t I C-̂-i I la*-1 $ ^  ̂ 1 ^..IsS-wW Û JLl
ft

la-; 6 JjjJsd I 1 0 . 0  jj *»— J  <-JLSl! ^ io-fJ U

d (bi™i ! \ £)  ̂  ̂ 1? ^ ̂ 0̂  ^  ̂

<JJ ÎJ tj) d-tu^-j-o dbjJaJZ* ^y*c£ 1 t^ S  JstMiM (_5̂ tud I I

• iLj
IV

Uo-J 1 1—  ̂ 1 ;' kA <tj\£^ j  Iwu^-a J—

O  1 -J ^  6 dJj^j^oJ 1 ^  1-49 ijj dJijJLS^aJ I I

6 ^-vv-jJ Ij , ^j_lj?_fJ 1 -J/TL~J 1 Ik.9 ĵ̂ .(£sJ 1 d J . 5  J

 ̂ [ * j )9—1 j *; 1 j 6  ̂  ̂jy* 1 bltA & ( 'j L«j 1 15

* * « (X̂ Ĵ aS* A

Shawqi payf feels that Arabic poetry was stagnating 
in Mihyar*s time, and that the latter!s works are an unsuc
cessful, even unpoetic, attempt at literary imitation without 
depth and originality.

The poetic qualities he is searching for, the kind 
of depth, thought, or musicality, belong to a style which 
Mihyarfs work does not represent. The merit of his poetry is 
different. It represents an expansion of the combinatory pot
ential inherent in the panegyric form and observed in the
jp-™—— ,™. — * — : — — ' ‘ : ”""" ’ ‘ — —— — —  ■ ”

Shawqi Dayf, al-Fann wa Madhahibuhu fi al-Shi^ al-*Arabi 
(Cairo, n.d.), pp. 373 f.
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discussion of the three poems by Buhturi. The multitude of 
motifs of the literary tradition are crystallized in ever new 
patterns of infinite variety.

Seen from this angle, the length of Mihyairts poems 
is, perhaps, explicable. Their comprehensive dimensions 
create the breadth for the numerous motifs in variation. With 
its many concurrent thematic relationships, the panegyric to 
Abu 'l-Qasim supports this interpretation.

From this, one must conclude that the nature of the 
panegyric poem itself has changed. Rather than a ritual in 
praise of rulership, as in the time of Buhturx, it has become 
a stage for literary exploration and linguistic configuration 
around the traditional mythical structure.

Mihyalr1 s poems are presented to the notables on 
special occasions like feasts and investitures, as though they 
were precious garments or pieces of Jewellery. Shawqi Qayf 
contemptuously calls this shixr al-munasabat, "occasional 
poetry" .

However, it is more than the name suggests. Once 
the underlying principles of Mihyar*s style are accepted, one 
must concede that it has a distinct character which cannot be 
cons ider ed inf er ior.

The panegyric poem analysed in the course of this 
chapter is of such richness, intricacy, and fineness of con
struction, that it has a beauty of its own reminiscent of an 
oriental rug in its complexity of design. Whether one likes 
it or not is finally not a question of Judgement but of taste. 
As Mihyar himself says:

1 ibid., pp. 372 f .



Chapter Four

ABU ’ L~ j ATAHIYA

Introduction

Panegyric poetry is the subject of the first three 
chapters of this thesis. After some consideration of its 
form and social function, I undertook to demonstrate the con
tinuity and evolution of the panegyric tradition by contrasting 
the style of Bu^turl with that of Mihyar al-Daylaml.

In the present chapter, I attempt analysis of a 
different, but not unrelated, strand of Arabic poetry; the 
zuhdiyyat, the religious or so-called "ascetic" poems. The 
early Abbasid writer Abu 'l-'Atahiya was admired for his 
panegyrics and his love poetry, but was most celebrated for 
his zuhdiyyat. To the study of some of these, this chapter 
is devoted.

Like the panegyric gasIda, the zuhdiyya expresses a
thematic canon from which every work of its type derives its
elements. The canon of the zuhdiyya is somewhat more limited
in scope, and the octastich quoted below contains all the

•jmajor themes of the genre. This poem is the main point of 
reference throughout the chapter, and I will refer to it as 
the Paradigm.
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The first three lines of the poem recall two
aflal/naslb topoi discussed above. There is the word bah.ja
which refers to beauty as it falls victim to the passing of
time. In the panegyric to Mutawakkil, discussed in chapter 

1two, Buhturl uses the same word in the same context:

The other is the topos of iam' and tafrxq which wasi  .  T i m  i jfimwwmm* II ii.<ii —  ■  Ii III I limn ! ■■ ■  I i«ii n prfW

found to be a structuring element in Buturx’s gasIda to Muhammad
2b. Yusuf al-Thaghri. Again, fate is the divider, but here

is intended not the separation of lovers but the separation
caused by death.

In the following three lines, the analogy to the
panegyric poem seems to disappear. Where a madxh might have
begun, where a sovereign might have been urged to restrict
the painful workings of fate, there is the praise of God and
the admonishment of mankind.

Many a madxh ends by voicing hopes for a future of
prosperity and well-being under the sovereign. It is as if
there were a contrasting echo to this in the final couplet of > . . . _  „„ , —  — - ■ —

See 2.2. and text II, 2. For another occurrence of bahja 
in such a context, see Shawqi £ayf, al- 'Asr al-^AbbasI al-Awwal 
(Cairo, n.d.), p. 401 , line 17. ” ^
2 See 2.1 .1 .
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the Paradigm as Abu '1-'Atahiya confronts himself and his 
readers with the futility of the hopes entertained by man.

This quick survey suggests a kind of relationship 
between zuhdiyya and panegyric gasida, both in their structure 
and in their themes. In the first part of this chapter, I 
try to verify this impression by tracing the origins of the 
zuhdiyya canon as it appears in the works of Abu *l-'Atahiya.
In this way I hope to place the zuhdiyya in the context of the 
literary tradition, and define its relationship to the panegyric.

4.1 . Zuhdiyya Canon and Religious Prose

4.1 .1 . Zuhdiyya and Qur ’ an
The zuhdiyya preaches renunciation of transient, 

sensual pleasures so that manTs soul may remain pure and he be 
rewarded with eternal bliss in the hereafter. In order to 
make man realise that the other world is his true destination, 
the zuhdiyya admonishes him by reminding him of the inevit
ability of his death.

The canon thus centres around a few, often repeated, 
principles which I will try to summarize (the Arabic words in 
parentheses convey the corresponding concepts in the Diwan).

The nether world (al-dunya) is full of deceit 
(ghurur) to which man falls victim because of his ignorance 
(jahl). As a result, he goes astray (flail), is subject to 
greed (flir§) for wealth and stature, and so humiliates himself
(adhalla) by committing acts of evil (sharr). He acquires

1wealth through the misery of the poor and spends hxs txme xn 
laughter and amusement (marah , ghibfa). On the Day of Reckoning

_ _  . , _  , - — ■ ■ —
E.g., Abu '1-'Atahiya, Diwan (Beirut, 1969) (the pagxnatxon 

follows Cheikho1s edition, Beirut, 1887), p. 207, line 10.
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he will be cast into hellfire.
The one, however, who is not deceived by the temp

tations of this world, who is satisfied with little (qunu*) 
and does not strive to acquire more because he knows that God 
provides him with all he needs (rizcj), is in possession of 
knowledge (1ilm) which will guide him (huda) to the only right
eous life a man can lead: a life of piety in the fear of God
(tagwa), spent in doing good works (khayr). He will triumph 
in the end (fawz) and leave the "house of impermanence" (dar 
al-zawal) for the "abode of eternity" (dar al-qarar).

Between the two extremes, between qunu* and hirs,
'̂ahl and * ilm, khayr and sharr, taqwa and mar ah lies the soul 
of man. An easy prey to sinful passions (hawa), it is not 
strong enough to abandon the world and wavers between sensuous 
temptation and fear of damnation. Incessantly it must be 
admonished (wa xz) and reminded of death (tadhkir).

Sudden eruptions of disaster, sudden painful bereave
ments, cemetery descriptions, burial scenes, rememberances of 
the countless numbers who have perished without trace, all go 
to confront the soul with its inevitable end. More than any
thing else, these sombre passages characterize Abu ’1-'Atahiya1s 
zuhdiyyat.

Central to the ethos is also the relationship between
God and Creation, even though less space is devoted to it. The

2following line summarizes the view presented in the zuhdiyyat : 
d dJJ ijj ( jjj

3"All is enslaved", man’s soul is musarrafa mudabbara, "manip
ulated and regulated", kings and beggars are equally laid low
1 — - —  - . —  . - ■ 

ibid. , p. 196, lines 6 ff.
2 Ibid*, p. 292, line 9.
3 Ibid., p. 143, line 2.
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by the vicissitudes of fatej God alone commands power in the 
world.

All these themes are as familiar in Christian Europe 
as in the Islamic near east and it is not surprising that they 
share a common origin. In his Islamstudien, C„H. Becker 
traces the history of one formula found both in medieval 
Europe and in the z u h d i y y a t It is the rhetorical question 
(borrowed in this form from a medieval German students* song) 
ubi sunt qui ante nos in mundo fuere? The answer, of course, 
is that they have all perished, have turned into mud and dust, 
are extinguished and forgotten as though they had never been.

Becker traces the formula from Shakespeare and the 
European Middle Ages, and from contemporary Cameroon and medi
eval Islam back to Hellenistic Alexandria, suggesting that it 
entered the Arabic literary tradition through Christian preachers,, 
As an example, he quotes a passage with the same top os by the 
pre-Islamic poet 'Adiyy b. Zayd, who appears to have been a 
Christian.

It is likely that other motifs of the zuhdiyya canon 
can be traced back to early Christian, and ultimately Biblical 
and pre-Biblical forms. The literature of ancient Babylonia 
abounds in pessimistic contemplation of the transience of life, 
the imagery of which is still echoed in the Diwan of Abu 
'1-'Atahiya. It follows that zudhiyyat are an Islamic version 
of a certain kind of Wisdom literature, the elements of which 
are much older than Islam.

Most of the Arabic words mentioned above as of com
mon occurrence in the zuhdiyyat are frequent in the Qur'an where

"I ~ ’ ——— '1C cH, Becker, Islamstudien (Leipzig 1924-32), vol. I, 
pp. 501 ff„ For examples in the zuhdiyyat, see Abu 'l-'Atihiya, 
op. cit„, p. 220, lines 7 f; p 8 76, lines 2 f; p. 8, lines 8 f„
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they express a similar meaning. Some of them, like '‘ilm and 
taqwa, are central concepts in the Qur'anic message. How close 
the ethos of the zuhdiyyat. as a whole, is to the Qur'an, is 
best illustrated by some quotations:

uJl)  ̂  ̂ jj  ̂̂ ' aJ I I bjj
1

^ I all I 'j I uJ I

2 w.̂cwl! (\—i.9l_>Jl̂ labŷ,9

2  I U  I K ̂  ̂ ^ ̂ L*—* jJ 1  ̂ d l-3*»£j l-Ow-l i ^
Life in this world is nothing but play and folly, 

and the abode of the hereafter is better for those who fear 
God (6/32), for "those who do not seek high standing on earth, 
nor corruption" (28/83), This world is but a passing comfort, 
the hereafter is the abode of permanence (40/39).

Numerous verses could be quoted from Abu '1-1Atahiya*s 
Diwan expressing not only the same idea, but expressing it in 
the same terms. In particular, the word dar is almost always 
used metaphorically, denoting either al-dunya or |hchir a , 
as in the following verse, which echoes Qur'an 40/39:^

IV IK £l loji
In the Paradigm, one encounters the same usage of

dar. The word occurs twice in line six, and, as so often in
the Qur'an, it refers to paradise.

I L̂*s cila lo I I a jq b* I L> iT  ̂I jJ I I

Beyond that there are still other echoes of the Holy 
« . ; « . ■ - - - ” " — — —  -

Qur'an, 6/32.
2 Ibicl* , 28/83
3 Xbid0 , 40/29
^ Abu ' 1- 1 Atahiya ,op. cit., p. 105, line 7.
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Book in this line, which I will follow, to show how language 
and imagery of the zuhdiyyat are indebted to the Qur'an.

There is firstly the word marah, commonly found in 
the zuhdiyyat, as has been pointed out. It usually refers to 
the foolish jubilation of those who wallow in life's pleasures 
disregarding truth, mindless of their death and punishment.
In the Qur'an, the root mrh occurs only three times, but each 
time its meaning is identical, Man is commanded "not to walk 
in the earth marahan, in exultation:"

1 c ivJ 1 ̂_Lt  ̂ VI dL*I  ̂̂ ^
2 ^ w w w wĴ J ■  ̂dJLl 1 I  ̂̂ vtj1" *)!̂

The verses suggest that marah is an emotion close 
to hubris, an arrogant feeling of exultation, carefree to the 
point of blasphemy. It appears to be the opposite of taqwa, 
the humble fear of God. The occurrence of the word in Qur'an 
40/75 supports the same interpretation.

Thus the meaning of marah in the zuhdiyyat reflects 
Qur'anic usage. The same also applies to the expression 
qurratu al~*ayn at the end of line six. The "cooling of the 
eye" is an image of happiness and relief in the Qur'an. It 
occurs several times (e.g., 20/40, 28/13, 33/51 , 19/26), once 
with specific reference to the bliss of paradise:

3  ̂ u>a^ jj}—' I—*  ̂ J  S l b vJLj jli?
One may conclude that line six of the Paradigm

derives some of its poetic impact from association with the 
Qur'an.

In a SOAS doctoral thesis (thesis 165), M. Kafrawi4
1 Qur'an, 17/37,
2 I P A Q . , 31 /1 8 .
3 Ibid. , 32/17.
4 M.A. Kafrawl, "A Critical Study of the Poetry of Isma'il
b. Qasim known as Abu ' 1-'Atahiya," SOAS Ph. D. Thesis, 1951 .
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also mentions certain similarities between the Qur’an and the 
poetry of Abu 'l-'Atahiya. The author sees a particular

■jresemblance between the two in the use of takrar, repetition.
He points, for instance, to the manifold repetition of nas in 
the poem at the bottom of page 1 31 of the Diwan, comparing it 
to sura 114.

Repetition is indeed a prominent stylistic device 
in Abu '1-1AtahiyaTs verse. The Paradigm also abounds with it 
(bayn,hayn. dunya, dar, yawm, ayyam) and in part three of this 
chapter the same device will be found functioning on a larger 
scale. It may well be that some of these word repetitions are 
to convey a religious impression by assonance with Scrip
ture. But there is another literary form in Arabic which is 
equally fond of takrar and the themes and diction of which are 
even closer to the zuhdiyyat than the Qur’an. These are the 
sermons, the khutab, and in particular the penitential sermons 
whose aim is wa^z, admonishment of the soul.

4.1 . 2 „ Zuh divy_
Among the early Islamic sermons that have been trans

mitted in Abbasid adab books, there are a number which could 
serve as examples to show that the zuhdiyya canon has much in 
common with the wa'z themes of the preachers. The one I have
chosen is quoted by al-Jahi^ and attributed to the Kharijite

2leader and caliph, Qatari b. al-Fuja'a (d. 699). It is also 
found in several other adab books, including the Nahj 
al-Balagha, whose author attributes it to the Caliph 'Air 
"because it more resembles his style" (bikalam amir al-mu 'minima 
ashbah). It is interesting to note that the author suggests

1 Ibid., pp. 1 74 ff.
2 See text VI.
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Qatarx might have received it from some of 'All’s companions
1and then khataba bxha, "preached it".

This seems to imply that sermons were not so much 
delivered on the spot, which would make it hard to imagine 
how they could be preserved in their exact wording, but care
fully prepared as a unit, rather like a poem. It would also 
account for the sophisticated literary construction of some 
of them, like the one I am about to discuss.

In spite of the fact that it is a long piece, its 
subject matter is restricted to a few main headings, all of 
which figure prominently in the zuhdiyyat.

The sermon, effectively punctuated by Qur'anic
quotations, moves from an initial description of the deceptive-

2ness of the world to a highly rhetorical portrayal of the
plight it inflicts on man. No sooner does al-dunya present
herself in sweetness and beauty than she becomes ugly, bitter,
and diseased. The preacher concludes that there is "no good
in any of her provisions, save piety"— a phrase which contains

3the nucleus of the ethos of both zuhdiyya and wat ?.
Resuming the portrayal of the poisonous workings of 

al-dunya in accumulations of phrases, the preacher reaches the 
theme of death to culminate the development with a Qur'Snic 
vision of the Day of Judgement.^ This is the climax of the 
first half of the sermon, for now the description plunges 
again into the vanities of this world to repeat the same move
ment twice more, from the affliction which is life to the 
threat and the promise of the hereafter (lines 23-35, 36-48).

See al-Jahiz, Al-Bayanwa al-Tabyxn (Cairo, 1948), vol. II, 
p . 126, note 2 .2 Text VI, lines 1-6.
3 Ibid., lines 7-13.
4 ”Ibid., lines 21 f.
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Speaking of those who lived in the past and have now
perished? in a vein that recalls Becker1s ubi sunt qui ante
nos in mundo fuere, the preacher stresses how al-dunya never

1’’granted them a soul as a ransom” , never spared anyone, however
much they worshipped her, but crushed them with misfortune so

2’’they departed from her until the end of time."
The preacher then entreats them not to crave for such 

a world but do good (falmilu (1. 33)) or else suffer the ever
lasting fires of hell.

The sermon ends with the return to the dead in a
passage full of the funerary imagery also found in Abu
'1-'Atahiya’s Diwan. They are isolated in their graves,

3"neighbours and yet far away," eternally removed from all that
is human. They lie in a dark, narrow and foreign place, naked
and alone as they entered the world. After a last Qur'anic 
quotation, the preacher concludes in the same menacing tone,
urging the congregation to take heed of God’s warning, "to

,4take firm hold of His rope," to obey Him and not infringe 
His law.

The number of parallels between this khujjba and Abu 
'1-’Atahiya’s zuhdiyyat, of theme, imagery, diction, and devel
opment, are so numerous they cannot all be recorded here. 
Instead, I will single out the main ideas of the sermon and 
point to a few references in the poet’s Diwan where the same 
theme is treated in a similar way. The Paradigm on page 107 
above, will remain the prime source of reference.

Since the main part of Qatari’s sermon is devoted to

Ibid*, lines 26 f.
^ Ibid., lines 27.29.
^ Ibid., line 40.
^ Ibid., line 47.
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exposing the treachery of al-dunya in all its aspects, it is 
under this heading one finds the greatest number of parallels. 
The theme can be divided into two aspects, the description of 
the nature of al-dunya and the specific description of the 
evil it afflicts on man, since it allows him no happiness 
without suffering and death.
(a) TheCharacter of al-Dunya

Ghurur, translated by Kazimirski as "Aveuglement 
. . . vanites de ce monde . . . tout ce qui trompe, qui aveugle
et seduit", is the word that most commonly characterises the 
relation between man and world in the zuhdiyyat . Qatari’s 
sermon starts with it:

tv

In the next line, a derivative of the root is followed by a 
string of adjectives that echo its meaning in parallelistic 
returns:

• * • &b U" l Cmmt ^

In line 12, the i.dea is developed further:
MSLa  ̂^

The following are only two of the numerous corres
ponding passages in the zuhdiyyat:

 ̂ jL ii ll  ^  ( Jiq j i  I UjL

2 w ui1 L. ,.a L̂ o?̂  1 L̂ J jJ 1 Lw>r*il■*
Without mentioning the word ghurur, the Paradigm

sets out to present the same idea when it says in line three:
3 u, u- c(Ji* ̂ L_J_. jJ 1 Ujrf (j-") L-J ^ dPjJLo bj jJ 1 vju ULw \̂j fcj-flj T

The theme of the destruction of beauty by the passing 
of time, familiar from the atlal section of text II and the

1 Abu '1-'Atahiya, p. 105, line 9.
^ Ibid., p. 125, line 5.
3 a ?On this cf. also ^ in QatariTs sermon, line 3
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Paradigm, is also expounded, in a shortened form, by Qatari:

According to the Qur'an, life in this world of deceit 
is nothing but play and folly:

1 w
J)— j  in—V-sJ b— < jj I d̂ jAoSTlJ I Lj

The phrase is taken up by both Qatari and Abu '1-xAtahiya.
The former quotes it on the authority of God,

L— du b dil I b J  ̂ b— b Yi

The latter absorbs it into a poetic exclamation of despair
followed by a piercing vision of the jaws of death:

2
a Is  ip '. li lj; t— c_<J 1

(b) The Plight of Man in the World
Qatari describes this in colourful and gruesome 

terms, yet his images are also those of Abu '1-lAtahiya. Three 
examples should show the congruence between the two.

1 . There are the empty hopes which "sweeten the world”
J  b  V b Y

hopes which are inevitably frustrated. The Paradigm expresses 
this idea in its concluding line:

LU IV 0J

Man harbours hopes of a future day which may be that of his 
death,

2. In the same context, Qatari uses the image of sweet
ness and bitterness several times to describe the way in which 
al-dunya seduces mankind. The most expressive passage of that 
type is in line 10, where two XI form verbs are made to convey 
its tempting pleasures:

J) tj) ■ b'̂ 1’ bjo-'U 1 Ijj (u> U j il& l b^—<« b>- (’j  bj ) *

” “ : ” ” ‘ : ' ’ ’ ’ ’ ' : ”Qur’an, 6/32 .
2 Abu 'I-'Atahiya, p. 292, line 11 .
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An example from the zuhdiyyat, where the image contrasts life 
and death:

3. Among the victims of al-dunya are the kings. They 
share the fate of all men, are laid low like everyone, defen- 
celessly exposed to destruction. Qatari puts this bluntly:

One can contrast this with a subtle version of a similar ma1na
2by Abu 'l-'Atahiya which lacks neither sharpness nor humour:

ferent the approach is of the two writers despite their 
similarities. On one side there is a stark, almost rustic, 
tone, on the other a more differentiated emotional register and 
a lyric sense.
(c) The Vices and Virtues of Man

1 . Man’s prime sin, the fallacy that will earn him 
eternal damnation, is to give in to the temptations of the 
world: to be out for its joys and pleasures, forgetting the
hereafter. A short phrase in Qatari’s sermon and its analogies 
in the zuhdiyyat will show once more that both draw upon the 
same thematic and lexical material.

The Paradigm speaks of the sinners as ahl al-frirs, the greedy 
ones, and on page 207 of the Diwan, there is what amounts to 
a specification of tu;thiruna in Qatari's phrase:

Ibid., p. 125, line 8.

A glance at the quotations so far, reveals how dif

The preacher reproaches the congregation with their 
attachment to al-dunya:

2 Ibid., p. 209, line 5.
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The congregation, also, are accused of putting al-dunya before 
al-akhira.

2. As the model poem says, man’s salvation lies in shun
ning the world and being satisfied with little (cf. man agalla 
minha, XI, 13) while obeying the commands of God* The way to 
a life of good deeds is shown by knowledge, J^ilm;

r r-
uU V L I Lj LjTkpLp 7 1

ijiy Iw dU i Lj tJ t
jT̂ -J Lj 'JatA lj

The only nourishment of a pious life is taqwa, the 
fear of God:

s«J  ̂ 2 \ j  ;'ĵo  ̂  ̂ V*

I J  \j

a Ijjb  j y i JJ I \ j  jy ^ j )

The last example leads to the next theme.
(d ) Death

Under this heading falls the funerary imagery of the 
zuhdiyya as it is anticipated in the sequence on the dead at 
the end of Qatari’s sermon. It has already been mentioned and 
I shall return to it in due course. It would hardly be neces
sary to point to specific examples were it not for two topoi 
encountered above in Bu^turi’s nasibs *

1 . The first is the theme of jam* and tafriq. It was 
also noted in the Paradigm where the topos is an image of 
death. In Qatari’s sermon, there is an echo of this in the 
phrase:
1 Ibid., p. 207, line 12.
2 Ibid., p. 230, lines 1 f. See also text XII, 37 f.
3 Abu ’l-'Atahiya, p. 160, line 10.
4 Ibid., p. 293, line 6.



2, The second revolves around the concept of calling,
hearing, and answering. In Bul^turi's poems, the beloved does
not answer the call of the lover, nor does the poet hear the

1call of the chiders. In Qatari and Abu 'l-'Atahiya, xt xs 
the dead who do not answer when they are called:

Lot  j  V  T 1

This shoves how close the nasib is to the idea of death: Buhturi
resorts to metaphors, which in other works appear as formulae 
of a funerary timbre, to describe the lovers11 plight,
(e) The Hereafter

It does not, on the whole, feature at great length 
in the zuhdiyyat. A characteristic mention of it is that in 
line six of the Paradigm: after a description of the treachery
of life, man is reminded of paradise, which may deliver him

3from his sufferxng in "dar al-zawal".
Qatari’s sermon also concentrates on portraj/ing the 

human plight in al-dunya. Al-akhira appears at the end of 
lengthy developments on the themes of ghurur, hir§ , and mortality 
(see lines 21 ff, 31 ff, 45 f). Each time, the mention of 
al-akhira is accompanied by a Qur'anic quotation, rather like 
the Qur'Snic assonances in line six of the Paradigm,

The congruence between the zuhdiyya and Qataris 
sermon is not restricted to themes, imagery, vocabulary, or 
the rhetorical use of the Qur'an. They also have stylistic 
devices in common as both zuhdiyya and wajhz revolve around a

See texts I, 2; II, 5.
2 Abu 'l-'Atahiya, p. 9, line 15.3 For longer passages on the theme of al-akhira see xbxd.,
p. 76, lines 11 ff, or p . 196, lines 1 ff. In both passages
the Qur'anic assonances are very prominent.
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limited set of themes which they emphasize with the greatest
possible urgency. The main device by which this is achieved
is the accumulation of synonymous phrases which gradually lead
to a rhetorical climax.

Often such accumulations are introduced by a certain
formula or exclamation. An example in Qatari are the phrases
beginning with lcam in lines 15-17. This use of kam, always
referring to the multitudes that have been humiliated and

1struck down by fate, is very frequent m  the zuhdiyyat.
Here is an extract from Qatari followed by two lines 

from a zuhdiyya:
L * J I  d_LJ U la U) 6 cC’.su>:i j3  ( "j.j lj; 1 6

d-i iJj Us ^ Oj} (t Up j I iJ 6 1 1
G jjj jdJ (Lŵ  Jl9 ^1 J 6  ̂ ) 7

J 1  ̂ cik (J A { ll I Ĵ.!5 ^
2  ̂  ̂ ^
J O'’ ^ J  ̂ O'3  ̂ ^  ^

Since Qatari's khutba antedates Abu ' 1-*AtShiya1s 
zuhdiyyat, and since it by no means stands alone among early 
Islamic sermons and expressions of piety, one may conclude 
that the poetry of Abu 'l-'Atahiya is indebted in style and 
imagery to prose models; namely the walz sermon and the Qur'an, 

Yet it seems unlikely that the zuhdiyya as a poetic 
form grew entirely out of the wa * z of the early preachers.
The analogies to the panegyric in the model poem require that 
the zuhd poetry of Abu 'l-lAtahiya also be seen in the context 
of the Arabic poetic tradition.

See ibid., p. 42, lines 7 f; p. 89, lines 2 f«, p. 165, line 
7; p. 209 lines 4 ff; p. 212 lines 10, 12, etc.
2 ibid., p. 77, lines 4 f.
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4.2. Zuhdiyya and pre-Islamic Qaglda

4,2.1 . * Abid b. al-Abras
The gasIda Abu Zayd al-Qurashi chose as the first

of the mujamharat in his classified collection of Arabic poetry
1is a work by 'Abid b. al-Abras. He is a pre-Islamic poet said 

to have lived in the early part of the sixth century. Lines 
1 4j 15, and 16, are as follows:

J) J.ia i ^  tJ ij£ u)  ̂̂
■—t ™ • § J tj-t I ts  ̂   ̂ 0

^ CUj-aJ I w-f L&j ^  iJ  ̂̂
2These lines are so reminiscent of Abu 'l-lAtahiya 

that were it not for the remainder of the gasIda one might be 
hard put to assign them to a period. They contain everything: 
the general pessimism, the frustrated hopes, the ruined happiness, 
the sinister finality of deathj and all is expressed in the 
repetitive sequences so frequent in the zuhdiyyat.

The extract figures in a prolonged section (11-24) 
of general consideration on the nature of life in the style 
of ancient Semitic Wisdom poetry. But however similar these 
verses may be to the zuhdiyyat, they are followed by a section 
on the poet*s camel and horse in a manner characteristic of 
the pre-Islamic gasIda and far removed from the works of Abu 
'l-'Atahiya in its violence.

In this context, the Wisdom section appears unlike 
the Islamic wajjs. It is rather an expression of the pre-Islamic 
ethos celebrated in the ancient qasldas in general. This is 
illustrated by the organic way in which the central part devel
ops out of the atlal, and by the conclusion of the gasida.
1 See text VII.
2 For similar examples, see Abu 'l-'Atahiya p. 156, line 5; 
p . 1 94, lines 7 f ,
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The atlal section of the poem is a gloomy one: there
is no idyllic portrayal of plants and animals peacefully living 
on the ancient site. It focuses on the dispersal and destruc
tion of its former inhabitants; the wild animals returning 
convey a feeling of dread, and the poet is afflicted with "the 
stain of hoariness".

After four lines which reflect the flow of tears in 
varied imagery, the gasIda returns to the themes of the aftlal:

^  j_£ l*L> 1 1̂ “ ^ 1 V
IV £

J~Ŝ } I l4£> J  Lcj L^Ja jSS \ ,ll jl ) Y

d<o—a—< iJ  ̂ ^
This extract is followed by the lines previously 

quoted, and it is obvious that they are a response to the gloom 
of the a^lal. The sorrow evoked by the ancient ruins is the 
starting point of these considerations on the transience of 
existence. The vicissitudes of fate are themselves a wa 1z for 
man as they remind him of the true nature of life: instability,
transience, and injustice. Contemplating human destiny in 
general helps the poet to overcome his personal grief.

In chapter one, I have described the journey (rahII)
section of the gasIda as the embodiment of the heroic model,
and the transition to it from the aflal/naslb as a reassertion
of the heroic virtues in the face of suffering and lost love:
the heroic image grows out of, and in defiance of, the con
frontation with death in the atlal/naslb.

The same applies to 'Abidfs qasida as the rihla fol-A  JL r i -T^-i— nr" rr ~ n m f A  n mi^i

lows on the hikma section. Despite suffering and death, despite 
the destructive forces that govern life, he remains courageous
in his struggle, undefeated by the odds. His camel and horse,
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in their excellence and their plight picture the virtue of 
his life.

The note of gloom on which the poem starts remains, 
however, until the end. The simile of the eagle reveals in 
the poet himself a power to kill like the cruellest of fates.
And yet, the image not only portrays the unrelenting vigour 
with which the hero slays his enemies. It also refers to his 
own ultimate defeat: surely, some day, he will himself be
struck down like the fox and be a prey to death.

The sinister end thus aligns itself with the dark 
tone of the whole qaglda. Significantly, the only image of 
undisturbed beauty it contains develops out of the sequence 
on the poet’s tears. As image follows image, from the "water
skin full of holes" (7) to the "runnel under the shade of date

•jpalms" with "its water murmuring as it runs along" (10), 
memories of happier moments reappear to mingle with the sorrow 
of the present. But the vision, evoked behind the flow of 
tears, is there only to be cut by a sarcastic question (11 ).

The search for the background of the zuhdiyya canon 
thus leads into the world of the ancient Arabic qagida, a world 
removed from the ethos of the zuhdiyyat. In 'AbidTs poem, 
man’s ultimate destiny is not the hereafter, nor will God redress 
the injustice of this life. He only appears as a spiritual 
support of the solitary fighter who, like Shanfara, rejects 
the companionship of unworthy men to rely only on himself (23).
So the poem sees human existence in terms of this world only.
It describes man’s bitter struggle and grieves over his inev
itable defeat in death.

'Abxd’s work is no exception in its description of

Trans1ation_by Ch. Lyall in The Diwans of *Abid Ibn 
al-Abras and ’Amir Ibn at-Tufayl (Leyden, 1913), p. 18.
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man's fate. It may be unusually pessimistic, but many pre-
Islamic qa§Idas contain parts in which the transience of life
is portrayed in similar terms. Mostly, such lines supply the
background from which heroic determination and recklessness
then detach themselves, to appear as deliberate resistance to
one's own destiny.

In the following pages, I hope to show that the fadkma
in 'Abid's mujamhara--namely these general statements about the
nature of life which anticipate the zuhdiyyat--contains the
11 theoretical foundation" of heroic existence. To have under-

2stood the "w^izat al-dahr" , the admonishments of destiny, to 
derive from these the principles of one's own behaviour, is 
*ilm, knowledge in the ancient Arab sense.

4.2,2. ^Adiyy b. Zayd
A poem by 'Adiyy b. Zayd should illustrate this

3further just because he gives expression to his belief in an 
afterlife while adhering to the pre~Islamic ethos in the form 
and content of his work.

After a short aĵ ljil section, the poet is confronted 
by an *adhila, a reprover, who reproaches him with the intem
perance of his grief.4 There follows a long section in which 
the poet counters her criticism and justifies himself by pointing 
to the weakness of the human condition (6,7), and showing that 
he is aware of the transience of life and of the reality of 
heaven and hell. He states that as a result, he has restrained 
himself and curbed his desires (9). He ends the passage with
a vision of his death, which may strike him "on that very day1 ; ! * ■ ‘ - : - 

See 'farafa's Mu *allaqa, in F. Bus tan I , al-Majani al-^aditha
(Beirut, 1961 ), vol. 1 ,p. 57, lines 70-75.
2 Cf. text VIII, 15.
3 Text VIII.
4 On the reprovers, see 1 .4.4.
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or the forenoon of the next" (10). He concludes:
fcjLwt&Q CT* ̂ L? * « . 1

As in 'Abldfs gasIda, the vision of death develops 
out of the situation of the nasib, and it becomes clear how 
the awareness of mortality is the source of virtuous behaviour.
That is why such awareness can be a defence against the
reproaches of the *adhila.

In line 16, 'Adiyy resumes his defence by pointing 
to his experience and old age and, as if to prove it, devotes
the remaining twenty lines of the gasIda to general advice on
virtuous behaviour within a social context. The poem ends 
with a return to the anticipation of his death:

‘■Tj—ss—if) to L  <j L>  ̂  ̂ U  i. ^

I iU W W C
(JA*

But this time it is different: while in line 12 he
saw himself abandoned in the wilds, buried or unburied, here 
his death is bemoaned by wailing women so that everyone, far

2and wide, will grieve, knowing that a great man has been lost. 
The build-up towards this end lies in the many virtues and items 
of wisdom which the poet takes possession of by enumerating 
them thus in his poem. These are the source of the self- 
confident ending in which he sees himself either as a reaper 
of glory or as one of the famous and revered dead.

This kind of poetic development has little to do 
with the zuhdiyyat: in pre-Islamic fashion, the gasIda appears
here as the ritual custodian of societal values. As in 'Abid*s
1 ’ " I ' ' ' ~For similar examples, see Labid m  Bustani, op. cit», vol* 1,
p. 120, especially lines 4 and 6; also yatim al-Ta'i, ibid.V
p. 301 , especially lines 7 f.
2 On the contrast between the âdhila of the beginning and the 
nawa1ih at the end, cf.lines 4 and 41 : attack for insufficiency
turns into mourning for lost perfection. See also the use of 
mutaraddid in lines 5 and 40 which links beginning and end 
lexically and semantically.
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poem, the virtue that is born out of the knowledge of death 
acts out its function and achieves its fulfilment in the con
text of this life. God and the hereafter, even though more 
prominent in *Adiyy*s poem, remain in the background; in no 
way does the poetic development lead up to them as Qatari’s 
sermon or some of the zuhdiyyat.

'Abld!s gasIda, though, tends towards the tragic 
aspect of muruwwa when, taken to its extreme, it turns against 
society and finds itself only in the most solitary fighting 
spirit. The initial perception which gives rise to this ethos 
is a particularly sinister view of life.

'Adiyy*s poem is more temperate. Virtue does not
reach its apotheosis in facing a final tragedy, after which

1one is ghudira , left lying dead in the wilds. Its function
consists of maintaining social continuity through the upkeep 

2of sunna, the social customs and traditions. The key phrase 
in lAdiyy!s gagIda is in line 18: 

uiL eL JJl
Here the social responsibility of the individual is 

unrnistakably expressed: the man of virtue is an example
to others, his uprightness is not only a support but also an 
instruction for those who follow him. This strong sense of 
social cohesion and continuity dominates the whole gasIda.

The awareness of death and the virtuous stand taken 
in the face of it, lead 'Adiyy to the reaffirmation of a 
belief in human society, a conclusion opposed to that in 
'Abldis poem. In both works, though, the incentive which . .. 
dominates the heroic resolve is not the threat and reward

1 ' ! : 1 “ ' ! “ ““For the connotation of ghudira in reference to death, see
e.g., texts VIII, 12 and ix7 3 0 l also Labid1s Mu^allapa, line 52. 2 See Labid, Mu *allaqa, line 81 ,
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of the hereafter. The resolve is directed towards this world, 
to culminate in the apotheosis of a solitary tragedy, or in 
the glory reaped by protecting and preserving human society.

4•2.3„ Su'da Bint al-Shamardal
The formulae on the transience of life, which 

anticipate the works of Abu '1-'Atahiya, also form part of 
the strand of Arabic poetry most concerned with death: the
elegy, the rithad.

Again, the arbitrary rule of death provides the back
ground against which the virtuous struggle of the deceased is 
thrown into relief. An example of many is the elegy by an
otherwise unknown poetess, Su'da bint al-Shamardal, which she

1devoted to the memory of her brother Aslad.
The poem opens rather like a nasib with a section

on her tears and grief which keep her awake at night. Like
'Abld, she seeks consolation in speculating on the nature of
human lifeP Here the formulae reappear: awareness of the
workings of fate is xilm, the dead of the past are an *ibra

2for those still living. But knowledge is not sufficient to 
overcome her sorrow:

lidc-  ̂ 1 i/J I ij UP -̂1 (.Jt Uj ijlJj) 1

c> 3̂ 3 ^ I---- o-fjf Ijj Cd iJ 1 t &

„ JIj *)j 1 MM [ * j ̂  U&pJjj *1

’T — 15s- -̂—•2 Li ^  1 cao.1p Y

1 I CUrfiLj 1 uADjj 1̂ -0 <b
* 6

A

She then proceeds to celebrate the memory of her 
brother who, in accordance with the demands of virtue, ,jada
1 Text IX.
2 Cf. Abu 71-'Atahiya, p. 153, line 2:
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binafsihi, sacrificed his life on the battlefield. A first 
mention of the circumstances of his death is followed by a 
gnomic line which revolves around the notions of .jam* and 
tafrig and, in its form, anticipates the Paradigm (cf. 1-3) 
and Buhturi*s nasib in text I:

L&j.a^w J 1 L ^ —Lodi <A- ij 1jj-sd 1 L^S - £jSt) Lô -J ̂  1 u) L

In the remainder of the poem, she depicts his noble 
character in sections which alternate with the grief-stricken 
mention of his death. These alternations highlight the absur
dity of life against which the hero struggles only to be 
defeated and from which he derives his very raison d*J|tre.
He is courageous, reliable, skilful, and eloquent, only to fall 
as fortune senselessly turns against him (13-19), He protects 
his companions in all adversity, alone he penetrates isolated 
spots of danger in the darkness of night, and suddenly faces 
nothing but the well-trodden path of 11 al-manaya,n death (20-23).

This paradox, highlighted a third time in the closing 
lines of the elegy (25-30), is the source of the unconsolable 
grief of the poetess - it is also the source of the hero's 
glory.

Awareness of death as a senseless but inevitable 
termination of hayat al-fata— awareness of a paradox which 
there is no hope of resolving-~this is a precondition of heroic 
existence.

4.2.4. Ibn al-Hakam al-Thaqafi
It appears natural that a message of such importance 

to the ethos of life should also be laid down in those works 
specially designed to instruct, the wasaya poems. A closer 
1 See text I, 3.
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look at one such work will conclude the search for the origins
of the zuhdiyya canon in the ancient poetic tradition. It is
a short work in which Ibn al-Hakam al-Thaqafi instructs his son

-1Badr on the precepts of a good life. He imparts 1 ilm, 
knowledge of the tenets of muruwwa, which centres on the aware
ness of death.

The first section of the work contains general rules 
of conduct, urging Badr to fulfil his social duties so that he 
may avoid lawm, the criticism of those who shamefully expose 
the shortcomings of others.

The long middle passage (10-19) presents the young 
man with a description of the tragic nature of life which in 
its pessimism recalls the hikma in 'Abld1s gas Ida. It also 
anticipates the gloomy portrayals of al-hay^t al-dunya in Abu 
'1-'Atahiya’s Diwan. Lines 10 and 12 express the same idea as 
lines 18 and 22 in 'Abid1 s poem, and the parallels to the 
zuhdiyyat are too numerous to mention. An example of the kind 
of similarities is:

wi 1 Y

Marih in line 22 recalls marah in the Qur'an and the 
zuhdi^a Paradigm. Again, the root has a pejorative meaning.
It denotes the foolish jubilation of those who have not under
stood the meaning of * ilm and are thus unable to fulfil the 
duties of manhood and face their death in battle. As in the 
Qur'an, marah is the carelessness that springs from forgetting 
the essentials of life. Religious and pagan tradition meet in 
the concept of this word.

1 Text X.
2 Abu '1-'AtShiya, p. 237, line 1.
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In the middle part of his wasiyya, Ibn al«yakam 
al-Thaqafi describes to his son ’’rayb al~dahrM ,. the arbitrar
iness of fate, of which a man must be aware at all times if 
he is to lead a life of virtue. Otherwise he will be over
come, his determination, his steadfastness, his power will 
vanish and he will go under, defeated by his own weakness.

As in 'Abld’s gasIda, the sombre sequence is con
cluded on a warlike note: when faced with the hardship of 
battle in which man1s fate is most in balance, he must be 
strong, fearless and resolute. Whether he will be victorious 
or die, he will achieve his glory. Like the conclusion of 
'Abldts poem, the last line of the wasiyya also portrays the 
horse as symbol and model of the hero’s valour:

(* ut
^ ^  ̂ twjj) ( ) L i d  I Lj T T

4.2 . S . Conclusion
The preceding pages have shown how the ancient Arabic 

gasTda derives muruwwa from the realization of mortality. It 
is the challenging self-assertion of one faced with the cer
tainty of his undoing. This is the significance of the sudden 
resolution with which the hero leaves the site of the atlal, 
mounting his camel to ride off into the wilderness.

Mortality, however, is also the primary experience 
of the zuhdiyyat which describe it in terms of the pagan trad
ition. But the conclusion drawn from the contemplation of 
human frailty and transience differs from that of the 
ancients: not self-assertion, but humility, not fearlessness
but fear of God, not muruwwa but din--therein lies the wa'z, 
the admonishment of the zuhdiyya.

In order to understand more fully the difference
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between the ethos of the zuhdiyya and that of the ancient 
poetry, one must consider the social context within which they 
played their roles. The hero of many pre-Xslamic gasIdas 
carries a social responsibility. Part of his glory consists 
in defending the tribal rights with tongue and sword, and in 
maintaining a balance of welfare among its members by caring

■jfor the needy(''al-aramil wa al-yatama")with his generosity.
In that sense, the gasIda, which incites its listeners to ful
fil the demands of virtue, is a custodian of social values.

As illustrated in 'Abldfs poem, there is yet another 
type of heroic character praised by the ancient poetry. He 
is typified by the su1lug, the solitary hunter, a proud man 
of indomitable courage, who despises others because of their 
weakness and moral insufficiency. The intransigence of his 
muruwwa has led him away from society.

The ideals presented in many ancient poems are a 
mixture of both types: as in Bint al-Shamardal*s elegy, the
hero will be the protector of the community, but he will also 
brave danger alone.

It is important to remember that both heroic charac
ters define their identity in relation to society: the one
will be at its very centre, the other at its very periphery.

The social ethos of the zuhdiyya. however, is 
different. In the Abbasid state, power, and as a result, 
social responsibility, are in the hands of the ruling classes 
and their bureaucracy. Those at the lower end of the hier
archy, the peasants and the urban proletariat, had no share 
in the affairs of government. An individual of this class had 
no social responsibility comparable to that of the members of

1 Cf. Labid1s Mu * allaqa . lines 75 f
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an independent tribal unit whose protection and nourishment 
depends, to a greater or lesser extent, on everyone.

The majority of the population were poor and, in its 
contrast with the ancient poetry and the royal panegyric, the 
zuhdiyya is a reflection of their plight. With its emphasis 
on the virtue of poverty and the futility of this life, it 
presented a challenge to those living in luxury and a consol
ation and encouragement to the destitute. They were made to 
feel that the enrichment of those in power would serve them 
nothing; on the Day of Judgement, the balance would be set 
right, those who had suffered in this life would find redress, 
those who had wallowed in its pleasures would be punished.

This appears (a) in the picture of man which Abu 
'l~lAtahiya presents, and (b) in the direct attacks he makes 
against those in power.
(a) The ancient Arab ethos saw the value of an act determined 
by its immediate effect. As long as it coincided with the 
principles of virtue, tempestuous spontaneity was heroic, 
whether as ruinous generosity or death defiance.

In the zuhdiyya, the ultimate outcome determines the 
value of an act; because of death, all attempts at leaving 
an imprint on this world are futile. Only taqwa, piety, has 
meaning since it leads to paradise--luqba al-dar, "Endstation" 
as R. Paret translates it.

The following example stands for many others. In
one of the Ilamasa poems, Ta'abbata Sharran boasts of the

1craftiness with which he put his enemies to shame. This is 
the first line;

0 w w aI ) I  t yvw 19̂ d I J 1
T* "" —  - - —  ■ — — - —  .Abu Tammaiiij DiwAn a 1-Hamasa s with commentary by Tabnzi 
(Damascus, n.d.), p. 17.
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In Abu '1-'Atahiya1s Dlwan, all ihtiyal is rendered
1futile by the hour of death;

If the pre-Islamic hero is thus depicted as active
in the face of death, man in the zuhdiyya is the passive victim
of the forces of destiny. All he can do is lead a pious life,
be satisfied with poverty and wait for the Day of Judgement
because to harbour any hopes in this world, and work for their
fulfilment, is an act of vanity which may ruin the soul. The

2central maxim of the zuhdiyya summarizes the conclusion:
1 ;

This phrase elucidates the human condition in the 
view of zuhd poetry; contrary to the pre**Islamic hero who 
defines his identity in view of society, man in the zuhdiyya 
derives his sense of purpose only from God. Society is 
secondary. Thus the social insignificance of the poor is 
redeemed, and the high standing of those in power shown to be 
of no consequence. Kings or beggars, they share the same fate 
and will be judged by the same Law. The struggle of the rich 
for wealth and power is in vain; it only brings about their 
own damnation.
(b) In a number of poems, Abu J1-'Atahiya is explicit in his 
attack on the ruling establishment; among them is a short, rather 
humorous work, which he claims to be his wasiyya„3 He recommends 
a simple life in a small room or mosque, far removed from the 
crowd, feeding only on bread and water,

d-J IjJ 1  ̂ ^
as better than the hours spent In the "high palaces" since

 ̂ Abu 11-'Atahiya, p. 226, line 13.
2 See above, p. 119.
3 Text XI.
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their reward will be hellfire.
The awareness of mortality again determines the 

ethos; since nothing lasts and since God will deal out punish
ment and reward, a hidden, anonymous existence in poverty and 
passiveness is preferable to the luxury and glory of the 
palaces. The contemplation of "those who passed away over the 
centuries" is necessarily to result in such a pious life.

X- X- X- X- X-

In its emphasis on the passivity of man, the futility 
of his actions and the irrelevance of his social position, the 
zuhdiyya not only differs from the ancient gagIda, but also 
presents a sharp antithesis to the panegyric poems.

They were dedicated to those responsible for the 
protection of society: the notables and the caliphs. Since
their position was closely linked to their social function, 
and the continuity of the state depended on their valour, the 
virtues of muruwwa, transformed into the virtues of just gov
ernment, became the liturgical epithets of their power.

The central point of difference between zuhdiyya and 
panegyric is that the latter portrays the king as victorious 
in his struggle against fate, while the former denies man any 
power whatsoever to confront it. The madlh praises the glory 
of the just order created by the king, while the zuhdiyya 
points to the vanity of all the works of man. The madlh praises 
the king as the pillar of society, the representative of divine 
power, the fulfiller of all hopes and needs, whereas the 
zuhdiyya sees in him nothing but a mortal deceived by the 
illusion of his power. All hopes entertained in this world 
are ultimately frustrated, and relief, security, and bliss 
only attained in the hereafter through God.
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A return to the Paradigm thus confirms the contrast-
1ing analogies to the panegyric noticed above.

The first three lines -were found reminiscent of the
atlal-nasib section. It indeed is, since the work sets out
to present the * ilm of the ancient poetry, which is also the
subject of the a£lal/naslb: the realisation of mortality.
As has been shown, the formulae that describe the treachery
of al~dunva originate in the hikrna passages of the old poetry

2which portray the transience of life.
The next three lines contain the conclusion that 

arises from the awareness of death: it is not the resolution
of muruwwa, nor the refuge sought “with the power of sacred 
kingship, but the precepts of religion as they are presented 
in the Qur'an and in the early khufba, The analogies to 
Qur'Anic language in the praise of God and the mention of 
paradise, heighten the religious feeling of the lines.

The topos of the concluding couplet also has a long 
past in the poetic tradition. The ancient bard was ready to

3meet his death nfi al-yawmi aw fi duha al-ghadiu . But the 
spirit of Abu 'I-'Atahiya?s lines is different: the realiz
ation is not an incentive to fulfil the duties and demands of 
this life so as to achieve glory nor is man to expect fulfil
ment of his hopes from a royal guarantor of continuous prosperity 
who will overrule fate. He is to renounce the world in order 
to face his judgement after death and achieve the triumph of 
paradise.

1 See above, p . 1 07.2 Such hikma topoi also occur as part of the strophe in the 
Islamic panegyric; see text III, 9-13.
3 See text VIII, 10.
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4.3. Analysis

4*3.1 . Introduction
\The next specimen is a good illustration of a number 

of points made in the first part of this chapter. I have 
chosen it as an example of Abu '1-'Atahiya* s method of poetic 
construction, and it will be analysed in some detail in the 
following pages. The poem also seemed suitable because, with 
38 lines, it corresponds in length to Buhturlfs panegyrics 
treated in chapter two. One can thus make some comparative 
references.

The work begins with the atlal motif as the poet, 
in traditional pose, questions the ruins of a deserted site.
Only the foundations of the dwelling places remain and their 
former inhabitants have disappeared (1-3). As in 'Abrd1 s 
mu.jamhara, the spectacle of the atlal gives rise to reflections 
on the transience of life. Six lines (4-9) describe how fate, 
like an all-powerful enemy, routs all those who dare oppose it 
and finally destroys them at will.

As an example of fatefs power over man, the next nine 
lines (10-18) depict the death of a king in humiliating detail. 
From being proudly surrounded by cavalry guards, "hoped for .. 
and feared," pleased with his power and standing (cf. mar ah , "12)? 
he is seen succumbing to death, his limbs slackening, his corpse 
washed and prepared for the grave amidst the tears of wailing 
women. The contrast to the panegyric here is most deliberate. 
Instead of the king defeating fate, he is crushed by it, a weak 
and self-deluded figure.

Lines 1 9 and 20 conclude the scene with reflections 
of a general nature, and in line 21 , the second half of the

1 Text XII.
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poem begins. It contains a funerary passage of the type 
alluded to above. The poet starts with a vision of his own 
grave (21 "24), the description of which leads him to remember 
all those who have already been interred. Repetitive accum
ulations evoke their number, expressing the despair of those 
left behind to witness death brutally suppressing all human 
activity. Lines 34- and 35 conclude with the contemplation of 
man* s mortality.

This long w a ^  on the inescapable terrors of death 
paves the way for the last three lines. They disclose the 
only manner in which man may overcome the vale of tears in 
which he lives: to be aware of the existence of God and the
final judgement, and to spend his life in doing good. As in 
the Paradigm, the lines that touch on religion make allusion 
to the Qur'an:

<ll-Ci <3.0 J Lp- j * ^  I I lo \ I

2
ci ( f j r t  *"^-1 ^  t { ’ )—' i—3.1 I  j j -  i t )

The knowing and the ignorant are not the same; the 
one will ultimately prosper, the other must suffer.

4.3,2. Gnomic Couplets
In the previous chapters it was found that, in their

subdivisions, the gasIdas of Buhturi and Mihyar al-Daylami
exhibit some common features, namely a degree of symmetry in
the arrangement of lines and themes. Furthermore, in Mlhyar^s

3panegyric, as well as in two by Buhturi, the subsections, m  
their mutual reflection, revolve around the central lines of 
the poems. These characteristics are also found in this

1 See above, pp. 109, 120.2 Qur'an 39/9, see also 6/50, 13/16, etc.
^ See above, 2.1 , 2.2, 3.
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zuhdiyya of Abu '1-1Atahiya.
The first indication of the poemfs overall structure 

are three gnomic couplets located at strategic points. The 
first is in lines four and five. It draws a general conclusion 
frcm the desolate site of the atlal, and prepares the sequence 
in lines 6-9, which illustrate the invincible power of fate.
The phrase mu^radatan maqatiluhu links it morphologically to 
line one (mu'atfalatan manaziluhu) while, in its nominal 
sentences, the couplet contrasts with the verbal sentences of 
the following lines,

The second couplet comprises the two central lines 
of the poem, 19 and 20. It presents the moral of the king*s 
story in the previous section: many are the vain hopes frus
trated by death, and al-haqq, the essential truth of mortality, 
is there for all to see. Being '’marih" ,the king had ignored it 
until his vain pleasures deserted him at the approach of death 
(13), He has become one of the wadzat al-dahr, the warning 
monuments of time.

On the lexical level, wa kam gad in line 19 is a 
resumption of the same phrase in line 1 0, while ra'aytu in 
line 20 anticipates fansur which starts the second half of the 
poem in line 21 .

The third couplet is in lines 34 and 35. It follows 
the funerary sequence (21-33) with a general conclusion on the 
mortality of man. Like the other two couplets, it is linked 
both w i t h what precedes it and what follows it. Like kam in 
lines 10 and 19, so ala in line 34 resumes the beginning of 
line 21 .

The antithesis between the "first and last" which 
are equally annihilated by death (35), anticipates the beginning 

See above, p. 125,
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of the finale (36). There the opposite notion prevails: the
knowing and the ignorant are not equal in their standing:

<jJw t CLm S Id" O'® I? ^ ̂
d-fj li5- J*i ̂  l  ̂ T 1

On the semantic level, the three couplets differ 
in o.ne important point from the remaining sections. Each of 
them expresses a fact of general truth by means of topoi well 
established in the poetic tradition. Multiple shawahid could 
be adduced from earlier works for lines like:

w  ̂ w -d-b' Ifta J.&i jj 1 U-9 Lw-fcC’V J ^
dJ,.A lj 1 (Jj| T 1

In particular, the image of the last line has the quality of a 
stock-in-trade in the poetic inventory. The remaining central 
sections of the poem, however, are more exceptional in their 
imagery and diction. They contain prolonged developments on 
certain themes which give the poem, its particular identity and 
special character such as it could not derive from the gnomic 
couplets.

Thus it seems fair to say that they are markers in 
the thematic development, summing up what has gone before and 
preparing the sequel. This is borne out by their position in 
the poem. Couplet I follows the tristich on the at151, couplet 
II occupies the centre, and couplet III precedes the tristich 
of the conclusion. Between them lie, in symmetrical blocks, 
the remaining sections of the poem: lines 6-9 on the action
of fate, lines 1 0-1 8 on the death of the king, lines 
21-24- on the poet and his tomb, and lines 25-33 on the
dead in their tombs. There are four parts, two of four
i  —  — — —  —  —  — —  —  —

On the "draught of death" see Caskel, op. cit., p. 25.
Indeed, line 34 makes allusion to a line by 'Antara:

t a ̂  a c t *

(See Bustanr, op „ cl t. , vol. 1 , p n 164, line 1 ).
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lines and two of nine lines. The symmetry of the poeirPs 
structure appears clearly in a diagram:

Part_One Part Two
(First half) (Second half)

Couplet/Section no. of no. of Section/Couplet
lines lines

(1-3) Prelude 3

(4-5) Coux^let 1 2  2 Couplet II (19-20)

(6-9) Man A 4----------- 4 C Poet (21-24)
Fate * v v „ ' * Tomb» V / - a

• \ / ': >y' :
* a  N  #• , S ft

(10-18) King B 9i . - . 9 D Dead (25-33)
Death Tomb

(19-20) Couplet II 2 2 Couplet III (34-35)

3 Finale (36-38)

Horizontal Relation 
„ „ _ - _ Diagonal Relation 
    .....  Vertical Relation

The substance of the poem*s structure lies in the 
relationship of its four central parts (ABCD), relationships 
semantic, morphological, syntactic, and phonological. The 
thematic transition between the parts gives a first impression 
of these relationships.

All four portray the human being in the face of death. 
Section A shows al-dahr crushing man; the development concludes 
with the picture of a qawm suffering under the burden of fate. 
Out of qawm rises malik, the king, whose life and death are the



subject of section B. In C, the king is replaced by the poet
who stands for the "common man" facing the vision of his death.
D finally turns to the dead in their graves,

One sees how the wa^? proclaims its sombre message
in logical succession: it moves from those still living and
hopelessly fighting their fate, via the death of their master, 
the king, and the "common man's" vision of his own end, to the 
multitudes already in their tombs.

Different aspects of the poetic structure are 
revealed by geometrically aligning the subsections as they 
appear in the diagram. They can be related horizontally 
(A and C— B and D), diagonally (A and D--B and C), and vertic
ally (A and B--C and D).

4,3.3. Horizontal Relations
The horizontal relation is the most obvious because 

A and C, B and D are equally long. One pair has four, the 
other nine lines.
(a ) A and C

In A, man faces fatej in C, the poet faces his tomb. 
Both A and C initially focus as much on man as on his counter
part, but gradually, his presence and the role he plays fade 
away to be superseded by the overpowering might of fate, and 
the gruesome vision of the tomb.

In section A, the process is brought about by the 
interaction between predicates and subjects. There are nine 
verbs in lines 6-8, three with the subject man, referring to 
humanity, and six with the subject dahr or rayb al-dahr (see 
4 and 5). Kalakil in line nine is the only noun in the section 
which functions as a subject and as rhyme word; the predicate 
is nazalat. Finally there is kafaka.
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9 9 9 9
f"

9* 9 9 9
1

• a 9 a. © 0 0 0 0

Y

J-rT ̂
* 0 0 ** * m m a a

A

dti*

In line six, two III form verbs portray man actively 
fighting, even though without hope. With yunazilu in line 7, 
dahr becomes the subject of the III form, and it is as if the 
switch of subject portrayed fate*s victorious progress. Only 
one verb is left to describe the activity of man (yahummu bihi) , 
and in line 7b and 8 he is nothing but a passive victim, while 
fate is in complete control; yukhatiluhu, yu*akhkhir uhu, 
y u^ajiluhu. Line nine sums up human impotence in a general 
image: when fate, like a camel kneels upon a people, it is
sufficient to bring ruin.

Thus the development of lines 6-9 is brought about 
by the eclipse of one subject and the gradual domination of 
another. Two stages mark the progress: the "conquest" of the
III form by the second subject, and the repetition of ahyanan 
in lines seven and eight. The latter leads to the display of 
fateTs omnipotence in lines 7b and 8.

The two instances are also vital factors in the 
continuity of the section’s development:

6a
Lt 6b

- 7a
- b U 7b

8a
- c-ljb 8b

L 1 Jl 9a
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The morphological/lexical resumption of yunapilu/ 
ahyanan (6b/7b) at the beginning of the subsequent lines (7a/8a) 
creates a pattern which still governs the relationship between 
taratin and idha (8, 9).

Section C, the opposing set of lines, contains a 
process similar to section A, as the vision of the tomb grad
ually dominates the lines to the exclusion of the poet. Line 
21 focuses only on him and his soul; line 22 introduces the 
tomb; in line 23 the tomb is described more fully and the poet 
only referred to by a preposition; while line 24 focuses on 
the tomb only, without mentioning the poet.

Here, however, the crucial factor of the development
is not the succession of verbs (there are only two finite
forms, unzur and rugsat ) but of nouns. The rhyme words are
all nouns as opposed to the III form verbs of section A, and
their parallelistic succession illustrates the development as
a whole. Lines 21 and 22 end on active participles, preceded
by a personal pronoun, referring to the poet. The second
participle introduces the relationship between him and his grave

£rfla  ̂  ̂̂
Jjb c J  VY

The rhyme words of the following two lines refer not 
to the poet but to the tomb: its rocks, which will suffocate
him, and its narrow access.

J jU r t r

dJ-i-l JU \  i

The syntactic development of the lines is determined 
by the clauses subordinate to li in line 22 (a resumption of 
li in line 21 );
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6 \ V

wdJ-̂  1 JU> ast-̂ h (_j 1

Limanzili wahdatin, originally subordinate to hamiluhu is the 
starting point of parallelistic phraseology describing the 
tomb which finally dominates the section.

A semantic reflection of this process is the increas
ing passivity of the protagonist. First he is carrying
"provisions” , then he sees himself descending into his grave, 
and finally he has stones piled upon him--the impersonal passive 
of russat, stressing his isolation and helplessness. Further
more, the exclamation fanzur linafsika introduces a note of 
self-consciousness from the very beginning.

The parallelism of development between sections A
and C is clear. One depicts man overpowered by fate, the other
depicts the poet overpowered by the vision of his tomb. In 
both, the human element disappears, overshadowed by the forces 
of doom.

This is in keeping with the view of the human con
dition expressed in the zuhdiyyat in general; man is a passive 
victim at the mercy of death.
(b) B and D

The morphological contrast between sections A and C 
--one being predominantly verbal, the other predominantly 
nominal--has an equivalent in the relation between B and D.

In section B, the king*s life and death are vividly 
portrayed and the angle of description varies throughout.
Section D enumerates the severed links between the living and 
■j The only "zad” appropriate to the grave being, of course, 
tuqa (cf. above, p . 119).
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the dead in repetitive sequences which never change perspective 
except for the last lines. This opposition between diversity 
and uniformity-by-repetition is borne out by the grammatical 
particularities of the two sections. The following list sum
marises the main features*.

B
1. Except for jahhaza and 
gharamada, every verb has a

t d .  — i w w a f f n  manBjiinw '  'different grammatical pattern . 
There are no III form verbs

2. All objects differ 
lexically and morphologically.

3. With the exception of
1 5b-1 6a and the final couplet, 
the subject changes from line 
to line. With the exception 
of the final couplet, the 
subject also changes from 
hemistich to hemistich.
4. The nouns that function as 
subjects are stated in eleven 
out of fifteen verb phrasesj 
they vary greatly in form
5. All rhyme words are nouns. 
In 1 0-1 5 Bt form active partic
iples alternate with plural 
nouns of the vocalic pattern 
mafadlun. From 15-18 they 
succeed in pairs:

dJL 15 — '• dJLu> b*

-  J ib n  1-dJ J U

J i L f  _■ 1 Y -  j j y

*-» dJ L ) r

%

... f

dJ-soUo — i i

D
1 . Except for line 33, all 
verbs have the same 
grammatical pattern (kunna 
plus 1st pi. imp. of the III 
form). Halla in line 33 is 
also repeated.
2. The object of the thirteen 
relative clauses in 25b-32 is 
man, repeated thirteen times.
3. From 25a-32, the subject 
remains the same. The only 
alternation is in 33.

4. From 25a-32 the subject is 
contained in the verb. There 
is only one noun functioning 
as subject: haba'il (33).
5. Except for haba *il, all 
rhyme words are verbs of a 
single morphological pattern.
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6. The contrast between unity and diversity naturally also 
reflects on metre and rhythm of the two pieces. The follow
ing is a survey of the metrical structure (a - v  ;
b - recognized variants of the metre wafir ).
1 0 a b b b 25 b b a b
11 a b a b 26 a b a b
12 a b b b 27 a b a b
1 3 a a a b 28 a b a b
1 4 b a a b 29 a b a b
1 5 b b a b 30 a b a b
1 6 b b b b 31 a a a b
1 7 b a b b 32 a a a b
1 8 b b b b 33 b a b b

(i) The metrical pattern is 
varied: there are seven
different patterns in the
nine lines. The two repetitions 
relate symmetrically, line 12 
resuming the pattern of the 
initial line, line 16 that of 
the final line. The section 
is divided into two: lines
10-13 (introducing the king*s 
death) start with a, lines 
14-18 (dwelling on his death) 
start with b.
(ii) b is more frequent than 
a (26 b/10 a), particularly 
in the last three lines.

(i) The metrical pattern is 
uniform and there are only 
a few alternations, Of 
eighteen hemistichs, thirteen 
share the pattern ab. Lines 
25b-30 form one group, lines 
31 and 32 another. b provides 
the first foot in the initial 
and final lines, the remainder 
starting with a.

(ii) b and a are equally 
frequent (18 a/18 b). First, 
b is more common, in the last 
three lines it is superseded 
by a.

The analysis reveals that in both B and D the last 
three lines break with the pattern established by the previous 
five lines. In the case of section B, this means a reduction 
in the morphological and syntactical variety.

Jahhaza (16) has the same subject as ja' a (15) and 
repeats the pattern of ghammada. The final couplet (17, 18) 
is governed by only one verb (yusbifo, 17), and the threefold 
repetition of the same construction in 1 7a-1 8 differs from all 
that has gone before in the section. The rhyme words also do 
not alternate as before but succeed in pairs (khadhil echoes
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ghasil, 15, 16); even the phonological structure is more 
repetitive (khadhil -»• shahit; mawta -+■ thawakil ^ nawadib; 
etc. )

The last three lines of section D, on the other hand, 
show the reverse features. They conclude the development by a 
reduction in the morphological and syntactical uniformity of 
the previous lines. This is obvious in lines 31 and 32. Line 
33 stops the momentum of the repetitions in 25a~32 by countering 
them with a new repetitive sequence of its own:

Lfj
The contrast is maintained in the second hemistich 

which introduces a passive verb form and ends the line with a 
noun as rhyme word.

The structural parallelism between the concluding 
lines of sections B and D, reflects on the nature of the sec
tion's dynamic momentum. The climax is brought about when the 
elements of rhetorical accumulation turn into their opposites; 
diversity turns into uniformity, uniformity into diversity.

The grammatical characteristics of the two sections 
closely reflect their meaning. In B, structural diversity 
highlights the details of the king's fate from the vanities of 
his life to his final degradation. In D, a uniform sequence 
of repetitions evokes the fruitless deeds of the living in the 
face of the tombs of the dead.

4.3.4. Diagonal Relations
So far the analysis has revealed a series of contrast

ing connections between the pairs A and C, B and D. A different 
set of relationships appears when the four parts are related 
crosswise (A and D, B and C). Here, not contrast but congruence 
is the dominant link.
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(a) A and D
Despite the great difference in length, the two 

sections share certain features. They mark the first and the 
last stage in the poemfs central development. Section A shows 
the living confronting fate, section D evokes the memory of 
its victims, the dead.

There are a number of grammatical and semantic 
assonances between lines 6-8 and lines 25a~32, In both, nouns 
are absent while III form imperfect verbs dominate and provide 
the rhyme (there are no III form verbs in sections B and C, 
nor in any of the gnomic couplets).

The relative pronoun man is central to the syntax 
of both sections, fulfilling the role of subject/object. It 
is repeated numerous times (three times in A with the pro
nominal suffixes in 7b and 8 referring to it, and fourteen 
times in D, where all pronominal suffixes refer to it).

Finally, the temporal adjectives ahyanan and taratin 
in lines 7 and 8, are echoed by qalilan ma and bil;amsi ahyanan 
in lines 31 and 32.

There is also semantic and syntactic congruence 
between the final lines of the two sections (9 and 33). Both 
break the repetitive accumulations of the previous lines by 
introducing a change of perspective and diction. Both counter 
the series of III form verbs with a verbal form not found any
where else in the poem (nazalat, surimat), and both rhyme on 
nouns (kalakil, haba'11).

One describes the descent of fate upon man, the other 
the descent of the dead into their tombs. In both, the meta
phors are related, as they draw on desert imagery: nuzul is
a short overnight stay, hulul a prolonged stay in an encampment.
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The congruence between A and D shows that section A 
introduces some of the grammatical and lexical material which 
is resumed and developed on a larger scale in section D.
(b) B and C

As the uniformity of the poem?s last section, D, is 
anticipated by the repetitions in the first, A, so the structure 
of the middle section C, contains reminiscences of its counter
part B.

Like B, C rhymes on nouns: two active participles
of the 1st form and two plural nouns. Their order of succession
corresponds to the last four lines of section B.

The syntactical variety of C recalls B, and the three 
adjective/noun constructions in lines 23 and 24, echo the 
participle/noun constructions in lines 17 and 18:

cA... ],-■ !jP  ̂V
d i ii J  ̂A

Y r

<J-3 l |Jmi Y t

Semantically, also, the relationship is explicit. 
Section B describes the life and death of the most exceptional
of men, the king, while C turns to the common main, or the poet
himself. B first introduces the mention of the tomb and the 
dead (line 17), C centres and concludes with the protagonist1s 
vision of his own tomb.

From the analysis of the diagonal relationships, one 
may conclude that the two shorter sections, A and C, anticipate 
and echo the dynamic progress of the longer sections B and D. 
Section A anticipates the movement from uniformity to variety 
in D, while C echoes the movement from variety to uniformity 
in the preceding section B.
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4*3.5* Vertical Relations
(a) When the four central parts are related vertically (A and 
B, C and D), many of the relationships that emerge are natural 
correspondences to the horizontal and diagonal alignments dis
cussed above.

A B

1 . Rhymes on verbs, except 
for kalakil , which 
anticipates qanabil (10).
2. Except for line 9, the 
syntactic and morphological 
structure is uniform: the
subjects remain unchanged, 
those of the main clauses 
being contained in the verb 
The objects of the main 
clauses remain the same 
(man), and there are 
repetitions, in particular 
of III form verbs.

1 . Rhymes on nouns.

2. Except for the last three 
lines, the syntactic and mor
phological structure is multi
form (see above, p. 146),
Most verbs have independent 
subjects, the objects vary and 
there are no lexical and few 
morphological repetitions. 
There are no verbs in the III 
form, and each verb form is 
different.

1. Rhymes on nouns.
2. The syntactic 
structure varies in every 
hemistich *

3. The development is 
predominantly nominal. 
There are only two finite 
verb forms, and no verbs 
in the III form.

D

1 . Rhymes on verbs except 33.
2. Except for the last line, 
the syntactic structure is 
uniform in every hemistich 
(25a-30) or line (29-30).
3. The development is verbal. 
Except for line 33, all verbs 
are in the III form.

(b) In addition to these contrasts, there are certain simil
arities that link the pairs because semantically and grammat
ically the anterior sections A and C are a prelude to the 
posterior sections B and D: the description of the kingTs
death in B is a specific example of the power of fate described 
more generally in A; and the vision of the grave in C naturally 
evokes the memory of those interred in them in D„
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Parallel to this, the grammatical features of the 
anterior sections anticipate the posterior ones.

The subtle asymmetrical variations which restrict 
the uniformity of A forestall the grammatical multiformity of 
section B (yunadiluhu ending line 6, yunaziluhu beginning line 
7 with a new subject; afrySnan in line 7b resumed in line 8a),

As to the two continuous lines (9 and 10), I have 
already remarked on the relations that link them. Attention 
could also be drawn to the phonological association between 
them based on the repetition of the letter kaf: kafaka, 
kalakiluhu , kam, malikin.

The grammatical link between C and D is established 
by the anticipation in C of the long enumerative sequence 
dependent on line 25a:

s w ci^ i * ♦ » I M Y 0
The equivalent to this is the succession of phrases 

in apposition to li starting in line 22:

a JL?“r) Jj"YgJ Y Y
eUJ \ Y r

I J.o
In both cases, one grammatical construction dominates 

the syntax of several succeeding lines.
(c) Finally, there is one aspect of the four central parts 
of the poem not yet mentioned. This is the alternation between 
the personal and impersonal mode of description. Couplet I, 
sections A and B, and the first line of couplet II, all describe 
events in the third person. The other half of the poem, from 
the second line of couplet II till the end, address the reader, 
the verbs being in the first or second person singular, or the

See above, pp . 1 41 f .
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first person plural. This reflects on the development of the 
work: in A and B, the w a 1z portrays the nature of dahr and
dunya in impersonal terms; with sections C and D, it turns 
to the individual listener, to strike fear into his heart and 
remind him that he will not be exempt from fate.

The only exception to the personal/impersonal con
trast between the pairs AB and CD, are in lines 9 and 33. One 
contains the work kafaka, addressing the listener, the other 
describes the lot of the dead with verbs in the third person 
singular:

dJLj bi*” l*J>. 0, aU. .>* TT
The congruence between 9 and 33 comes as no surprise since it
has been shown in the discussion of A and D that the two lines

1are counterparts in the development of the poem. Thexr 
deviation from the norm of their respective sections is 
deliberate.

Relating the four main sections of the poem horiz
ontally, diagonally, and vertically, has revealed something 
of the harmony of the poem's construction. The gnomic couplets 
provide the pivot points between the two central wings AB and 
CD. By anticipation, assonance, contrast, and congruence, 
these parts develop out of one another, or in opposition to one 
another, to ensure unbroken continuity in the work's thematic 
progress.

Inclusion of prelude and finale in the analysis 
will complete the picture of the work's themes and their 
development.

4.3.6. The Initial Tristich
The analysis of three poems by Buljturx has shown that.

* See above, p. 149.
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the strophe of these panegyrics, the nasib/atla.1 section,•contains 
the nucleus of the major morphological and lexical features 
of the poem. It also anticipates the basic conceptual themes 
and introduces some of the poem's key images. To prove this,
I based my analysis on the strophe, and traced the relationships 
between it and the remainder of the poem.

Here I have chosen the opposite approach. Concen
trating on the main part of the zuhdivva first, I have singled 
out a number of traits characteristic of its central sections.
The following pages will show that the initial and final 
tristichs align themselves with these traits. This applies 
particularly to the atlal section which anticipates the struc
tural pattern of the work.

The first two hemistichs and each of the following 
two lines reflect individual aspects of the poem's themes and 
composition.
(a) The combination of the pronoun man with XIX form.verbs 
has been shown to be characteristic of two of the poem's central 
sections, A and D. Man is repeated also in the third gnomic 
couplet (line 35).

This morphological refrain is announced in the very 
first hemistich:

dJi bu I (J-i.b I
It also establishes a crucial relationship to the

finale.
Questioning the ruins of the camp site is an ancient 

motif of Arabic poetry. Traditionally, the atlal never respond:
if* W G CJlj LJ l̂NiU L̂ J Li. 1

Abu *l-'At&hiya alludes to the motif in the first line 
of this zuhdiyya, and it is understood that his question also

See Labid, Mu * allaqa, line 1 00 See also the famous beginning 
of the Mu *allaqa by al-A'sha (al-Qurashi, Jamharat Ashlar 
al- 'Arab (Beirut, 1 963), p. 119).
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remains without reply.
In panegyric poems, the antithesis to this condition 

is brought about by the sovereign in whose response to the 
peoplefs calls and needs, the severance of death is overcome.
In this zuhdiyya, however, it provides the substance of the 
work’s development. The poem concentrates on portraying the 
break of all relationships brought about by death, and shows 
how all closeness and communication between men must ultimately 
end.

The king becomes shcihit al-mawta (17), the poet sees 
himself crushed by rocks in his grave, and for the dead all 
ties are cut forever:

Thus the poem dwells on the notions of disjunction 
and interruption which underlie the topos of questioning the 
ancient ruins that never answer. The condition is only resolved 
at the very end, in the line which repeats the root s '1s

dLcL, JJI Jt ^  $3 Jlf rv
In this life, the barriers created by death can never 

be overcome, but in the hereafter God will turn to man and man 
will have to respond. Ultimate relief is only found in the 
relation to God, in the final encounter of the hereafter.

The poem thus illustrates another point made in the 
first part of this chapter: the zuhdiyya does not define man's
position and purpose in relation to society, like the panegyric,

-jbut in relation to God.
(b) The second hemistich of the poem’s first line also intro
duces a morphological refrain:

IV

d J J  b o  d J L b _ ‘*\jO  ^

1 See above, p. 134.
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It is resumed in couplet I:
aL  liio d L * r ^  

Two other resumptions mark the end of sections B and C:
w w tvMM drM U mm dl̂  1 V* MM* l A

dj-3” i iJto Y

The discussion of the poemfs first line shows that 
it introduces some of the characteristic morphological and 
syntactical elements of the poem. Furthermore, its hemistichs 
contrast in their relationships to the remaining parts of the 
work. The first anticipates sections A, D, and couplet III, 
the second anticipates couplet I and sections B and C,

Diagram of the relationship between line one and the 
remaining sections of the poem

1b
La

cl
A

- B 
cl I
- C 
D

Cl II
c ~ couplet

(c) The Spatial Notion
Adi*L$ U1 d I J,£ Y

The metaphor in this line is expressed with a con
ciseness and wit typical of Abu ’ 1-'AtS.hiya0 It also introduces
the basic spatial notion of the poem.

Bu^tur!*s panegyric to Mutawakkil discussed above,
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is an example of the structural role spatial notions can play 
in certain poems. There, the workfs development was accomp
anied by a progress from the horizontal to the vertical plane 

1of description. In MihySr*s long panegyric it was the move-
2ment of ascent which depicted the glory of the ruler.

The movement in space characteristic of the present 
poem, however, is the opposite: descent. The development
moves from the razed and deserted houses above ground to the 
multitudes in the tombs below. The theme can be traced through 
the poem by following up some of the occurrences of the root nzl

■a... Jj Lm» dJJsu®** dJi Lw i ' ^
U Ow I ^  I d \  T

The dwellings, manazil, are destroyed, their upper 
parts torn down, and man must be prepared to descend (nazil,22) 
into his grave where stones will be piled on top of him.

Similar relations are suggested by another occurrence 
of nzl. In line 9, fate is likened to a camel which lowers 
itself upon the people, afflicting them with calamities. The 
oppressive image shows man squashed into the ground, and the 
descent into the grave is the natural sequel.

One last example is meant to show that the poem*s 
development is structured by a downward movement. Abu 
'1-*AtShiya describes the crucial moment of the kingfs death 
in the central line of section B with images that also evoke 
a movement in space: the king lowers his eyes, his joints
slackening:

\-*,C CL̂oJLJ eU<wt&  ̂t
This image, and the idea of descent in general, bring

1 — —  —  —  — - —  —
See above, 2.2.2. (b).

2 See above, 3,1 .2.
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to mind the contrasting spatial notions of the panegyric.
Ascent and highness are, not surprisingly, spatial categories 
of madlh, epitomized perhaps in the word al- ’ula., the "high 
endeavours" which are the goal of the king.

In this zuhdiyya the opposite is the case: the move
ment downwards into the grave is the one that dominates, and 
the king himself is seized by it.
(d) The last line of the poem's introduction and its signif
icance within the thematic range of the poem again stress 
the contrast to madlh:

I j  L  ^ ^  ^  . j  h  c  l r
The line could also figure in the atlal section of a panegyric, 
with the difference that here no triumphant societal resurrection 
is celebrated under a sovereign*s shadow. On the contrary, the 
entire work illustrates the meaning of the line, showing the 
inevitable end of all earthly things. Human pursuit is fruit
less, except for the search for God.

4.3.7. The Pinal Tristich
The opposition between panegyric and zuhdiyya is 

highlighted once more by the finale of the poem.
It incites the knowing among men to achieve the 

triumph of paradise by being good in word and deed. The moral 
tone of the last lines is foreshadowed by all that has gone 
before: the depiction of the power of death over man, which
renders all his endeavours futile and leaves the hereafter as 
the only salvation.

In this context, the king, whose life and death 
figures, largely in the work, is a prime example of an immoral 
existence. Of all men, he is most involved in earthly pursuits 
and as a result is most deceived by ghurur al-dunya. He is
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jahil in the full sense: taking pride in his power, unmindful,
and frivolous (mar^). The humiliating account of his death 
sets the seal on his insignificance, and his folly is exposed.

He is a reminder to everyone, including the poet, to 
be aware of transience and mortality. The dead are remembered, 
and it is shown that those, too, "with whom we ate and drank, 
those we honoured and respected" (see section D) were not 
exempt from a cruel fate.

Thus the ruins of the camp-site with which the poem 
begins, become a symbol of earthly existence. All is torn 
down; king and people alike are seen tumbling towards the 
grave.



Chapter Five

MA'ARRX 

5*1. Introduction

The themes of the zuhdiyya canon are frequent in 
Arabic literature. One of the works based on them is the 
corpus of poems entitled Luzum ma la yalzam by Abu ’ 1- 1 Ala 
al-Ma'arri. It centres on the traditional principles of zuhd 
poetry but encompasses a wider range than the zuhdiyyat of 
Abu 'l-'Atahiya, Unlike the latter, the Luzumiyyat are 
"learned poetry" and include references and allusions to many 
facets of culture. They evolve an idiosyncratic moral code 
so that the meaning of zuhd is changed; it is an intellectual 
creed remote from the simple asceticism of the earlier model.

The following quatrain (text XIII) provides a first 
illustration:

a I dJ dL-w_Q-J 1
^  u •Sy™ in -  ̂ dJ.5̂

dJLdL Uj I I* dJ ^ r

I •S ̂ i

Lines one and three, referring to the actions of the addressee,
•jpropound the traditional maxims of tuq5. The remaining two

i See above, pp. 108 f . , 119, 134.
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lines, however, penetrate the sphere of reflection and 
imagination in an altogether different manner.

The theme of the pious man’s contentment with little, 
expressed in line 1 , is;familiar from text V:

ta a*
OiPl?  ̂ a-iliC ^  CKJ ^
The roots rdy and qn * convey the same meaning here 

as there. But the easy flow of Abu '1-'Atahiya*s line is 
countered by rigour and condensation in that of Ma'arrx.

Line 2 portrays the process of ethical self-examination 
which is at the origin of a life of piety. It subtly des
cribes the function of reason in the theory of the Luzumiyyat: 
*aql is a force capable of distinguishing good and evil, truth 
and falsehood, and thus capable of providing man with right 
guidance in life. The following is another example:/*

W y  C J W UtJ ' d w u ]  Um/ 1.9 I I 1
A

As this line suggests, *aql is an instrument of 
perception superior to any other source of knowledge. A man 
capable of scrutinizing the '’mirror" of reason with discern
ment can dispense with all other authority. This epistem- 
ological premise is a major point of distinction between 
Abu 'l-'Ala and Abu 'l-'Atahiya.

The third line of the poem appears again to coincide
with the zuhdiyya ethos: piety, consisting in doing good

2works and praising God, is the only worthy principle of human
conduct. Yet in the light of the previous line, rashad
acquires a more distinct meaning: it is not a form of conduct
dictated by unquestioned precepts but an integrity of conduct
1 1 1 " 1 : : :Abu '1-'Ala al-Ma'arrx, Luzumiyyat (Cairo, 1892), vol. II,
p. 428, line 5.
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due to the ethical perception of reason.
The thematic range, the learned brilliance and the 

sombre power of the Luzumiyyat are evident in the last line 
of the poem. It is unlike anything in the Piwan of Abu 
* I-'Atahiya.

Nevertheless, the poem concludes with a theme of 
supreme importance in the traditional zuhdiyya: the theme of
death. In the Luzumiyyat, too, death and transience invalidate 
every human attempt at leaving an imprint on the world. That 
is why, in the context of the poem, the fourth line logically 
follows on the third: pious words and deeds are the only
recourse in the face of death.

The Luzumiyyat. however, add new dimensions to the 
ancient theme. Many poems, like the one quoted, culminate 
in the assertion that not only death but with it a senseless 
cruelty is engrained in the fabric of the world. Line four 
puts this with particular force. Ijamal al-nu.jum refers to the 
constellation of Aries; yet hamal also means lamb, and the 
vision of slaughter by the daggers of fate evoXc.es the ritual 
sacrifice at Makka, a practice which Ma'arri condemned like 
all other acts of killing. The connection between death 
in the cosmic sphere and religious practice expresses both the 
victory of the forces of doom and the folly of mankind.
Finally, the nomenclature of astrology, taken literally, is 
ridiculed.

The image in the last line also draws attention to
a possible double meaning in the first. Mubib in line one
refers to God as the power which makes lawful what the pious

■jman may consume. However, according to Fayruzabadi, mubifa
1 ‘ ’ ’ ” 1 —— —Fayruzabadi, Qamus al-Mufrit (Cairo, 1952).
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may also mean lion. In the context of the line, this meaning 
conjures up the picture of scavengers, restrained by their fear 
(tuqa) of the lion and feeding only on what he leaves behind (and 
thus makes allowable to them, abaha). The image is found else- 
where in the Luzumiyyat;

w
£ y s  j y  g ̂ y $ v  ̂  ̂ VI q  U

This possible underlying meaning of the first line
agrees with the slaughter of framal al-nujum, as well as with

2the sinister element in Ma'arrl*s vision of the divine.
* *  *  *  *  *

3 4Freiherr von Kremer, Nicholson, and 'Abd Allah
5al-Tayyib have, among others, provided summaries of the great 

thematic scope of the Luzumiyyat. The work has so many facets 
that depending on the approach it may appear as a document of 
religious asceticism, rational scepticism, or social satire.

The similarity of some of the precepts of the 
Luzumiyyat to Indian asceticism has been remarked upon by von 
Kremer.^ Ma'arri advocates abstinence from meat, fish, and 
all animal products including honey, and prohibits the killing 
of any living being, while praising celibacy and condemning 
procreation. He sees the constant renewal of life and its 
continuous change of forms as the greatest source of torment, 
vigorous withdrawal from it as man*s only salvation. Like a 
Buddhist ascetic, Ma'arri seems to try to ascend beyond the

** Ma'arri, vol. I, p. 218, line 2,2 See, e.g., ibid., vol. II, p. 289, lines 3 ff.
3 A. von Kremer,Uber die philosophischen Gedichte der Abu
11-'Ala al-Ma'arrl (Wien, 1 888)
4 R.A. Nicholson, Studies in Islamic Poetry (Cambridge, 1921), 
ch. II: "The Meditations of Ma'arri” ,
5 'Abd Allah al-'J'ayyib, "Abu ’I-'Ala’ al-Ma'arrl as a poet: an 
aesthetic appreciation", S.O.A.S. Ph.D. thesis, London, 1950.
6 See Kremer, op. cit., pp. 44, 83 f.
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manifold monotony of suffering by negating natural instinct 
and keeping his inner gaze fixed unswervingly on his creed.

In spite of the many critical comments on religion, 
the Luzumiyyat are pervaded by a God-fearing spirit. His 
abstinence from worldly pursuit, his refusal to harm any form 
of life and his piety warrant a view of Ma'arrI as a religious 
figure in the tradition of Eastern hermits and ascetics.

There is now general agreement that contrary to older 
opinion, the Luzumiyyat are not philosophical poems. No philo
sophical problem is treated per se in any detail, and all the 
multitude of subjects touched upon in the Luzumiyyat are 
reducible to a few basic principles that make no claim to 
philosophic originality.

Yet Ma'arrx*s deduction of an ascetic life-style from
the scrutiny of reason was in the tradition of philosophic 

1practice. This, as well as factors such as the establishment
_ 2 of reason as one of the u§ul al~dxn in Ma'arri's time warrant

a study of the epistemological function of 'aql in his work in
3relation to that of his contemporaries.

As to satire, no theological, ideological, or polit
ical faction is spared rational or satirical criticism in the 
Luzumiyyat. Astrology, theology, Isma'xlxsm, Sufism, and 
philosophy itself, are shown to be but multiple veils that 
deceive humanity, stirring vain hopes and averting man's eyes 
from the coming of death.

The Luzumiyyat thus make a concerted attack against
all social or ideological hierarchy. Religious ritual is as
•j " : ! : - “  ! ; ;Cf. e.g., Abu Baler al-Razx, al-Tibb al-Nafsanx (Beirut,
1 973), pp. 20 f , 26 f .
2 See A.J. Wensinck, The Muslim Creed (Cambridge, 1932), ch. XII.
3 »Cf. the notion of reason in poetry as discussed by Jurjanx
in Asrar al-Balagha, ed. Ritter (Istanbul, n.d.) ch. XVI.
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much condemned as political authority, pride in tribal descent 
as much demasked as faith in religious tradition. The only 
remaining force of order is the medium itself: speech, and
with it the cultural heritage of language. It is to this, the 
literary aspect of the Luzumiyyat that the present chapter is 
devoted.

5.2. Variety

Ma'arrl concludes the preface of his work with a
short discussion of the moral issues raised by the art of 

1poetry. He states that he had abandoned it after the completion 
of Siqt al-Zand "like the newly born camel its membrane and the 
young ostrich its eggshell" because the creation of good poetry 
necessarily required the aid of "lies and dubiousness".

He concedes that there is merit to be gained by 
writing truthful poetry whose aim it must be to admonish man
kind and open its eyes to the evil of the world. However, such 
verse has, by tradition, been of poor quality: much, in Ma'arrl*s
opinion, of the poetry of Umayya b. Abi §alt and his imitators 
(presumably including Abu 'l-'Atahiya) is weak.

It follows that poetry is an art altogether morally 
suspect: if truthful, it is bad, if good, it is full of lies.
This is confirmed by a saying reported from al-Asma'i which 
Abu '1-'Ala quotes:

41 #' I J l i  JJ=> LJ i w  I
^ » •OL*ws>

Thus the achievements of the traditional poets have, 
however great, always been stained by a moral lapse: tabsIn 
al-mantiq bil-kadhib, "adornment of speech through lie." This
Ma'arrI considers min al~qaba*ih, "an evil act". He thus
1 ’ ‘ “ ' * 1 " ~See Luzumiyyat, vol. I, p. 41 , lines 12 f.
2 Ibid., p. 42 line 7.
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criticises them for giving fanciful descriptions of experiences
they never had, like desert journeys and endurances of hardship
when in reality they lead comfortable lives. He also objects
to their portrayals of damsels, horses, camels, and wine.

Implied in such criticism is Ma'arrlfs rejection
of the ritualistic function of the traditional poetic modes.
The reasoned perception of the Luzumiyyat sees human society
as corrupt and there can, as a result, be no place for litur-

1gical praise of social ideals or the "ritual clown".
As to the Luzumiyyat themselves, even though Ma'arrl

does not say so openly, after reading the preface one is left
with the impression that with this work he attempted to achieve
what in his opinion had hitherto proved impossible: poetry
both truthful and excellent.

The LuzQmiyyat are, in his own words, qawl 'ariyy
min al-mayn, "speech devoid of falsehood" dedicated to the

2admonishment and instruction of mankind. In this, Ma'arrl 
follows the tradition of the zuhdiyya , but in his desire to 
heighten the poetic level of the mode, he vastly extended its 
range. Rather than abandoning the topoi which the old poets 
had made the basis of their "lies", or shunning the stylistic 
devices with which they had adorned their compositions, Ma'arrl 
preserves them and makes them his own.

With the raw material of the craft of poetry--its 
linguistic and technical heritage-~he proceeded to erect a new 
edifice. He redefines every element of tradition in the light 
of what he considers morality and reason, and assigns it a 
new function in a new poetic realm, thus freeing it from the 
propagation of falsehood to which it had been lowered in the

T  m : ' “ ! ' ” “  """ ~ : " ' ’ 'See Hamorx, op. cit., ch. III.2 Ma'arrl, op, cit., p. 9, lines 1 £ 10.
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past.1
The following is a discussion of some aspects 

of Ma'arrl*s recasting of the literary heritage.

5.2.1 . Rhyme
The combination of old and new in the Luzumiyyat is 

most apparent in its rhyme scheme. In the preface, Ma'arrl 
has undertaken a thoroughgoing analysis of traditional rhyme 
technique and terminology, to explain with lucidity the extent 
to which the Luzumiyya rhyme is a development of traditional 
technique.

One motive for writing the preface in this form may 
have been an attempt on the part of the poet to justify the 
newness of his venture by pointing to its roots in tradition, 
in order to preempt criticism from the quarters of ignorance
or exorbitant conservatism. Indeed, he embarks on his dis-

2cussion of qafiya terminology
* lo=*w VI dJbL I Jd,? i h-0 l I uiio Q \ 2J>

After explaining the conventional rules of the rhyme 
and discussing examples of their modification and 'infringement, 
the poet states the three additional principles to which he 
subjected himself in the composition of the Luzumiyyat.

\ jJalL q\ VI d l-  d d  bJ \ I jS /

U  <dJ j  L Qj jhJ l h  cj ̂

3 «Ji dJ J tj\ *L ̂ ! *L (j;®
The three rules determine the form of the Luzumiyy&t

Ma'arrx’s notion of sidq and kadhib in poetry is reflected 
in JurjanITs discussion of this topic (see op. cit ., pp.
249 ff.). According to the latter, sidq may denote "items of 
wisdom, compatible with reason” (p. 250, lines 4-6), a defin
ition which clearly points to Wisdom poetry, and agrees with 
the arrowed practice of the Luzumiyyat .
2 Luzumiyyat, vol. I, p. 9.3 Ibid., vol. I, p. 32, lines 5 ff.
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on three different levels. The first affects the shape - 
of the work as a whole; The adoption of every letter of the 
alphabet (including alif and hamza) as rawiyy divides it into 
twenty-nine sections.

The second rule affects the shape of these sections: 
they are divided into four units (fusul) each, depending on 
the vocalisation of the rawiyy. The exception here is the 
section rhyming on alif---it can only have one vowel, fatha.
Thus the work consists of altogether 113 units, i.e., the 
twenty-eight letters of the alphabet multiplied by four, plus 
one for the section on alif .

As to the third rule, it affects the shape of the 
individual poems by requiring each rawiyy to be supplemented 
by an additional letter.

In contrast to the first two rules which had never
1before been adopted by any poet, the third one from which the 

title of the work is derived, is an invention of the past 
(luzum ma la yalzam is in fact the rhetorical term for this 
particular rhyme technique). According to Ma'arrl, Kuthayyir 
was the first to have composed a poem with a reinforced qafiya.

The adherence to these constraints alone is sufficient 
to make the Luzumiyyat an unprecedented poetic creation. The 
Diwans of the poets had in the past been collected and ordered 
according to the qafiya of the poems. Ma'arrl inverted the 
procedure: he extended the traditional method of classification
into a comprehensive system, and along these guidelines, com
posed a complete PIwan as a unit. The manner of phonological
] ‘ ’ “ ’ : ’ — —  - ■ ■ ■ —However, Ma'arrx*s attempt seems to have been anticipated
to a degree in rajaz poetry. M. Ullmann mentions an urjuza
mukhammasa the rhymes of which run through the whole alphabet,
Untersuchungen zur Rajaz poesie (Wiesbaden, 1966), p. 52.
Similar comprehensiveness is found in the Magsura of Ibn Durayd
the rhyme words of which are said to include most words ending
on alif magsura, Shark Magsfirat Ibn Durayd (Cairo, 1961), p. k.
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classification thus determined the form of the composition.
In Arabic poetry, Ma'arri’s attempt appears to have 

remained unique, but there are other examples of such a com
prehensive and systematic approach to artistic creation. One 
is the "Well-tempered Clavier" by Johann Sebastian Bach, The 
composer explored all twenty-four tonalities in his preludes 
and fugues, rather like Ma'arri who explored all 113 possible 
vowelled and unvowelled rhyme letters.

Abu '1-'Ala's three constraints amount both to an 
extension of range and a restriction of freedom. The scope 
of the qawafiy is extended into regions hitherto hardly explored 
--certainly not with the same thoroughness. The choice of 
rhyme words in individual poems, on the other hand, is greatly 
reduced.

However, such a drastic imposition of order and 
technical difficulty does not impoverish the poetic range.
Its purpose is, on the contrary, to enrich its variety.

Bach of the three rules in fact widens the palette 
of sound in the collection by giving rise to certain new or 
unusual patterns.

Rule one enriches the collection by the inclusion 
of unusual rhyme letters, like dha; , zaj_, dad, za; , etc.

Rule two affects the vowels. It provides variety 
by requiring the comprehensive declension of all rawiyys..

The third rule, finally, greatly increases the number 
of possible qawafiy. Instead of the ordinary 113 (rawiyy plus 
vowel), the imposition of luzum ma Id yalzam creates, in theory, 
over 5,000 different possibilities. Furthermore, Ma'arrl*s 
rules do not only affect the external shape of the Luzumiyyat . 
They have a great influence on the texture of the individual 
p oems„
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This is evident even on purely theoretical grounds.
The reinforced qafiya restricts the lexical choice of rhyme 
words; by imposing a certain vocalic pattern, it also limits 
the range of morphological patterns a rhyme word can assume.
Both factors have inevitable repercussions on phonology and 
syntax and all of these affect the semantic structure.

This process is particularly pronounced in poems 
like text XIV where Ma'arrl, due to an alliterative style, 
restricts his freedom of choice still further. (This poem 
is analysed at the end of the chapter.)

The truth of the axiom can, however, also be demon
strated with the example of the quatrain quoted at the beginning 
(text XIII) which is not as rich in rhetorical figures.
(a ) The Structural Importance of the Rhyme Word

That meaning and form of the rhyme words have an 
important function in the structure of a poem was evident in 
the zuhdiyya of Abu '1-1Atahiya: one may recall the Illfform

Timiii i ii > i m m n  i ifriiiiliim n w

verbs as rhyme words in sections A and C of the poem.
The same is also the case with Ma'arrl1s quatrain.

The semantic relationship between lines one and three, and 
two and four has been mentioned. This development is marked 
by the rhyme words themselves.

Muhlh in line one refers to God who permits the 
pious man to cater for his modest needs.

Tasblh in line three describes the relationship bet
ween man and God from another angle: God provides, and His
glorification is the best man can utter.

In contrast to lines one and three which thus centre 
on the positive— divine mercy and human piety--the remaining 
two lines point to the evil in man and the world. The rhyme



words gabrb and dhabih , morphologically identical, express 
the connection also semantically.

The former, gablb, denotes the depravity of man, 
while the latter, dhabih,illustrates the prevalence of evil in 
the world as it portrays "Aries" slaughtered by the daggers of 
fate.

Thus there is a symmetric relationship between the 
meaning and function of the rhyme words which reflects the 
structure of the quatrain as a whole, Mubih and dhabih express 
the negative and positive poles of being: the grace of God and
the evil of time. Qabih and tasbib express the reflection of 
these poles on the human being, the evil in man, and his sub
mission to God.

As has been remarked, this structural importance of 
the rhyme word is in itself nothing new. However, due to the 
rule of luzum malayalzam, the choice of possible rhyme words 
is drastically restricted. This must considerably 
increase their influence on the texture of a 
poem,
(b) Morphological Limitation

The morphological structure of the rhyme word is 
determined by the metrical structure of the poem. In the quat
rain it has to agree with the third foot of the catalectic 
version of the meter kamil, i.e., vw- or - - -.

In the case of an ordinary qafiya (e.g. h& r madmuma 
with yaJ or waw as choice of ridf), the lexical and morphological 
possibilities are very wide. As long as the third radical is 
faa' , the rhyme word can have forms like fa*11, fa^ul, fjf ul,
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In the case of the qafiya blhu, the morphological 
choice is restricted to five derivatives of the sound tri
literal verb, the second and third radicals of which must be 
ba? and haj_ (Fayruzabadi lists eleven such roots): fa 'II,
taf'II, fi'111, mif^11, fi1'II. The latter three are rather 
uncommon and Ma'arrl does not use them. Instead, fa' II occurs 
twice.

The only other morphological and lexical possibilities 
are some derivatives of the IV form of the hollow verb baha: 
ublhu, tubIhu, mublhu. The latter occurs in the poem.

This shows how much both the lexical and morpho
logical range of possible rhyme words is restricted by the 
ule of luzum ma 15 yalzam. Since rhyme words are generally 
important, a restriction in their choice must increase their 
dominance.

This is especially so in very rare or difficult rhymes, 
or in long poems where the stock of possible rhyme words is 
widely explored.

Thus one may conclude that, as the method of classific
ation determines the overall form of the Luzumiyyat, so the rule 
of the reinforced qafiya influences the texture of the individual 
poem.
(c) Phonological Dimension

Another level on which the influence of the rhyme word 
can be perceived is that of phonology. The phonological inter
play between the line and its rhyme word has two aspects, the 
econd being an extension of the first:

(1 ) Anticipation of the letter preceding the qafiya. 
This letter, in fact, becomes a focal point of attention in 
poems with a Luzumiyya type qafiya.—      ** —  ■ i m i  ffipiikih
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It is anticipated also in the quatrain: 
i 2 ni* ->■ 'a S + 3 abl^u (2)
a s na -> ta s bx£u(3)
ta s blhu ->• ta z alu dh ablhu (4)

(2) Anticipation of the root of the rhyme word, 
or anticipation of the rhyme word as a whole. The first line 
of the quatrain contains an example of this figure (radd 
al~'ajaz 'ala al-gadx):

a b a h a mu b I b u (1 )

Thus the rhyme word also greatly influences the 
phonological texture of the poem. This is particularly the
case in poems like text XIV where, because of consistent use
of radd al-'agaz lala al-sadr, the determining influence 
of the qafiya is very great on all levels. The soundm■  »  ! ■  w w i n  fi Turn i ** *■—

complex war is repeated 47 times, the plural of the active par
ticiple of the weak verb (e.g. bawarI from bry) is repeated 
14 times. Other, similar repetitions could be counted.

Furthermore, the combination of reinforced qafiya and 
radd al- 'a.-jaz 'ala al-sadr gives rise to clusters of words of 
similar morphological and/or phonological pattern based on the 
letter preceding the qafiya. These can either be dispersed 
throughout the poems, like the following derivatives of the 
root swr:

siwSray saw&rl (9)
sawar musawir uswar (20)

aswar aswar (26)

or occur close by in a succession of lines, like the following 
variations on the letters sad, sin, and shin;

siwari §uwari §aw3ri (8)
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siwaray sawarx (9)
shiwarx shawarx 0^)

mishwari (11 )

Such clusters of words illustrate a paradoxical effect 
of the Luzumiyya style: in its very restrictiveness, it is a
source of variety. Due to its constraints, it gives the poet 
the opportunity to explore the lexical range of the language 
to new depths and embellish his verse with a great spectrum of 
words of similar complexion, so that excitement and colour is 
created by the dissimilarity of the similar.
(d) Conclusion

(1 ) The rhyme scheme of the Luzumiyyat, a result 
of the constraints imposed by Ma'arrx, determines the order 
of the collection.

(2) It has a considerable influence on the texture 
of the individual poems. Due to the lexical and morphological 
restriction of choice as well as the compulsion to use difficult 
rawiyys, the determining role of the rhyme word is increased.

This applies especially to long poems, poems with 
rare qawafx, and poems where, due to paronomasia, the phonological 
pattern of the qafiya becomes an element of overriding dominance.

(3) The rhyme scheme is instrumental in creating a 
great palette of variety in the collection: it imposes an
extension of the types of rawiyy beyond the ordinary range, 
and greatly increases the number of possible qawafI.

(4) The rule of lu um ma IS yalzam also gives rise 
to variety within the texture of individual poems, since the 
greater the similarity between the rhyme words, the more con
spicuous the differences between them. In the "alliterative 
style", the effect of variety is increased as the letter
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preceding the qafiya becomes a base for the Juxtaposition of 
clusters of homonyms „

Thus order (points (1 ) and (2)) and variety (points
(3) and (4) are essential characteristics of the rhyme scheme 
Ma'arri devised. In view of its nature, the magnitude of the 
enterprise of the buzumiyyat appears clearly.

Its poetry represents a comprehensive amalgamation 
of language around the subject of asceticism. The amalgam 
is combined and structured by the rhyme. The poems in each 
rhyme section explore a different sector of language since 
their linguistic texture must change in accordance with ra.wi.yy_ 
and qafiya. Together, these sections make up an all embracing 
unity as the rhyme letter progresses from hamza to ya’.

5.2.2. Lexicon
(a) General

One of the merits--and also one of the difficulties 
--of the Luzumiyyat is the great richness of its vocabulary. 
This is in part the result of the difficult rhyme scheme which
requires a full use of the lexical range of the language. Yet
in many poems (like in text XIV), Ma'arri goes beyond the 
requirements of luzum ma la yalzam in his usage of rare and 
difficult words.

Such poems seem designed to bring to the fore the 
lexical and semantic range of related words. The rhetorical 
device which more than any other acts as an instrument of
search and analysis in this is paronomasia.

One can distinguish two forms:
(1 ) Paronomasia serving to contrast different 

meanings of words derived from the same root, or different 
shades of meaning of one word.
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(2) Paronomasia serving to combine words of 
different root, or clusters of words of different root.

Even though Ma'arri employs them with unparalleled 
dexterity, neither of these usages is particular to him. What 
is special in his poetry is the manner in which these forms 
of paronomasia become vehicles of a subtle and wide ranging 
scrutiny of the meaning of words and the relationships between 
them.

This is best illustrated by some examples.
With regard to (1 ):

The word kur with its plurals akwar, ku 3ur, akwur, 
kiran,occurs frequently in poetry and had!th in the meaning
of camel saddle (rahl). This is the meaning it has in the
following line:

In line 23 of text XIV figures the plural form
akwar:

j Ijp I ĵlp 1. \y\  ̂ 1 I kJ I -̂1 T 7
The rhyme word akwar is , as can be seen from the

context, most likely to be the plural of kur in the meaning
cited above.

Akwar at the beginning of the second hemistich, how
ever, may have several meanings;

(a) it may be the plural of kawr, i.e., a great herd 
of camels. In this sense it balances the word ghina ".wealth11,>iT iiiaiin iiniiimn *

since herds of camels in themselves are wealth.
So the phrase tulub al-ghina, "seekers of wealth", 

is antithetically parallel to dhahib a1-akwar , "the passing 
away of wealth". The avaricious are thus reminded of the
i ' “ ' “ ' ~Luzumiyyat, vol. I, p. 324, line 4.
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transitoriness of the gain they seek by the picture of the 
vanishing herds.

(b) A second meaning of akwar which confirms the
parallelism of the compound while giving the line a more subtle
undertone, is suggested by the prophetic saying

/

jîwJ I I [ ‘j-o dli I
Ma'arri uses the phrase himself in the Kitab al-Fusul 

walcG^vat,1 where he explains it as alznagsa n ^ a M _ _ a l ^ i Z ^ * 2 
Dhahib a1-akwar in text XIV then could also be meant 

to refer to this prophetic saying (akwar being understood as 
the plural of kawr in the hadith).

So the line not only admonishes the avaricious for
their lack of insight. Law fakkarat fI, "if they but thought 
of" also evokes the prophetic saying and implies censure for 
their lack of pious restraint.

(c) To discuss a third possible meaning of the word 
--one suggested by the footnote in the edition— it is best to 
turn to another line where the poet himself supplies a 
commentary.

^  VI a i j 's •qj m j h J i Lj  ̂ ^  V 1 I*)

Akwar in the first hemistich is the plural of kur,
"camel saddle" as well as kawr, "herd of camels or cattle".
The adjective musarrah, "driven to the pasture ground” , illus
trates the meaning of kawr.

The rhyme word akwar is explained by the commentary
of the edition as an astronomical term; its meaning is given

4 5as 3,006 years and 36 years, I have not been able to find
1 1 " 1 “ " 1 ’ ‘ ’ 1See Ma'arrx, Kitab al-Fusul wal-GhaySt (Cairo, 1938), p, 23, 
line 1 0.
2 Ibid., p. 24, line 10.3 Luzumiyyat, vol. 1, p. 337, line 1 ,
4 Ibid. , vol. I, p. 337, note 2.5 Ibid. , vol. I, p. 4029 note 5.
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the word attested in precisely that meaning, but it is clearly
derived from kawr "winding", and hence "rotation", "cycle",

1In that sense it is probably a synonym of dawr, adwar. Bint
al-Sha^i' explains the word in this meaning in the Risalat
al-Ghufran, where • Ma'arri speaks about a time "one or two

2cycles before the creation of Adam",

Thus in the line above, the eons, the cycles of time, 
"overcome" ('atat lala) their namesakes, the camels and their 
saddles, This meaning of akwar may also apply to line 23 of 
text XIV: the seekers of wealth ignore dhShib a.1-akwar , the
passing cycles of time which will bring them to their deaths, 

Ma'arrifs treatment of akwar makes clear his tech
nique of lexical and semantic exploration by means of 
paronomasia. The well-known meaning of the word is contrasted 
with its obscure counterparts, and the reader, in his attempt 
at understanding, is made aware of the ambiguities and recesses 
of meaning contained in the word.

Another aspect of this poetic scrutiny of related 
words is the technique, already mentioned in connection with 
the rhyme scheme, of introducing a great number of words derived 
from the same root into a poem. An example is the four deriv
atives of the root hwr in lines 5 and 6 of text XIV.

The purpose of such passages is not merely the 
creation of intricate word plays for their own sake. They are 
part of an exploration of language and meaning which character
izes the Luzumiyyat as a whole. In the same way as all possible

1 : ' 7 ” ’ ' “ ‘Explained by Biruni, The Book of Instruction in the Elements 
of the Art of Astrology "(London, 1934): ~

dwuju--’w  dJ k *  jjJ i Ij, ja I a  x d  I
2 Ma'arri, Risalat al-Ghufran (Cairo, 1950), p. 198, line 8.
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qawafI are brought into play, the vocabulary of the language 
is given presence in its breadth, and the scope of meaning of 
individual words is unfolded.

As with the three constraints of the rhyme scheme, 
the techniqiie of word exploration can result in an effect of 
richness and variety. Such is the case in another poem rhyming 
on raJ, where Ma'arri, in the space of five lines combines eight 
derivatives of the root srr: surur (wrinkle), sarra1 (joy),
sirar (umbilical cord), sarra (to give joy), asarru (camel 
wounded on the chest), sarar (wound on the spot of the camel’s 
chest which touches the ground), sarara (bottom of a valley),

•jand surar (pi. of sarir, throne).
With regard to ( 2 ):

Subtle investigation of meaning and creation of 
morphological and semantic variety also characterize the 
second function of paronomasia: the combination of words of
different roots.

Text XIV contains numerous examples. The jinas tamm 
in line 1b joins two words of different root bawar ("perdition" 
from bwr) and bawarI ("emaciating" from bry). In spite of 
their different provenance, the line supplements their phono
logical identity by associating their meaning. Bawarl, the 
word which describes the gazelles as "emaciating" also denotes 
the effect this quality has on the lover: it brings bawar,
"perdition".

An effect of variety, similar to the interplay of 
the derivatives of srr in the poem above, is created by the 
rhyme words of lines 15, 16, and 18: frawari (from twr), fawari
(from tr * ) , and tawari (from wry). Each word has a different
1 ~~ ~ " ■ ■ ~~ » - -» - —  ——

EuzumiyyaLt, vol. I, p. 315, bottom line f.
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meaning, is derived from a different root, and has a different 
morphological form, but all are closely related in sound.

Jinas al-tarkib and jinas mulaffaq ,paronomasia in 
which one or both elements are made up of compounds of words, 
plays a similar role. There is one example in text XXV: in
line 4, fawari in the first hemistich is derived from fry, 
while the rhyme word fa-wari is a compound combining the part
icle fa with the present participle of wry.
(b) Technical Terms

Another facet of the broad linguistic spectrum of 
the Luzumiyyat is the frequent use of technical terms derived 
from philology, astrology, theology, and other sciences. It 
gives rise to what lAbd Allah al-^ayyib critically called 
"scholars* verse",yet such passages should not be seen as odd 
or incidental deviations from an artistic norm, but as an 
integral part of the poetic venture.

Imagery derived from metrical terminology, for 
instance, may not appeal to the lyric sense, but it accords 
with the all-inclusive re-creation of language in the Luzumiyyat 
Also, the use of technical terms not infrequently provides for 
humour:

lAwP" I t

-̂------ --- —Lot XX) b LJjj cui U&j V <jujb c J i , j l i

The riddle of this couplet lies in the puns between 
the normal and technical meaning of words (al-taw_jih).

The first line contains an ironic reference to the 
fiction with which the grammarians construct the basic form 
of the metre sari *. According to them it is:

mustaf'ilun mustaf^ilun maf'ulatu

1 Luzumiyyat , vol. IX, p. 277, lines 6-7.
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However, no poet is knovm to have used this form.
In defence of their theory, they assert that the last foot is
always mawquf, "stopped" by losing its terminal short syllable.
This is what Ma'arri refers to when saying that the "quick one is
in reality made to stop": in practice, the metre sari1 always

1loses the final syllable.
The second line of the couplet must be read within 

the same circle of terms: the second form of the metre sari1
contains no wagf, i.e, it loses no syllable:

mustaf'ilun mustaf*ilun fa'ilun

The third form on the other hand, is aglam, a word
which in its technical sense means "shortened with respect to

„ 2 verses":
mustaf'ilun mustaf'ilun fS'il
— v — V |______

An example like this shows how the Luzumiyyat explore 
language by unfolding the various meanings of words. In this 
case Abu 'l-'Ala achieves three things in one: the fiction
of the grammarians is ridiculed, technical terminology is led 
ad absurdum, and still the underlying purpose--admonition, 
wa'z-~is fulfilled.

The inclusion of such metrical images as well as 
others derived from astrology, theology, or jurisprudence, is 
part of one phenomenon, namely, Ma'arri’s tendency to adduce 
material from the entire cultural horizon to express the basic 
set of ideas.

See 'Abd Allah al-Tayyib, al-Murshid ilS Fahm Ash'&r al- 'Arab 
wa Sina'atiha (Beirut, 9 7 0 ) ,  pp. 143 f„
^ See A. de Biberstein Kazimirsky, Dictionnaire Arabe Frangais 
(Paris, 1846).
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(e) Names
The proper names which abound in the collection, 

fulfill a function similar to that of the technical terms.
Pre-Islamic tribes, medieval scholars, ruling dynasties, kings 
and local governors as well as geographical toponyms are all 
absorbed into the orbit of asceticism.

and morphological spectrum. Often they form part of a paro
nomasia, in which case their quality as proper names recedes in 
favour of their quality of sound. Through this technique, of 
which Abu Tammam is the first master, the use of names becomes 
another aspect of the exploration of language in the Luzumiyyat.

The following are some examples to illustrate the 
different contexts in which proper names may appear.

(1 ) In line two of text XIV occurs the name of a 
pre-Islamic shrine:

By the time of Ma'arr'i, the heathen sanctuary at 
Dawar would certainly have disappeared. Yet the name lived 
on as a literary topos, evoking ancient scenes by allusion,

paronomasia for the rhetorical figure ittifaq in which the 
etymological meaning of a name is made the basis of a word 
play

The proper names add to the richness of the lexical

1for instance, to the Mu'allaqa of Imru' al-Qays;

(2) With the second example, I leave the field of

l ui L&l

The "two al~fA ̂ sha* sn are the poet al-'A'sha al-Akbar
See Bustani, op. cit., vol. 1 , p. 36.
Ma'aril, op. cit., vol. 1 , p. 396, lines 1 3 f *
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(d. 629) and al-*A'sha Hamdan (d. VG2), while the "two 
al-Akhfash*s" must refer to the grammarians of that name, of 
whom there are several: al-Akhfash al-Akbar (d. 793),
al-Awsat (d. 830-835), and al-Asghar (d. 928).

The names also have a literal significance to which 
the wording of the line makes allusion: * a 'sha means
night blind, akhfash its opposite, day blind.

A literal translation indicates the grotesque
humour of the line which, in its riddle-like character, is
reminiscent of the couplet on the metre sari1:

An all-seeing mishap afflicted the two who are
blind by day and dumbfounded the two who are

blind by night
In conclusion, I stress two aspects of the use of 

proper names:
(1 ) Their adding richness and colour to the linguis

tic spectrum. This is exploited morphologically and phono- 
logically by paronomasia, semantically by puns (e.g., ittifaq, 
ishtiqag) on the etymological meaning.

(2) Like the technical terms, the proper names in 
their number and variety make the Luzumiyyat a cultural mosaic. 
By evoking the sciences, historical events, and numerous 
aspects of the literary heritage, the names bring to the fore 
the whole spectrum of contemporary learning.

5.2.3. Modes and Mot ifs
The poetry of the Luzumiyyat is a recasting of the 

modes, motifs, and forms of the literary heritage.
Ma'arri*s treatment of the thematic elements of this 

heritage has two aspects;
(a) The preservation of the aghrSd as **semantic



fields” encompassing several lines, and their adaptation to
the doctrine of asceticism*

(b) The break-up of the aghrad into semantic
components (motifs) and the free combination of these.
With regard to (a):

This approach is somewhat less common. Not many
poems begin, like text XIV, with a nasib of several lines, and
other aghrad are equally rare in a prolonged form.

Always, however, the traditional significance of
the mode is changed since it is reinterpreted in the light of

1asceticism. The discussion of the leitmotifs will touch upon 
the modified function of nasib and rahil: both are symbols
of the afflicted condition of man: his seduction by the
deceptive pleasures of al-dunya , and his suffering during a 
"night journey" which ends only in death.

Other aghrad are similarly revalued; the merry 
drinking scene of the khamriyya, for instance, comes to illus
trate the folly of mankind: delving into intoxication, man
forsakes his most precious possession, reason.

A characteristic example of such reinterpretation is 
the wagf al~dhifb , the wolf description in vol. II, p. 284, 
lines 10 f (text XV). The theme is not uncommon in Arabic
poetry: the most celebrated example is no doubt the wolf

2description in the Lamiyya of Shanfara. Buhturx, too, had
3taken up the theme in his youth.

In the two older poems, the heroic nature of the
protagonist is mirrored in the figure of the wolf. His feroc
ity and resilience, his defiant resistance of hunger and

See below, 5,3.1 .2 See Bustanl, op. cit., vol. 1 , pp. 7 f.
3 See Buhturi, op. cit., pp. 740 ff.
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adversity and, in BuIjturiPs poem, his courage in the final 
hour illustrate the moral ideal of muruwwa.

Ma'arri approaches the theme from a different angle. 
The wolffs behaviour is not an image of virtue, but of vice: 

h. hLd i did I hu J  ̂  ̂ <J uU to 1 Ow 1 5 * 1
a . Gt. J  ̂ t jjdLw dJ—flflwfL* * Lm« V t t ^  ^ I? Y

Lacking reason and understanding, the wolf is ignor
ant of the true meaning of his actions and commits the ”vilest 
of deeds".

Like the older poets, Ma'arri dwells on the solitary 
resilience of the animal with admiration and awe, but his moral 
considerations prevail. Two lines in the middle of the poem 
juxtapose animal nature and ethic spirit in their difference: 
the wolf steals and devours all he can while man in his penit
ence must renounce.

1
Lj Usd I CUS'jM i jJ dJLut ijfj (j-̂ * Y

2
b »Ui I hi Lb L i j  bfiJ I LJ io Ubpl ûilJ I A

The two lines contrast strongly with the ideology 
of muruwwa as it is expressed in the same theme. Traditionally, 
wolf and hero are not rapacious hunters living out their murder
ous instincts. On the contrary, both are portrayed living a 
life of hunger and facing a cruel fight for survival:

 ̂LlJ I a 1 J 1 I uc JU.AjJ 1 C-̂ aJ 1 <JLct̂
Shanfara and the wolf are out for the meagre diet 

they can procure in the wilderness. The contrasting parallelism
Y” —  ■ «> —  ■ - - — * -

NB the word play: qurs and fradam can mean sundisc and heat
as well as bread and oven.
2 Luzumiyyat, vol. II, p. 285, lines 1-2.3 Shanfara, Lamiyya, line 26. On the companionship between 
man of muruwwa and wolf, see also the wolf section in the 
Mu'allaqa of Imru' al-Qays as well as Farazdaq*s nightly en
counter with a wolf (Bustanr, op. cit., vol. II, p. 129).



1 - .which has been mentioned above, between muruwwa and zuhd
appears again here. The man of virtue and the ascetic
both chose to face hardship, but for different ends. One

2suffers hunger for the sake of worldly courage, the other
fasts i^zaman li-baLri'hi, in glorification of God.

3Like Shanfara so Buljturi
9 w

e I dU la  ̂ i 0 Jjt la-w

Again, there is the same pattern: the hero in search
of the glory of muruwwa suffers hunger as does the wolf.
M *Ishatun raghdu11, the life of ease and plenty, is as distant 
for him as it is for the ascetic.

In Ma'arri’s poem, the mode of behaviour represented 
by the wolf and man’s moral ideal are at opposite ends. The 
wolf appears as a rapacious creature which kills, not out of 
necessity, but savagery. It lives its sensuality to the full 
and gives way to the passions of animal nature--a conduct without 
merit. The same applies, by implication, to the conduct of 
muruwwa. Yet there is also, in Ma'arrx’s portrayal of the 
animal’s unrestrained vitality, a sense of the burden of moral 
restraint imposed on man.

For virtue is achieved only by the one who curbs his 
desires and restricts the inclinations of his self in the 
knowledge of divine supremacy.

Thus hero and ascetic, in their opposition, share 
a similar fate: both face a solitary struggle and both shun
pleasure and ease in their search for merit. One, however, 
seeks the metaphor of his ideal in the ferocious resilience

1 See 4.2.S.2 See Shanfara, op. cit .. line 23; BuhturI, op. cit,, 
p . 743.

Ibid., line 26.
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of animal nature, the other orientates his ideal towards the 
divine.

Ma'arri1s revaluation of the traditional wolf des
cription illustrates how the literary heritage is absorbed and 
reinterpreted in the Luzumiyyat. Xopoi and imagery of one 
poetic tradition are moulded to express contrary moral codes: 
muruwwa and zuhd.
With regard to (b):

The break-up of the aghrad into thematic elements 
and their free combination in individual poems is the most 
characteristic and interesting technique of composition in 
the LuzumiyyHt.

Some of these thematic elements function as 
1leitmotxfsj while evoking their Mmode of origin", they acquire 

a new meaning in the context of Luzumiyya ideology. One such
motif is the jewelry of the damsels of the naslb which, in the

2Luzumiyyat, comes to signify the " 'awariyy" , the human pos
sessions which alone remain when their owners depart.

The associations such thematic elements evoke with 
the traditional aghr&d is an abundant source of poetic richness 
and subtlety which Ma'arri exploits throughout the corpus.

This use of conventional imagery gives many passages 
in the work a symbolist quality. This is because Ma'arri con
sistently employs the motifs not for their mimetic value but 
for the significance they have attained in the poetic tradition.

Detached from their mimetic base, the motifs become 
ambivalent and acquire the intangible multivalence of symbols. 
This gives rise to the mysterious vagueness which veils many 
a line in the work.
T"” — —— ■« ■ —

See below, 5.2.1 ,
2 See text XIV, 17.
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The symbolic nature of the poetic motifs enables 
Ma'arri to combine them freely without having to follow any 
outward sequence of events. As will be shown in the analysis, 
coherence resides in abstract factors; the interplay of 
linguistic forms and the progress of thought as it is visualized 
in stages through the symbolic content of the motifs.

In the following poem (text XVI) the properties of 
this technique of composition are evident in their effectiveness 
and originality.

Each of the first five lines presents an aspect of 
the message of asceticism in the guise of an image derived 
from a mode of the traditional gasIda. The last line concludes 
with a satirical pointe:

2 . f 
 — 'W  dJ} la ^ -  (J j*  la  cJ I J jj J lo-S 'd 1 (Jy) 1

U 'J I I 1J*I tiT  — I... T

a   r- Oji l*«̂ (jyj L UJI l—.-„ .,.,pv \*,o
w

U -... ..iii a — L J a L  Ini j  U
1 f djAAl *JL) 1 ^

11 ■' *—* <3 I aii_i el LgJ L Ĵ !-se’ 1
(1 ) The first hemistich of line 1 alludes to the 

mode of khamriyya while evaluating the theme in accordance withhwhppj«>ih#p<imi w

the moral code of the Luzumiyyat. Chastity and purity are
contrasted with the hangover of the boon companion. Other,
more lengthy resumptions of the khamriyya themes explain

3M a ' a m 1 s grievances against the drinking of wine.
(2) The second line recalls the wasf section of the

1 See below, 5.4.2 nJMajsn in the edition is probably a misprint. The manuscripts 
BR. Or.31 60 and Or.531 9, as well as the 1886 Bombay edition 
agree on nabs. Furthermore, nabs and sa'd are frequently con
trasted (see Luzumiyyat, vol.*”l, p. 2687 line 10).3 See, e.g., ibid. , p. 215, lines 4 f.



pre-Islamic jgassxda where the portrayal of a gazelle attacked 
by hunter or wolf is a standard theme. The very wording of 
the line is reminiscent of ancient models. The words biqafr 
yuragibu evoke the phrase qafr al~maraq:lbi in LabidT s 
Mu1allaga (line 27):

  C w C.1
The wild ass fears the hidden dangers of the wilder

ness which also threaten the life of the gazelle in Ma'arri*s 
line.

(3) The names Zaynab, Hind, and Da'd, in line three 
evoke the traditional figure of the beloved. The motif is 
treated in Luzumiyyat fashion: the damsels--by convention

-jyoung, beautiful, and desirable — are portrayed as a flock 
shepherded by death.

(4) The rain motif in line 4 is also an ancient part 
of the poetic tradition. It frequently figures in the a£lal 
mode when the poet describes the rainfalls on the deserted 
camp site. It is also found in the ritha*, when rain is wished 
on the tomb of the deceased, as well as in storm, spring, and
garden des cr ipt io ns .

(5) The statement in line five is the first and only
to belong to the mode of hj-kma proper, evoking the traditional
lamentations over mortality and transience, as well as the

2Qur'anic topos of the umamkhaliya.
The varying provenance of the motifs in the first 

four lines does not create a lack of cohesion since there is 
a subtle interrelation of imagery and argument. Nahs and sa1d
in line 1 refer to an idea alluded to again in the last line of
\  . - " •  *“  —  — ■

None more so than the Najdl princess evoked by the name Dald }
whose beauty is celebrated in the gasIda yatlma (see BustanI,
op. cit. , vol, III, pp . 331 ff. )2 See J. Wansbrough, Quranic Studj.es (Oxford, 1977), p. 3„
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j 1 the poem: al-wa ^d wal-wa^d. the heavenly promise and threat.
Purity is a good omen because it will ensure ultimate bliss, 
while defilement forebodes evil.

The second line illustrates this meaning. The oper
ative link with the line above is the word khimar, veil. It 
refers to the veil of protection with which man must cover his 
soul to keep "her" away from the gloating eyes of sinful 
temptation: she is like a gazelle innocently grazing while
evil in the form of the wolf is lying in wait for her. Thus 
she must be shielded to retain her chastity and purity.

Line 2 also has other connotations suggested by the 
poetic tradition. gabya evokes the beloved of the nasib, and 
the wolf*s attack expresses not only a moral but also a phys
ical reality: namely the unrestrained sensual urge (alluded
to in line 11 of the wolf description, text XV), as well as, 
in the last resort, the threat of death.

These connotations are taken up in the third line 
of the poem: Zaynab (a conventional name of the beloved)
appears, victim of the fates of death.

The second tristich of the poem relates to the first 
in a manner reminiscent of the techniques of sectional paral
lelism observed so far. While the first tristich dwells on 
specific situations (the aftermath of drinking, the gazelle 
grazing, the death of Zaynab), the second makes statements of 
general validity. In its sequence, the second tristich resumes 
notions of the first: the suggestion of wine in line one is
reflected by rain in line 4, the suggestion of restraint (veil) 
by the notion of release (falling of rain, thunderstorm). The 
attack of the wolf (line 2) is mirrored by the onslaught of
_  : ‘ -  — — —  — —  > ‘ “  ”™ 

See also the preceding poem in the corpus, vol. I, p. 259, 
line 8.
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time (line 5), the death of the women (line 3) by the fate 
of the dying man (line 6). The latter connection is amplified 
by an active/passive contrast: the women are driven as a
flock (wasa'iq), the man, in vain hope, is himself the one to 
move (mar r a ).

The fourth line is perhaps the most important, cer
tainly the most mysterious of the poem. It introduces the 
general statements of the conclusion: "as we are accustomed
to the falling of rain", so the evils of time will never cease 
to befall the nation*

The line also comments on the tristich that precedes 
it. It substantiates the statement of line three by illustrating 
it with a general example: if Zaynab dies, so do Hind and Da'd;
in the same way, thunder and lightning bring rain in their wake.

Neither of these statements is to be understood in 
strictly logical terms: rather, they are associations of events
which may be expected to occur together,

The real substance of the line, however, does not 
reside in these purely illustrative relationships, but in the 
literary allusion of the theme. Not only does it have a long 
heritage in the poetic tradition, it is also one of the leit
motifs of the Luzumiyyat.

ularly frequent examples, because the word for thunder ra%d , 
ru^ud, figures as rhyme word.

The poems with the rawiyy of *ayn-dal contain partic-*■ n*>■«*>ii »i f  «iimu, ii« —

L UJ l 1 JU iAS>

2

These two examples are sufficient to show how the

Luzumiyyat, vol. I, p. 290, line 9.
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thunderstorm in line 4 must be understood: it is a reference
to death. Lightning and thunder are the awesome signs that 
announce it, and the coming of the rain symbolizes death itself.

When expressing fear of the "torrent” in the line 
above, Ma'arri clearly is not thinking of the beneficent and 
reviving spring rain of the rabx'iyyat. What comes to mind"H —  f -in—"i i in r rffia wimum

at the phrase ruhadhiru al-sayla is the catastrophic storms 
of the type described by Imru' al-Qays in his Mu'allaqa.

Line four in the poem, however, suggests a different 
interpretation. Ghayth is not a torrential downpour, but, on

-jthe contrary, "rain that is productive of much good." In
this sense, the line does not conjure up the fear of death,
but expresses longing for it as relief and end to suffering.

It is characteristic of the Luzumiyyat that rain,
a motif which often signifies consolation and revival,should

2here be equated with death.
Line four is thus the best example of what can be 

called the "symbolist" style of the Luzumiyyat. It has no 
narrative connection with what precedes or follows it, and 
acquires its meaning exclusively from the general context and 
the literary echoes it evokes--echoes of other poems within 
the collection as much as of the literary heritage as a whole.

It is clear that without some knowledge of the poetic 
tradition, it would be difficult to do justice to this work.
The sequence of motifs might appear arbitrary, their meaning 
dubious. Seen in the literary context, however, the poem is 
a carefully composed miniature.

The ancient motifs are preserved and yet changed.
"P" “ ~ ' ——- —■ —- ”

Lane, Arabxc Dictionary.
2 For similar examples with respect to light imagery, see 
below, p . 1 99.
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They derive their meaning in the new context by association 
with the old: each image carries the reverberations of the
past into a new sphere.
(c) Conclusions

Ma'arri1s use of words and motifs in the Luzumiyyat 
exhibits a similar pattern to his use of rhyme technique and 
his exploration of the lexical spectrum.

(1 ) The tendency towards comprehensiveness evident 
in the rhyme scheme and the lexical scope also characterise 
the poet*s treatment of the thematic heritage of poetry. All 
major modes and motifs are included, with, it must be added, a 
special predeliction for those of pre-Islamic origin.

(2) Just as Ma'arri explores the semantic
range of individual words with their ambiguity and multiplicity 
of meaning, he also exploits to the full the suggestive and 
associative potential of the modes and motifs.

(3) Related to this is what X called the "revaluation" 
of the poetic heritage. The traditional significance of the 
modes and motifs is changed in accordance with the doctrine of 
asceticism which thus emerges as a constraint of subject matter 
in addition to the three constraints pertaining to the rhyme
s cheme.

(4) By drawing on the poetic heritage in its entirety 
and using the thematic stock both in traditional form and free 
combination, Ma'arri has transformed the poetry of zuhd from a 
somewhat limited type of verse to an all encompassing form of 
the greatest richness and variety.

It follows that the Luzumiyyat are no longer poetry 
of a certain mode, but, in abrogating all previous forms, lay 
claim to the quintessence of the art.
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5,3. Variation

5.3.1 . Leitmotifs
The 1 ,592 poems in the Luzumiyyat centre on one basic 

set of ideas. "All things counter, original, spare, strange" 
in the universe of language Ma'arri has gathered and combined 
in ever new patterns to express his vision of these essential 
truths.

Frequent repetition of certain concepts and motifs 
is thus unavoidable, but this potential agent of monotony has 
been turned into a source of richness. The repetitions, how
ever numerous, are never uniform but tirelessly express the 
underlying idea in different and contrasting guises, so that 
the LuzumiyyAt appear like a formidable set of variations with 
the ethics of asceticism as their theme.

The most important elements of these variations are 
the leitmotifs: certain lexical items, motifs, or concepts
which frequently appear in different forms and contexts. Most 
of these originate in the conventions of poetic tradition, but 
they are transposed and explored in a distinctly character
istic manner.

Tracing and comparing such leitmotifs provides a 
fascinating entry into Ma'arrlTs work. They afford an insight 
into the nature of its composition while revealing much about 
its speculative content.

Given the vast scope of the Luzumiyyat, an exhaustive 
study of this kind requires a volume in its own right. In the 
following pages, I have undertaken a very selective analysis, 
sufficient, I hope, to convey an idea of the types, character, 
and function of these motifs.
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(a) Darkness and Light
The adjective qabih occurs in texts XIII and XIV, its 

elative in text XV:
c 0 _

<£j\ cJL>i>- ^  U ST̂ , Y

k.Sj I I ^  0"̂ b-  ̂ ’

 ̂ o ̂  I ĵjS\.fcU dJ—»»sj *" L—i.u Y 1 1 ^ Jjs Y

The adjective is, in fact, a "lexical leitmotif"; 
it qualifies the wickedness of animal nature. Together, the 
lines picture the moral significance of the word in its con
text: by means of reason, man can discern the vile side of
his nature and learn to shun and combat it. However, the maj
ority of mankind act like the travellers in the second example: 
they are out not to shun "ugliness" but to trade in it.

Qabifr refers to all that is evil: man's readiness
to forsake the guidance of reason, to indulge in cruelty and 
greed, and to let himself be deceived by intoxication and 
superstition. The achievements of civilisation--state, 
commerce, religion-~Malarrl sees as an offshoot of these evil 
qualities, as a result also of man's refusal to recognize the 
principal truths of existence from which alone morality can 
spring: his ignorance and his death

\st ^  ^
•j ^

0 ̂  J jj jlJĴ  1 (j'Mv lJ*1  ̂ to

Man11 s evil disposition is rooted in his nature (jtabj_, 
ghariza, sajiyya, etc.).

^  ̂ (jA0  ̂ jU J-5* !jj) li

However, man is not alone or unique in this his dis
position. His fab1 is a reflection of the fab1 of the macrocosm
1 “ > ■ ■ ■ —  —

Luzumiyyat, vol. II, p. 282, lines 1-2. *lyam and Yam are
the names of two tribes (see ibid., note 2)72 . —Ibid. , vol. II, p. 306, line 2.
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y .J-lJ I t L £ * ~ . (j-JJ I I <J ( ,̂) —ftj) J  Lw-sJ lj I U- a^ Js

The line requires some comment. It refers to two
things in one: moral depravity and physical decay. This is
evident in the meanings of zaygh and fasad; the former means 
both deviation (from the right path) and decline (e.g., of 
the sun from the meridian); the latter means viciousness, 
and, as the opposite of kawn (generation), it means decay.

So the line appears to state that man's evil dispos
ition and mortality are innate qualities mirrored in the
blackness of night. This is a suggestive image, but it seems
clear from the formulation of the line and the deliberate 
juxtaposition of the tab' of man with the fab * of night, that 
Ma'arri meant to express something more specific.

The poem from which the line stems does not offer 
any comment— it features there like an ideogram--but darkness 
and light occur as leitmotifs in many other works. In their 
allusion and variation, they clarify what is intended.

2 ri '̂ l ;
This line shows that the image above is more than 

an impressionistic statement; it conceals a rational judge
ment on the nature of the world. Just as darkness is the 
primary element and light secondary, so evil is man's natural 
disposition and goodness secondary--brought into being, one 
might concludeby an act of reason and control.

This explains the moral aspect of the tab' of man 
in its relation to the tab' of night; zaygh and f asad (devi
ation and evil) are, like darkness, primary in the world.

The significance of the physical aspect of zaygh
and fasSd (decline and decay) is elucidated by another variation
1 —  — ™ ~

Ibid., vol. I, p. 347, line 11 .
^ Ibid., vol. II, p. 323, line* 10.
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of the same leitmotif. Ma'arri says about "day":
1 h  j U s  J  u d  i t J L  J ^ e J  I <jJit

The light of day emerges from darkness, but time 
makes it decay, and darkness returns again triumphant.

Thus it would seem that the line has a second 
meaning quite distinct from the first. As far as the moral 
aspect is concerned, j:abj_ of man and tab' of night correspond 
to one another. However, in the physical aspect, they are 
contrasted; the weakness of human fab' afflicted by mortality 
is countered by the triumphant blackness of night, the agent 
of death.

The double meaning of the line is supported by the 
connotations of layl: it not only means "night" in the literal
sense, but evokes al-layali the "nights"--the passing eons.

The discussion of this line illustrates how the 
manifestations of the leitmotifs relate to one another in 
mutual extension, modification, and definition. Having compared 
three lines on "darkness and light", the metaphorical over
tones of the following quotation are evident:

'i/l ^ I loj) Ct iJL>io id I I I I
The "initiate" knows how to understand the metaphor 

--not only as a factual judgement on the nature of physical 
time, but as an allusion to the sinister forces that prevail 
in the world. This is proved by the line which follows it:
it is an injunction admonishing man not to strive for power,
not to emulate kings, the "most miserable of men":

3 «L^JU J U^J I A-C 1 d-Jj' Ij did 1 jls
As so often in the poems discussed, the perception

1 ’ — » - — -. .
Ibid., vol. II, p. 306, line 5.2 Ibid., vol. II, p. 144, line 9.

3 Ibid., vol. II, p. 144, line 10,
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of mortality leads to a moral resolve.

. * * * -K- * * -ft

The darkness/light opposition is the thematic 
raw material of other motifs in the Luzumiyyat. Yet, in spite 
of their difference in meaning, they all reflect one another 
and the more poems one reads, the more sensitive one becomes 
to the hidden allusions of many a metaphor which on the sur
face may appear simple or vague.

Darkness (duja, da jinn a, fundus, huluk, layl, .̂ alam, 
etc..) often stands for evil, ignorance, decay, death. It 
envelops the course of manls life who as mudli1 (night travel
ler) errs in a pathless tenebrous world.

Light (siraij, jawj, nur, mishkat, also subfr, kawkab , 
etc.) stands for goodness, guidance, and hope; the light 
(sira.j) of reason "may help the traveller to find his way".

It is impossible to describe shortly the great range 
of these related motifs, some of which also allude to the 
physical blindness of the poet (ha lives in perpetual 
"darkness"). Certain usages, however, require to be mentioned.

Repeatedly, the poet wonders whether there is any 
salvation for man. One line puts the question in terms of the 
theme of darkness and light: will the night traveller be
relieved by the appearance of dawn, or "are we all in eternal 
gloom" .

Juj m  1 Lj \ 1
Such contemplation upon the possibility of an after

life, or the reality of heaven and hell, Ma'arri tends to leave
unanswered. He repeatedly confesses his ignorance of the where

2and whither of rufo, the spirit or soul of man.
Ibid., vol. I, p. 295, line 2.

2 See,.e.g.} ibid., vol. I, p. 211 , lines 4 f.
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Certain relief from the torment of life is only 
found in its termination, and the image of a hoped-for coming 
of dawn often conceals an allusion to the poet!s longing for 
death.

A metaphor of this type figures in a septastich on
page 207 of volume I. The poem sets out to present man1s
sorrow and to proclaim tuq§. as his only joy during the night
journey of life. Then follows the middle line:

1 1 L? (L-v,s*” I j * LJJiJ a?
The pitch black night which erodes the perseverance 

of the traveller is none other than life itself: its sorrow,
ignorance, and evil. That death is meant with the consoling 
reference to the coming of down is more than likely, especially 
in view of the poem1s conclusion. It praises the men of 
virtue and reason (al~alma'iyyuna) whose hearts are refreshed 
Mby a matter certain and evident"

^ [̂5 IpjJi V1
Thus the poem seems to call on man to meet the sorrow

of life with piety, to emulate the men of wisdom in their 
virtue, and to find consolation in the thought of certain death. 
This message agrees with that of many other poems in the 
Luzumiyyat.

Frequently the light/darkness motifs are less explicit. 
Whether the "light" refers to death, heavenly reward, to the 
guidance of reason, or merely to temporary relief, is often 
unclear.

The poetic impact of such lines does not lie in any 
single meaning which may have been intended but precisely in the 
ambivalence fostered by associations with similar images in 

Ibid., vol. I, p. 207, line 5.2 Ibid., vol. I, p. 207, line 8.
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other poems.
This means that a line like the following which, 

taken out of context, may appear dull in its unqualified ref- 
erence to nur b a td iglam is given numerous overtones of 
meaning as the reader invests the phrase with the associations
of the leitmotif:

1 «J iJ— ^ ̂ (5* J IdJ.J I
(b) The Equalisation of Opposites

2  w  |  «r u>

Here the metaphor of the "darkness of life" is com
bined with another leitmotif which also describes the human 
condition. Its lexical nucleus is the word lujja; the black, 
fathomless ocean in which man is left to struggle helplessly.

The motif occurs in many variations but the basic
meaning remains the same: it describes the mortals* helpless-

3ness in a world of chaos.
In the "surge" of continuous creation and destruction 

man*s labour is senseless. The hopes, deeds, and lives of man 
are no more significant than ripples on the "water’s surface".

This view has made Ma'arrI hark on a certain notion 
familiar from the strophe of the panegyric gasIda: the 
"stalemate condition", the description of the world as a place 
in which good and bad, positive and negative, in short, all 
opposed values cancel one another.

It represents one of the abstract leitmotifs of the 
Luzumiyyat and I have called it the "equalisation of opposites"

1 Ibid., vol. IX, p. 307, line 8.
2 Ibil, vol. I, p. 213, lines.3 As Wensinck has shown, the image of the "dark ocean" is one 
of the architypes of Semitic literature, symbolising primeval 
chaos or death (see A.J. Wensinck, The Ocean in the Literature
of the Western Semites (Amsterdam, 1918), pp. 1-5, 40-567.
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The motif concludes text XIV:

In the following distich, the same is expressed in
a different form:

1

The conceptual framework of the couplets is remark
ably similar even though they differ in orientation. The
equation of the mystic Uways with his namesake (uways , i.e.,
little wolf) mirrors the equation of the virtuous and those
devoid of virtue in line 24 of text XIV. The juxtaposition
recalls the antithesis between zuhd and muruwwa, ethic spirit
and animal nature as presented by the wolf description in 

° 3text XV.~ Uways was considered one of the most exemplary of
pious ascetics and thought endowed with special powers of 

4intercession. Yet in the face of death,he is no different 
from the wolf, symbol of unrestrained greed and destruction.

The second line of the two couplets counters the 
opposition of moral qualities with an opposition of natural 
elements and their state: water and earth, liquid and solid.
Time turns the one into the other, God creates the one as he 
creates the other, and neither are superior or more lasting.

Luzumiyyat, vol. I, p. 140, lines 2-3.
2 ”See above, pp. 184 f.3 On Uways al-Qarani see A.S. Hussaini, "Uways al-Qarani and 
the Uwaysl §ufxs" in The Muslim World, 1967, pp. 103-113.4 .Al-Hujwirx relates that Uways will intercede for "a multitude 
of my people as many as the sheep of Rabx'a and Mu^ar" (ibid., 
p. 109). With its reference to the "unsuspecting flock"
(thalla fi ghafla), Ma'arrifs line appears like a comment on 
this tradition.

The compound lujjata zakhirin evokes the leitmotif
1
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of the dark oceanj zakhirin mawwar! strikes the same note.
The images bring to mind the condition of al-dunya in which 
man must subsist: an unstable aggregate in which the constant
change, "from liquid to solid", is itself symbolized by the 
image of the surging sea.

the two lines, In text XIV, water and earth are seen as sub
ject to time whose action is destructive. In the correspond
ing couplet, however, the condition of the two elements is 
attributed to the power of God. Solidity and liquidity are 
not stations of meandering time, but awe inspiring signs of 
divine supremacy, states of God*s power.

lets illustrates the unifying function of the leitmotifs and 
the different guises in which they may appear. The second line 
of both couplets views the condition of the material world from 
two contrasting angles (time-destruction/God-creation), while 
expressing with the same basic image the inexorable weakness 
of man.

numerous facets corresponding to its great prominence in the 
LuzumiyygLt. It may refer to the wickedness of man whose 
actions are all equally depraved

to religious and philosophical values which are all equally 
erroneous

Yet there is also a significant difference between

The similarity and difference between the two coup

The leitmotif of the "equalisation of opposites" has

1

2

Luzumiyyat, vol. I, p. 426, line 4. 
Ibid., vol. I, p. 295, line 1.
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as much as to the equality of all in the face of death
 ̂ LfiJ 1 £) j j-ui dnu-31* 1 d lp<J Q 1

Generally, the motif has a spatial and a temporal 
aspect. The latter is -illustrated in line 25 of text XIV: 
in time, a mountain may turn into sea. In the same way, 
anything that happens is terminated by an event of contrary 
motion: conglomeration is followed by dissolution, growth by
decay, life by death.

The spatial aspect is a consequence of the temporal: 
since all is terminated equally, opposites which exist simul
taneously share the same fate; in this respect the courageous 
are no different from the cowards . . . etc. (see text XIV,
line 24).

The following extract gives expression both to the
temporal and the spatial aspect of the "equalisation":

2 '

Jam1 and tafrig, the opposing notions which formed 
the conceptual theme of BuljturiTs panegyric to Ibn Yusuf 
al-Thaghri here refer to the systole and diastole of organic 
life: in the progress of time, neither movement weighs more
than its opposite. All living phenomena are equally affected 
and the human being is no different from "lotus and palm tree".

In the great flow of time, all distinctions vanish: 
plant and man, death and life are but accidental forms of one 
matter.
(c) Icons of the naslb

Lawm al-dunya is a favourite subject of khujba and 
zuhdiyya. The Luzumiyyat are no exception: in the preface,
Ma'arrx speaks of the collection as:

Ibid. , vol. II, p. 316, p. 12.
2 Ibid., vol. II, p. 169, line 11 . The line illustrates a state
ment on the uncreatedness of the world (see ibid., line 10).
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1 Lw jJ !
a "cautioning against the great world."

Ma'arrx has adapted the metaphors of the nasib to
give expression to this warning. Generally, the topos of the
beloved, evoked by names like Zaynab, Rayya, Juml, and Nawar,
appears as a symbol of the deceptive nature of al-dunya, The
maidens* beauty is treacherous, it beguiles reason (yusriqu 

2al-lubba), it blossoms only to disappear.
They enslave their victims with playful craftiness 

and seduce them with material ornaments, symbols of aberration 
and greed. The torment of their lovers mirrors the suffering 
of mankind at the hand of the world.

Prolonged nasibs like that of text XIV are compar
atively rare, Mostly-~as illustrated by text XVI--individual 
topoi only are singled out and interwoven with other motifs 
so that the line alludes to the traditional nasib setting 
without describing it as a whole.

A short poem which portrays the human condition in 
terms of the "equalisation of opposites" is concluded as follows

r-s * w* 9<t

The picture is familiar from the iconography of the
nasib: zia * ina ("a woman riding in a litter") evokes the moment
of separation as the beloved, watched by the mournful poet,

4leaves the site of their meeting. The poet still loves her 
despite her rejection and despite the promises she has left 
unfulfilled.

In this poem, however, tuhabbu vala ghadrin qabxfcdln

1 Ibid., vol. I, p. 9, line 8.
2 Ibid., vol. I, p. 214, line 3.
2 Ibid., vol. II, p. 144, line 7.4 ~ "Cf. ,e.g., Labxd*s Mu * allaqa, lineJ2:

j-’.&s IjJas I (jr*̂  ̂ dhi) Lf
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describes man*s attachment, not to a human beloved, but to 
the "Mother of Stench", as Ma'arri often calls the world* Her 
"ugly treason" is the termination in her of any event by the 
occurrence of its opposite: as the second line of the poem
states, the immobile will be made to move, the mobile will be 
made to stand still— thus the living will be made to die. The 
lexical leitmotif qabih qualifies her treason as the most 
depraved and yet as in unison with the evil in man.

The iconography of the nasib provides for other 
leitmotifs. One is the jewelry of the damsels, their anklets, 
bangles, earrings and bracelets, gold, silver and pearls. 
These, in the LuzGmiyyat. represent what are called in text 
XIV *awariyy, "the borrowed items", i.e., man*s material 
possessions.

Man is deceived by their brilliance, lusts after 
them, hoards them, only to leave the world naked as he came, 
forced to "return" what he borrowed.

Thus the motif of the damsel*s jewelry is frequently
■jcombined with a reference to death:

I* U >  I j  b) L  ̂LoA 1 1 bl.iij
gives rise to such admonishment in many 

poems. Indeed, Abu 'l-lAla stresses the mortality of young 
beauty with morbid insistence, warning lover and beloved and 
awakening the awareness of death:

jjJ Vjt; O — *

W 1*
J  O *  b  ^

3 p

See also text XV, 11 .2 Luzumiyyat. vol. X, p. 205, line 7, 
3 Ibid., vol. I, p. 335, lines 9-11 .
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The nasib of text XIV contains a topos which
expresses Ma'arriTs bitterness towards the world. In line 6,
the damsel*s attention for the poet is likened to a mother*s

1care for her young--yet in reality they only mean deceit.
The line may be thus interpreted in the light of an 

image developed more explicitly elsewhere in the Luzumiyyat: 
that of al-duny& as an evil mother who pampers her children 
only to torment them more cruelly:

dL̂J-3 l dU jJU I UmJj) ^ j y ? *

2 w . ** w ** i * f
<jLJ? fcj 6 L? C l- tXtOp \ J7) Ljl>" L/ d̂ uP I J

The metaphor expresses the poet's grievance against 
the fate of man: that it creates joy only as a measure of
suffering and gives life just to take it.

It is no coincidence that the motif is anticipated 
at the very beginning of the preface and in the first of its 
shawahid. After referring to the Luzumiyyat as "a cautioning 
against the great world", Ma'arri continues:

uwua»uL*u V L cluLp- I Lj jJ I j <1?%. . . .  J

J l 5  j l  aj* J
I

I (jjrjiLsd I cJlaJj) j Q a  I d J J  I ,.il \j->~
3 ^ 1 1*4 L jiîJ ^

As the poet*s own commentary suggests, the line can 
be seen as an image of the relation between man and world. 
yu‘J;ay/ats curse reflects as much on the cruelty of the "mother" 
(i.e., al~dunya) as on the disobedience of the "sons" (mankind). 
The latter*s evil disposition is caused by, and a reflection of,
1 For an alternative reading, see the analysis of the nasib 
below, pp. 222 f.
2 „ .Luzumiyyat, vol. II, p. 401 , lines 4-5.
3 Ibid., vol. I, p. 9, lines 8 f. Jarwal is al-Hu^ay'a 
al-'Absi. For the poem from which the line is drawn, see Diwan 
al~Hufay'a (Cairo 1958), p. 278. See also Ilya Hawi, al-Hutay * a 
(Beirut, 1 970), p. 31.
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the evil nature of the world that brought them into being.
In the same way, the preponderance of darkness over light, 
night over day, mirrors the preponderance of evil over goodness 
in man.

^Iutay'a led an unhappy life. He vainly tried to 
overcome the stain of his illegitimate birth by associating 
himself with various tribes, but was universally rejected, not 
least because of his ugly appearance. His profound resentment 
and his hatred towards the world are perceptible in the bitter 
lampoons he cast at his mother.

That Ma'arrI should have introduced the LuzumiyyatMN MUVM tEUWMMMMi

by a citation from them, poignantly sets the scene for the 
work. In evoking the poet's miserable fate, he expresses the 
gloom, injustice, and sorrow of life, qualities which the 
Luzumiyyat show to dominate human existence.
(d) Conclusions

The discussion has been an attempt to give an insight 
into the treatment of certain motifs as factors of unity in 
the composition. Different types of leitmotifs have appeared:

(1 ) lexical leitmotifs consisting of the particular 
use of a certain word (qablh, 1ujja);

(2) pictorial leitmotifs, mostly developed from 
conventional imagery. Their main characteristic is their ambi
valence. The leitmotif achieves its poetic impact by allusion 
to other, not always semantically or lexically identical 
occurrences of the same motif.

As a result, each individual occurrence may carry 
a number of hidden overtones of meaning only fully apparent 
to one familiar with the work as a whole.

(3) Abstract leitmotifs, i.e., expressions of
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rational judgement. These include also the recurring ethical 
ideas, the moral guidelines of asceticism. Like the "equal
isation of opposites", these abstract motifs, while sharing a 
common base, are illustrated by a host of different images and 
viewed from a multiplicity of angles, so that ever new touches 
are added to the basic core.

The leitmotifs discussed, develop a picture 
which is fundamentally pessimistic: it dwells on evil
as a primary quality in nature, on the insignificance of man 
and his pursuits, and finally and most essentially, on the 
ultimate triumph of death. Altogether, they sum up what could 
be called the jjLlm of the Luzumiyyat as perceived by means of 
*aql, reason. From this sinister background, the guidelines 
of asceticism detach themselves as antitheses, rather like 
the guide-lines of wisdom counter the sorrow of the atlal in 
the poems of 'Abid b. al-Abra§ and 'Adiyy b. Zayd (texts VII 
and VIII).

Indeed, it is possible to divide Ma'arri's principles 
of asceticism into two types which seem to correspond to mod
els exemplified by the gasIdas of 'Abld and 'Adiyy. One 
represents the sinister, death-oriented aspect of asceticism, 
the other presents asceticism as life-oriented wisdom, desirous 
to instruct and showing compassion and concern. Both aspects
are related in that they aim at counteracting the inclinations

1of human nature (fab1) and, by implication, the course of 
al-dunya as a whole.

As to the first aspect, it is marked by disengage
ment from society and defiant acceptance of the ultimate triumph 
of death. In 'Abid's poem, this is evident in the pessimistic
1 — —  - —  1 "

See above,p. 195.
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vision of human society and the fate of man
Lm dJ d 1 L_iJ)SL ^  ̂ V £

--a vision which culminates in the dramatic release of the
death-bringing forces of nature manifest in the description
of the eagle. Ma’arri, on the basis of an equally pessimistic
vision, reaches the opposite conclusion. The release of
muruwwa is countered by total restraint: the ascetic neither
kills nor procreates. Both attitudes, however, share the stance
of heroic defiance in the face of death. Here again, as in the
discussion of the wolf poem, archaic muruwwa and zuhd in the
Luzumiyyat share, in their opposition, essential qualities.

The human-oriented aspect of asceticism, on the other
hand, the concern for social cohesion and justice manifest in
verses of compassion and instruction, is equally prominent in 

1the Luzumiyyat , thus continuing the tradition of models like 
21 Adiyy * s p oem.

The manner in which the maxims of asceticism develop 
out of elements of the literary tradition can be illustrated 
poignantly with the example of one particular t op os: the vir
tuous man’s withdrawal in the face of a morally deficient 
society.

3It figures in the first line of Shanfara* s Lamiyya:
tj^  ^ j (JJ"' ̂  jijj >1*2 I I

An inversion of the same topos marks the beginning of 
4the Luzumiyyat:

•lySJ! LwJ) l u w  ** LjJ! J1 I 1 IjJj 1

1 1 ' ~~ 1 1 ! 1 1 !Cf., e.g., Ma'arri, op. cit., vol. II, p. 278, lines 4 ff.
2 For other, related examples, see the Mu * allaqa of Zuhayr 
or the poems of yatim al-Ta * I (Bustani, op. ci t ., vol. I, 
pp. 299 ff.). “3 Bus tani, op. cit ., vol. I, p . 5.4 ” .M a ' a m ,  op. cit . , vol. I, p. 43. For another significant
example of the topos , see Diwan al-Mutanabbi bi-Sharh 
al-'Uqbari (Cairo, 1956), vol. I, p. 324, line 36.
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The antithetical parentage between archaic muruwwa
and the zuhd of Ma'arrx is evident once more: Shanfara seeks,

1 -and finds, his ideal in the vitality of animal nature, Ma'arri
2m  the absolute of spiritual restraint.

5.3.2* Rhyme and Lexicon
Variation in the Luzumiyyat is not confined solely to 

the leitmotifs„ Rhyme words, qawafiy and types of paronomasia 
also recur in identical form in different poems; and, like the 
leitmotifs, they are drawn into a new and sometimes contrasting 
context each time.

Variations based on identity of qafiya are a charac
teristic feature of the sections and units in the Luzumiyyat„ 
Often, certain rhyme words reappear in different poems, because 
of their being part of a leitmotif: thus, as has been mentioned,
the word for thunder, ra*d, ru1 ud, provides many a rhyme among 
the poems with dal as rawiyy„ The same applies to tajj in the
section on jim, or zalam in the section on mim„

If several long poems share the same q&fiya, the 
number of rhyme words repeated can be very high. Such works
are particularly good examples of the manner and scope of
variation, since the semantic relationship between them is 
often, of necessity, rather close.

This applies to the "sister poems" of text XIV:- 
ajza'u dahrin yanqadina (vol. I, pp. 335 f . , rhyme waru, metre 
kamil, 1 9 lines);
awa rabbi ilayya (vol. I, pp. 393 f ., rhyme wari, metre wSfir,
17 lines);
agaba al-Akhfashayni (vol. I, pp. 396 f ., rhyme war!, metre 
wSfir, 1 2 lines).

In the following, I will refer to these poems as RI,
1 —  *—  — ■— — — - -

Cfe the final couplet of the Lamiyya (Bustani, op. cit.,
vol. I, p, 12), ~2 Cf. , Ma'arrx, op. cit. , vol. I, p. 4-4, lines 6 ff.
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RII, and RIII, with text XXV as RIVj this order corresponds 
to their succession in the text.

The relationship between the four poems is determined 
by the gSfiya. The rhyme words of RI are derived from roots 
with waw and raf as second and third radicals, the exception 
being the rhyme word of line 1 7 which comes from a hamzated 
root (j ’t ).

Poems RII, RIII, and RIV, draw on a wider choice of
rhyme words. In addition to roots ending on wr, there are
roots ending on rw, ry, and r '.

The parentage of qgfiya leads to the repetition of 
a considerable number of rhyme words in the four poems.
Together, they have 74 lines, but there are only 43 different 
rhyme words, and these again are derived from only 31 roots.
20 rhyme words are repeated, some occur in all four poems.

The following is a list* of these words and their 
frequency, following the alphabetical order of the letter 
preceding the qafiya. Here, too, the linguistic comprehensive
ness of the Luzumiyyat is evident; of the 28 letters, only

1six are lacking (tha*, za*,lam, ha*, waw, and ya').
Furthermore, the list presents only a partial picture

of the lexical overlap between the four poems. Due to the 
technique of radd al-Vajaz *ala al-sadr, many words which pro
vide the rhyme in one poem anticipate the qafiya in others.
Thus ^uwar, "flock of gazelles", rhyme word in RI and RII, also 
occurs in RIV where it anticipates the rhyme word sawarx.

Other words, like *awariyy , which lend themselves to 
paronomasia with the qafiya occur more than once (RI1/3, RII1/8,
RIV/17) but never provide the rhyme.

-  —  —  —  , —  """ “ “  '
If one accepts the alternative reading for the rhyme word 

of RIV/7 (zawarx instead of dhawarx) the number rises to seven. 
See below, p. 220.
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List of Rhyme Words
Letters Words
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2 6  
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1 4 12
Js» j\^> 1 5

j ItpJd l 1 6
2 1 6

I \js. 3 8 1 7
m

j \j£> 24

t
"j 1 0 21
jljJi 9

<3j ̂ 1 6
<jjly 4

<3 22
£ J 1 8 2 3

o 3

7
w

j V 1 4

f
Mr

j b * 8 25

'Abd Allah al-^'ayyib suggests that most of the
Luzumiyyat were composed in the order in which they appear in 

1the collection. The relationship between the four poems on 
wari/waru seems to bear this out. One can see them as stages 
in a thorough exploration of the lexical range of the qafiya.
RI is the simplest of the four and contains only a few examples 
°f radd al-^ajaz *ala al-sadr; it is, however, also the one 
with the most limited choice of rhyme words.

RII is more complex and, together with RI, antic
ipates RIV: they are qasida type poems and the motifs of the
nasib figure prominently.

RIII is the odd one out. A humorous riddle-like

See *Abd Allah al-^ayyib, op. cit. , pp. 223 f.
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concoction, it portrays Jarmans grammar book al-Farkh ("the 
chick") as an immortal bird which survives its peers and flut
ters happily through time, untroubled by hunger, thirst, and 
predators, only damaged by careless readers.

A comparison of the figures of paronomasia reveals 
text XIV as the linguistic culmination of the four poems.
RI and RII in particular appear like studies in preparation 
of the final canvas.

A comprehensive analysis of the correspondences
between the four poems is unnecessary for the present
purpose. Three examples are sufficient to illustrate the 
function of semantic and phonological variation in the 
Luzumiyyat. I have chosen the names in text XIV as points of 
reference.
(1 ) Nawar

The name figures in the nasibs of RI, RII, and RIV: 
jy* 't 'Jij O'1 'Ŝ r" ^  j RI/3

tat w  tat *  9

jy~“ X? <Sj R11/7

'Jy J  ̂ V I f * )-Q J 1 RI V/1

The lines contain variations of the three types of
leitmotif discussed above (5.3.1.).
(a) The abstract leitmotif which the lines share is the one 
well summarised in the phrase ghurur al~dunya~-the deceptiveness 
of the world. NawSr in her beauty deceives both herself and 
her lover. Her shining complexion is an enticement which makes 
her forget mortality and threatens her lover with perdition.
(b) The most important pictorial leitmotif is the theme of 
light and darkness with its associations. Nawar appears as if 
she were a "light"— the implication being a "light of guidance",
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a light of hope for happiness. In reality, however,this light 
leads the lover astray and makes him meet with suffering and 
sorrow. Furthermore, it does not last but is soon extinguished,
(c) The lexical leitmotif marks the pivot point of the vari
ations in the three lines. It is the name Nawar itself, one 
of the lexical leitmotifs drawn from the conventional names 
of the beloved of the nasib (cf., Zaynab, Hind, and Dald, 
text XVI, line 3).

The phonological variations in the lines revolve around 
the root of the name and its assonance with the qafiya. Nawar 
literally means "shy, timid" (aaid of animals and young girls; 
pi. nur) , and shares its root with the word for light, nur, 
p 1. anwar.
Paronomasia in the three lines:
RI/3 a-Nawar/thawa nur/anwaru
RII/7 riyy/Rayya nur/NawarI
RIV/1 a-Nawar/anwar bawar/bawarl

In RI, alliteration in both hemistichs is determined 
by words derived from the root nwr: Nawar, nur, anwar. Nur
in the second hemistich can be understood both as the plural 

nawar ("shy"), in which case it refers to the members of 
the flock, rabrab, or as the singular of the rhyme word anwar ,
"lights".

The equivalent line in RII is semantically less•subtle 
but the phonological parallelism between the two hemistichs is 
more evenly balanced. The paronomasia on the root nwr is 
limited to one hemistich, and an altogether different root 
provides for alliteration in the other.

Both, however, contain the letter ra': in one case
it is the first, in the other the last letter of the root.
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There is also a "phonological antithesis" between j/aJ_ and waw 
in the two roots: ryy and nwr

In the matla* of text XIV, Malarrl has perfected the 
sound balance between the two hemistichs by combining the 
homophony of the four elements of the jinas (as in RI/3) with 
a distinctive paronomasia for each hemistich (as in RII/7).

For this purpose, he has taken up the paronomasia 
between a-Nawar and anwar which links beginning and end of 
line RI/3. The juxtaposition of bawar and bawari has also
been put to test before, namely in the qasida of RII:

1 «j  ̂ jjh: cus,vk'3 I  ̂ I il
Apart from illustrating the meaning of variation 

both semantic and phonological, the construction of the three 
lines suggests that text XIV, RIV, is most likely to have been 
the last of the three poems. The highly ornate paronomasia 
of its first line combines elements which were developed in 
the earlier poems.
(2) Dawar

Dawwar, "rotating", is rhyme word only once in the 
four poems, in gag Ida. RI:

(V ¥J

j  J Ci/j tlLLs (Jf'j  ̂ J  t
RI/1 4

The word is repeated, however, in qasida RII, where 
it functions as radd al-tajaz *ala al-gadr in the last line:

-J  ̂ <S_J ̂  ̂ * Lww lj J JjH*” j*** ̂
RII/1 7

_ ■ * —  — ! 1
Asfar here has a double meaning. It can be understood as 

the plural of sifr ("book", in particular of the Old Testament) 
in that meaning it refers to al-Tawrat in the previous line.
The other meaning is the plural of safar , "journey". It is 
taken up by agfoat bawari, the context implied being the emaci
ation due to the hardship of travel. It is an image of what 
is,in the eyes of Ma'arrI, the unpropitious influence of the 
Holy Scriptures. (For text, see Luzumiyyat, vol. I, p. 394, 
line 13.)
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The line is as effective as it is offensive to 
orthodoxy. In the face of uncaring time, believers and heathen 
are the same. Women by the Mekkan shrine, or virgins by a 
pagan idol, neither are more distinct than a distant flock of 
gazelles in the desert.

Dawwar and the name Dawar have been employed again 
by Ma'arri in the composition of the second line of text XIV.
As with the variations on Nawar, this final version is the most 
intricate and condensed:

tv

j Ij j {̂ £^2 j I? ̂  j Ijj j RIV/2

Dawwar and Dawar are confined to one hemistich and
are supplied with one subject (^ n ) as opposed to two (sirb,

11adhara )„ Thus the quotation from Imru' al~Qays which 
concludes gasIda RII is reduced to the mere mention of the 
place name. The basic image, however, which supplies the 
"theme” to the variations, remains the same in the Mu'•allaqa, 
and gasIdas pil and RIV: the vision of a distant flock of
gazelles or girls encircling a shrine.

In text XIV, the paronomasia between dawwar and Dawar 
is enriched by a third element: dawarin, plural of darin,
"lying in wait".

The word has also appeared before: it provides a
rhyme in the third of the four poems. Al-Farkh, the metaphor
ical book-bird, does not care for picking seeds and thus cannot 
be lured into the hunterfs net:

RII1/5
Seeing the context in which this rhyme word reappears in 

RIV gives the line certain metaphorical overtones. It is well

 ̂ See above, p . 182.
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possible that Ma'arrI did not only think of the "bird's11 lack 
of appetite for food, but also of his lack of other carnal 
desires— as a result of which he is spared the suffering of 
passion (IB. the consonance between habb and hubb\ ).

This metaphorical parallel continues into the 
following line where the rhyme word is uwar, the same as in 
line three of text XIV. In one case it refers to the thirst 
of the birds dying in the desert, in the other to the lover's 
burning thirst of passion. One might conclude that al-Farkh 
escapes both.
(3) Sh&ba

Except for the long fatha, there is little resemblance 
between the word Shaba and the rhymes war! and waru. Never
theless, the name not only occurs in two of the poems but both 
times in the same metrical position and in conjunction with the 
same rhyme word: khawwar, i.e., soft sand. Shaba and khawwar
are contrasted in one case, juxtaposed in the other.

W Hf W<3Lj L-4 J I
RI/1 5

j I IHjJ y  I
RIV/1 2

As in the previous examples, the line of RIV has the 
more complex sound structure. In RI/15, the qafiya is anticip
ated only rudimentarily by Thawr, while line 12 of RIV contains 
a tadd al-^ajaz vala al-gadr (khuw&r--khawwar ) in addition to 
the jinas of awabid.

Both lines have as their subject the destructive 
power of time. Their treatment of the theme, however, is 
contrasting. In RI/15, the first hemistich describes the vic
tor (the host of fate); Thawr and Shaba in the second hemistich 
are the victims.
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In RIV/12, it is the first hemistich which portrays
the victims (the wild animals); the second denotes, not the
victor, but that which remains after the victims succumb:
mountain and sand desert. This meaning recalls a line by

1Muraqqish al-Akbar m  the Mufaddaliyyat:
Lw | V I cJJ ^ j  b

The twofold conjunction of Shaba and khawwar is 
characteristic of variation in the Luzumiyyat. The contexts 
in which the words appear are different and yet related in such 
a way as to suggest one line may have been inspired by the 
other.

5.4. Analysis

5.4.1 . Intr oduct ion
Text XIV, the specimen chosen for analysis, is a 

highly ornate recasting of the traditional qa$Ida form. Des
pite the clarity of its message, the thematic coherence of the 
work is not immediately obvious. Particularly the latter part 
of the poem appears to consist of couplets carefully constructed 
within themselves but unrelated to one another by unity of sub
ject matter or chronological sequence. In the course of the 
analysis, I hope to show that the poem's composition neverthe
less follows a sensible course designed to unfold with growing 
precision the poetfs awareness of mortality.

The nasib presents the maidens as gazelles capturing 
men's hearts and tormenting the poet (1-4). They chase him, 
and he falls prey to their charms yet the hopes they raise
remain unfulfilled. The damsels only play with their victim;

2once they have had their fill of pleasure, they turn away,
1 Mufaddaliyyat , ed. Lyall (London, 18 ), poem LIV, line 9.2 ”*There are two meaningful readings of the rhyme word of line
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and the poet is abandoned in distress (5-8).
In the traditional manner, the experience of sorrow 

gives rise to a contrasting impulse for action, but the con
clusion here differs from the ordinary gasIda . Instead of 
portraying himself among a group of travellers in newly found 
heroic death-defiance, the poet turns away from both maidens 
and caravan. He discards the girls1 rings and anklets together 
with the nose-rings of the camels and depicts the travellers 
as traders of evil, not models of virtue (9-10).

He finds consolation only in the thought of death 
and the certainty that none will be spared (11-12). Three 
lines then express pity for men and animals in their fear of 
death and conclude with a picture of the annihilation it brings 
the one who departs is as though he had never been (13-15).

This completes the development of the first half of 
the gasIda . Lines 9-15 counter the nasib with the ideology of 
the Luzumiyyat: life is but disappointment and suffering, men
are evil by nature, so withdraw and understand death as sal
vation. The poem's second half sets out to confirm this vision 
by presenting the futility of all labour and aspirations under 
the omnipresent shadow of death.

"Eagles fly up from their nests", but destiny hovers 
above them and all men's possessions are returned eventually 
as he sinks naked to the tomb (16-17). A sombre image then 
depicts the coming and going of human life: it is no more than
ripples on the water1 s surf ace (18-19). Two lines conclude, con
juring up the treacherous power of time which will smite even 
the most valiant (20-21 ).
7: dhawICrl (according to the published texts) and z a war I
(according to the manuscripts consulted--see bibliography).
The latter is made probable because of paronomasia with zuwwSr 
and antithesis to yal*abna.
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The final passage of the poem reiterates the same 
steps. Again a picture of fruitless labour is presented 
(22-23), and the essence of life's spectacle perceived. All 
forms of being are trivial and frail; the courageous are no 
more than the meek, and mountains may be levelled into seas 
(24-25),

1The last line draws on the terminology of logic to
express the conclusion, "Every proposition is ultimately

2ratified as true": signifying both the all-embracing fate of
death, and the abrogation of all meaning in the face of death (26) 

The poem's development as it appears in this summary 
justifies a subdivision into four movements of three sub
sections each. The number of lines involved are numerically 
related so as to form a symmetrical pattern similar to the 
subdivision of other poems analysed so far.

Sections: A B C D
(1-8) (4-15) (16-21 ) (22-26)

(1 ) (lines) 2 2 2 2
(2) 2 2 2 2
(3)  4___  3 2_______  1_______
Total number 
of lines in
each section 8 7 6 5

Section A constitutes the nasib, section B its anti
thesis in the ideology of the Luzumiyyat . Sections C and D 
retrace the development of section B to lead to an ever more 
concise formulation of the same conclusion: the annihilation
of all being in death.
- —  - ' " ' 1 ” 

The commentary (Luzumiyyat, vol. I, page 402, note 7) reads:
"V "V 13 *)I 1 U—11~- pJ-ido t j j J J  1 L  1

2 §udafan in the Cairo text appears to be a misprint. The 
manuscripts and the Beirut edition read suduqan.
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This threefold repetition of one complex of ideas 
is not an unfamiliar feature, Buljturi concludes the panegyric 
analysed in 2,1 , (text X) in the same manner: three successive
battle scenes portray Muhammad b. Yusuf al-Thaghrl as the 
living link between his enemies and death.

In the following, I approach the poem from various 
levels— semantic, morphological, phonological, and metrical—  
in the wish to substantiate this thematic subdivision and con
vey a picture of the poem's unity,

5.4.2. Section A--the Nasib 
(1 ) Summary

The chart divides the nasib into two couplets and one 
quatrain (1-2; 3-4; 5-8). The couplets present separately
the thematic elements whose interaction is the subject of the 
quatrain: the maidens and the suffering they cause, and the
poet with the suffering he endures.

The damsels appear ( lara<jna ) in a visual setting: 
as rays of light in their whiteness, as wide-eyed gazelles, or 
virgins surrounding a heathen shrine.

The second couplet contrasts this visual scene with 
a description of hidden torment: the poet is forced to con
ceal his violent longing; his passion is flaming inside him 
unanswered and unbeknown while the calumniators thrive.

The following quatrain supplements the static juxta
position of poet and damsels with a picture of dynamic 
interaction. The poet is pursued, deceived with loving charms 
and, in the end, deserted.

Ma'arri's allusive use of motifs as well as the 
reciprocal definition of leitmotifs is illustrated in the double 
meaning of lines 5 and 6. Mithl in line 5 may refer to sidnaka? 
illustrating the maidens* hunt" for the poet; " it may also refer
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‘to ^abtakir, illustrating his response.
The first meaning, which I take to be the primary

one, has been discussed in relation to the Luzumiyya picture
of the "evil mother". Grammatically and semantically, the

1interpretation is compatible with the subsequent lines*
The second meaning evokes a different context. In

the face of the hunters* threat, the poet is encouraged to set
out in the morning "like female camels after their young" who
then "tend them in the evening". The phrase introduced by
innama would have to be understood as causal: "set out . , .
because you will only be deceived by false charms".

The reading brings to mind the archaic image of the
lone gazelle searching for her young which has fallen behind
the herd and been killed by wolves. In the context of Ma'arri*s
line, the young one could be an image of the soul, evoking 

21Adiyy1s wor ds
;5j\j}\y J-AJI ^  LfJ■*&£*>-li

3as well as Malarri*s own
I c**— till* ■eup

The poet thus calls upon himself to shield his soul from 
temptation. The image expresses the threat of death contained 
in $idnaka, resuming also min al-bawar in the first line, while 
maintaining the paradox that gazelles and women, not wolves and 
armoured men are here made agents of perdition.^

In the former reading, yar 'amna and yal'abna share 
the same subject (hawariyyat in line 5a); in the latter the

1 See above, p.206.
2 See text VIII, 18.
3 See text XVI, 2.
4 Observe the contrasting allusion to Imru' al-Qays1 Mu*allaqa. 
There, the virgins of Dawar are an image of the hunter*s prey; 
here, they are dawarin iil~qulubi , lying in wait for the hearts.
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two verbs have different subjects: yar *amna refers to
huwariyyat in line 5b, yal'abna to hawariyyat. Since both
■ II.1 I I 11 I ■■IW njtiiwCi— *  "=—i   — t'i i ■■■ III ■! n~~i i ■! I lift H I - - r  — in r -|||-||<I«I I !!■ mim

interpretations of the couplet are meaningful, one may presume 
that both are intended.
(2) Syntax

The syntactic features of the nasib underline the 
progress from static presentation to dynamic interaction. The 
quatrain is syntactically and rythmically more varied than the 
two couplets. Lines 2-4 are metrically uniform while each 
line of the quatrain has a different metrical pattern.
*in, and ainma create syntactic regularity in the two couplets 
while the syntax of the quatrain, as punctuated by idha, mithl , 
and innama , is intricately dovetailed.

The clause yar1amna saqban is preceded by a condit
ional clause (wa idha) followed by mithl, while the clause 
yal*abna bil-zuwwari is succeeded by a conditional clause 
(idha balaqhna) followed by mithl. Both structures are con
cluded by a fourth member United by verbs in the second person 
singular: the clause in line 6b and idha shamamta §uw5raha in
line 8a.

1 J 1

JS. 11 ' 4
O-ls 111
CM IV 1JJ

So the syntactic pattern of lines 7-8 repeats that 
of lines 5-6, reversing the order of the first three members 
In line 8, the third and fourth members are drastically short
ened so that the clause in 8b remains unaligned:
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This hemistich, however, concludes the nasib with a final 
picture of the poet's suffering. Its place is thus ingeniously 
prepared by the syntactic structure.
(3) Sectional parallelism

This has been a device of most poems analysed so far. 
The semantic and syntactic contrast between the two couplets 
and the quatrain suggests that the nasxb of the poem is simil
arly structured.
Lines 1-2 and 5-6: Lines one and two depict the maidens as
predatory, as agents of perdition (min al-bawar). Lines five 
and six resume this notion with §_idnaka, but in contrast intro
duce the image of the female as giver and protector of life: 
in their deceit the maidens guard the poet as if they were 
she~camels tending their young; or, alternatively, the poet 
facing the threat of temptation guards his soul like a mother 
her young.

Semantic opposition is confirmed by syntactic con
gruence between lines 2 and 6:

^ uJ [ " j- ■ i II ^  if) JL ^  ^ ^
m ft

J  \ y *  k w i j,  ^  1

The two nouns bid and vin are balanced by the verbs 
yar1amna and tabni; ka-annaha has the same metric position as 
innama , and in the second half of both lines, an id^fa con
struction is preceded by copula, noun, and preposition. The 
thematic antithesis is explicit in the first hemistich; the 
gazelles are hunters espying the hearts, while the she-camels 
are mothers tending their young.

The images of the second hemistich revolve around 
attributes of the eye (txn, frawar) and are related in content. 
The virgins seen in the distance, and the beautiful eyes and
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conversation of the damsels are equally enchanting and
deceptive.
Lines 3-4 and 7-8: The couplets also correspond* The 
ignorance (ma darat) of the atlal is supplanted by the callous
ness of the damsels, the poetrs burning desire (uwar) contrasted 
with their contentment (ridan).

The images of lines 4 and 8 contrast frustration and 
fulfilment, sense of hearing and smell. The calumniators find 
ears to listen, the gazelles, kindling desire with their scent, 
remain unattainable. Both images precede a portrayal of the 
poetTs suffering;

w tv
 ̂ I La Ijj L-H4-*-v CU9 O trtiSS ; 1 Lo I C

Oil?  L—- C I  u) 1 j I ,J^o A

Apart from the semantic parallelism between individual 
lines, the contrasting relationship between the two initial 
couplets is resumed in the antithesis between the two halves 
of the quatrain; its development moves from tenderness and 
motherly care to callousness and exploitation*

The hemistich 8b, singled out by the syntactic struc
ture of the quatrain, relates back to all three parts of the
nasib. It sums up the poet’s fate.

In line two, the damsels are gazelles lying in ambush
(dawarin lil-qulubi); they proceed to chase the poet (sidnaka,
5) and succeed in wounding his heart;

Cause and effect are related in the inversion of the sound 
pattern from dawarin lil-qulubi to lil-humumi sawari.

Line 8b also resumes the imagery of lines 3b and 4b. 
There, the poet’s grief and passion is portrayed as an emotion
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of internal torment. The image in 8b adds to this the sexual
note already implicit in tabnl tala in line 6: because of the
connotations of sara, the picture of accumulated sorrow evokes

•\the idea of physical frustration*
The interpretation of the image recalls Bu^turxls 

nasib in text I. The poet*s inability to shed tears could be 
seen as an expression of sexual impotence to be overcome
subsequently in the power of the prince who causes blood and

2water to flow.
The thematic elements and development of this nasib 

thus follow a well-known pattern. It centres on the isolated 
suffering of the poet: all ties of communication are ruptured,
only evil finds response, and all pleasure is but that of his 
tormentors.

5.4.3. Sections B, C, and D
In discussing the development of the remainder of 

the poem, I follow the pattern laid out in the thematic chart* 
Sections B, C, and D each consist of three subsections related 
in their sequence. The first, B1 , C1 , and D1 pictures the 
activity of human beings or animals, presenting their unawarene 
or mortality and exposing man's unthinking belief in profit and 
gain.

The next step, B2, C2, and D2, follows with the poet* 
contemplation of the manifestations of life* Knowing about 
death, he sees all its diversity levelled to insignificance by 
the rule of transience.

The third subsection, B3, C3, and D3, expresses the 
conclusion drawn from this contemplation of karma: time will
1 Used in.reference to water, milk, or seminal fluid, sara, in 
its transitive sense, means "to confine and collect so that the 
3.iquid remains and stagnates for long" (See Lane under sara; 
see also sariya, saran, and saryan ).
2 See 2,1 .2.
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ravage all.
(a ) The first subsection: B1 , C1 , D1

j U  ,Jj
B1

C1

D1

i j ? j  ̂ j)-d ^^J.S-LI  ̂ t3  ̂ ^  IjjXiJ I ĵ.9 1 *

\̂ Ŝ j i — -o lJ I— ij j. lo   ̂ C '£l  ̂ d l l 1 1 1

^S j \t)S- ^  i j  L ^ —U  ^  L ^ ~ J S J J I m  I  ( . j j j  I j - j r J  1

{■S'j I c ^ *  cr«»l-* * j U J  Ijj  ̂ .-̂ lj^ -1  1 1?^ ^  ^

 ̂ ^ * I?* /
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Even a cursory glance at these lines reveals their 
relationship in content. Lines 9, 16, and 22 all have animals 
as part of their imagery (cf. especially nusur (16) and qawari 
(22a)), and all portray one aspect of life depreciated by 
another. Line 9 achieves this by jinas; the maidens vanish
as their rings and anklets are associated with the nose-rings
of the camels (bura), the attractions of ghada (young woman) 
ocwrcome by the plainness of ghawadl (camels).

Similarly, the power of the flying eagles (tawa;ir) 
is overshadowed by the fates hovering above., them (tawari)..

■}Jmas has the same function again in line 22; the jinSs tamm 
between gawari (birds of augury) and qawari (giving hospitality) 
sardonically pinpoints the absurdity of the augurers* hopes.

Lines 10, 17, and 23 also share a common theme.
In all three, the imagery draws on commerce to portray the 
vanity of human possessions; man is trading in evil (10), all 
his possessions are but borrowed items (17); in line 23, the 
riders are "seekers of wealth".

Paronomasia again marks the thematic progression; 
the words denoting the item of possession are part of a jinas tamm
(sbiwar (10); *awariyy (17a); akwari (rhyme word of 23)).
Their phonological counterparts express the relationship between 

Cf. Mehren, op. cit ., pp. 154 f.
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these goods and man: shawari (10) refers to his desire for gain 
'awari (17b), by contrast, points to the loss of all possessions 
Both aspects are combined in line 23: tulub al-ghina recalls
shawari in line 1 0, dhahib al-akwar resumes the suggestion of
loss in line 17 ( 1 awari ).

This treatment of the notions of loss and acquisition 
is a first indication of the technique of thematic development 
in the three final sections of the poem: B and C introduce
contrasting aspects of an idea which are summarised in D.

Finally, lines 10 and 23 are related in their setting 
as they portray man as riders journeying on camels. The 
spatial notions of high and low link the three couplets:

. - L
Sj Jo  ̂*1
J  I j j - S 'V I  J s .  c r  .  .  .  Y  T

(b) The second subsection: B2 , C2, D2

B2

C2

11
1 bU Ij 1 1 La UjdT i r

vSj y L-s-J \ JJU 3 0L-̂-J j -j  ,jUjJ 1 Lj l ) A
o <jp ̂ jy. Lj.9 d-j-9 1 "1

J  ljj_sd 15* JJ ^ f <Jl1 ij 1 i ** O-jJ t i
J \jyi ■ J) ( JjlU- ^  Li) I <_£ blq tj j J liuj TO

D2

The couplets present a vision of creation under the
impact of death centring on the leitmotif of the equalisation
of opposites. Line 11b alludes to the rule of death: "the
horses will be exhibited on the showground", meaning that the
true core of life— mortality— will inevitably be shared by 

1everyone. Line 12 continues the allusive mode by negative
1 On thrs use of mishwar, see also poem RI, line 13 (Luzumiyyat, vol. I. p. 336.
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assertion of the power of death: "the beasts on the hills of
Shaba shall not escape",

The corresponding couplet in section C presents a 
vision of the coming and passing of humanity: their scintil
lating multitude is likened to bubbles on the surface of a 
flowing river, Yura laha is as if in response to la-tuha^anna 
presenting what is seen on the showground. In the same way as 
complaint (shikaya) and lowing (khuwar) make no difference to 
the approach of death, so also the intermingling and changing 
"shapes of man" inexorably flow into disappearance.

The third couplet develops this vision of mortality: 
in the ceaseless flow of forms, all individuality and value 
are rendered meaningless. Significant here is the equation 
of dhu al-giba and akhx al-nuha, young lover and man of under
standing. The two are opposites in the gasIda* s catalogue of 
virtue, and the poet*s calling upon himself not to succumb to 
lowliness by complaining about his sorrow (la tashkuwanna 11 ) 
can be seen as recourse to understanding, reason (nuha) after 
the failure of youthful love (siba).

The world which presents itself to the scrutiny of 
reason is one in which virtue is perceived to mean no more than 
vice, strength and power no more than pliancy and weakness.

The development of imagery in the three couplets is 
similar to that in the first subsection. Again the third 
couplet resumes and joins together elements of the first and 
second. The pastoral scene with the "hills of Shaba" (ha^b) and 
the "soft sand-dunes" (naqa khawwar) reappears in line 25 in 
the sturdy mountain (j.abal) and the surging sea (zakhir mawwar ) 
Hills and sand-dunes are a setting for the animals threatened 
by death; in line 25, the inorganic forms of nature themselves
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become subject to the power of time.
Line 25 thus refers back to the first couplet.

Line 24, on the other hand, develops the theme of the second 
which relates to the mortality of man. In the uniform anony
mous progression of humanity through time, vice and virtue, 
good and bad, love and reason, cancel each other.

Thus couplet D2 sums up the two previous couplets, 
seeing man and nature equally levelled by death.
(c) The third subsection; B3, C3, D3

j  b^r J ^  o  4? - J L> k dj V  ^ U a m JJ I \ r

^  I ^ It. vOW I c~ld 1 i

j  J j — L  ^fvSJLl I ji- L j J  1 O q 0 % \ *
« * 

j \y M  V I  L  J - J 3 J  1 ^ j j ) Ltut J - j T  ^ ,.C'j *Jl1 1 ^  t T  *

^  J_sd 1 c b l j i .0 j_«w t^jb j  ^ r  1
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The three subsections all start with a verb in the
third person singular perfect (ri ta, a 'ya, jarat) which places
man (labib, musawir, anam) in the context of death (mashib,
sawar al-dahr, qadaya._; . umdiyat). The difference in tone
reflects the stages of the poem1s development: the awareness
of mortality is unfolded, from sorrowful allusion (B3), to
tragic certainty (C3) and cynic detachment (D3).

The tristich B3 resumes the allusive mood of the two
previous couplets, developing the theme of mortality from, and
in response to, the traditional motifs of the nasib.

Hoariness, al-mashib, is one of the themes of the
1strophe frequently combined with the nasib, and intigal liwar 

recalls the theme of firaq, the beloved1s departure from the

1 See, e.g., texts IV, 17-21, VII, 6.
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camp site.
Line 12 contrasts with the nasib in the manner of 

the antistrophe: the lover, blinded by passion, is replaced
by al-lablb, the man of understanding. (The word may be taken 
as a synonym of *aiqil in the lexicon of the Luzumiyyat. ) The 
traditional break of communication in the nasib (3) and the 
corresponding success of evil (4) are overcome in the under
standing of the man of reason. He is aware of the approach of 
death, the final separation, and takes heed of the warning.

This emendation of the ills of the nasib— blind 
passion and isolated suffering--in the antistrophe does not, as 
in the panegyric, lead to a reaffirmation of life. Reason, on 
the contrary, perceives death as the true cause of the suffer
ing of love.

In the eye of reason, "intigal .jiwaru is not a per
sonal experience affecting only the lover1s self, but the 
common fate of man which is observed continuously and gives 
rise to rational thought. The fruit of speculation is 
expressed in the_next line which evokes the memory of the 
beloved:

W Q C. £
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The white skinned beauty of Nawar and her companions 
(bid. 2), and the poet’s white hair (mashib, 13) are joined in 
the image of the white flowers (nawwar--NB. the alliteration 
to NawSr). All are manifestations of beauty and signs of death. 
In the sorrowful realisation of mortality brought about by 
hoariness lies, however, the release from the enslavement of 
passion and the beginning of the asceticfs detachment.

The development reaches its term with line 1 6 which 
wonders at man’s annihilation. The imagery still recalls the
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nasib, evoking the deserted dwellings with their connotations 
of departure, emptiness, and memory. The intense grief of 
the nasib, however, is tempered by the insight of reason: the
trauma of loss and sorrow is perceived to be the common lot of 
man.

In section C, the awareness of death gained from the 
experience of the love and old age is proclaimed openly. The 
intimate tone and the relatively simple, unadorned language 
of the tristich are followed abruptly by the portentuous grav
ity of lines 16/17. Next, humanity as a whole is seen at the 
mercy of time, and finally, in couplet C3, time and fate are 
fully visualised in their cruelty and power. The heroic style 
of the couplet, its martial imagery and its highly patterned 
sound structure all differ from the restrained mood of the 
tristich above.

The prevailing mood in the final section is one of 
sardonic detachment characteristic of many poems of, the 
Luzumiyyat. Lines 22 and 23 have a ring of satire, and line 
26 brings the poem to a close with irony and condensed power. 
It recapitulates the general conclusion on the mortality of 
man with a single statement which unmistakeably embodies the 
final message. Here the grief of love and death is overcome, 
the detachment from the "world of becoming and decay” complete

5.4.4. Summary
The three stages of argument along which the three 

final sections of the poem progress can be summarised as 
Presentation (of an aspect of life--B1 , C1 , D1 ), Contemplation 
(of the changeability and transience of the forms of life 
--B2, C2, D2) and Conclusion (on the universal mortality of 
being--B3, C3, D3). The diminishing length of the concluding
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one line, conveys the increasing certainty and absoluteness of 
the conclusion; the mood develops from one of sympathetic 
sorrow to tragic certainty and, finally, to terseness and 
detachment.

A return to the structure of the nasib shows that 
its three subsections follow the same pattern of development.
The "visual” imagery of the first couplet has been discussed: 
it presents (/arada) the damsels as a source of suffering and 
threat. The second couplet is reflective: it contemplates
the hidden suffering of the poet.

There is a significant grammatical link between this 
couplet and its counterpart in section B (i.e., couplet B2).
Both contain verbs in the first and second person singular 
referring to the poet: la tashkuwanna resumes al-wujd minka
(11/4), Hlaytu resumes uwari (12/3). The poet * s suffering abate 
as he contemplates the forms of life in their change.

As to the quatrain of the nasib,it anticipates the 
conclusions on mortality by a portrayal of the metaphorical 
death brought about by unhappy love. It is kindled by the 
damsels whose qualities mirror the traditional attributes of 
al-dunyai in the zuhdiyya canon. Like al-dunya, they are 
deceitful and predatory, and hide suffering and death behind 
a mask of passing beauty* They are not merely representatives

•jof "womankind" but symbolise the nature of this world:

As a result, this gasIda can be interpreted as 
tracing the gradual emancipation of the individual from the 
deceptive sorrows of life. It pictures the gradual rise of
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the ascetic, zahid, whose insight engenders detachment from 
the world.

The nasib represents the elementary stage: man is
blindly involved with the deceptive temptations of the world. 
The folly of passion makes him a helpless prey at the hand of 
al-dunya.

Section B is the first stage of detachment. Through 
the scrutiny of reason, man is freed from his enslavement by 
the physical forms; he understands the suffering of love as 
induced by the existence of death.

Section C proclaims the certainty of transience on 
a universal scale with newly found vigour and heightened 
detachment: the shapes of mankind, ashbauh nas (18) &
distant melee.

In section D, detachment reaches its final stage. 
Freed even from the suffering of death, the individual ironic
ally contemplates the triviality of being. He perceives that 
even reason weighs no more than passion in the face of time. 
The conclusion is powerful and self-assured; it lacks all 
self-pity. The ascetic's renunciation of the world is con
tained in the final categorical negative: bi aswarin wa la
aswari (26).

5.4.5. Structural Counterpoint
(a) A note on morphology

The intricacy of the poem's structure, suggested by 
the stringency of the style, appears fully when the incidences 
of morphological parallelism are observed. Unlike Abu 
11-'Atahiya1s zuhdiyya analyzed above, morphological and seman
tic structure do not completely coincide but differ in such a 
way as to suggest an alternative arrangement of lines which
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gives a no less coherent picture of the poetic development.
The complexity of the work precludes here a compre

hensive analysis of its morphological features. For the sake 
of clarity, I will single out only the most important aspect 
by following up the occurence of two verb forms: the third per
son singular feminine of the perfect (fa *alat) and the third per
son plural feminine of the perfect and imperfect (fa*alna, 
yaf'alna) with its corresponding pronoun hunna. They are 
morphological markers and appear several times.

Both are introduced in the.nasib, which agrees with 
theory stipulated above that the strophe contains the major

•jformal elements of a gasIda.
Third person Feminine Plural: It first appears in the first
line of the poem in reference to the maidens (*aradna). The 
quatrain of the nasib repeats it four times in the same con
text. The next occurrence of the form in line 10 shows how 
couplet B1 is skilfully constructed out of the grammatical 
elements of the preceding quatrain.

reflects in form and metrical position yar * amna and yalv abna.
Wa fawqahS. echoes wa innama (6); the complementary parallelism 
ghawSdin/sawarI recalls that in lines 2 and 6. Finally, the 
syntax of 1 Ob is analogous to 8b (plural noun plus idafa, 
preposition li plus noun and fawatil form).

from the immedicately preceding and following subsections (B3 
and C3) by the fact that all principal subjects are plural

■Jjj I (j

Faj *al resumes the imperative of line 5,

Couplets C1 and C2 (16/17 and 18/19) are distinguished
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nouns (nusur, maqadir , 1 awari, jus uni, ashbah, as opposed to
lablb , bayawan, man in B3 and sawar, khalll, qadar in 03).

With the plural nouns goes the reappearance of the
third person feminine plural. It establishes a link to lines 5-1 0
£awqahunna (16) echoes yurqilna . . . wa fawqaha in line 10,
underlining the semantic relationship between couplets B1 and 
01 .1

Line 1 9 resumes the grammatical form for the last
time; yukhlitna occupies the same metrical position at the
beginning of the line as the morphological markers in lines 
6, 7, and 10.
Third Person Feminine Singular Perfect: This form also is
introduced in the nasib: see darat and sadafat in lines three
and four. It is not repeated, however, till the end of the 
work where it occurs six times: baludat (21 ), zaiarat (22),
fakkarat and ga'adat (23). iarat and umdiyat (26)■■■■ i     —  i ■■■ i     n \ / * mr*■ hwfcowJBahMTw \ / *

The ingenious coherence of the poem becomes apparent 
when the position of the couplets or lines singled out by the 
morphological markers is compared to the semantic subdivision. 
While the feminine plural rules the middle portion of the poem, 
the feminine singular, introduced at the beginning, dominates 
the end.

Morphological and semantic subdivision correspond in 
the nas^b. In the remaining sections, the interplay between 
them serves to facilitate the thematic transition. Couplet 
B1 is dominated by the marker of the preceding quatrain but 
introduces a new section in the poem's development. Similarly, 
couplet C3 concludes the third section while ba %udat anticip
ates the form of zajarat at the beginning of the fourth.
\ ! ‘ ' ' ' ' ' “See above, pp. 228 f.
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The morphological markers thus serve as links between 
sections A and B (yai 'alna) and C and D (iaj_alat).
(b) Three key couplets

I will conclude the discussion of the poem1s semantic 
structure by pointing to the relationship between three 
couplets— A1 , B2, and C3-~which provides a counterpoint to the 
structure that has emerged so far.

Lj~0  ̂ ^ ̂ L-w • I ^
 jj uU L̂ —. j—■ hJaJJ ^ I ̂ J • Y

A1

B2

C3

L-*^  ̂ d i  J  1— iwj li-4» in f.Lh i ij  I V   ̂ )

w

I IslJ (j £U Ls C5̂  ̂̂   ̂  ̂̂ i 1. t. ■■ a O44JI  ̂ t

* B  ̂ * j VI l.L’L’1̂  I <3tA? L«* J*- j J  I ̂  *«  ̂*
^  t ^ j L l  lj J.5 (j  Jl̂ J 1 ^  <i.b\jsc- X 1
The couplets are the only ones to contain proper 

names: Nawar and Dawar in A1 , Shaba in B2, the kunya Abu
■j

11-MighwSr ("the great raider11) in C3. The imagery also shares
certain features evoking hunting and war scenes: dawarin li,

2"lying in wait for", mana * a , "to protect", a vya, "to ward off",
rama, "to shoot", and aghara *ala, "to invade, attack".

Like the names, the images suggest a pre-Islamic 
context. Those in lines 2 and 12 are reminiscent of the hunting 
scenes in the ancient gasIdas while line 21 suggests a Bedouin raid.

These features are examples of the archaic flavour 
of the poem as a whole, but they are also signs of a special
f~     — "-r”1 — —— —

Abu '1-Mxghwar was the kunya of Malik b. Nuwayra. His memory 
is celebrated in a number of famous elegies by his brother 
Mutammim. (See Noldelce, Beitrage zur Kenntuis der Poesie der 
alten Araber (Hanover, 1864), pp. 87 ff,)
2 See also bid in line 2 which in other contexts denotes the 
(white) swords:

L̂y—̂ 3  ̂c^ * * oJj ^ I  L L
(See Mehren, op. cit., p. 163; the line is attributed to Abu 
Tammam.)
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link between the three couplets. A1 , B2, and C3 punctuate 
decisive stages in the poemfs development.

In B2 the threat represented by the “gazelles" in 
Al is countered by the realisation that they themselves will 
be the victims of a stronger foe. This is suggested by the 
parallelism between 2b and 12b:

^ Ijj J ^ bL ♦ * * T
j I LajJ *̂7 n  ^   ̂ Y

The gazelles (mahan) in Al and the wild animals 
(awabid) in B2 appear in a similar setting, except that the 
former are ready for attack (dawarin li) while the others are 
defenceless victims (ioa mana'a).

That the meaning of awabid may include an allusion 
to mahan is also suggested by the repetition of *arada in lines 
1 and 11 . The "gazelles" appear (*aradna) as a deadly threat 
while the "horses" will be made to appear (la-tuha^anna ) on 
the showground to be selected by death.

Consistent with this interpretation is the contextual 
antithesis between mahan and khayl: the former, usually the
victim, appear as the hunter, while the latter, usually assoc
iated with war and victory, are exposed to death. Both 
inversions are also found in other poems.

So couplets A1 and B2 are linked: the poet consoles 
himself with the thought that his tormentors will, like all 
other forms of life, one day themselves be made to suffer.

What B2 expresses only in the negative (ma mana'a) 
is asserted positively in couplet C3. The two lines spell out 
what has remained suggestion and allusion up to that point: 
the victory of death.

Couplets A1 and B2 portray an impending hostile en
counter from two contrasting angles, focusing once on the
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attacker (dawarin li), once on the victim (ma mana* a ) . The 
two aspects are combined in couplet C3: mana * a is resumed in
a 1ya, dawarin in rama, thus marking the release and consumation 
of the destruction that remains potential in the images above. 
The death of Abu '1-Mighwar mirrors and outstrips the threat 
of death represented by Nawar: fate, al-qadar, is seen in
command.

The position of the three key couplets A1, B2, and 
C3 in the development of the poem as a whole gives another 
picture of the intricate coherence of the work. Their positions 
align themselves with the semantic subsections: one forms the 
beginning, the other the middle, and the third the end of a 
movement 0

The morphological features discussed, as well as the 
semantic sequence represented by the key-couplets, suggest, 
furthermore, an alternative sectional arrangement which is as 
symmetric as the semantic subsections discussed above. For 
lines 5-15 and 16-26 mirror one another in their development:

lines 1 -4 
(4 lines)

lines 5-15 
(11 lines)

Sections

A1
A2
A3
B1
B2
B3

Number of 
lines

iL
4
2
2

C1 C2
C3
D1

D2 D3

lines 1 6-26 
(11 lines)

A3 and C1~C2 are linked by the morphological marker 
third person feminine plural. B1 and C3 are linked by paronom
asia based on the qafiya with the letter sin (siwaray, sawari 
in line 9; sawar, musawir and uswar in line 20). The same 
sound formation concludes the poem (aswar in line 26).
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The four couplets B1 , B2, C3, and D1 , also relate
crosswise. The transformation in D1 of themes and images of

•jB1 has been discussed above; C3 and B2 are linked by therr 
function as key-couplets. C3, the third key-couplet, is thus 
of particular importance, concluding two semantic developments, 
as well as resuming morphological and phonological features 
and thereby introducing the finale.

B3 and the triad D2-D3 are linked phonologically by th 
absence of paronomasia and semantically by their conclusions 
on mortality, presenting the theme from the angle of the per
sonal and specific in one case (B3), from the angle of the 
impersonal and general in the other (D2-D3). Couplets A1 and 
A2 in their parallelism and contrast can be seen to anticipate 
the links between the two longer parts.

Altogether, the possibility of two alternative sub
divisions bears witness of the multiple relations between the 
individual couplets. For most of the subsections are semantic
ally and syntactically independent units which do not relate 
by sharing one specific subject or by tracing a development in 
time. Instead, their interrelations are based on echoes and 
anticipations of images and linguistic features.

This enables each subsection to be simultaneously 
beginning, climax, and conclusion of a certain development.

The resulting impression on the listener is one of 
a number of powerful individual statements fused together by 
a multidimensional pattern which can only be sensed but not 
followed in detail because of its complexity.

5.4.6. Phonological Features
I have left discussion of phonological interplay, the

See pp. 228 f.
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most conspicuous aspect of the poem, last, in order to show 
that the work’s coherence does not suffer from linguistic 
embellishment. Yet the meaning of the work is inseparable 
from its sound structure.

£

J lj| J t,*J " *L̂ " J| U-* j *jA_£- O j—isJ 1 j T

Two types of sound relationships govern these lines. 
One depends on the qafiya, and I will call it 11 external 
assonance". The other establishes a sound pattern within the 
line which contrasts and complements the external assonance.
To this I will refer as "internal assonance".

External assonance is achieved by the series of jinas, 
from Nawaru and bawari to Dawari. The sound echoes between 
*aradna, bidun, linun and *a^ni are the most important internal 
assonance. The sound pattern of the couplet can be described 
as a subtle exchange between the two types of assonance. The 
link between them is the letter which precedes the qafiya

•*“  ■■UMimiii iwinp|iiwj>w

"wari", henceforth called "key letter". It changes twice, 
from nun to ba* and from ba* to dal.
From nun to ba*

The progressive sound metamorphosis which produces 
the rhyme word bawari appears when juxtaposing the members of 
the fourfold jinas in line 1.

A.-Nawaru and anwari share hamza and nun but differ 
in case ending. The change from damma to kasra introduces the 
c|afi^a.

(Sana*1-) anwari and (mina ;1-) bawari share article 
and case ending, but ba*replaces hamza and nun. This marks a 
second step towards the emergence of the final rhyme word.
(Min al-) bawari and (’aradna ) bawarl are identical except for
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article and length of final kasra. Thus the rhyme word bawarI 
develops in successive stages out of its three predecessors 
in alliteration.

Internal assonance is the substratum of this process. 
The letter ba', taken up by the final rhyme word, is first 
introduced by the sound complex tuhsabu min sana in line 1a,
The nun, replaced by ba' in the sequence of jinas, last appears 
in 'aradna.

Thus the letter ba1 moves from internal to external 
assonance (tuhsabu— al-bawari— bawari), while the letter nun 
is subject to the opposite process; it changes from external 
to internal assonance (a-Nawaru— sana '1-anwari--min al-bawari 
“- 1aradna bawari ).
From ba* to dal

The emergence of Daw&r as rhyme word of line 2 is 
brought about by the same process. Again internal assonance 
introduces the new key letter dal (* aradna--bidun---dawarin ) 
and echoes the old (bawarl“~bldun---bi~dawwarin).

The background to this exchange is the sequence of 
internal assonance from varadna to bidun, 'inun bi and 1 ayni.
It is the counterpoint to the external assonance between dawarin, 
dawwarin, and Dawari.

Other subtler echoes and touches of alliteration 
complete the web of sound which links the two lines. There is 
the mlm/nun interplay in line one (min...min...mahan); there 
is the resumption in line two of nun, ha1, and alif in annaha; 
there is the alliteration based on sln/fatha in line 1a 
(tubs abu/s anal) which balances that betweek kaf and qaf in line 
2a.

The second couplet of the nasib Is linked to the first
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by the continuation of the interplay between internal and 
external assonance: the key letter of line three, hamza, is
anticipated in couplet A1 by a, anwar, and annaha, and resumed 
in line 4 by amma.

F a , on the other hand, key letter of line 4, is 
anticipated by fi in line 3 and echoed by fabtakir in line 5.

In this way the sound structure continues. Its pat
tern is so tightly woven, its flow so carefully balanced that 
the impression is one of highest formal control. Alliteration 
appears to be no embellishment at all, but rather the expression 
of a stylistic economy which refrains from widening the sound 
palette beyond the absolute minimum.

w  ^

l,$_J ij L a ^  jjii ijjJs 1 t * jO Mlmm(J I d Ji< ) *1

In this line a maximum of meaning is forged out of a minimum 
variety of sound. Alliteration and paronomasia make the words
define one another with the greatest concreteness.

1 . .A line by Abu Tammam quoted above describes a similar
picture:

m
(Jjsi Ijjj * L jJ I oJJJ?

The rhetorical impact of the tawriyya resides in the•> m i ii m m  m ■mu m  niii i r  li i r

sensational nature of the image. The circumstantial details, 
’’being overshadowed in the forenoon” and ’’feeding on blood” , 
give meaning and power to *igban.

Ma'arrl’s line does not produce a spectacular context 
to define nusur. Its expressive power resides exclusively in 
the tension created by the Juxtaposition of words of similar 
sound and different meaning. With the morphological and 
phonological resumption of nusur in wukur, tawai ir in maqadir, 
a pattern is created which one expects to continue with a third

See above, p. 98.
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similarly related pair. Instead, the pattern is broken by 
the rhyme word: fawqihinna and tawari do not relate like the
two previous pairs, and tawari in irregular sequence echoes 
tawajjLr, without resuming the morphological congruence. The 
semantic pointe of the line resides precisely in the same 
feature: the outstripping ox "tawa/ir11 by Mtawarl'' .

Adorning circumstance is thus left our altogether.
The sound pattern ties the words together and heightens their 
meaning so that the barren image acquires gigantic power 
through formal constraint.
(b) * Atomistic alliteration

The last three lines are relatively devoid of jinas 
and there is no jinas tamm except for line 26. Nevertheless, 
the sound structure of the lines is no less involved than that 
of the nasib, but it aims at the opposite effect. At the begin
ning, the high degree of paronomasia makes numerous words sound 
alike so that their individuality of meaning is stressed by 
contrast with their homonymity of sound. In the final lines, 
however, the phonological patterning is restricted to an inter
play of vowels, letters and rhythm designed to emphasise the 
meaning of a word by stressing its individuality of sound,
This technique which I hope to explain in the following pages 
I call atomistic alliteration.

The phonological leitmotif of lines 21 to 26 is 
the interplay between kaf and cjaf, The combination occurs 
frequently in the course of the poem (see 2a, 10/11 , and 16) 
but it is nowhere more prominent than at the end. Introduced 
by ghazatuka and padaran in line 21 , the letters are part of 
the two jinas tamm in the following couplet. External asson
ance is dominated by qaf in line 22 (qawari), line 23 resumes
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kaf (fakkarat, akwar) with qaf as a counterpart in qa1adat.
Kaf is resumed in line 24 (hukm, ka) and both are 

combined again in line 25 (;yucjalu, aqam, ka) . In the final 
line, qaf is repeated twice more (qadaya, suduq).

Line 24 is thus incorporated into the dominant sound 
development by repetition of the letter kaf„ As a unit, the 
line exhibits a meticulous sound balance which typifies the 
technique of atomistic alliteration. It is characterised by 
the fact that the various phonological features of a word—  
vowels, consonants, and rhythm--do not relate to one other 
word as is the case with normal jinas. Instead, each phono
logical element links up with a different word in the line so 
that the resulting sound structure is both varied and balanced.

To a certain extent, this technique applies to most 
poetry but in this work it appears to be used in deliberate 
contrast to jinas proper.
1 . The words in line 24 can be divided into groups according 
to their rhythmical and/or morphological pattern.
(i) There are three nouns that follow the patterns fi 11, 
fa11 and fu/1:

a JJ
(ii) There are three nouns with a weak third radical:

•!
(iii) There are two nouns with an alif between second and 
third radical:

j h * o 1J Z
(iv) There are two words consisting only of consonant and 
long vowel:

3 ̂
With the exception of alif and alif maqsura, the



nouns of these groups hardly share a consonant or vowel. Each 
of the nouns in groups (i) and (ii) start with a different 
vowel, and the only consonant repeated within a group is 
inlm (i) .

The relations based on consonants and vowels 
align the words in different ways altogether.
2. It is interesting to note that with the exception of 
fa', the consonants that are not repeated are all gutturals: 
haj_, sad, kha' , and J^ayn. All others occur at least twice.

The following sequence is arranged according to the 
order of appearance of the consonants (waw excepted):

nun: nadb hidan nuha
dal: nadb hidan
bJLL: nadb §iba
kaf: hukm ka ka
mim: hukm dhimr
haj^: hidan nuha
dhal: dhu dhimr
ra h  dhimr * uwwar

With the exception of hukm and dhimr, this alignment 
does not coincide with the one above, nor are the words 
related by their vowel structure. On the contrary: all words
that share a consonant start with a different vowel.

The alignment, however, does create a pattern within 
the line. The alliterations based on nun, haj_ and dal , and 
dhal and ra' link the two hemistichs crosswise:
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3. The vowel harmony of the line appears designed to create 
the utmost variety. I will only point to the threefold inter
change between kasra and <^amma which structures the vowel 
pattern of the line.

In the first hemistich, the long kasra of f x
anticipates the short kasra of hidan. The short damma of
l^ukm, on the other hand, anticipates the long damma of dhu.
Thus long and short, kasra and damma are symmetrically 
combined:

fx hukm al-hidani wa dhu 
A variation of the same process links the two 

hemistichs. The long damma of dhu anticipates the short ^amma 
of nuha, while the long kasra of akhx echoes the short kasra
of sib a*. The alif maqsura links nuha and siba:

wa dhus-siba ka-akhxn-nuha 
The two final words of the second hemistich are 

linked by a similar vocalic inversion:
wadh-dhimru kal- 'uwwari

4. Summary
The sound of each individual word in line 24 is 

thus thrown into relief because each phonological level estab
lishes a sound pattern of its own and no one sound relationship 
dominates another.

The fact that the gutteral consonants are not 
repeated stresses the individual sound quality of the words, 
while the sheer juxtaposition of nouns in three nominal 
sentences creates a feeling of conciseness and control.

(c) Alternation between paronomasia and atomistic alliteration 
It is clear upon first reading that the phonological 

structure of the poem is not uniform. The nasib and the first



two couplets of section B all exhibit jinas . 3o do couplets 
C1 , C3, Dl , and the final line.

The central tristich (B3), however, and couplets C2 and 
D2 are constructed on the basis of atomistic alliteration.

So the sound structure becomes more varied towards 
the end because of the alternation between the two types of 
phonological texture. Furthermore, in the second half of 
the poem, even couplets dominated by Jinas do not share the 
homogeneity of sound of the first ten lines.

The transition from j;â  to xayn in couplet C1 , for 
instance, is not developed with the same subtlety by internal 
assonance as the transitions from nun to ba* , alif, and f&' 
in the first four lines of the nasib . Couplet C3 does not 
contain a jinas tamm. The transition from qaf to kaf in the 
rhyme of couplet D1 recalls the transition from sin to sad 
and shin in lines 8-1 0, but the two elements of jinas tamm 
in line 23 are both in the same hemistich which does not occur 
anywhere in the first half of the poem. The same also applies 
to the last line.

Atomistic alliteration, on the other hand, becomes 
more prominent towards the end. In the nasib, it functions 
purely as internal assonance subservient to the interplay of 
jinas tamm. With the end of section B it becomes an independ
ent principle of construction which brings the poem to its 
climax in the concluding lines.

This suggests something about the relationship 
between sound structure and semantic structure. I have des
cribed the poem as tracing the gradual emancipation of the 
ascetic through a deepening vision of the insignificance of 
the world. The nasib, which describes man enslaved by al-dunya,
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is the section most dominated by external assonance. The 
constant recurrence of the patterns awa and awarl creates a 
sombre rhythm which drowns the individual word as it struggles 
to assert its meaning in the face of an all-pervasive 
monotony. A tension is created between heterogeneity of 
meaning and homogeneity of sound.

The nasib is the passage in which the sensuous diver
sity of the world is experienced most intensely. At the end 
of the poem, however, the variety and multitude of al-dunya 
is perceived to be meaningless. The sound structure of the 
lines which develop this vision (13-15; 18-19; 24-25) is
the one least dominated by jinas. So the words* individual 
sound character is most pronounced in lines which describe all 
individual phenomena as equally insignificant. This evidently 
applies to line 24 in particular.

There is thus a contrasting relationship between 
sound and meaning in the poem: the experience of multiformity
is made to sound monotonous, the vision of monotony described 
with multiformity of sound.

5.4.7. Metrical Features
The poem is composed in the catalectic trimeter of 

kamil. In the following metrical chart, the letters "a” and 
nbM stand for the accepted variants of the metre:

b --------------- -

A hemistich may consist of eight possible combin
ations of nalt and/or Mbfl. These can be designated with the 
capital letters A to H:
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b b a A a a b E
b a a B a b b F
a b a C b a b G
a a a 0 b b b H

All these variants are found in poems of this 
metre, even though some, like A and B, appear to be more

-jfrequent than others. Text XXV exhibits seven of these 
variants (A-G) which are distributed as follows:

Section A

Section

Section C

Section D

1 a a b a a a E D
2 b b a b b a A A
3 b b a b b a A A
4 b b a b b a A A
5 a b a b b a C A
6 b b b a a A B
7 b b a a a a A D
8 b a a a a a B D
9 b b a a b a A C

1 0 b a a b b a B A
11 b a a a b b B F
1 2 b a a b a b B G
1 3 b a. a, b a a B B
1 4 b a a a b b B F
1 5 a a a b b a D A
1 6 b a a a b a B C
1 7 b b a b b a A A
1 8 b b a b a a A B
1 9 b a a b b a B A
20 b b a a a b A E
21 b a a a a b B E
22 a b a b a a C B
23 b a b b a b G G
24 b b a a b b A F
25 a a b a a b E E
26 a b a a b b C F

1 The frequency of the eight hemistich patterns m  text I 
as follows: A-1 0; B-26; C-12; D-9; E-3; F-3; G-1 0; H
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The frequency distribution of the hemistich patterns 
in the four sections is illustrated in the following diagram:

1 0

9

8

7

6

5

4

3
, CEFG2

CE DCG AB1

0 DFGFG
Section Section Section Section
A B C D

Diagram and metrical chart together illustrate the
structural function of the seven hemistich variants. Pattern 
A and B alternate in their frequency in the first three sec
tions; the first and third are dominated by A, the second by
B. Initially the most frequent patterns, they are the most 
infrequent in the final section where neither occurs more than 
once.

Pattern C functions as sectional marker, appearing 
in the first line of sections B, C, and D, as well as intro
ducing the quatrain (section A3) and concluding the poem, 
(Observe the regularity in the pattern sequence of lines 5, 9, 
16, and 22.)



Pattern D occurs only in the- first half of the
' .r

poem. t { is found in the first line as well as in the con-
y ielusions of sections A and B, Its counterpart is pattern. E: / 

together with -D, it is introduced in the first linq bf the 
poem and concludes the two sections of the second half.
(Observe the regularity in the pattern sequence of lines 7-8 
and 20-21.)

Patterns P and G are only found in the second and'' 
the final sections. Together with E they end on foot Jrbn . 
Patterns of this type are much less frequent throughout the 
poem than those ending on "a" (12 opposed to 40), a fact 
which gives them special importance. It comes as no surprise.,
to find that line 11 , the first in the poem to end on foot -

/
MbM , is also the first to be marked by the abserice of jinas 
tamm as well as the first to introduce the Abstract realis
ation of the fact of mortality:

The prominence in the final section of hemistich
patterns ending on "b" (6 out of 10) is of great significance

..yfor the metric development. As is evident from the diagram, 
patterns most frequent at the beginning are most infrequent at 
the end and vice versa. Variety is also drastically increased: 
section A with 8 lines contains 5 hemistich variants, as 
opposed to 6 in the five lines of section D. Furthermore, 
the only hemistich patterns repeated within a line in the f l x d i  
three sections are the most common: A (2-4, 17) and B (13);
in the last section, two of the least frequent patterns are 
repeated: G (23) and E (25). ||

As a result, the metrical structure of the poemfe- 
coincides with the phonological development: the metre,
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repetitive at the beginning, becomes increasingly varied 
towards the end, so that the last lines combine sets of the 
rarest metrical variants. This points towards a cumulative 
rhetorical effect which should be powerfully manifest in 
recitation. The contrast between semantic and phonological 
levels is stressed by the metrical structure: the vision of
the equalisation of opposites with which the poem concludes 
is voiced with the greatest variety of sound and metre.



Chapter Six

MANNERISM
1"Die Sprache als Sprache zur Sprache bnngen"

6.1. Two Mimetic Processes

6,1 ,1 . Introduction

Most recent discussions of mannerism in literature 
have drawn attention to the prominent role played by tech
niques and conventions of literary language in mannerist style. 
This feature has repeatedly provided the reason for its con
demnation, In his discussion of Italian baroque lyric,
H, Friedrich remarks that "the aims of expression and repres
entation of artistic language recede in the face of a

2dictatorship of linguistic artifice"; he notices a "shift
3of emphasis from colloquy of objects to siloloquy of words"

and concludes that "language and content, nay, language and
4world, no longer converge but diverge,"

5H. Friedrich's theories inspired C, Burgel and 
6W. Heinrichs in their search for a meaningful application of 

—

M. Heidegger, "Der Weg zur Sprache", in Die Sprache 
(Darmstadt, 1959), p. 94,
2 H. Friedrich, Epochen der italienischen Lyrik (Frankfurt, 
1964), p. 564.
3 Ibid., p. 563.
4 Ibid. , P. 558.
5 Burgel, op. cit., pp. 235 ff.

W. Heinrichs, "Mannierismus" in der arabischen Literatur. 
Islamwissenschaftliche Abhandlungen (Fritz Meier Festschrift) 
ed, R. Gramlich (Wiesbaden, 1974),
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the term mannerism to Arabic literature. Heinrichs resumes
Friedrich1s observation of a dichotomy between signifier and
signified; he abandons, however, the latter!s negative bias
and tentatively describes mannerism as "a possible and
legitimate ’Grundform1 of poetic expression.” The core of
his definition is as follows; "the correlate of mannerist
poetry is not reality but literature, i.e. language formed
and formalised. The resulting effect is, so to say, one of
language at play, or, as Friederich says, an ’ignition of
language from within.1 Parallel to this, the representational

1character of language becomes increasingly insignificant.”
Heinrich’s definition posits two contrasting mimetic 

processes--presumably the same intended by Friedrich’s distinc
tion between "colloquy of objects" and "soliloquy of words".

Reality as correlate of poetry, or "colloquy of 
objects", suggests a form of mimesis intent primarily on the 
fashioning of reality as dictated by and in accordance with 
poetic convention. The dictate of convention pertains to 
the segment of reality conventionally treated
("Wirklichkeitsweite") henceforth called spectrum; the accord 
sought is that between moral of convention and objects des
cribed, henceforth called focus.

As an example, one might revert to Buhturl’s ship 
description. There it was said that the poet’s imagery
endows the ship with the meaning of its function, "making

2this meaning an innate quality with a priori existence."
The ship is thus portrayed as necessarily victorious, which 
corresponds to the focus of the mode since in madifr, the 
mamduh1s enterprises are to be represented as ideal manifest
ations of good fortune and success.
1 Ibid. , p. 128.
2 ™See above, p . 1 00,
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In this interpretation of mimesis, the Aristotelian 
categories of the necessary and the probable are applicable 
to Arabic poetry. The requirement of the necessary refers to 
the demand that the focus of the mode be given full expression 
— that it be as sharp as possible: the mamduh must appear
necessarily victorious* correspondingly his battleship is 
necessarily invincible.

If this aim is to be achieved, the poet has to 
remain within the bounds of the probable or, rather, to 
concentrate on making the improbable appear probable. In 
madlfr, this means persuasively converting defeat into victory, 
failure into success, mediocrity into excellence, excellence 
into sublimity.

Excessive use of ornatus or "fantastic" imagery, 
however, may threaten to deflect attention from this purpose 
by becoming a feature of interest in itself, thus precluding 
empathy with what is portrayed. Accordingly, the rhetorical 
devices in Buhturi’s ship description are subservient to his 
aim of expressing the martial posture of ship and crew.

Literature as correlate of poetry, or "soliloquy of 
words" on the other hand, suggests mimesis not of the object 
but of the semiological system with which it is described: 
of language, and principally the language of literature.

Mihyar’s ship description provides an example. The
object of description functions as catalyst of an intricate
play of metaphorical antitheses derived from conventional
imagery, or, as Friedrich might have put it: it sets in motion
the "automatism of antitheses". The reaction of the reader
is not empathy with form and function of the ship but marvel

. . 1at linguistic ingenuity, m  short: meriviglia, ta'ajjub.
7~" ! ■ —  - — —— —  — - — ~Cf. Friedrich’s comments on a sonnet by G. Preti: " . . .  
was wahrgenommen werden will ist das variierende Spiel der 
Antithesen", op. cit., p. 552.
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Clearly in this kind of style, the categories of 
the "necessary" and the "probable" are of secondary importance. 
What is made to appear necessary above is taken for granted 
here: spectrum and focus imposed by poetic convention function
as matters of course. Thus in Mihyar’s description, the mere 
mention of the ship in connection with the mamduh is sufficient 
to make it worthy of poetry: the excellence of its function,
the meaning of this association need not be proved.

Correspondingly, the requirement of probability is 
of little consequence in this form of mimesis: poetry does
not expend its force in making the improbable appear prob
able (i.e., in accordance with the moral focus of convention), 
but rather the reverse: the quest for the "marvellous"
results in a style in which the probable is made improbable, 
the familiar enigmatic, the ordinary miraculous. Thus 
Mihyar’s riverboat is transformed by metaphor into a fabulous 
beast.

If necessity and probability thus recede as dimen
sions of content, two other categories assume prominence as 
regulators of form: constraint and possibility. The former
refers to the formal and thematic limitations imposed by 
literary language and literary tradition: the rules of
morphology, syntax and lexicon as well as rhyme, metre and 
the canon of motifs. "Possibility" denotes the possibilities 
of their combination which mannerist style explores to the 
limits of the permissible in its mimesis of the semiological 
system.

In this context, the prominehce of techniques and 
conventions of literary language, characteristic of mannerist 
style can be seen to be but aspects of an (ideally 
comprehensive) semiological mimesis. To what extent
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interplay between constraint and possibility can provide the 
substance of a literary work has been shown in the case of 
the Luzumiyyat.

6.1 .2 . The Stylistic Triangle
The hypothesis posited above can be illustrated 

by means of a triangle with the corners P, R, and C. P rep
resents the individual poem, R and C its two correlates 
"Reality" and "Convention” (convention denotes the combination 
of the semiological systems of literary language and literary 
tradition).
(Fig. 1 ) P

Necessity
Probability

Constraint
Possibility

CR Spectrum
Focus

The triangle makes clear the interdependence of the 
three elements: whether the correlate of F is R or C, neither
relationship can manifest itself without the presence of the 
opposing pole. The same also appears when considering the 
three relationships PR, PC, and RC in the light of the terms 
introduced above.
RC: The relation is characterised by spectrum ("Wirklichteit-

weite") and focus: C admits only certain segments of the
totality of experience and assigns them a position in 
a hierarchy of values. Spectrum and focus in the
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relation RC are manifest in P.
PR: The relation is characterised by "necessity" and

"probability". P fashions R so as to reveal in it 
manifestations of ideal values which necessarily deter
mine its form and function (e.g., the virtues of the 
mamduh). P*s presentation of R must, however, be made 
to appear within the scope of the probable if it is to 
convey persuasion. Whether this vision corresponds to

1an objective truth xs of no relevance in this context.
The substance of "necessity" and "probability" in the 
relation PR is a function of C: the latter determines
the type of fashioning of R in P (cf., e.g., the types 
of virtue of the mamduh which are laid down by C).

PC: The relation is subject to "constraint" and "possibility"
"constraint" denotes the limitations and rules of the semi 
ological system, "possibility" denotes the combinatory 
scope within these limitations. The function of R in 
the relation PC is more problematic than that of P in 
RC or C in PR. Yet it seems fair to suggest that PC is 
also inconceivable without R, since one of the functions 
of c— spectrum and focus--is only meaningful in relation 
to R. Even if, as will be seen below, this function is 
abolished or infringed upon, R does not cease to be 
relevant in the relation between P and C.

Thus the triangle PRC represents a system of which 
none of the three elements is conceivable without the other 
two. However, their relative prominence and function can 
vary greatly. The scope of this variation is circumscribed 
by the two mimetic processes discussed in 6.1 .1 . In the terms
1 “  ‘ —  ” ” ” ”  “ “  "Cf. the remarks on the sincerity of the panegyric poet in
1 .6 .
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of the triangle these can be conceived of as preponderence 
of the relation PR ("reality the correlate of poetry") as 
opposed to preponderence of PC ("language the correlate of 
poetry"),

6.1 .3. Manner is t Mimes is - i n
The preponderence of PC corresponds to mimesis of 

the semiological system in which R functions as catalyst.
This has been illustrated in MihyarTs ship description. An 
excellent hunting ground for other examples of similar nature 
are the "ekphrastic epigrams": short, often riddle-like
portrayals of disparate objects (e.g., animals, dishes of food, 
objects of daily use, etc.). Generally, the object described 
is transformed into a miraculous entity by metaphors which 
derive from the traditional canon,

Abu Talib al-Ma7muni begins such a descriptive
1epigram on a pair of scissors with the following lines:

l& J lo lj)  I  l l i t '  1 ( J — b o j  )

IpjZs \ "V
Evidently the friends are the two blades which con

stitute the pair of scissors. The metaphor--like the other 
motifs of the poem--go back to the canon of love poetry: 
the promise never to part calls to mind the theme of firaq, 
the separation which afflicts lover and beloved in the nasib» 
Thus the beginning of the epigram establishes a contrast to 
the conventional opening: in the fortitude of the "pair"
resides a challenge to the elements of loveTs tragedy evoked 
in the metaphor.

The pointe of the epigram achieves an unexpected 
inversion. In their very union and harmony,the "pair" inflict 

See text XVII.
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1separation on others:

Cw* O ^
d Lj.iLl 1 d ( b-3 V 8 (ĵ“ ^

Whether the poem is a literary joke, whether it 
conceals a tragic message or represents an ingenious develop
ment of the theme of love and war could be discussed at length. 
The other motifs would have to be considered: the erotic
connotations of the "star" (i.e., nail) which holds the two 
elements together and is thus instrumental in preventing 
firaq (3-4), as well as the surrealist anatomy of the object 
as a whole, a distorted echo of the beloved1s beauty, also 
not devoid of sexual innuendos (5-6). The contrast of con
texts in the two occurences of ittafaqgL 'ala would have to be 
weighed in some detail: the pair Magree upon" love, and yet
"separate all they agree, or coincide, upon".

Whatever the outcome of such a voyage of discovery,
the answer lies in the connotations of motifs, and mapping
these leads into the world of literature rather than that of
"real experience". The erotic suggestiveness of the poem (not
uncharacteristic of Ma'munifs epigrams, cf. nos. 16, 35),
in no way diminishes its primary appeal in the enigmatic play
of words. Here Friedrich*s sober judgement applies to Ma'muni:
"most erotic indulgences of the baroque poets are, in the light

2of scrutiny, linguistic".
If one wished to represent the relationship between 

PR and C in this epigram by means of the stylistic triangle, 
the latter would have to be conceived as rather flat (see 
below, p. 263).

The correlation PC is dominant and by "metaphorical _ — . —  - —  - —  - - — —
The dual in the couplet can also refer to naban in line 6. 

But such a reading would not affect the overall meaning,,
2 Friedrich, op. cit. , p. 572.
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(Fig. 2) P

R C

inversion" R is well-nigh absorbed into it. Xa lajjub springs 
from the ingenuity in the transformation of object into 
image, a function of the interplay between constraint (in 
the choice of motifs) and possibility (of their combination).

In this transformation, the conventional relation
ship RC is altered to the point of abolition: spectrum
and focus have lost their meaning. The wagf does not make 
the object representative of a system of moral values (unlike 
the ship*s martial status in BuhturiTs description) but 
assigns it the extraordinariness uniformly shared by every
thing in the metaphorical register. Whether ship or scissors, 
all is equally wondrous.

The disappearance of moral focus is mirrored in
the emancipation of the wasf as an independent strand of 

1poetry. In the classical and archaic gasIda, description is 
subordinate to a universal hierarchy of values: whether
camel, pasturing ground, or royal palace, their description 
is of immediate relevance to the moral message conveyed by 
the poem.

1 Cf. Burgel, op. cit., pp. 225 ff.
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Not so in mannerist mimesis: the moral significance
of the objective world is irrelevant. In seeking mimesis of 
the semiological system, any object may serve as catalyst, 
may be transformed into metaphor to spread the wings of 
linguistic ingenuity.

This leads to the question of spectrum. Since 
al-Ma'munIf s metaphors are derived from the traditional canon, 
metaphorical reality remains within its scope. But this is 
merely the result of adherence to the constraint of convention 
on the level of choice of motifs; it is countered by a delib
erately unconventional move on another level, the very one 
affected by the spectrum of convention: the choice of object.

A pair of scissors as object of description is in 
no way warranted by the canon of tradition, as is abundantly 
clear if it is compared with such poetry-laden items as sword, 
bridle, or arrow.

The clash between motifs imposed and object chosen, 
between the conventions of the gasIda and a pair of scissors, 
creates a deliberate effect of comic disharmony. The lack of 
proportion between end and means both removes the object from 
its ordinary context and detaches the motifs from their real 
correlates.

In this tension between word and object, metaphor 
and reality, resides the dichotomy noticed by Friedrich in 
baroque style: "language and object, language and world no
longer converge but diverge."

In this divergence, language maintains the upper 
hand. I have called the object of description a catalyst which 
sets in motion the play of words and images. Since in the 
course of this, the object is itself abstracted from its
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context and transformed into an extraordinary entity, a dif
ferent and perhaps profounder view of the relationship between 
reality and convention in mannerist style is possible: 
absorption into the literary cosmos may be seen as an act of 
magic which reveals the mysterious multivalence of reality.
As such, the fantastic conglomerates of metaphor are not mere 
illusion but capture the very ambiguity of the world of 
appearances,

The process of abstraction and transformation in
mannerist mimesis is well nigh identical with what W. Worringer
saw as the aim of abstraction in art: "das einzelne Objekt
der Aussenwelt . . . aus seiner Verbindung und Abhangigkeit
von den anderen Dingen zu erlosen, es dem Lauf des Geschehens

1zu entreissen, es absolut zu machen,"
This process of isolation is the work of metaphor. 

Closely related is the "static nature of description" observed 
in Mihyar* s wasf al-safjna, a feature also of ekphrastic 
epigrams; the object is not presented in specific dynamic 
interaction but description focuses on its unchanging formal 
properties.

Here the investigation of mannerist mimesis reaches 
a decisive point. Whether reality provides the catalyst of 
abstraction or whether in abstraction metaphor constitutes 
"das Ding an sich", language in mannerist style represents the 
sole abode of meaning. It, and not reality, is perceived to 
be the seminal core of all order so that artistic search for 
sense and coherence turns towards language itself rather than 
towards its referent, to the signifier rather than the 
signified.

—  • — — —
W. Worringer, Abstraktion und Einfuhlung (Munchen, 1919), 

p.27. “
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Therein lies the meaning of literature1s being the 
correlate of poetry in mannerist mimesis as maintained by 
Friedrich and Heinrichs*

Thus HeideggerTs formula for the discovery of the 
"path towards language" is also the formula of mannerist style: 
"die Sprache als Sprache zur Sprache bringen."

6.1 . 4. Classical Mimesis _iil
The preponderence of the relation PR in the stylistic 

triangle ("reality the correlate of poetry") corresponds to 
the mimetic process described above as "intent on the fashion
ing of reality". I will call it classical mimesis.

Dichotomy between signifier and signified has 
emerged as a distinctive feature of mannerist mimesis; its 
classical counterpart is marked by the absence of such a 
dichotomy. In its fashioning of reality, classical mimesis 
aims at concord between "language and world", between reality 
as idealised by convention and its restructuring in the given 
poem. As a result, it shuns excess or incongruity which 
threatens the harmony it creates between means of expression 
and meaning. Described in positive terms the style exhibits,
in the words of Friedrich, "appropriateness and meaningfulness

2of the figures of speech."
A major point implicit in the discussions in 6.1 .1 . 

and 6.1 .2. must now be clearly stated: namely, that classical
mimesis is by no means identical with imitation or reproduc
tion of reality. Its distinctive feature resides in a certain 
use of language which is no less dependent on literary con
vention than the language of mannerist mimesis.

 ̂ "Der Weg zur Sprachte", see above, p. 257, f.n. 1 .
Friedrich, op. cit ., p. 553.
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Indeed, the distinction between poets (primarily)
inspired by nature and poets (primarily) inspired by art which
Hauser and Heinrichs see underlying classical and mannerist

1styles, is virtually impossible to substantiate. It would 
seem that artists of all descriptions learn their craft by 
mastering a tradition rather than by inspiration from nature. 
On the other hand, it is hard to prove that some such inspir
ation is not at the root of many a mannerist work.

That convention is, however, central to classical 
mimesis, cannot be doubted. In the concord between signifier 
and signified, the fashioning of reality as determined by 
spectrum and focus is made to appear necessary and probable. 
There is no fissure, no dubiety, no threatening tension in 
the classical edifice. Indeed, convention is most naturally 
itself in classical mimesis.

It follows that the latter1s illustration in the 
stylistic model does not correspond to a simple inversion of 
the triangle describing the relation between PR and C in the 
(undoubtedly mannerist) poem by Ma'muni (fig.2 above):

(Fig. 3) P

CR

Heinrichs, op. cit., p. 127.
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Such a figure (PRC ) denotes a near abolition of 
the role of convention decidedly uncharacteristic of classical 
art.

The concord classical mimesis maintains between 
reality and convention suggests, transposed into the terms 
of the triangle, a figure in which neither R nor C transgress 
the centre M (fig. 4). For near absorption of R or C in 
the opposing lines PC or PR (compare the two inner triangles 
in fig. 3) corresponds to a distortion in the relation between 
signifier and signified characteristic of mannerist rather 
than classical mimesis.

(Fig. 4) P

CR

So far, only one form of distortion has been dis
cussed— that illustrated by fig. 2. The inversion of this 
triangle in fig. 3 represents a different dimension of manner
ism which is no less important. For in their combination,

1 1the two liminal triangles PRC and PCR reflect a feature 
at the core of the style: it is the mannerist pose.

What is intended is best illustrated by return to 
a text. The reader will recall the opening couplet of 
Mihyar’s panegyric to Abu '1-QSsim (text IV):
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Mannerist pose is crystallized in the word 11 na *am" ,
in the emphatic response to a fictitious question. It is as 
though the question was contrived for the sake of the reply, 
while by sheer emphasis the reply attempts to prove the 
spontaneity of the question, thereby revealing no more than 
the artificiality of both.

their correlates. It does so by pretending to affirm their 
signifying the very correlate from which they are abstracted„ 
Here lies the source of a tension between emphasis and affec
tation, a tension as essential to certain forms of mannerist 
mimesis as the interplay between constraint and possibility. 
It is illustrated in the contrasting relationship between the 
two liminal triangles.

realism, the simulated spontaneity in the emphatic tone--an 
urgency for the sake of which the style pretends to sacrifice 
the semantic harmony of convention by resorting~-as if under 
compulsion--to ornatus, hyperbole, and conceit. Thus Mihyar’s 
poem begins with lines in which antithetical dexterity poses 
as the only adequate expression to his grief.

linguistic epideixis for which emphasis, through its increased 
demand on linguistic resources, is but the means. So reality, 
rather than seeing its objective qualities proferred with 
urgency as the style pretends, finds itself cocooned within 
a linguistic web which displays itself rather than its 
signified. This is the "absorption into the literary cosmos"

Thus mannerism not only abstracts the motifs from

1For the triangle PRC reflects the urgency of feigned

The result, however, is not portrayal of grief, but
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described in 1 .2.1 . and illustrated in the second liminal 
triangle (PCR* ).

It is crucial to see clearly the contrasting inter
dependence of emphasis, affectation, and semiological mimesis. 
Extreme emphasis draws the semiological system to the limits 
of constraint and possibility and thus brings about the 
linguistic display of mannerist mimesis. Conversely, the more 
comprehensive and ingenious the linguistic display, the more 
extreme and affected the emphasis it imposes and the more 
uniform the extraordinariness of all it describes.

Thus mannerist style aims not so much at a dichotomy 
but at actual discord between signifier and signified. The 
resulting tension between language as abstracted system and as 
reflection of reality, between means of expression and meaning 
— in short: the mannerist pose— is the style’s archetypal 
paradox. Antithetical exploits and paradoxical constructs 
which it passionately displays on all levels, are but manifest 
ations of the one archetype.

This recalls Friedrich’s remark on the combination 
of erotic indulgence and linguistic exercise in the baroque 
poets. It marks the same contrast: emphasis, in sacrificing
the spectrum of convention for the sake of explicit sensual
ism again provides the means of semiological mimesis; here 
it is epideixis of erotic language, Meraviglia is the liquor 
distilled in this process--it is the spark generated between 
language and meaning when they are wrenched apart.

It is clear at this point that the initial distinc
tion made between classical and mannerist mimesis is insuffic
ient. "Reality the correlate of poetry" is not all there is 
to classical mimesis. The affirmation of the necessary and
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the probable is much rather a function of the concord it 
creates and maintains between reality and convention. The style 
therefore presupposes an attitude to language as much as to 
reality: namely that the latter is not only within the grasp
of language but shines most truly when embedded in it securely 
and unambiguously, and a vision of order emerges without undue 
strain5 simplicity and measure then prevail.

Similarly, "language the correlate of poetry" 
describes only the consequence of a more fundamental feature 
of mannerist style: the discord it creates between language
and world, and which is the root of semiological mimesis. So 
the style presupposes an attitude to reality as much as to 
language: an awareness of incongruity between them, an
awareness of the inadequacy of language coupled with the 
despairing perception that it is the seminal core of all 
order.

It follows that the essential distinction between 
the two styles does not reside in preponderence of reality 
or language as correlates of poetry. These are merely reflec
tions of a more fundamental axis: that between language and
its referant, a relation recreated and affirmed in classical 
style and disjoined in mannerism.

6.1.5. Mannerism in Arabic Literature
The contrasting features subsumed under classicism

and mannerism have, in one form or another, been the object
of critical discussion ever since antiquity. However, this
particular pair of terms is in literary studies of comparatively
recent origin. It dates back to the famous work of E.R. Curtius

1European Literature and Latin Middle-Ages (1 948). Several
i ‘ "E.R. Curtxus, European Lxterature and Latin Mxddle-Ages,
trans. W.R. Trask (London, 1953). ”
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discussions of mannerism, in literature have been undertaken 
1since, and few of them fail to refer to the passage in which 

Curtius proposed his definition of terms, I will make no 
exception and quote the relevant paragraph in the translation 
of W.R. Trask:

"We may borrow it [the term mannerism from art history] 
because it is well adapted to fill a gap in the termin
ology of literary science. For that purpose, to be 
sure, we must free the word from all art-historical 
connotations and broaden its meaning until it repres
ents simply the common denominator for all literary 
tendencies which are opposed to Classicism whether 
they be pre-classical, post-classical or contemporary 
with any Classicism, Understood in this sense, 2 
Mannerism is a constant in European Literature,"

The full meaning of this passage is not clear 
without a reference to what Curtius means by classical. The 
word is given three meanings:

(a) classical as "canonical". The classical 
writers in this sense are always the ancients. They represent 
the literary models from which the moderns derive by contin
uity and opposition. However, canonical classicism is not 
necessarily opposed to mannerism since the mannerists them
selves may, in turn, become ancients and provide the norm
for a group of moderns. The mannerist writers of the Latin 
Silver Age were canonised as classics in the tractates of 
Tesauro and Gracian.

(b) Classical as "correct, clear and in accordance 
with the rules". Curtius calls this style Standard Classicism 
and gives as examples Xenophon, Quintilian, Boileau, Pope, 
Wieland. It is characterised by a "diction naturally suited 
to its subject" and a moderate use of rhetorical devices,
1 — —  —  - — — ■— ■”  — — — . ——. — - -

For a survey of these, see J„ Murillo,"The Mannered and the
Mannerist" in The Meaning of Mannerism, ed. F.W. Robinson/S,G, 
Nichols (Hanover, New Hampshire, 1972), pp. 7-24.
2 For this and the following, see Curtius, op^ jpit., pp, 273 f.
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This form of classicism is intended by the concept of 
classical mimesis: accordance with the rules and appropriate
ness of diction are manifestations of concord between signifier 
and signified.

(c) Classical as sublime. Curtius calls this form 
Ideal Classicism but does not define it more closely because 
any attempt "to circumscribe the essence of great art is a 
makeshift." He says no more than that the classicism of 
Raphael and Phideas, and, by extension, of Sophocles, Virgil, 
Racine and Goethe may be felt as "Nature raised to the Ideal".

It follows that only in the second sense does 
classical denote a style to which mannerism could be said to 
be in opposition. Whether Ideal Classicism has a mannerist 
counterpart need not be discussed in this context.

Curtius* hypotheses provide the basis for W. 
Heinrichs* investigation of the applicability of the term 
"mannerism" to Arabic literature. The problem is not so much 
whether something akin to mannerism in European literature 
exists in Arabic--the parallels are too numerous to deny— but 
whether there is a classical style to which it could be said 
to be opposed in the terms set out by Curtius. For, as 
Heinrichs says, "if one term of the opposition falls away, 
the system collapses."

2In the search for a classicism in Arabic, Heinrichs 
turns to pre-Islamic poetry. With respect to early Abbasid 
literature, it is certainly classical in the sense of canon
ical, but this aspect is, of course, immaterial to the 
discussion*

Heinrichs also finds little evidence of Standard
1 * 7 _  —  —  -Heinrichs , op . crt. , p. 119.
2 Ibid., p o 1 20.
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Classicism in pre-Islamic verse, since "clarity, appropriate
ness of diction and proportion" do not contribute much to its
description. Ideal Classicism, too, is ruled out by the

'1poetry*s "realist and molecularist tendency" (a matter of 
debate, cf. 1 ,1 .).

As to the Arabic works akin to mannerism (e.g., the 
rhetorical diction and illusionist imagery of the later 
muhdathun), Heinrichs considers them not sufficiently differ
ent from the canonical classicism of pre-Islaraic poetry for 
there to be evidence of a "literary tendency opposed to a 
classicism." Arabic mannerism is much rather the result of 
the absence of incisive changes in the tradition so that pro
gressive (and ultimately mannerist) elaboration is the 
"natural, well-nigh inevitable consequence" of the persistent 
canonicity of pre-Islamic poetry. Thus, instead of anything 
approaching the classical/mannerist dualism of European lit
erature, Heinrichs perceives in the development of Arabic

2literature a "monism".
The first five chapters of this thesis show that its 

enquiry moves in a direction different from that proposed by 
Heinrichs. The comparison between the ship descriptions of 
Bul^turi and Mihyar revealed stylistic differences sufficiently 
sharp to speak of opposing literary tendencies. In the fol
lowing, I hope to substantiate this stylistic contrast by 
reference to some of the texts analysed. I wish to show that 
the stylistic difference between the earlier and the later 
texts is not one of degree only— in ornatus for instance--but 
one so essential and of such nature as to warrant the terms 
classical and mannerist.
 ̂ Ibid.2 Ibid., p . 1 21 .
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From this hypothesis two immediate consequences 
arise. The stylistic differences which have emerged in the 
analyses are, I believe, in themselves sufficient evidence 
to cast doubt over Heinrichs1 notion of a "monism’1 in the 
development of Arabic literature. The argument he cites in 
support--that Arabic mannerism is the result of the continuity 
of the literary tradition and not in opposition to any part of
it--is unconvincing since mannerism always appears to grow out
of an abundant literary tradition, which it seeks to explore 
and encompass rather than abrogate. Heinrichs himself has 
given expression to this when regarding literature rather
than reality as the correlate of mannerist poetry.

The second consequence concerns the question of 
classicism in Arabic. For it appears that by contrast with 
later works, some at least of the poetry of the early ninth 
century represents a form of Standard Classicism. This dif
fers from the view of Heinrichs and Schoeler who see in the 
techniques of badlv as developed by the early mufrdathun the 
onset of mannerism in Arabic.1 However, the existence of 
rhetorical diction does not in itself make a text mannerist.
Furthermore, certain stylistic devices and illusionist

2(takhyili) images which, in a European context, may seem 
mannerist, need not be so in an Arabic one. That is why, 
rather than focus only on single lines and extracts, I have 
taken whole poems into account and tried to identify their 
place in the literary tradition. For, in the last resort, it 
is only with respect to works as units and their interaction 
with other works that mannerism and classicism can be 
discussed.
 ̂ See Heinrichs, op. cit., p. 122 and G. Schoeler, Arabische
Naturdichtung (Beirut, 1974), ch. III.2 " ”Cf, Jur janl, OjD_._ci t . , p . 253.
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6.2. Panegyric Poetry

6.2.1 , The Hierarchy of Being
When approaching Buhturi’s panegyric to Mutawakkil

(text II) with the formula of classical mimesis "reality the
correlate of poetry", the first question must concern the
nature of this reality. The poem1s conventional opening alone
indicates that its correlate is not the sensible reality of
everyday experience. It pertains to something more real than
the mere "world of appearances": this is the ideal order of
society and nature, the salutary hierarchy of being.

All the structural properties of the poem go to
express and underline this essential vision. This is evident,
for instance, in the treatment of the spatial dimension. The
horizontal dimension structures the image of nan’s suffering
in the amoral realm; proximity or distance make no difference
to the lover’s pain. Horizontal and vertical dimension come
together in the portrayal of the expansion of life in the
moral realm. In the conclusion, the vertical dimension alone
remains to illustrate figuratively the ascendence of spiritual
virtue and religious truth.

Thus the spatial notions provide an axis for the
central stages of the poem’s development: from nature untamed
and adverse, to nature transfigured and restrained by spirit,
to spirit divinely blessed and supreme.

Jam * and tafrlq , the conceptual themes in Buhturi’s
poem to Yusuf al-Thaghri (text I) provide a similar juncture
for all essential polarities and interactions: fate and the
dispersed tribe, fate and the prince, the prince and his tribe,
the prince and his enemies (see 2,1 ,),

1In the ship description this structural role is 
See above, pp. 92 f„
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also performed by the spatial axis. It stratifies the elements 
of description so that they appear in perfect readiness for 
action. Their order is the realisation of an ideal hierarchy: 
setting out in defence of the Faith, admiral, captain, crew, 
and ship form a perfect unity, rightly balanced and inclined 
so that wind and sea must needs further and become part of 
their union.

In each of these examples, the structural axes 
inform the development with subtle consistency, making it 
fashion reality according to an ideal vision. This conforms 
to the definition of classical mimesis given in the context 
of the stylistic triangle; MP fashions R so as to reveal 
in it manifestations of ideal values which necessarily deter-

•imine its form and function.1'
It follows that Buljturi’s panegyrics face the 

reader less with a "colloquy of objects” than with a colloquy 
of that which they are made signs of: the hierarchy of being.
Conversely, the correlate of this poetry is not reality so 
much as that which reality stands for: ideality.

This differs from the aesthetic aim of description
in pre-Islamic poetry which culminates in what K. Abu Deeb
has termed the "creation of fixities"--the apotheosis of an
object of reality as such so that its every quality is made

2timeless and static in perfection. Unlike the pre-Islamic 
tendency to enumerate the individual qualities of an object 
described, Buhturl, throughout the poem, focuses on relation
ships between objects while the transformation of imagery 
makes evident the meaning of these relationships. This meaning

 ̂ See above, p. 260.2 See K. Abu Deeb, "Towards a Structural Analysis of 
pre-Islamic Poetry (II)11 in Bdebiyat, vol. 1 , no. 1 , 1976, pp. 33 f. — —
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reflects less on the object of description than on the actual 
correlate of the poetry: the hierarchy of being.

6.2 .2 . Intertextuality
The role of convention is no less important to 

classical than it is to mannerist mimesis. Literary allusions, 
re-expositions of motifs etc., contribute to the artistic 
effect of both. The difference resides in the nature of the 
effect.

For classical mimesis, the role of such inter-textual 
references can be illustrated in the relationship between 
Bu3ituri*s panegyric to Mutawakkil and two other panegyric 
poems which share the same rhyme and metre: one is by Muslim
b. al-Walld (text XVIII, henceforth called model A), the other
by Buhturx himself (text XIX, henceforth called model B).

The mutual dependence of the three poems is evident 
in the number of rhyme words they share. Those of model A 
have 1 5 roots in common with the rhyme words of text II 
(lines 1 , 3, 7, 9, 1 0, 11, 12, 13, 14, 19, 21, 22, 28, 31,
32); those of model B have 10 (lines 2, 3, 7, 11, 12,
15, 1 6, 1 9, 23, 25). Of the roots that provide rhymes in both 
model poems, only one is not also- taken up in the birka poem 
(wly; A40 and B1 0, 20). On the other hand, 21 of the rhyme
words in the latter share the same root with rhymes in the 
model poems.1

The correspondences between individual lines are so
2numerous that only an extended study would do them justice.

The examples I have selected seem to me to be sufficient,
1 That this overlap is not due to lack of choice is evident 
in the Luzumiyyat where Ma'arri derives 26 rhyme words from 
the qafiya fiha alone (see vol. II, p. 412 f,,metre basit ).
2 Compare XVIII,28 with II, 30; XVIII, 9 with II, 18;
XIX, 15, 16 with II, 26, 27, etc.
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however, to capture the nature of the interrelation between 
the poems. The first example concerns only model B and text
II. The caliph*s magic sway over the gazelles in his palace
park is described as follows:

(2 (V

Lf-Jly; J iU J L  d J

The image calls to mind one of the most outstanding
lines in the birka poem--the fish mirrored in the statue of
the dolphin:

The interdependence is evident: the phrase gur ilg.,
the exchange of glances, and the hint of mystery in the 
relationship between the protagonists, are common to both 
lines. However, the image in question occupies only a hemi
stich in the first example while in the second, the idea is 
extended and elaborated with great subtlety. The editors of 
the PiwSn assign both poems to the same year; the relation
ship between these two lines suggests that model B was composed 
first.

Other arguments could be adduced to the same end.
We have seen that line 25 of the birka poem contains one of

-jthe structural leitmotifs: the theme of reciprocity. A
glance at model B reveals that it contains elements of
the same nature in addition to the image in the line quoted
above. The compound ubdiha/ukhfrha in line one, for instance,
is countered by yakhfa/yabdu in line 18: one concerns the
relationship between poet and lady, the other that between
gazelles and sovereign (observe the antithetical pattern of
the panegyric: the separation of poet and beloved is transcen-

2ded in the numinous bond between caliph and gazelles).
1 —  « « .—

See above, p. 63.2 In the concluding lines of Shanfara*s ode, separation 
(dissociation from society) is transcended in a similar image 
(see BustanI, op. cit., vol„ 1 , p. 12, lines 4 f .).
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It stands to reason that BuJ^turx, not long after 
the completion of model B, returned to the same rhyme and 
metre to exploit further the potential, of some of the themes 
and structural features of the earlier work.

That this second attempt also took account of Muslim 
b, al-Walxd's composition in the same "key" can be seen in 
the next two examples. The last line of Muslim's panegyric 
(model A) is as follows:

b y  d i l l  to  i. *

Line 11 of model B:
w iv

j «I I b/ I S/I dl*ots>s  ̂^
Finally, line 36 of text II:

I—̂ ^̂ 1̂  V L I  ̂X   ̂ dJJ I
A glance at the three lines shows that the third 

combines elements of the second and first and moulds them 
into a new whole, Ma dayya'a allahu[qawman]. . . has been 
adduced from the first hemistich of A40, ra^iyyatan anta 
raViha stems from the second hemistich of B11 . The two have 
been forged together into a line, which, instead of two par
allel statements, contains only one. Seen in the context of 
the poem, one notices that the recasting is not arbitrary: 
the new element in the second hemistich, bil-ihsan, does carry 
the greatest weight since, as has been shown, the root hsn is

•jone of the poem's lexical leitmotifs.
The intertextual relations that concern only model 

A and the birka poem are the most significant. Muslim b. 
al-Walxd1s panegyric has the same number of lines as its later 
counterpart. They are symmetrically divided:

4 Nasxb
10 Khamriyya

I”™  ““ - ■ —  —  : — — > - —
See above, pp. 55 f.
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18 Madxb: General Praise
8 Madxb: Martial Conclusion

The antistrophe is nearly double the length of the 
strophe, and the relation between the two parts of each dis
play a symmetry of their own. The nasxb is, with four lines, 
half as long as the martial conclusion. The thematic oppos
ition between them is as expected: the desolate camp site
from which the poet turns away is countered by the afflicted 
parts of the empire to which the sovereign turns, defeating
the enemy and rewarding the righteous. Virtue counters the

1destructive workings of time.
The relationship between the two central parts, 

the second nearly double the first in length, also follows an 
established pattern: physical attraction and sensuality in
the khamriyya axe sublimated by moral virtue and spirituality 
in the madxfo; the one breeds frustration of the individuals 
desire, the other fulfilment of societyfs hope.

The conception of Bul^turiPs poem contains elements
of that of Muslim; nasxb, atlal, and khamriyya are maintained

■ u n K t m t n k o i  * "  te—  tam trwuw fm km— firra irr—««

(though inverted in length), so is madxh. But in between, 
Bu^iturx inserted a new element: the lake and garden descrip
tion. Thus the conventional antithesis does not proceed in 
two steps, as in Muslim*s poem (from physicality to spiritu
ality), but in three: in the garden and lake, sensual beauty
and spiritual virtue are combined.

Once the dependence of the birka poem on the model 
of Muslim is accepted, the diametrical opposition between the 
two beginnings cannot go unnoticed:
t i • i c c c 3

Compare beginning and end (lines 1 and 40).
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Shughll *an il-dari in one case, milu ila ;1-dari 
in the other: two opposing movements and noods. The funereal
timbre of arthiha contrasts with the notion of revival in 
nuhayyiha, the emphasis on emptiness in Muslim1s second hemi
stich contrasts with the mention of people and the adhortation 
to communicate in the line of Bu^ituri.

This hidden counterpoint in the birka poem's first
1line provides reason to counter al-Amidl's criticism of it:

In view of the contrast between the two openings 
and, indeed, the compositional contrast between the poems, 
the emphasis added by na'am becomes meaningful as it stresses 
the movement towards the encampment in opposition to Muslim's 
turning away from it.

The relationship between the lines suggests, further
more, that they may contain a metaphorical statement about 
poetry itself: dar could refer to the m a *na, the poetic motif,
as much as to the object. BuJjturl's turning towards the atlail 
is then equivalent to saying that the convention still harbours 
meaning (in the symbolical terms described above) and need not, 
in the vein of Abu Nuwas, or with the impatience of Muslim, be 
discarded.

Thus he inverts the length of aflal-nasib and 
khamriyya (from 4/10 to 7/3 lines), allowing the ancient con
ventions more space. Nevertheless, he succeeds in outstripping 
his predecessor in the latter's own domain: the bacchanale.
The three-line khamriyya in the birka poem is of such exquisite
balance that it surpasses the 1 0 lines of Muslim. In support
1 “ “ 1 — ——  — —  - “ ‘ ”Al-Amidx, Al-Muwazana bayna Abi Tammam wa 71-Bukturl
(Cairo, 1961 ), vol. I, p. 418.
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of this, numerous comparative observations could be made with 
respect to the lexicon. One would, in the end, find it hard 
not to perceive a double-entendre in Buhturo^s line on the 
architectural genius of SolomonTs demons;

w m w £I— S t o   ̂{S> ljJ«P ij b  J U  I CfZ   ̂ O  ('] W ^  ^ ®
The line may refer to Mutawakkil*s lake as much as 

to the poem itself. Buhturx intimates that he has surpassed 
his predecessors (Muslim in particular) by refining the com
ponents of poetry (i.e., the motifs; ma *anx) and succeeded in 
creating a marvel in novelty (ibda1; cf. badi'I). Accordingly, 
the royal djinn may well conceal a reference to the demon 
inspirators of the poets,

6.2.3. Classical Mimesis (2)
The intertextual associations in Buhturx1s panegyric to 

Mutawakkil are so prominent that they appear to contradict what has 
been said about its classical nature. The relationships point in 
the direction of "literature the correlate of poetry”— especially 
examples like the line above and the matla * which seem to conceal 
a statement about the craft within one about its object.

However, the correlate of this poetry has been 
defined as the hierarchy of being, and the intertextual 
associations do not compel one to change this verdict. Quite 
the reverse. The symbolic dimension of the poetic motifs is 
given added power by evoking the echo of tradition and out
stripping its memory. The monarch1s political and spiritual 
superiority is mirrored in the literary superiority of the 
poem, and submission to the one is a function of admiration 
for the other. Intertextuality on this level reflects the 
ritualistic nature of the link between panegyric poet and
 ̂ Cf. a similar double meaning in the words tamthxl and 
tashbxh in the subsequent line (II, 16). - —
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sovereign, not the mannerist discord between language and 
referent.

This can be illustrated by a return to the stylistic 
triangle. Like the model of mannerist mimesis (fig. 3) that 
of classical mimesis consists of two internal triangles, but 
instead of being liminal, they overlap:

(Fig. 5) P

R C

PR C reflects the dimension of intertextuality,
C (the model poems) are the dominant point of reference 
("literature the correlate of poetry") and R is fashioned as 
a function of the relation PC, the recasting with greater
brilliance of the models of convention.

1PRC reflects the opposite process. In the recast-
•jm g  of the model poems, convention (C ) is fashioned to

1provide an emphatic and appropriate depiction of R: C is
subordinate to the axis PR.

This subtle tension between the status of the poem 
with respect to its own tradition and its status with respect 
to the reality it claims to reflect, runs throughout the work. 
However, as illustrated by the overlapping triangles, this 
tension does not create a dichotomy or a discord between
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language and its signified. The poem's literary nature and 
its extra-literary message complement one another in harmony.

6.2.4. Manner is t Mimes is (2)

BuhturUs panegyric to Mutawakk.il and Mihyar's 
panegyric to Abu Jl-QSsim al-Maghribl both contain a passage 
on the link between sovereign and office (lines 32 f.; 103 ff.) 
The framework of the metaphor is the same; sovereign and 
office relate like bride and groom.

However, the treatment of the theme differs. Not 
only does it occupy six lines in the work of Mihy&r and only 
two in that of Buljturl, but in its difference the imagery 
corresponds to the stylistic distinction between the poets and, 
by extension, between classical and mannerist mimesis.

Cm* cJ b l 1 b [ijJ ** 1 YT

BuJjturots line, in construction, balance, and 
meaning, embodies the subject matter of the poem. Two elements 
are prominent: the virtues of the sovereign (tawaduv, ri^a)
and the rejoicing of his office. The caliphate signifies both 
the pinnacle of the hierarchy upon which the sovereign stands, 
and the realm as a whole. Its proud rejoicing denotes the new 
vigour and fertility the realm receives through being ruled 
by one who, in turn, bows down to the Most High.

The structure of the line, the thematic "reciprocity*7 
and parallelism convey the proportion and balance inherent in 
the sound order and generated in the world when it becomes 
reality. Cosmic and linguistic harmony are entwined: the
ultimate aim of classical mimesis.

See above, pp. 63 f.
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Mihyar's line, too, makes a statement about the 
hierarchy of being: the wazirate submits to the wazxr1s
proud independence, knowing she has found her master. However, 
the image aims not at portrayal and embodiment of the result" 
ing harmony. Instead, it embodies the mannerist interplay of 
emphasis and affectation which results in discord and 
ta *ajjub: being over-exp1icit, the metaphor attracts attention
to its constituents rather than its referent. The mechanics 
of interchange: dowry, guardian, marriage proposal— generate
an unreal configuration which bears little relation to the 
meaning of that interchange--which is the subject of Bu^turl's 
line.

While MihySr thus attempts to heighten the effect 
of extraordinariness, the cosmic portent is much reduced.
The metaphor is altogether too explicit to capture the high 
balance of an ideal order. What the line lacks in outward 
magnificence, it gains, however, in inward display: syntax
and imagery are aligned in intricate motion, and here lies 
the aesthetic aim. It is language at play, semiological 
mimesis.

One can now see how the technical features of the
metaphorical register--extension of metaphors, dislocation of

1motifs, hyperbolic tone --are functions of the mannerist pose.
It is emphasis that creates metaphorical extension and 
hyperbole, so that the motifs are dislocated from their 
referents and abstracted into configurations which aim not 
at reflecting reality (as they pretend to do) but at display
ing the wondrous alignment of their elements,

Constraint and possibility, regulators of form in
mannerist mimesis, have an equally important part to play in * . . - —  — — , _

See 3.2.1 .
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Mihyar*s metaphorical register. Constraint is evident in 
the choice of motifs. MihysLr not only restricts his imagery 
to standard motifs, but in many ways adheres to the archaic 
contexts of ruralism and bedouinity. This restriction is 
countered by the exploitation of combinatory possibility on 
the metaphorical level. As has been pointed out, the image 
of rider and mount is remoulded in multifarious ways to ex
press contexts of very different nature. The interaction of 
constraint and possibility is thus the origin of the third
feature seen as characteristic of the metaphorical register:

. . .  1 vanaxion.
That this technique holds true not only for the 

transformation of individual motifs but for the combination, 
on structural axes, of different motifs, can be shown by a 
return to MiySrfs rihla. The phenomenon itself is not new: it 
was found in the conceptual themes in text I, in the theme of 
reciprocity and the use of the spatial dimension in text II 
etc.

The difference is that Mihy&r faces the reader with 
a catalogue of images revolving around the same core--the 
piercing, penetrative, phallic— in which the predominant 
effect is again one of cumulative wonder, not descriptive 
balance »

The theme structures the imagery of the whole passage 
but is particularly evident in the following nouns:

(1 ) oULiiJI o 1
('la) oo

(2)  ̂ 0 ̂ 
(3) t&JI o Y

1 Ibid.
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(4 ) J o A

(5 ) Ijsj I o ^

( 6 ) n t

(? )

The list shows the variety of motifs strung together 
by the theme. The interrelation is no less complex and varied. 
(1 ) and (4) are part of opposing images denoting obedience: 
the camel responds gently to the wooden stick that has pierced 
her nose; her toe writes the dictate of the night Journey in 
blood. The sexual connotations are underlined by the two 
images which denote defiance; (2) and (3). The camel wards 
off the advances of the stallion to whom other she-camels

•jsubmit, raising their tails(shawl) --similarly the points of 
the spears (shawk) cannot harm her (observe the sexual under
tone of wafi ’at). Masnun al-qara (5) is next in the series of 
protruding or piercing objects: this one not causing pain
(like (1 ), (3), (1a)) but caused by pain--namely hunger 
and exertion. Throughout, the emphasis has remained on 
sterility. This is effectively countered by the next trans
formation of the theme (6); "the little daughters" of the 
quiver (womb)--the arrows namely— which pierce their victim 
(takhallalna). Thus the only offspring given birth to (after 
a long pregnancy: *amayni) in the midst of this phallic
excitation is the agent of death1. Line 63 continues the theme 
of sterility, and the picture series of piercing objects is 
concluded with the vision of the claw (7) and, figuratively,
no doubt, with the piercing sensation of terror engendered by
:f“ *“ ”” ———— — —  —— — — — — - —  “

Shawl is pi. of sha'il. For the compound fahl al-shawl see
also N'bldeke, Beitrage zur Kenntuis der Poesie der
alten Araber « p. 120* The structural axis of the imagery
as well as the alliteration between shawl and shawk bring to
the fore another well attested meaning of the word; scorpions
tail or sting (see Lane).
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the vision.
The structure of the imagery in the passage does 

exhibit the mannerist characteristics outlined: constraint
is evident in the adherence to a structural axis and counter
balanced by the exploration of multiple and astonishing com
binatory possibilities— of which I have mentioned only the 
most obvious.

This enumerative style is reminiscent of the archaic 
style of description--as is indeed the whole section--yet the 
result is not creation of a "fixity” , but an abstract interplay 
of forms in countermotion.

The same technique is at work in all other cumulative 
effects--whether they concern imagery (e.g., the banquet 
scene, 72 i.)> lexicon (e.g., the name sequences, 47-52, 
113-115), morphology (e.g., the lam yaf*al refrain), or syntax. 
One factor, form or notion is adhered to with emphatic per- 
severence and, in return, occasions an ingenious display of 
elements shaped and combined in conformity with it. The 
structural axes do not, as in Buljturi^s poems, provide the 
outlines of the necessary, the hierarchy of being, but act as 
formal constraints for the exploration of the possible.

In this mimetic process, the literary work does not 
attempt to establish harmony between itself and a vision of 
extra-literary reality. The literary universe is transformed 
into a detached sphere, an antiworld, and every effort is made 
to remove it as far as possible from the real. The ordinary 
is made miraculous, the probable improbable and, by metaphor, 
all ordinary polarities are inverted. The archaic vein of 
pastoralism is the crowning point: neither descriptive nor
symbolic, it provides the artificial background for motifs in 
rhythmic and ornamental interaction.
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6.3. Ascetic Poetry

6.3.1 . Madl-fa and Tazhid
Some aspects of the opposition between panegyric

1and ascetic poetry have been discussed in chapter four. The 
contrast, as illustrated by Abu '1~'Atahiya’s zuhdiyyat, 
centres on the celebration of a (divinely sanctioned) worldly 
hierarchy in raadih, and the unmasking of ail matters and con
cerns of this world in tazhrd. One defines the individuals 
position with respect to society, the other tends towards 
dissociation from it and defines man only in relation to God. 
One portrays him as powerful and active in the face of adver
sity, ideally able to vanquish fate, the other sees him as 
the passive, helpless, and blinded victim of his destiny.

The difference is reflected in the style and compos
ition of the two types of x^oetry. The simple diction of the 
zuhdiyysil not only bears witness to pious restraint, but also 
strikes a deliberate contrast to the more adorned and archaic 
language of the panegyric. This applies also to Abu Tarnmam, 
whose verses on zuhd exhibit, despite certain characteristic 
metaphors, less complexity of diction and lexicon than his 
madlfa.

In the zuhdiyyat of Abu ;1-'Atahiya, the difference 
is supplemented by a contrasting imitation of the composition 
and development of the panegyric: this world and the here
after relate like amoral and noral realm (text V), the ruins 
of the camp site symbolise the fate of human existence as a 
whole (text XII).

The simple diction of the zuhdiyya conforms to the 
simplicity of its message. The complex polarities of the
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panegyric are reduced to a single axis: that between this
world and the hereafter. Fate, ruler and beloved, contrasting 
principles in the panegyric, are all equated as elements of 
the nether world whose only aim is ghurur, deceit and illusion.

With the reduction in complexity of diction and 
thematic structure goes the simplification of the ethos: 
instead of the many heroic virtues upheld in the panegyric, 
the zuhdiyya bases man's moral existence upon only one: 
tuqa— ’piety.

6.3.2. Zulidiyyat and Luzumiyyat
If the stylistic difference between zuhdiyya and 

madih is one of reduction, that between zuhdiyyat and 
Luzumiyyait is one of drastic augmentation. This is evident 
in the central ethos where tuqa is replaced with the many- 
faceted doctrine of asceticism. It bears a contrasting 
similarity to the panegyric: the sovereign wields power over
life and death, the ascetic renounces both. The latter!s 
solitary rebellion is akin to the former's confronting of fate 
--but with opposite orientation.

The interaction of thematic elements in the 
Luzumiyyat is infinitely more complex than in the works of 
Abu 'l-'Atahiya and again more similar to the panegyric.
There are contrasting polarities: God and world, the beloved
and death, the ascetic and death. However, while the panegyric 
in its movement from hardship to deliverence brings about a 
resolution of the conflicts between the principle themes, this 
is not so in the Luzumiyyat: in the last analysis, the
tensions are left unresolved.

As to diction, it has been shown that the Luzumiyyat 
are a summary of the poetic tradition in form and content.
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Thus, while the zuhdiyya contrasts with the panegyric by 
reduction and simplicity, Ma'arrl*s work encompasses and sur
passes the panegyric tradition in richness and complexity.

It follows that the contrast between zuhdiyyat and 
Luzumiyyat as forms of ascetic poetry could not be more 
extreme. This alone is sufficient to dispel the notion of 
a stylistic monism in Arabic literature. However, elucidation 
is needed to show that the differences sketched above reflect 
the dichotomy of classicism and mannerism.

6.3.3. Repetition and Variation
Repetition is characteristic of Abu '1-'Atahiya1 s 

style. In text v (the Paradigm) it is a major element of 
cohesion. The symmetry of the poemrs structure is marked by 
repetitions of words and roots:

- the root zyn links the two central lines;
- the repetition of dar in line 6 mirrors the 

repetition of yad al-dunya in line 3;
- the preposition bayn is repeated before the rhyme 

word in lines 2 and 7;
-- the repetition of Jjayn links the two outer lines.
There is also a tendency to enumerate or juxtapose

■jwords belonging to a "set": manaya, bayn and foayn (1a) are
closely related in meaning; so are da* iman and * abadan 
(4a). This manner of collocation is characteristic of the 
poem as a whole. Abu 'l-'Atahiya does not juxtapose the 
startling and unfamiliar, but exploits restricted lexical 
"sets” to create mellifluence and ease. Repetition is but an 
extension of this form of collocation. The simplicity of the
zuhdiyyat partly arises from this technique.
... -» , — . ~ ■ - - - ——  ■ ~

On 11 collocation'1 and "set" as categories of lexis, see 
Style in Language, ed. D.C. Freeman (London, 1970), pp. 73 ff.
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In Ma'arri's style, repetition of words in individual 
poems is rare. When it occurs, it does not bring about flowing 
continuity, but rather a phonological or semantic counterpoint. 
The repetition of the root bwh in the first line of text XIII 
is a function of the terse command in the first hemistich and 
an expression of condensation for the sake of which musical 
appeal is sacrificed. The sound sequence hahu-ha-hu lacks*I“ '*• • *  m f l i n i . . i—  h u m *  i h i i m i i i t ITi~ h i ~ t

the melodious fluency of Abu ’1-*Atahiya1s verse. If, further™ 
more, mublh has more than one meaning, this puts the repetition 
into a special category: variation.

The difference between repetition and variation 
resides in the fact that the former creates harmonious agree
ment (of sound and meaning) between the contexts of the 
repetitions while the latter aims at altering a given context 
to create a new entity which will contrast with its prototype

•j(and sometimes modify it beyond recognition). Abahallu/mubIhu 
is an example. The same applies to all the instances of 
radd aI-*ajaz *ala al-sadr in text XIV: it is a matter of
contrast and counterpoint, not transparency and harmony.

That a style based on repetition must differ funda
mentally from one based on variation stands to reason. The 
difference can be illustrated with respect to Ma'arri and 
Abu 'l-'Atiihiya by turning to two passages of texts XII and 
XIV.

6.3.4. Variation
Section B of text XIV is singled out from the 

remainder of the poem by the frequency of the phoneme L, Its
2frequency is 4.2 as opposed to 2.3, 2.8 and 3.7 in A, C and D. 

Cf. A. Schoenberg, Style and Idea (London, 1975), pp. 102 ff.
2 These sums are obtained by dividing the number of phonemes 
by the number of lines. The difference between AC and BD is 
equal: 0.5. These sections are also related in other respects
(see 5.4.7).
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Related is the frequency of the preposition li, five of the 
eight occurrences of which are in section B. Other particles 
(bij mSj miri and fl) also appear in clusters in section B. 
Altogether, one can co.unt 19 occurrences as opposed to 10, 10, 
and 7 in A. C, and D (see chart below).

Distribution of particles rnin, bi, li, ma, and f£ in text XXV

mi n  J bi li ma f I
1 **

2 ■K- **
3 xr *
4 *
5
6 *
7 *
8 •* A:
9 -X-

1 0 # *
11 * ■ft
12 * ft
1 3 * ■X- Xr

1 4 * * * **
15 ___ ________ * •X'X- _______________B:
1 6 **
17 *
1 8 * *
1 9 -X- Xr ft
20 ■Xr

21 [ * j i 1 1 !o

22 * ■X"
23 * -X-
24 -X
25

I;
i

2 6 _ __ __ * * D:

These particles provide the formal substance of 
variation. They structure the lines with a pattern of the
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greatest intricacy. Mostly they occupy different metrical 
positions, occur in different and contrasting contexts, and 
their order of appearance changes throughout. Their repet
ition does not create rhythmic uniformity but ceaseless 
contrast.

The conceptual substance of variation is an aspect 
of the logical continuity within the section which has been 
described as Presentation, Contemplation and Conclusion. In 
section B the three stages are aligned by the contrast of 
movement and stillness.

Bl shows camels (and humans) in movement through 
1 if e: ghaw<ldin~ -sawar in- - yurqilna ;

B2 shows horses and wild animals exposed and
defenceless in stillness; bi1-mishwari 
~-fi hadbi Shabata

B3 resumes the notions and combines them with the 
theme of death. Bi-ntiqali .jiwari (13), 
"change of neighbourhood" alludes to the 
removal to the 'tomb,
Bima yabdu min al-nuwwar i (14) evokes the 
contrary movement: the appearance of
life (flowers).
In the concluding line (15) stillness 
(salcana) and movement (ghada) are combined, 
together with~*appearance (yanzil) and 
disappearance (ka'anna . . . lam yanzil).

The only root repeated in the section is ghdw. It 
opens and seals the development: at the beginning, the
caravan of life is seen travelling: ghawadin; the end reveals
the destination: ghada lil-qabr--to the tomb.■WWIMil mu

The unity of section B is thus determined by highly 
abstract factors: the frequency of a phoneme, the repetition
of particles, and the concepts of movement and stillness in 
the gradual unravelling, through logical stages, of the theme 
of mortality.

The abstract nature of these factors of cohesion 
allows for variations of such contrast that they create an
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impression not of cohesion but of fragmentation. The process 
is manifest on several levels: phonologicl, morphological,
syntactic, and semantic.

(a) Phonologically, the passage is marked by a 
drastic change from a highly ornate sound structure to subtle 
internal assonance and atomistic alliteration; as well as an 
equally drastic development from accumulations of kha/s and 
gafs to the nimble sequence of line 15. The phonological 
theme L, remains similarly frequent throughout.

(b) Syntactic and morphological variations are 
largely determined by the particles. One important effect is 
the great irregularity of the verbal sequence: positive and
negative alternate throughout both in formation (la-ma-ma 
zala-laysa-lam) and succession. Morphological difference and 
congruence both have an equally contrasting effect.

(c) The semantic level is characterised by the 
juxtaposition of images derived from entirely different spheres. 
They are connected by abstract and logical factors. Thus the 
final image of the deserted square (tawar, 15) is substantially 
on the same level as the showground (11) and the hills of 
Shaba (12) despite the absence of any collocational link. The 
lowing of the animals (12) and hoariness (13), equally uncon
nected, are nevertheless linked by inversion: one tries to
keep death at bay, the other augurs it. The same applies'
to all variations on the concepts of movement and stillness.

Thus each line moulds the formal and conceptual 
substance of the passage to create a distinct pattern broken 
by the subsequent line, where the same ingredients are combined 
to a different end. The aesthetic impact is generated by the

1 ‘ ” : ! “ ! : " "" ’ ” See 5.4.6.
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arhythmic jolts in the constant shift1 of patterns,

6.3.5. Classical and Mannerist Mimesis ( 3 )

Section B of Abu '1-*Atahiya*s zuhdiyya counters
1the uniformity of section D by variety. Yet variety and

variation are not the same. The unity of the passage does 
not reside in underlying abstract notions which are varied 
throughout or in an implicit logical development, but in a 
single concrete and transparent theme: the death of the king.
Variety of diction is merely illustrative amplification and as 
such but an aspect of repetition in Abu ' 1- 'AteLhiya1 s style: 
it acts to make a basic idea easily graspable and give it 
plasticity and rhetorical impact.

In Abu '1-'Atahiya1s poem, variation only governs 
the interrelation between sections, and there, too, does not 
create disjunctive contrast, but a rhythmic and consistent 
development of the basic theme aided by the transitional 
function of the key couplets.

Transparency and ease in this poem and opacity and 
intricacy in the other are evident in their contrasting struc
ture. In one case all the linguistic levels go to establish 
a symmetrical harmony of parts, while in the other, a maze of 
contrasting patterns creates multiple subdivisions in which 
single lines relate like the entire sections of the earlier 
poem.

Structural homogeneity in Abu ’1-'Atahiya*s poem 
creates the classical harmony between signifier and signified 
— the principle expressed as "appropriateness of diction." 
There is no duality between the abstract and the concrete,

See 4.3.3.
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between language as a system and language as a reflection of 
reality. This appears also in the inner persuasion of the 
speaker: his conviction, and the persuasive force of his 
message, are functions of the simplicity and ease with which 
his language treats the subject.

6,4. Conclusion

From the analysis in the preceding pages, it follows 
that a stylistic development exists in Arabic literature which 
conforms to the mannerist-classical dichotomy as it has been 
postulated by Curtius. The juxtaposition and comparison of 
selected examples of panegyric and ascetic poetry of the ninth 
and eleventh centuries bears witness to such a change of style. 
The unilateral nature of the change is illustrated by the fact 
that writings as opposed in form, ethos, and theme, as the 
Luzumiyyat of Ma'arrI and the madlh of Mihyar can be seen to 
differ in comparable ways from their antecedents.

Applying the notions of classicism and mannerism 
as guiding principles in a study of the Arabic literary trad
ition provokes a hypothesis as to their significance. Rather 
than seeing the terms differentiated by types of rhetorical 
devices as suggested by Curtius, mannerism and classicism are 
here defined as attitudes to language. The difference between 
them resides in the creation of concord or discord between 
signifier and signified. It is most manifest with respect to 
three aspects of language: mimetic adequacy, epistemological
function, and structural limits.

Concord between signifier and signified reflects 
faith in the mimetic adequacy of language. The mannerist 
discord, on the other hand, expresses despair over its inad
equacy as much as delight in its potential as a creator of
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meanings and patterns; both are rooted in the perception 
that, in the words of Heidegger, "die Sprache spricht, nicht 
der Mensch".

Consequently, the epistemological function of lan
guage is oriented in opposing directions in mannerism and 
classicism. The latter, in maintaining concord between sig- 
nifier and signified, fashions the picture of a sensible and 
coherent extralinguistic reality. Discord between signifier 
and signified, achieved by acting out the formal properties 
of the signifier in emphatic but simulated service of the 
signified, expresses search for and exploration of a purely 
intralinguistic reality. This I have called semiological 
mimesis.

The differing role of the structural limits of 
language in classicism and mannerism is the consequence. In 
the classical style, the establishment and exploration of 
structural limits is subordinate to necessity and probability 
as functions of concord between signifier and signified. In 
the mannerist style, structural limits are the very instruments 
of semiological mimesis, providing the constraints which 
delimit the possible within the combinatory scope of language.

These constraints act like prisms, revealing in 
language a self-contained and boundless world of patterns in 
relation. Two types of pattern mark the extremities of the 
spectrum: the morphological and phonological potential of the
"system" of language and the metaphorical potential of the 
"system" of literature. Ma'arrl1s ra*iyya (text XIV) exhibits 
the former, while the latter is explored in the panegyric of 
MihySr (text IV).

M. Heidegger, Der Satz vom Grund (Pfullingen, 1957), p. 161..
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t v

^JI^C- pj j -ma^Vo

UJLL J*—-̂ —«J

1 lj-*W I b3p fcJ-SfcftgJ \ lj<ClJ-A#tJ
«u£

13 J j j k u - U  r L V i  lf^— *iL P  Ij^ p
(L

\ L̂& u&L>m 1 jJ pj— p
|*-̂ -j l i I til,! J t 1>__. 3 \

t a - i r V U I.C— {̂
L^j ~ 51 Jg I L> i j j

dv—W-—<» ^L Lj  jJ 1 cj5Ĵ >

J i V j ^L»JI V
f t  (*i ^ y . — .i i><î ,j— i i k X &  i ^  |

* i \ J ijSLP 6 CL̂Lp
h  !■■■ 11̂ 1̂ l *̂Ajj l ÎJe=Ei!̂|  ̂l

£

La L»̂ .b)J Ijj I Cdw Ls

; U t J L c -  j )  1 1 ?  L w J 3

Q° J -M ;

«̂Sh ĉJ I Lwa?̂  Ĉi |Ĵo d..,—ifplj
«J 1 <jJLww V «j L ^  l i L P

(t

L »— ^  1̂ ĵ»<-Ptoi£lsJ 1 ^ 5 L * « w ^  i tlL
JJ!) îllaJ I Ip

Li .i.iwfcp̂ L̂ J i J cJ-j *L
J rP  l ^,S& |jĵ | ***

jj>ĵ<J L?“ ^r— L_j% L-a<̂  cu*̂

A *
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ôA«̂ UtÂ  I d-- I J L ^ ^ U j

6 0 - ^ V i  JU.VI u**ST̂
■cw(ĴI»mmJ j, I d̂*J!j Uî

w

u^-*--hJI a—̂ iJl tj-*̂ -
W^ *JOJ I ^s

‘ JiLkJIj

Ij JL-J^t ^ I j  
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c„.>—..i ij_v« ^j i 1 dj Tjp
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IV
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^  I Jsti 'ifj Jsu*-
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j  

ifc* -t— ..i pJjj CLta l*« L̂»j5j

V— ^  ^  ̂

jJ (Jjj U
-Ŵi? V lj *̂ydM-5*iJ t

I kA»̂w <3JP~ Lt£?«£

o - l  ĝi fJ Oi (3’*’̂ ̂ <3*̂-3
L^>J 1 I,Vi I n ' J . " ' 11 ’■— '  .. 6

0

M̂nJ ■ HW l j L l^^"

u  J«mj «P̂w<t6 , e-9OmwpJ

L̂*'i» to) V L-wtaĴ C.1 i»«ll) lj

J tsf̂ f JJ
w*

6

^  l uXS ^ J«̂ SUta-WV 1̂

L̂ wj wl! ! Ĵj* kj iju Lj
wI \ j jj j-aJ I ĴLU Sj
W -

J , rn ,mmmS  U

J-— 9\ c5*:̂ U" J— ^ ̂ O4 (i?»
ifipj | 1 faJ (3̂ (J) L<M̂I#̂,,' ̂| I CrfL

*Lw«
r-'

«v

iJ Cf. L ■■■* pj <̂̂*JA

djVj] ̂  L..   1 d Lp*̂ip1
dJ L j.- >-»̂  dL̂ pLfdUj jjJ

iv  <•

C5—  ̂ O—  ̂ ^ .̂
L ^ p 4  j - < « aj ) 6  dll \ J  l̂Cb̂giu    itq

o— ®J) °>-^
13̂  iT*—^  ^  i3--

1̂ L»wAwx> U
(■ Wr ^

1— j»- Qo (jSfJ'& ĵ J
a. ^  d L s  c j^-1 ^

6L, ÎJ U«9 L-wJsLC'̂f 1 dUi dJjj
LuJuAVkJ pj JjJLfU t J ̂L>J 1 (̂4
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Text V

2L-55 liLsJ I ! J l5j

1 Lj  ■ i  ̂I ^  p i [J '̂ ĵ L i j  L Ljo-LJ L 1
>

lq dj !j) bX*£\j L/w  ̂ ^
^ V* is u/ ft

1 (3"  ̂ W-'  ̂ ^  O”̂* ̂  ^ Lf*-1 l uL/ CLrV bX&j ^
0/ 6 W

Lrf m*£*J 1 J l l iJL/ l L*ww5 l J l uXq~̂ “* HUD JU t̂j l ?,
w  ut %u nr «/

^̂ •jjjJIj J- SJ 1 U jll £L?-**LH (Jj I aMsC o* u Îĵ  ^  Cxu  ̂ 0
w C 1 w

1 dlo L~4 1 ^ 1 d  ̂ *̂* d-' C-faJ 1 dJ 1 *1
w W *M0̂ * Lm—  ̂ Lw tj L̂ MV̂ *xJ. ̂ L- 1 ^

U/ (♦ u/
«J  ̂ijrf l ■-' Ill■< ) m̂“ 1 djfft Lj  ̂*J II.am...Ill jjJjJ fî 3**f jl̂ f A

piw5n Abl *l~*At5hiya > p . 272 (baslft)
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Text VI

*V c  u / fc tviUm (3"̂"̂ djJx' (3***' *_3 dJJ I Ĵ--0̂? dSj tj ''JI j*S—* *̂ Ls'tfiJ I {'y \3jJs5JJ J—£CvO

8J »  r*

W) IU w W U> ^ 0

|jj 6 ol* 1̂ cr̂cfiŵ’ 6 -ajjJL̂ 1>p Lw ixJ 1 c*J 1 -̂li u
ir M Jt ur 9 V

«J-> V 0 L ULwuyw#̂  6 ̂ J I4 **if L C y J.?*<) dJe>  LsJ U 6 L
Iff Ur w  W  * )

6 d 0-rf L d uĴ  w 6 <lL 1̂ dJ**r v̂ ® 6 d̂  \ JLC- CLv 6 \j^ ^

t U» A Ur c tv w  %  ?
6 1  ̂ d-ĵto 1  ̂ L-  ̂̂  i J *d— 6 dJ liU dJ JLj 6 dJ tj*C dJ t5 T

du JaJhâ'*' Li 11 IfeMouJ I d  ̂ * I#**)" * dJJ I J ta lô*  ̂ L̂ iC' jj ®

J* f *•'* * % d (t
♦ uX-*iio  ̂ J cS"̂   ̂ O  CL̂ -̂  ̂ ^ ̂
la/*̂  ̂d̂ \«p faX»&W d*A-Â&l ^ ̂ |*J  ̂  ̂ *̂4

d-J^ o J J ^  V] d-—,£■ a\Ja s Ĵjj 6 d—h£*%*Q VI Uk,

6 dj-S—4 dJ J Lî' dJ dĵ SU—4 dJ C— V̂<£?1 t jj i 6 ̂ Î L drJj.

C — jT" o l ?  ^ ( 3 ^  ̂ J ‘-—-w k '  Lj— ia d-*i-C' j* t 6 Ij Cl- Jj  JX-l 1-j— la U ^ J  k »  ĵjL) I *

Lj~lo j}j41 jJj 6 L-SJ Lj— -? IjJ ^ a  dJlflJijt 6 Lj^’_fii ti^j Lj-J^LisC (Jja \ja I

L  0 L  ^  1/® j i  j  Ij3 (_jk» Lj—mi  ̂ ^1 o *  ̂ ^'L*™3*

j.—Lfc-w I Lj—<4 (J.5 I f̂j/i , J 1 ^ I l-'2i J Ij <tĴ *M (3̂  ^  ̂l-j—J.® ^ja L#
♦ d ,|I—;;*C t55 L j 6 d_/j-T*~ (̂Lf k̂ J) d£L|Ĵ  L4 I Lj—to Cu—1 1 (3°J)  ̂dm*o£g L*

J  L» * ^ ’ I ij tJj 6 { U J ^ ?  *Jii5 w j  ^  j j  6 dlLs-^9 JLS Lj—  ,plj f  I ®

W W UA

d> J j J-9 A y ^ t j  j  J j 6 lj\J_£"- dr>ĵ y£> J.f> Lj—uf d_j— 1 J p-5j| « dJL& J»S»* Jl9

Lj.i ̂ - .Sg 6 d j  L j—' LkjarW * ,̂.flj I j  dwlrf1̂* JlS ^ L  J 6 ^ -J  J

♦ I-,, j. 1 r..„— t—— (t ̂ L— L.&J 1 jjj b^̂ 0̂ Ij5jJ->j ij Û-! Lj— jĵ  <i (3"*j
tU * *

Lj— —ij i ̂ O—> Lj->t*J>Sai?j <» CLja Lj— -̂“ 6 ^JLw LjJ1 LLlP

Lj—Aa £'—jJ«i4 Lj^JLj 6 wjJ^a Li!)jwjĴ  fi1!—jj— * Lj^l.L , j»L;a—Ci I T *

<— 3pjjjJ I j 6^JJa«J I d_?'’̂ J  ̂ t-̂ 5'4'*l I C— Ij^Lu (dJJ J * Ijj jr±* , U—j j ^ u

I I ■Jfj-̂ J IjJ^^ Lrf Ij * Lw 1 jj I 6 J  JLsiJ | I ^  JL

f*"”1  ̂ 1̂  Lj^l jî L) J jk  1 li"  (3̂ * -J I • ĵĝ ..W"̂ J L

al-Jahiz, Bay an, vol. 1 , p. 126.
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f Lm  dJ I lj iJUwJtw 6 I 6 t ^ I J j  d ^  Lj T*

Lm  jj I d ^  6 ̂  lj Lj L ^ j«P ijwAuSvlsSj 6 L w  J f I 6 tAiJi—5kj T ®

ai J-j  ̂ p-f-^3 jil u3l9 L&mA*9 CLfawlĴl  ̂ 6 d«j a&J Lâ A wJ

lj^^!w |(iiw l̂| di|^ * Lj «> Lvtf̂ aJ L   ̂ L***«■/ |̂ .uJ Lj '" ^ d |̂ a J L

J i»Xj \ ^   ̂ L̂maJ J $ Lft^ |j I --ixJ dj I iJ d̂**"1̂

W  . W  ^  tv  0  IV ^  w

6 douLl̂ J 1 “̂̂ J  ̂ I |j 6 IsLmvJ I " i \ Ĵtd I

* LfrJ ̂ b L̂ »jjlx<> ft diSLd-13*^ ^ a«^£ * do l IoXmJ t J ||̂ «iM iUil  ̂ r  *

L̂ nJiP ĵ ŵ iJ Lo^1̂ |n^«J i î m L^m AnUJ|̂  L/*/ 1 d ijĴ ll i d«ij^ ^  15" ^j4 * J J  1 ĵjjSwJ

IV 4ftr r_r w  A  *  *  J

L-cl i ^  ̂ *̂f 1 n«.̂J  ^^UrJ d^»  ̂ Ĉ kLaJj  1 * L ^iĴ

IjJa^Ls * L̂ nĴ  ^9 ̂  J i dJ I LiiV*V ikm*J) * .̂InJiU |j«/ id Lq L j L̂ t**|0 La

J  W ̂  j^^JJ Ij ii«̂u.avLJ Lj dJJ I L̂ wjLif̂ j L*̂ * UwJiJ  ̂ a* I** ^ĵ aJ.»̂ w

d^j aJ-^*j ^ w  LuAa di^ a^Tw-j # d^******^ ^ jj Ĵ»ij d^*rfN̂  ̂ * dJJ i T* ^

«M 4* ft

• djtP Ljm a*<wu I d ^  ^  d̂« ^

? 5 ^ 3  *djĴj idrf 3̂  L-̂ a1 |jJj<-J lj 0 Lj L«j dj?*̂ l"̂  -̂Lp J Ij-la.P* : j  ̂  ^
c—  I... -0j J  I cy*j) ^ o  (—  J^jJI o^? ^ o  i |^jJ sc^j <i Li 1%-^

6 ^-ĵ >s- |J ij— i£«>*t q  j 6 L — is? jjj-*_mw Vj 6 1— &I j ^ j — ^  sy , j f  p.jj Cr o l c y r  

Cliulk ^ tJ L*^j I i j y y ^ y  b J La^T  ̂ IjkwiL Ijiaa^st 1 *

^  ̂ J k > fc1 Cl—i La <Jj> a^Lj—S’j  6 ^-jJ L̂ v-vO ̂ d*j/5 J JL9 * L l ^  6 X?
j  ^  .  M/ W  .  J

p-jj5X«*4 cdJ— s ’ _Jjsj d -̂  d  ̂"° L'j 6 -̂j— »-2 a  ^ ^ j i .

6 L k —  J "{* k ij LjJ CL*— m# 1  ̂ j  IjJ 1 ^yS^Li Ij5(j 3l— k  'ifĵ ijLArf 1'?*

a IjC- a la^~ • Lj!ij5^ ta l*J IJbj* Lŝ 9 b d*Jk j j- J  L j 6 d ^  La—k  <jur-«J L j

djic t wL ^  I iJjls®"' ^ J 6 d*J 1 jj I a L->J 1 | p_jJ L>pt^ lj»— *.k ,̂..jwt j^vP 6 ^ ^

L j »>” La * j^jjl&L? U >  L J  L - U  I jjj j j—. (jj— » J j f t! L5̂* * dJU I

b d— pLkj 3 * L  Jj dJJ I LU.;«J^ . dJL-3*u Ija-viS— Cil̂  6 d.kf*|ja^ 1̂ **̂ i u i j  b dJLl I L -

, d£u*» * I J  f ^J*L J^ La^uj
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Text VII

4
Oi J ̂ 3

'j— J  LwS Luj-JsiaJ_1_«i u  j).. I-..,dJ.t-’i ' O 1 / '  1

O   ̂  ̂1 °—  ■- 6 t Y

l_̂ J./S I <.*.*..« i. J hAj ^  j t
a

V  J—""— -* ^ d
u DL- a Cj, I T| n

J tiJ tail I wUnlĴ Y

•j t» ■!>., ( j * * *  ^  1 < b£> !j) A
*

J lj I* ĵJLs 1

JJ-J J  ,y  j  I 1 •

I »• **? W *'i
*~*̂ La L<AaJ 1 dJ L? y+*0m! ) 1

V  *tjr «j* ^ * — 5 L^JLcst k}3^"3 c- JL >- d -  jjl 1 Y

i_<2 ilad 1 t—.ih «j L—̂ L̂ ....,,!« ji,̂  1 Si jjf IT"

Urf ^ 1.1—..f ! »  t j -  ̂ lS (J-̂  LA~*1?'̂ "' >34 o J-5S 1 1

*——>̂,.1, **W) I..— I ,.*.* J -«4 l—)~ —' J ^ tj ®
3 J * + w
'-r‘33— -  ̂ c*j— *-Jl  ̂1— ij  =■ 2— *Hs Jp^ ] I

■ .-fci-i (_J-*—«« (*’”“’ ̂  *■"’ ̂  ̂ (J-* -»« >̂3 tat 1 Y

1 LP

I * »wLw j 1

%J
V11 1 •• * w * * 14' p1 *-1— ■ *ASj ■..--................J Lj kXSS C1*a.Ju Iij relj l  1 A

(w ĵwL— J1 <̂1—■>■ ..̂ }lj 1-3— — — ---- n Ja_*o 'il
4. ■ ~1.' 1— ^ . L i  Q j y ^ j ;  ‘w ^ J — a— J 1  U  c L h m  V] Y *

w  J

1»* 11 (j"" " 1 “‘J J - -r ^3 “̂t"* <‘‘*'< ̂   ̂̂  I ! ^  Jl^Lw Y 1
l,'7JTT' ~4J ”  ̂̂ 1 ^ ^  -̂—.iaAu tAij ̂ jjj UJ1 qJ Ll) 1 j j  Y Y

‘t 's—  ̂ ^ d—^ ^  t J —- i d ^ ^ > - —,. ^  il l  I ^  y r

d - j dL -J-J i J ^ ia  «y !-P ^  ^ T1

Diwan *AbId b, al-Abras, p. 5 (“the metre is a shortened form of 
the baslt", c.f. ibid., note I).
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dL9 2 ^ ^  u-JitU
* ■■>1̂ ■ ■■n̂ŵ J**' ^  J L l

u— JLJ" L-^i— p- & L S

J— Vj Ĵts 3â - V
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2  «v
L^ hwm.Jiiiih J  UmMI <UU-*j-*wrf
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1— a ^v l ( j—^—!j 

u-̂ JU t La^ ^  Qj— »c
u -j—5̂, a— L^Jl—S'

w
UewŴrVSlJ 1 twin , 0^* 'ŵ ’̂ ,WUf

JL>* ■̂11*  < ^  41— > Jj

u-wj—i  aJxyJ q — » ^Jbj

twjJiu L .,..̂ .., Ĵ U^- k

i>̂ *̂yi*«ii.»w d 1 ii
a *

Vjy * J“
VJL̂ * o * Ij

w

*r* wCrT' °  J-*

<*** r1*^' U^U
L» t— gw-ct « Sj JlP <C-»J»j’

I.

1.1 J J «J-?**̂« d~in ■* l̂vc
L ^ m u m  J L o v  V j  L  L o

i— < l- ’js jy * -^  î y0 L ^ w mp fe*
w <

L j ^ y  II J  1 ’■ ir ir f . iW I J  I

j —j j  cJt a i
**

!■ i"̂ "  C* r ^ j  dUuw^

O y JwfciilP d j wwa jf tJ  L ^ t u * ^

kj ̂  j us— ^  k
m H

Cj 3 a t a i 0-s»̂ -x5> Lo

p t f L » * v  f  L «J , , ‘Ww  I j

CajSILw lj Li. , ̂.. iLî C«j£)&a9
W wIĵi   J *— > <J4?

gA * ^  ^  . < ** LJ1f̂  * I "

L j « ^ * j A r f i « P K  .̂kL? k d

j - J U — j - <* >i»]
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To 
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r i 
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Text 1

w
•  V. V w  Ww li 1 I 6

Ur

• u3 'j-t£L* |»J d ^ v u  I uXaJ I ^duJLw

•  bX * & mM *A  C5^l^ ^5^ ̂ Ĉ** ^  ̂ L**v5"
MT Mr

, ^  ju^p I i LqJ cJJ?6 ^JJI ^  cJli U i

w  Mr

•  ̂ " "' " ( /  LS’*"'  ̂/ ̂pLf*
. j^ j- ^  J U J J  LU.JI Jl

* m > . c
• J wJ  I I’l ml Ĵ l j j  6 du..n d J—SH.J I j

• ^jjJjJ I dJ  ̂ U-U5"
w

•  ̂ v.y*'*** i t̂y? ClljAj Lisp

• gjĵ t j.J-Jl ^  1*U J]
Mr Mr ^ ^  a

6 kS ^j)" 1 '& *»Â* I J | 6 L 4̂ l« 1

* ? it "*0 0 —.. I J  ^ 1 O^uj J,S 6 O j J jP j

• i-LwJln j \w»p ĴLdU 1.9 6 UiLo

w* I I “I ** ) wwa uX*£aJ > «sJ t V  6 <«..< JJ I

• ^  6 Cl* li 11 ..lf*U&l̂ J Ia» dJ

(f •_£ J-1^4 Q J  J C — 1 J.5 J  Ijis (_^twv

o. iX̂ -w |«) (̂ J Ls (J Y Ij>-j

• ^ kS ^
J  Jj <— <J lisuJ I _j-f“ [j 6 JJleX

6 S J Vj 6 dJ* t-̂ *sj“p  >U

a J-AJ I til# ̂ J-nS-^J I (jJ1 jj i j]

J A-i Cl>  ̂ ckj$ Ĵ -—9
• J^j.. •■." ■ .!>’ Vj tjJ I9 U  (JJL* Jijj

• 1L... V-Ti'TU* Vrj (t i ĴLskS
*

BustSnT, op. cit., vol. 1 , p.

J-j Oi
Mr

pt ,J4 jiaJl -̂WJ wJĵ ao!

\JS d 1 îjLui 1 *UJi> r

6 djj-ft iwirf LIpj 6 v̂jo till r

a6 (3^>—
lar

JUj i

& 4-̂ jS ^  fjjj* oJ 4 J j ul e>

6 ̂ laJ Id
s Ur

"  O* J— -%-T̂  ̂ ol^ (Jj ut \

(1 ̂ ĵ aJ I W i 4J LtŜJ I 0 1 IrO 6 ju1 Y

Ĵ L*J t dJ '̂m S* 6 jjjut A

6 ! L* Cl«jlX V Jx 6 J j uf
«tr

“* O^ '"'nJ ̂ j U t •

(S'-0*
 ̂ ** • 

^ J  -̂*J < y p 6 1 1
w

6 ̂ j-L---
Mr Mr y

■■ n< J  J ' L,iuJ t, ,M.̂  ̂r

6 J ̂  ̂ 0* <jŜ M  ̂ t r
Mr ^

U  L^6̂ m̂-5lJ 1 V 6 J JUl t i

6 J ..lp.0j k-/ j pL_J1 *jA} [/>•]) ) 0

9 6 Jt— <a**L ) n

ij 1̂ 3̂ ĴJ dfcrwdj 1 Y
Mr Mr

6 ̂  JjJ  ̂O 1̂ ^ dlwuftĴ 1 A
nr ^

cJjjip #U^uJI dJb oĵ  ̂1

d J ijjl ^  'Q* h*^ ^ IJJ T *
U/£
' ■■ <mT 6 1 !j)̂m

«r
r 1

<i d-Jp (^ J-w'J  ̂ J V Ĵ*J t V T

6̂ vJj J L>jJ J Ĉ jl IJJ t r

6 J L 11 t C.Ui J Lb Clrwt ^1 r i

( t a w I lT\  li,Jinpii*lp»il|P. n . M a  «
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w.

• J J-

. .✓ r  ~

L i..  t . î i |. I f f»

4
6 oJj.—v* _jy^ '•««- \*>&'

6 j jj li clwJLJ jy&" ^y» c*aJ=uw I Uj
<* «/

6 6 ̂W**J Jw  <.Hil ̂ d

0 JU "̂ 1̂  I t Jji 6 diM  ̂uJ t I

« cX^ U  6 (wl&j 6 J ulJ L^
4v C

• uL-ŵf 16  ̂ O*
* > w •• «J 11..̂ kX 6 IhMwM̂ 1

«p• ̂  bXbb«&4 Ĵ J I *iŝ  ̂ ^ tJ i ̂
if

. jj >w. L ^ J ^ U  ^  ^ l y

• Lei \jM!
 ̂ J w

« bX-̂-'.̂ Û 6 J^wxj f ^ j d-jk

• bÂwbo#*j J up i hX t 1 b3 J

• 0 iĴ -b*J 1 6jJmk .**4, J 1 hJ ^4 V 1 ^̂J'4
w

*xs uXam̂ O^ 6 CX t„— wJ Lrf P»Jwî   ̂yLfi

•  J _ * - u v » j  ( i ) I . .. ■> J '1;? " * ^  O _ ^ “ '

J / .  tV ( ^

,J 1 ij Ĉ * T ®

wt ^ j A  ^ l ,3 n
iv 4

6 I f J **■?■ j>°* <yH jj TY

kAwJ*L*J 6 rtilniy  d^*i* d ^ j  Y A  

d P  ^  (J«£dC ^ L p Y ^
• u# a ,6 dJ -Ci 1 d*ni*.rf»j ^ d u J  t C w  la I J  t Y* *

 ̂ 61 * f**i>ii ̂ j L? j td̂ j Ljp̂ r ̂
6 ^  N  _, i  v f  o *  V J  %  Y' Y

<b.* ^« J 0 d^-Li*’ J ij !k*« rY

"^*1; O ^ *  O * ^  tJ'^'^j i 3 - ^ ŝ  Y'i
<J-  Jf—.-A dJ Ij |»t> VI 13***1  ̂ Y*

^ y A d  Li'O 1^ ^ ̂y ^ ~>.«-i.iwj  ! L * ^  1 OJ C* 1 ^  V  1

Zsj* V szJuJ I c^jii j x  u U j  r v

IT • -
dS- ..,., .>• d_hp  ̂ 0 “ O^) Y ̂

jy**«JI

e '>
m w 4 0

a ■■ "-'j cX1!?  ̂ cjX
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Text IX

O*  ̂ 1 1 J  Jj*»f£j I C.<iii* Ij£ J-SU* Cl-J

[ jyaJ*
~̂>-u51 V <J5* L̂J o-w o ^ J!̂  o*̂

(Jĵ iifc'—*.*'J I dJLiavĴ 1 uJLrfwtu 1 f j.P*sa <n** *j* Y

£•* ‘•̂ 5  ̂ I tĵ î
USA Mi* W
i d-̂ -̂-J,JcaJ I I r

& *
u»

i*-L& 1 CUeJjî ŷt£a# JLP l̂ ûQ 1 JU JlsĴ i

t y * O—* A? O ^  ̂ J t 0

On— h ̂  ̂ Ji— f-^  ^ uĴ  O «Jjl!̂ n
W

^ Ĵ s t ' m f'-— J J:) o ’ £ *9 L-> 1 « 1 CL*<Ĵ JliĴ y

i/t* <jr̂ * 0**s A
i *’ C w id tv

zs ^ J-y

ĴtCLJ1 j,,̂ -p.ijj cU J’S" lyj \S“  ̂ *
m

î..«.i .Jj «J \j V—4i -VV l̂ MW A ‘ ■ C fcjL̂W t V̂iLJ-9

j  ■■ I (.ĵ w JsJj JU<htfA«w 1 df* Qrf t J L?’"  ̂Y
IV

LajlJ I J  6 J
) m » *

fcXvulrf >1___dJLj 1 r
ww

cudl J l*-«i 1 1 J j a 1 JaSJ 1 Jĵ Â guftvj d̂ iî ii d L»J 1  ̂ t

OO—"̂  VXH*̂  ̂ lAJ ^ U-f»rJ-V •wV I  ̂ djJJ  ̂0
IjltwU-wdl \ ûXsJ 1

^JLuut J— [a- *hu*tAf ^ d»—>■» *J 1̂  ̂L**v  ̂Y

Cr̂ "-
W f tjfjS JU>- 6 Ĵ— t * ¥. .V£$ 0-^ dw 1 *1 vJ } A

Jj  mî * ol« t olJU £i £ĵ y iJ îôJJ
w W |L*

^ 1  (3^-J 1 i^lp- .̂CjljJ L̂j»Jî 5̂ J1 ^j*Ja# L Y *
(M

jJ J i
w

ĵ<T*..dLftJ w
J Al Y ^

A
c_"

p u i j i  j j t j  o i o f dj L̂S-KP J ^ V - t Lwai l^i>- Y Y
.̂<4-1 1

«v
J—-«J \ j  L UJ1 ^ ^ dJLi (̂ JJt YT

Al-Agma *iyyat, p . 1 01 (kamil)
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qJ a J~3i ( 1 *J„C) V i

sa^ . i &u> L̂ J 6 ŝ> jlj S->-Lp|J J kĴJ t uJ._»W C-t t-> jJjJ T o

^  jlpLJ \ J Vjl=> i.Jj1 tA
6 wC~*al Ô UĴ  t—J.S’vU Y1

t;~j\ e L«W-*J 1 (  9̂ *J 1 Ij 1—̂JLŵ
W

L̂*- J I  lo 1 j | «̂-«v TY
IV

fc7*’""̂ g *"̂> 1? dâww Ĉ APtj <J J tJvW.'Mi 1 v).Av TA

I
IV IV

(« » |  L|A*J 1 dv jJjv.jCJv l«« iJŵvVU li CvJa9 Cv tj Ĵ 9 M

CiU iJ cĴ i..nJ w •V

Lô U>P 1 dvj J ii> r *
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Text X

'  \ j  ̂ I I k̂D~ J

iw *r ^  A

\ U.̂  l j  \ *jJ J  Lt* V I j J  JU U 1

W W
^  *j~> V mjy ~" ■ ̂   ̂ <j V

-  w w
1 <xi^w ^9->J | j diL>- U-J i j  V

jjjL  t A,„9y.*v l« 1 ^  £
<x IV

j  ^  I di   I—Ul3 1 >Î V ̂  ^
IJr.  ̂ (r

^*X>J t ^  ■■ aujj ^IjsJ L

1 dJ l«a L îU.9 hJ V  ̂ (jjt V
( i f m w
I tXSj) d Lg<£t&I> ^ jj; uJ I (_Ĵw* d?"1̂ 1? ^

^  d— *cr  ^ k l i j  J  

I C^>J^ibj L>-t Ju j^J  1 tjJJ Q &  ^ J )

^O -sdt p J_*JJ ĉ LaJJ

^  V t (j)-*-Z*d  ̂ t5 ^   ̂ d.?*^  ̂„/■*% ^   ̂^
lv£ #  ̂ J

^vi3*J 1 U ^  U* I «J.£) ^ .L'wŵ  if jl UJ <̂JL*-j  ̂Y*

J  >^*J t <_̂  j* J  ^  ) £

<. jkj*' O ^  O* J-^ ^  ̂0
1 U5* l̂  I-L* A dU id  Qjĵ .sJ 1 <>Jlj*J 1 *1

w  Ur

ĵJ >"' ^  Ujrf <j* L-* j  j  I w 1 V

4-i* {&**-+* d?J+ ̂ (Ĵ
1 d«JjJ 1 ^  dXliW 1 dJj J ^ip lo

1 L̂ J»( m*itJ 1 1̂ T *

dS^a^J I ,jj jJ^ L^w ^  O* ^ ^

 ̂  ̂ V ^yJ^J  I jjJL ^ ip tj T T
$. I»^ I

|»J|̂  V I bL̂ P U J I I

 ̂A 

) <\

Noldeke, Delectus7 p.~1 (kamilT
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Text XI

» Cl I I J

L^i ̂  Jy^ ‘"■4?*? 1

<L*5  ̂'j* dm|̂>UW J-A r

d.1.1 Li'l̂ JuS «vdi.-.fl.n. d$j£) r

o* tJL>VU(,o 2 ̂ i

Lw 1 wLwmM îrl>9 vJ d̂-9 <̂~l 0

djJ L?J I ^ (jj-i-̂ Ijy-1*-* 1

&J LsJ Î &oaJ1
w

^i^ULJ {'j+jy*- Y

d̂ 4 U- ^ Lw ĵ̂Ltd5Lf d 1*̂ 1̂—.|C* LîHnAfLllWM* A

d.■■wl lj*t̂ d 1 V. ŵ~P 1

dus 15" j ; t i l L ’  ̂îin ̂4iA(W 1 •

dw.î L—̂-i 1i *a« t̂ixLĵ *v ti 1 1

Dlwan Abl * 1-*At5hiya, p. 304 (rajaz)
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Text XII

Jj*?  ̂ J  '̂̂ 3

dn iii Lrt# fliLiw-lxw 1̂*3

ri 1— n ■! 0I—■■■<<> 1 dw.J ipl

A j J A  o -̂J*

dlo L w ^ J il ^ j ,

O *

lj I.- i a,; >■

->•1— »

(!»S !> “
dJL 1— $ (L*

d-JL*b d-*a < y r x 3

ftnlî l«w«4ww d—

dJ— ,L> L <i“— ^  (_§3j

dJUo Ls*

d-L-w U  1*Lr o' J '
dJ J L > • ***d.i«j,.v jrf^uw

d.»...— ■.,,fl.>tiU

d i - J ^ U
41/

a L T 4 a - f— 13

dJ—

dJ—* U- O w  1 J

L  C,w i 'j* 1 ai ̂ 1

<d j  L— J.-'" d* < u Li PMljaC

J*
m

D l w S n  A b l  ' 1 - ' A t S h i y a ,

(1 )■■* L*V ̂  Wl «!!■ Ji III " ■ 1

l d 1 ■ "■ ^ d 1 iJU Y

VjJ3s U d l̂ j I C—i— ^ r

^ , ( b jJ t  J 5 ^ i

IV
t>

d * )L » - (J----------- *[

‘H  f ----- t-s1 t> “ *  J j  ^ Y

Uf
A

1 J  1 dU toJloP *̂ 1

t* .
i j i l *  ^  S j J *

IV

 ̂ li m 1 1

L »  d  mi ■ .oJa*P 1 Y

(U w
dllM  ^ 1  1+1# ) r

Hr

^<<U d-... «ij £ \ t

•V

) 0

b**-> i A > *  1 d ) n

I J s t^ 1 Lw ) Y

w
1 A

c M  O * J  ^ *** ) n

«r
V  (j}«P»d 1 c ** l̂ | r  •

w

> J U Y 1

q m  a <X>*j J j - i J Y Y

IV tv
J U ?  1 y r

 ̂ j 5  IP  a ~ ^ ? Y 1

227 (w|fir)



V t J r O * r
(wl*S 1imm!u J 1 1. "W HîHiit.̂ 1 1 T fi>

<j-U L_«j U S ’ aj~>- liw LL-5" 0 * 3 \ 1

d J y  ljU— -* l J ? o *j d ^ U j  \ L S 0 * 3 T Y

W  J .

\ - J f ora < 1 / ^  !■ III 1 IW 0 * 3 T A

dmJj L w L i f ora
Hr

d ~ A 5  1J*r Ltn— 0 * 3 V 1

djL l.! 'I->W
u» - 

1_____€ ora dij i' in." <..r 1.*—■! -J 0 * 3 r  *

rt ill miller U  — 0 3 L..AJ 1 <J IjL-i" « 0 * 3 n

4ili'».ig l̂ af U 1 .........

f

U*
V  Ij <hJ L-vJ 0 * 3 r t

c -----
>

f

iw w
!■«* î. 1 ̂  dJl^SH

w

lN r r

dJ~~G L* (Jj.t......—->eJ \j
r

tv
r t . .  i .̂ «,taJ t

w

o '  VI r i

j — L S
r lSj- O — * ^ t j l r<>

d_L__Q U-j J *  V  1 ^j9 rjr̂itvw 1 I* r n

<ll. il  ̂l^v d-JJl X  o  . ^  ^  j T Y

dJ-- &l-- jj dJL L ji C? T A
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Text XIII

<3 Lfĉli t  ̂ dU U <j.fc>l ̂.1.] (̂SlJ I . J l*-l g-rfj? 1 1
^ J  ̂ ^ L C »W ^jl d l^l

o  Jjl U til) I
# w w ̂  ̂  ̂ t* 0**- hJ l J

Luzumiyyat , 1 , 227 (kamil)
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Text XIV

: j ; I  *VUJ I y* I J
/• ✓ a / / s r

0^7"^ !-<-• L>*j)
/  /

j 1? J J 1? ̂
'  /  '

J ^ lj l <y Sj ̂  ^
/  4 U/ ^

clL** 1 L» 1̂
j 1J ^  _^l c ,i------------- j ^ ^ l

X

j'̂ T ^  e5^
V

''to  ✓ ^  tJĵl̂ j [y^J Uoj lj_AL 121̂
s '

"   ̂ ?
>Sj \ya C-LJls Q j^ u li

J  I?-** , L jJ  I ^  J Iy i -  1,5_^J

^ "«
r--̂ -̂  c/*'-j 25ŝ*" ̂
? * 9 '

j  lj).-*.< J L i — ôjsiSJj)

" . '  -  C'j  ij_>J 1 U.J ij <L L :

j ! ^  J ^ ; k' u  ^  J  [j ^
f  s Sf .

**• /-** a

j  Ijj-J I |̂ wo J >-L'̂  U j  v. I

j l^ k ;  i j  J j—L J  _ /*D
/ ' ^

<J) Ijĥ Cr—’f'̂'* C/" J J ̂
J \jf̂  ^  L—̂• 4 0  c y u

A-1* ^ j?

^ ! w  7  -  j"j U ic l_. L=-J I 

S j\^ r  o —̂  t r l?

j ' y VI i .M
' r  S  '

j  1 ^  t ^ S .  j  l i t  \ j  J ls
/ **

_3

e f j^  |»U->J i ^ j a  C ^l2jL»Jlj

j { y H  I ^ ls - C.-J-i»i U j \ y
r  -?

j'JUjL
 ̂ » * 

}U>-j'> °
/

 ̂l̂rW/ l W-L u l ij ' y \

j l̂j N l Lî  ' „ w u > c  j  Îj !
C—.»jy-» —1,1

* *
J• / m #OfO I* t, Ip I I \j ! ^  ki,iH

/■ / t o

C<i9 J  LtAf cl— «a P I 1 ^  i

* L \ i  e iJ l®  iC , t ^ J I  I j J j

U j /

uii9

^-;1̂

^ l>’ 

'̂ *o

l^J

/c l*»

l l  J

i l l / I

"ajV

C i U

c

J
• /■ O /■ r
jj  Wiij L

c J

«  1 2  I  J  I ^ h o J  I  J ^ a/ /
_ i  : > - u

_J \—£cJ i ŝi ^

J lj iJI
^ J l

L“

o*

L oJT

&

I {̂J*1  ̂ I-1
r  r

i * llaJ I < y *  ,jt5^
C *  J

Î Js jy -jS jS  I .. «m_lJ I l i l l j
 ̂ to ’*#'

L ̂  J | . , M I 1 Ŝ_J I

’kJ"
r t o  ^  j

^ 2 i a  U i  <_j d-jjr

J j I—  J-̂ * A jJ I j  \y—~
S 9 o f t  *

1 j_<«J I ŷj ob \yt. ci- j_#o ^1jj2ij>-li
Q /

j ~ \ ^ \ Lf-jl̂ S
VI I—- I J ŷ> (3--*2 I '—J2a

>3 1 ltf2J I uJ o j J

1? 1̂——* VI L UaJ I

)

T

r

0

1

Y

A

1 * 
1 )

\ Y 

i r  

) i  

) o 

) Y 

I Y 

I A

) n
Y •

Y )

Y Y

Y r  

Y i

Y o

Y Y

Luzumiyyat, I , 400 (kamil)
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Text XV

: \ I I J
(V

La (Xa J I dijJ I ̂  f_£3«a *̂jj J  L*w^ 

l«> j o ̂ apLpmJ I ̂Ŝ Lw
Loi^li j->21 jyjj eLl̂ cuTjl 
U j VI <*5 LdĴ-f Ĵ9 d*Ĵ A9 l*̂
U uL^»> I C i. J .j la I J  J p 

*
lo jJ ^ 5 - ^ 1 1  \j 1 1L>- CL-j Jua- Vj

W
la bLscJ lj ^ iŜ aJ I CL&9j«m> ^L -̂9

U  J—  I U  Ll=> '— -Ja j  Ull I . ^ J U

la Ĵ vgj ly  ̂ I idia î̂  ̂ \-P 1̂

la J3 ^5li “I J (dll I J q  15" 1

la WJ 'jjMiS l CL- L̂md 1̂ -̂ “

U jJI V dl%  lH
la dJ ^  Ifi ^5 CL- la I 0 j

la Jd

? *V

o° oĵ

d iJw CL*
dJa,̂.âaJ ^

3-^U  cJ<li /  ^

^ | * H  II m U *  l ■  i f i

u -  r ^ JI o-~ (J cl
ff *¥ -^ . in -'■■ud‘ I I (J I C\t*yMiS lô

Ut M> WU> a— L* <jj Ĵ5 ^> cl«-*o=s=-
d-*̂  LJ lo 11- !**> cj î j" A.ul I CLP
ld»tiN.i.?3ia d JJ I d.>ji in 1 ^ n d £ U

l—j-Pĵ-' I.   —-jj-lJ I jâ A< I
(HwJi! l^d J  L ... P*" ^y  Jifi JjJj

dd C'l«„ia.,?’Jl J-iis ŷL& CL— a JJ

w
c*«   .L..„>- I J  | kS_j  Jjh; Vp

*** s'*
{ĵ i J  U  iX>- d l  tJJjH ^.Jad

I
T

r

i 
£> 
*1 
Y 
A  

1 
1 * 
) )

) T 

i r 
) i

Luzurniyyat . II, 284 (basit)
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Text XVI

J«*A)riW Ur£ut,
ljpjL*J I LqtXp“f >*a*t2 1Jml

k)̂  Ĵ l^ U j u* hL»̂

<19̂ ̂I'n—i d-Ts' W *»
J ̂

<-L̂wj J*5*
w

j j >

Luzumiyyat, 17 259 Twafir 7

• I fl>UJ I j*1

9 9 LlJ \ ^ Lo~2*cJ ̂ C ^ O o ^ - ’’ ^
 <£iwA-Sjj Y

L UJ1 ^ b ^  f ^ 1 f
iJLuf* •.-b̂.ikfcAW Lav i hj Lfr ^

IV (Vd-JLjJ L cu-*
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Text XVII

.... ,̂ . >» Ly?j) I

I$j*>s\ V (jl  ̂f) J j^Ji* U -^ lj T

L̂Up %JLP d-> ĥ.hoM
. (t w

r
V j

UJ3 <iLUrfd> Jl* ^ 5  tdLij/ i

[slJoJ \ lo { J—. £>

Ui>- 3* Ui }Ls*» I® ^  I—..m» !---—>
m u*\sJc \ a-Js* U J....,-------- ~5 Y

e
1=5̂9 d Iŵ AiHnJ I d ( p) L?V A

Burgel, p. 321 ; review by Heinrichs in ZDMG, no. 121 , 1971 , 
p. 175.
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Text XVIII

L-̂»Q tl/* C L̂ft" I fcj J  ̂ t bjJ \ ^

Lw-î Va i 1̂-# C*p< 1 ■■ihO.Ĵ*  ̂ ^  ^

w <* a a . w ^
I-X̂ i ^ Î p L̂b I *x& I 1 4xJ I t*} ^

f  I ♦ t w  w  w  c

«J  ̂gAMSm* Cj* C lJi^ iv  dĴ *V> ijj^ I WII.̂ -M..J L dJjf\d ^

*“̂ 0̂ *  ̂*£*¥& bJ ̂  0̂®  ̂ (3"*"̂  ^  ̂  ^

k  ̂^3^ L$u* (jj V t * {j» 1̂ 3 \ j  \ o t {j y -  cuJUjj *1

L̂ ŷO t iJnpŜlĵ  •̂,f,B'',̂ ĵ'̂  ŷ*̂ * LsO U I ^La i L Y

W^l i- f t jjii i >v_Jb .̂g L^^5^b Ĵa& L̂ Hld Un«&9 Jlf A

L̂ o (_ĝ '■S_ĵu ol"̂  <tJ Lv u  L..JM1 i c j  b* ^  J i

’S *J—|P libo djJ’fX̂j L I  * b_̂ »ioJ 1 jĵ o i_JM ijj b»wf 1 *

b^-J Lsm (jT ^  2 J-a-1̂ Ja iL  d£ja U j^ « J  t o  liyo tib liiio  1 )

L̂m-uî J U bŵCj  ̂ ^ L̂ wî Lwrf ^j! 1»UL ttj b I V
. w g

L^-J^ lj-?“ cJ>j clo lA- (^i p̂S- d il Jj \  (̂ 9 j«aJ*t\ I t^jdaAiaj } Y

b -̂̂ — (£* '-> \ j **^J \̂ L* <^Mt Irj ij^-b -' ^  d b  dwJ J 1 i j l  1 i

Î JS 1 JJ (j9̂ -(-J c b  Cl»*«Jj_a-1 Li ̂ ji>j$  ̂  {^ ''S  *bJ  ̂ C j^  ^  ̂  ^  j>J 1 ̂

1̂4 (̂ j* 1*̂  ̂iA>J ̂  ĵjfîo âsSlsu O—J iJ Ju»»9 dJL) 1 diuJb5’  ̂I

b^-3* ^ b̂ *j î jia (jfî  V ! ^5 li ^ 5  J-iJ I a I  ̂ Y

b^^5 jjgJ J d 1 Jw hl̂ JiT bjJ  ̂̂  L..-...̂  ' j j  1 d̂moj \Sa C^P  ̂A

L̂ -m I J I J t ŷP- [̂jmJlA 1 j.&$1 CL>j-L<2 y*.J dJJ 1 V Ju  ̂ *1

bĵ _A*̂  JUJI Ijabt 1 JJ fO -lj J1—J i b j V *

b j-f^^ (j.? V1 ̂ Ĵ̂ b (»- L>t«J t 1J.jsi S^Jsu j_~j>- bJ cL ju T 1

L^«J Ut (̂ J-C-I ^s e L „ JJ" ĵo ^ U J 1 cJL^ V Y

bf-̂ -J>U bJ  ̂ tiJ J I—wT (J L?j j_>- (J_̂A> iL^J I ci<fli YY

bf-*9 '_/> ^  J  ̂ (.>c'  jî wJ  ̂  ̂f. < 1 c i j j  e b -J^ c . a ^  Y 1

DXw5n Muslim, p . 21 6 (basxt)
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w*n M
 ̂ Cfi ̂  cJiS^ V J Ooj^a

(V
L  Lxj i-J 1 la T o

w ^
'-w l*w-9sJ 1 J a J  I j  1 d J ^ U a i

W tv
O  hJj* ^M mJ  djj 1 d̂ -tXrî * Y I

u) 1^0 j^S Lsmi.<<i ^ uifL- lo-9 ^ J 5 "  j j ^ L d !  td^JL* * Y Y

L#^ o  Lwtj
w

L mhw^im̂  tLrf 1-9
^ |y J ^
^  ĵ*— •~f—‘n~l ̂ c l J 1—> Y A

w
L ^  j J I o  L j  t)f>" L ^  o *  1^" <Lm  t*J Y 1

*»
till® (J L-^5- Lti5* t cJL)j5

*•

w * • •L jj& jJ I lJ> L>j IjLwJ r  *

u\l I —I ̂iqnil i 1̂11 *̂mAm* * n«̂i) n

LsX’L ^*^3 ^ itdJL-*>* JJ ^ L & t  iiLj dTf r  y

f } **} W (L
1  ̂(̂ 5̂  Cli-» W-s-l? Q  JjJ5 ^,L!5*JI L^-l r  r

L^*pL M — * j j i  i c ^ J L  j b j if'O o...i-.„11j <jJ d U  1 >.**<**q L Y'l
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